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A FOREWORD 

Two THINGS seem fitting in this fOI:"W~rd, 1;he one a few words 
of appreciation of the author and of his work during 1920-240 
at Moga in the Punjab, the other some reference to the wider 
significance of the school and of its program as described in the 
book. 

Such is the modesty of Dr. McKee that one need hardly knltw 
from his account that his ideal is already a very lively actuality, 
still less that it has excited an amount of favorable interest and 
comment seldom accorded to experiments in primary education. 
But such are the facts. His rural mission school has made for 
India the very name Moga .. symbol of new things, a vision and 
a hope of the reconstruction of primary village education not 
only in India but even in remote regions elsewhere. It was with 
surprise and pleasure that in 1925 I received a visit from the 
vice-principal of a mission training college in Scotland who 
journeyed to the United States explicitly to leam more about 
the "project method" of which such favorable accounts were 
coming from Moga in India. Up to that time I had hardly heard 
of Dr. McKee's work, but tl].e corroboration of all this and 
more has been ample from what has been leamed since. The 
Govemment of India in 1922, in appreciation of Dr. McKee'. 
services to rural education in that country, decorated him with 
the silver Kaiser-i-Hind medal (as it has done again in 1928 
in the case of Mr. A. E. Harper, Dr. McKee's worthy Buccessor 
at Moga). . 

Througbout India, aB I myself can Bay, govemment officials, 
Indians, and missionaries know and discuss the work started at 
Moga. In parts of Africa, as reported by my colleague, Profes
Bor Carney, Dr. McKee is. the best known American educator, 
made so by the representations of the British colonial authorities 
a8 they have commended the work at Moga. It was a peculiar' 
pleasure to meet in Moga in 1926 the divisional inspector of 
schools, Mr. S. B. Samar Bishan Singh, and note his pride in 
the fact that it was he who had first recognized the worth of 
the Moga experiment. as it was also to meet Sir George Ander
IOn, Director of Public Instruction in the Punjab, and to leam 
from him his approving opinion and in particular that he was 
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organizing a training college in the province to spread the 
general Moga idea. It would be poor praise to Dr. McKee or Mr. 
Harper to allow the thought that they count their plan already 
adequate for the regeneration of the Indian village school; they 
would be the first to deny it. But that a great and promising 
step forward has been taken, seems to me, at any rate, an un
doubted fact. The grounds for this belief are worthy of further 
consideration. . 

The worth and promise of the Moga experiment seem to lie 
in its astonishing success at securing and co-ordinating a num
ber of contrasted and often warring elements. It is a common
place of modern education that in order to meet its task the 
school must, on the one hand, secure a high degree of pupil 
initiative and self-directed endeavor and, on the other, that it 
must make for social service. The more usual dorts the world 
over find it difficult to get both of these at once. Dr. McKee, 
in the judgment of competent observers, got both and each in 
a high degree. There is no need to anticipate here how the 
''project idea" as worked out in his curriculum secures both 
pupil interest and effort and pertinent individual understanding, 
on the one hand, and social significance and bearing in what is 
learned, on the other. But one who has seen will not soon forget 
the eagerness of the fourth-year market boys, for example, or, 
still more, that of the hospital group, nor is it possible to 
doubt the practical value of what they were learning and using. 
And the two sides were not artificially tied together, they were 
inherently joined in one unified on-going round of experience. 
With these boys, living and learning went together, each in re
markable degree helping the other into being. When the market 
boy ate the radishes and his accounts told the tale, arithmetic 
was actually at work and public honesty was being taught in 
a way that promises much.,. 

A second antithesis and opposition which has given particular 
concern in India has been the difficulty of securing and still more 
of co-ordinating ''book-learning'' with a serviceable reconstruc
tion of Indian life. In both lower and upper schools progress in 
the curriculum haa too often meant by just so much the boy'. 
removal from effectual service in actual Indian life into • region 
of mere selfish wish to be supported .t general expense. Dr. 
McKee's work, however, has, in a remarkable degree given actual 
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advance in the use of books with a no less definite part in the 
actual scbeme of bringing to India in bealthy form the social 
reconstruction made necessary by contacts wilJ? modern science 
and industry. This point calls for elaboration. 

At a famous agricultural scbool in India the present writer 
heard au instructor ask in despair, ''How can I teacb the use 
and care of agricultural macbinery to a boy who, before coming 
here, has never even had a hammer in bis hand?" The question 
ents deep into the complexities of the Indian situation and can 
never be answered in the right way till the school system ac
customs the boy, from earliest childhood onward, to join bis 
thinking and bis book-learning with actual doing, hand and 
otherwise, of a kind that enter. intimately into Indian life and 
culture. This Dr. McKee's plan undertakes to do.. On no other 
basis, it would seem, can we reasonably hope to get the needed 
fte:n"bility of concrete thinking, the indispensable working belief 
in the superiority of causation over Karma, and the practical 
willingness to attack actual problems in a commonsense way. 
One shudders to think of the misery in store for those villagers 
in India and elsewhere in the world who, when it shall come, as 
come it must, cannot psycbologically make the shift from an old 
and merely traditional civilization to the moving and changing 
civilization of modem industry. It is tbis type of actual thinking 
about actual affairs in an actual situation that gives to the 
experiment under consideration perhaps its chiefest interest. 

Two other successes at co-ordinating in Dr. McKee's scbeme 
, need only be mentioned. Many have seen, from one end of Jpdia 
to the other, the need for ''vocational'' and "ther ''practical'' 
education, but most efforts have, in effect, taken these a. external 
additions to the ordinary scheme, with the result that the final 

, effect has been slight. It sickens the heart to learn how many 
students of agriculture in India are preparing merely to teach 
agriculture, anything but use it themselves in farming. The 
problem is, to be sure, a very different one in the higher scbools 
from what it is in the primary school, but it seems doubtful if 
any advanced vocational work can meet wide success in India 
whicb has not founded itself on some sucb unified head-hand
heart program as that herein contemplated. 

At this point some will be troubled lest the cultural and other 
higher spiritual aspects of life are to be overlooked. The argu-
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ment is too involved for adequate consideration here. Possibly 
it will suflice to suggest that culture and spirit are not best 
conceived as separate from the rest of life but as inherent in 
the whole of life. Let us have done with disparate and separating 
dualisms. Let Indian children begin their cultural life in actual 
connection with actual existent Indian culture. On this founda
tion let them proceed continuously to the highest attainable 
reaches, but let the process always be continuous, and let the 
higher be a culture which derives its worth and virtue from its 
power of return to actual Indian life and from the possibility 
which it shall possess to lead and inform this life to the highest. 
This conception of culture is well served by such work as that 
done at Moga. 

Many will wonder and some may smile that so much seems 
attributed to one rural school experiment. Let there be no mis
understanding. No one could claim that these wider and better 
things must come. It does, however, seem fair to claim that on 
some such basis as that herein described our best hopes stand. 
Let those who doubt think it through. Wherever in the world the 
old farming village yet remains practically untouched, there 
is the need and hope of the kind of school which Dr. McKee 
began at Moga. 

TEACHERS COLLEGB 

COLUKBIA UNlVBIlSITY 

WK. H. Kn.PAT&ICI[ 



PREFACE 

0JfB ow the most vital problems facing India today ill that of 
providing a basic education for its teeming millions of people. 
It ill a problem that has agitated the Government, India'. 
leaders, and private agencies for many years. Government 
officials have emphasized the urgent need of mass education in 
order to meet approaching social and politica.l responsibility. 
As an indication of thill, one has but to note the many dieCllB
sions in the press or on the public platform, the frequent ap
pointments of committees of inquiry and investigation, and the 
publication of reports and pamphlets on this subject. All over 
India at present there ill a strong conviction of the importance 
of primary education and the necessity for its extension, if India 
ill to take her rightful place among the nations of the world. 
Differences of opinion exist, doubtless, as to the type of educa
tion to be given and as to the means of extending it, but there 
ill no question as to the urgency of the need. 

This attitude ill in marked contrast to that of if teen or twenty 
years ago. Then, the largest amount of attention and an undue 
proportion of public funds were devoted to leeondary and 
higher education. This condition w .... due partly to the indif
ferent attitude of the masaea to education and partly to the 
mistaken theory held by the Government that education would 
"filter down" from the educated Indian leaders to the masses. 
Today, however, both the educated elaaaea and the Government, 
&8 well &8 a gradually inereaaing number of village people, feel 
the necessity of widespread educational opportunity and are 
tackling vigorously the whole problem of primary education. 

This change of attitude hal been brought about by a number 
of factors. First and foremost 11'&8 the pronouncement of his 
Majesty's Government on August 20, 1917, that "the goal of 
British rule in India is the progressive realization of responsible 
government of the kind enjoyed by the self-governing Domin
ions." All thinking people realize that !'responsible government" 
necessitates at leaat the fundamental elements of education for 
&8 large a proportion of the population &8 possible. 

Another vital factor W&8 the return to the villages of the 
many Indian aoldiers who had fought valiantly in the Great 
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War. These men saw, in the various countries which they visited, 
the great advantages of even an elementary education, and they 
returned to their homes as active advocates of education for 
their fellow villagers. 

A third important factor has been the persistent efforts of 
India's leaders to secure compulsory primary education. They 
have argued that the progress made by the British in educating 
India's multitudes has been discouragingly slow and that at the 
present rate centuries would elapse before India would be liter
ate. In its own defense the Government of India has maintained 
that financial and administrative reasons of decisive weight, 
together with the poverty of the people and their inadequate 
realization of the value of education for their children, have 
made it inadvisable for them to make education compulsory. 
Moreover, most of the illiterate people (approximately 86 per 
cent), live in small, isolated villages-a fact which makes the 
cost and administration of education a very serious problem. 
Other hampering influences have been the social and religious 
attitudes of the people, the scarcity of trained teachers, and 
the lack of essenj:ial educational facilities. Indeed, it is probable 
thaj; no government has ever before had an educational problem 
of such magnitude and difliculty. The problem of the education 
of the Filipinos or of the Japanese or even of the Mricans, is 
not to be compared with the task of providing India with an 
education which will develop her people and help them to con
tribute to her national uplift. Only China furnishes a parallel, 
and even China is not hampered so greatly as India by racial, 
social, and religious cleavages. 

A fourth important factor in the change of attitude toward 
primary education has been the transference of the Provincial 
Departments of Education to popular control, under tbe direc
tion of an Indian Minister. In most cases this has resulted in 
increased efforts on behalf of primary educatio'n and in con
siderable progress in that field. In several provinces special five
year programs of advance (described on pages 44-50), have 
been undertaken with considerable success, not only in increas
ing the number of schools and pupils, but in extending and 
deepening public interest in education. 

Following the memorable pronouncement of August 20, 1917, 
both the official and non-official members of the legislative 
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euancila of pnu:tic:alIy aD the proYinces felt the urgmt need of 
a poliey leading to a more widespread primary edueati ..... and 
from 1918 to 1921 the various proYinces enacted permissive 
compu1sory primary edueation acta. Bombay passed the first 
one in 1918, bat it ... as later l't!J"!"led and n!plaeed by a more 
worl.ab1e ad in 1923. Bihar and Orissa, the Punjab, Bengal. 
and the United Provinces followed with aimiIar me&IIlIl'e8 in 
1919. and the Central Provinces and Madras passed their acta 
in 1920. These acta, wbiIe difFering in the extent of the areas and 
the ages emered by compnlaion and in eertain fiDaneial and 
administrative policies, are aD permissive in applieation and 
Iea~ the initiative of int:roducing ClOIIlptI1aion with the loea! 
bodies.. 

'11Ie progress made in the various proYinces under these acta 
difFers greatly. Loeal authorities, especially in the village areas, 
have, in general, not shOll'D mum eagerness in enfon:ing the 
prorisiOll8 of the acta. The poverty of the village COIIIIIlUIlitie 
the unwiIlingne&8 to spare cbiIdrm from gainfulll'Ork, and the 
1ac1r. of publie approval of the preaent type of edueation are 
hindering eauses.. Many loeal bodies feel that the initiative in 
the matter of compulsion should come from the Govemmeol. 
Hr. J. H. Sen, in his study. p~ EdwoAott .Am ioalwdi4, 
states that be eonsidera two amendments essential before the 
acta wiIlll'Ork efFeetively: first, the acta should eompe1 the loea! 
authority to apply for permission within a stated period to 
introduce compu1sory edueation in its area; and second, Gov
erDIIII!Dt should eompe1 the loea! authority to levy an education 
eeu (tax). and should fix the proportion of expenditure to be 
borne by GoVerDllll!Dt and by the loea! authorities.. Fundamental 
JIlI!IISUft8 toward the sueeessful operation of these acta ... ould 
certainly seem to invom more adequate fiDaneial provisi ..... and, 
what is probably t!ftIl more fundamental, a change of attitude 
toward education on the part of the JIIIIIIIIeII. 

This change, h01l'l!Vl!!l', is not likely to manifest itself until 
~ edat:aIiott u ao r-tleled lTaM iI u 'Oifally related <to 
1M peDfJle'. lif. l1li4 weetb. Only when parents are c:onvineed 
that edueation males life more nearly eomplete and more .. tis
fying are they likely to be willing to aend their cbiIdrm to .mool 
and keep them there. This relating of the .mool to the life of 
the people is t:onaidered by many to be the fundamental prob-
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lem "'f rural primary education, and government authorities 
are keenly aware of the unsatisfactoriness of the existing cur
riculum. Indian leaders have condemned it in unmeasured terms. 
In fact, the National Education Movement was, in part, a pro
test against the foreign character and lack of adaptation of 
the existing course of study. 

These criticisms of present educational conditions indicate 
how important and urgent is a careful investigation of all neces
sary factors in order to secure an efficient indigenous primary 
school curriculum. Up to the present, no such thorough investi
gation has been made, but it is clear that it is greatly needed 
before large sums of money are spent upon extending a system 
of education which has already proved unsatisfactory. 

The writer realizes that there are many other large problem. 
connected with rural education besides the fundamental one of 
determining a satisfactory curriculum and that these problems 
greatly influence the type of curriculum which can be success
fully utilized. Such problems are those of finance, trained 
teachers, building and equipment, suitable literature, 'avail
ability of pupils, attitude of parents and community, relation of 
the rural schools to higher institutions and to the Educational 
Department. But while all these conditioning factors will be 
kept in mind throughout this study, the position will be strongly 
maintained that the best possible type of education will prove 
the most economical in the end and that there is no reason why 
India should pass through all the intermediate educational ex
periences and mistakes of the West before she accepts and 
utilizes the highest and best educational ideals and practices of 
the present day. 

The purpose of this study, therefore, is to work out a sug
gestive and practical method of procedure for developing a 
curriculum which will help toward an effective mral elementary 

" education in the Punjab. By "effective" is meant ~uch an educa
tion as will function for the fullest development of the rural 
child and for the improvement of his home and community. 

To accomplish this purpose four distinct investigations have 
been undertaken, the first dealing with the history of education 
in India, the second dealing with the educational system of the 
present, the third dealing with environmental conditions as 
they affect education, and the fourth dealing with modern social 
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and educational ideals and theories in their relation to India's 
educational problem. 

While the criteria and principles deduced from these investi
gations may have a general application, the conditions in various 
parts of India differ so widely that it would be impossible to 
develop a single curriculum fully adapted to the needs of all 
sections. This study, therefore, has been 'confined to a single 
province, the Punjab. It has also been limited to the rural ele
mentary schoola, not because the educational goala for rural 
schoola are different from those of urban schools, but because 
social conditions vary so widely that the pedagogical method. 
of approach cannot be the same. 

This study alao includes brief descriptions of outstanding 
Government, national, and missionary schools which are d~mon
strating the value of some of the best educational ideals and 
practices of the present day and whose results, both in the de
velopment of pupils and in the improvement of their environ
ment, prove the possibility of India's adopting and benefiting 
by the best that modern educational theory has to offer. 

It is hoped that the procedure utilized in this study and the 
principles deduced may furnish stimulation and guidance to 
many educators in India in. the improvement of existing rural 
school curricula and that it may result in much more experi
mentation and concentrated effort in finding a solution for the 
difficult and imperative problem of improving, enriching, and 
enlarging village community life. 

If such stimulation and experimentation are outcomes of this 
study, much credit will be due to the helpful guidance and en
couragement of the members of my dissertation committee. To 
these teachers and advisers, Professors Fannie W. Dunn, 
Wm. H. Kilpatrick, Frederick G. Bonser, I.L. Kandel, and 
Wm. F. Russell, I owe a debt of gratitude, not merely for their 
helpful suggestions and constructive criticisms in connection 
with this study but alao for ideas and inspiration which led to 
many of the'DIost successful educational activities undertaken 
at the experimental village school at Moga. 

It is alao a pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedness to many 
other educational colleagues in America and India and to the 
students and staff of the Moga School, especially to the head
master, the Rev. Samuel Jiwa, for their loyal co-operation and 
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th.!tr willingness and desire to tryout ideas and plans for the 
improvement of instruction and the progress of the school. 

Appreciative acknowledgment is also due to Mr. and Mrs. 
Leonard K. Elmhirst and to the International Education Board, 
whose generous assistance has made this study and its publica
tion possible. 

Grateful mention should be made of the work of Mrs. Gregory 
Paine, of the University of North Carolina Press, in preparing 
the manuscript for publication. Her suggestions have been of 
great value in making the material more effective. 

For generous permission to quote copyrighted material 
acknowledgment is made as follows: To Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 
New York, for permission to quote from William Archer's India 
and the Future; to The Viking Press, Inc., New York, for 
passages from J. Ramsay MacDonald's The Go'Oernment of 
India, copyright by B. W. Huebsch, 1920; to Charles Scribner's 
Sons, New York, for a paraphrase from Thomas Jesse Jones' 
Foor Ewmtial. of Education; to George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 
London, for quotations from Lala Lajpat Rai'. The Problem. 
of National Education in India; to the Oxford University Press, 
London, for quotations from D. J. Fleming's School. .... th a 
MeBlage in India and from J. N. Farquhar's The Crm»n of 
HinduiBm; to the Oxford University Press and the International 
Missionary Council for quotations from Village Education in 
India. The Report of a CommiBlion of Inquiry; to the Oxford 
University Press, Indian Branch, for quotations from M. L. 
Darling's The Ptmjab Petutmt in Pro.perity and Debt, revised 
edition, 1928; to P. S. K"mg and Son, Ltd. and the author for 
quotations from Sir M. Visvesvaraya's Recomtructing India; 
to the Macmillan Company for brief paraphrases and quota
tions from Rabindranath Tagore'. NationaliBm, K. L. Butter
field's The Farmn- and the N_ Day, W. H. Kilpatrick'. Edu
cation for a Cktmging Ci'Oilization, W. W. Charters' Curriculum 
Comtroction, and F. G. Bonser's The Elementary School Cur
riculum; to Houghton Miftlin Company for a brief paraphrase 
from Franklin Bobbitt'. HOfIJ to Make a Curriculum. 

The U .. i'Dernty of North Carolina 
September, 1980 

WILLLUI J. McIU:z 
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PART! 

A REVIEW OF EDUCATION IN INDIA 
AND THE PUNJAB 

WITH REFERENCE TO CURRICULUM-MAKING 



CHAl'TERI 

ANCIENT AND EARLY VILLAGE EDUCATION 

Ali'cmNT EDUCATION 

I'HB ANCIENT schools of India were held not in populous sections 
but in the midst of natural surroundings, on the banks of a 
river or in the depths of a forest. The center of influence was 
the humble hut of the guru, or teacher. These huts were often 
surrounded with little gardens of flowers, vegetables, fruit trees, 
and plants, which were looked after by the guru and his students. 
The beauty and peace, the joy and freedom of nature were 
emphasized in the teachings of the guru. Nature was looked 
upon not as something to be overcome or subdued but a9 a 
friend and teacher. To the guru and his pupils, God resided in 
and spoke through the flowers and leaves, the birds and beasto, 
the sky and clouds, the sunshine and rain. Nature was a text
book which was reverently observed and studied, and it greatly 
influenced the attitudes, the ideals, and the appreciations of 
the pupils. "A very pleasant feature of ancient Indian educa
tion," says one writer, ''was that it made man a friend rather 
than a foe of nature. It created universal sympathy in the heart 
of man. This feeling rested not so much on an ethical principle 
as on a metaphysical notion that an nature is pervaded by 
Brahman; therefore nothing in the universe should be treated 
cruelly or unkindly."' 

The teachers of these forest schools, or asrams, were hermits 
who had left the haunto of men and the vanity of life and had 
given themselves to meditation and to the study of reality, 
religion, and philosophy. Their lives were often marked by 
a spirit of huntility, reverence, meditation, hospitality, and 
piety. No travelers, pilgrims, or seekers for truth were turned 
away from their doors. Simple living, deep thinking, and a 
willingness to assist those who came to them for guidance and 
help often marked their lives • 

• "Eutera ldeao of Edueaticm," a paper read betore the CaIcotta :H .... 
oIoDary Conference, Nov. II, 1917. Broil ...... represents the Absolute, the 
Supreme, wblle Broll_ II used to designate the hat person of the Hindu 
........ d ' ..... i ... n .... \ 
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The students in these schools were comparatively few in num
ber and were especially selected from the three thrice-born 
castes (Brahmans, Kshatriyas, and Vaishyas), the Brahmans 
predominating. They came to be instructed in religion and 
philosophy, in preparation for their work as leaders of the 
thought, culture,- and religion of India. They left their fami
lies and made the asrams their homes until their education was 
finished, which often took many years. 

When the pupils first arrived desiring admission to the 
asram, they came bearing loads of firewood, symbols of their 
desire to serve the guru. This was more than a mere symbol, 
however, for throughout their course of study they were ex
pected not only to look after their own welfare and daily needs 
but to perform regular acts of service for the teacher and his 
family. Manual work was not despised or dissociated from 
education but was a part of the school's discipline and training. 

The guru was always looked up to as a sage and as a master. 
He expected and received the respect and submission of his 
pupils, and although the relationship between teacher and 
pupil was close and intimate, it was not that of equals but more 
that of a father and his children. No fees were charged, but 
when the course ~f training was finished, pupils frequently 
made the guru a present of jewels, cattle, or money as an ex
pression of their gratitude. 

The intimate personal relationship between the teacher and 
pupil; the great influence upon the thought, attitudes, and 
habits of life wrought by such an association; the living apart 
from the world and close to nature, and the emphasis upon re
ligion and intensive meditation were striking features of this 
ancient education. Its main objective was the preparation of 
men who might not only be the guardians and conveyers of 
India's cultural inheritance but who might '~d to its .tore 
of knowledge through meditation and study, usually apart from 
the world. The results obtained over a period of years, especially 
in the fields of philosophy, poetry, and religion, indicate that the 
education given did contribute toward these ends. 

From these schools Sudra2 children and outcastes were ex
cluded, as were also girls of every caste. The very few excep-

• The Io .... t of the four _t HlDdu c:aata, the artIIaD aDd Iaborlns 
... Ie. 
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tiona to this principle only s~ to emphasize that it was a 
general rule. Ancient India had no conception of the right of 
every child to receive the rudiments of knowledge; 

OBJECTIVES 0:1' ANCIENT EnUCATlON 

A primary aim of this early education was, as indicated above, 
to develop scholars and leaders who should not only be versed 
in India'. ancient lore but who should also develop desirable 
habits of life, observation, meditation, and creative effort, 
especially with reference to religion and philosophy. Emphasia 
Was therefore placed upon the development of certain· appre
ciations and attitudes toward life, nature, and God. These were 
desired so that students while in the asram might leam to give 
time and thought to religion and to the perplexing problems 
conceming uistence, salvation, and the universe. Such atti
tudes and habits were to be built up through the teacher's 
example and through the reverent; meditative atmosphere of 
the asram. 

Another objective was the eultivating of the attitude. of 
obedience, patience, and willingness to work. From the begin
ning, the pupil's eagemess and sincerity in the pursuit of 
education were tested by hi. faithfulness and persistence in 
doing ordinary and even menial tasks. He might be sent to 
gather fuel in the forest, to bring water from a near-by stream, 
to tend the cattle, to look after the garden, to glean com, or 
even to beg food in the neighboring village. These duties were 
not assigned primarily for their educational value; yet, until 
they became a matter of rontine, they possessed some intel
lectual and moral benefits. 

A third aim was the acquiring of self-control and the ab
staining from luxury. The pupil's life was a simple one, and 
gradually he was expected to secure control not only over 
physical desires but also over mental and emotional excesses. 
His food was simple, his meals carefully regulated, as were 
also his rest and exercise. He was expected to sleep on the 
ground and was not to spend any time sleeping during the 
day, even in the hot season. He was to bathe each day and keep 
his body and clothes elean. His clothes were meagre, simple, 
and inexpensive. Luxury in all its forma wa. to be rejected. 
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Emotional self-restraint was emphasized. The pupil must not 
abuse anyone or show signs of anger. He was to look upon 
all women as his mother or sisters. His mind was to be kept 
pure and all his passions were to be brought under control. 
All phases of his life were to be controlled by strict discipline 
and while the emphasis was largely upon aD ascetic type of 
morality, individual habits were often developed which 
strengthened and buttressed his life. Much of the moral teach
ing was in negative terms: the pupil was to abstain from cer
tain foods; he was not to injure any living creature; he was 
to refrain from strife; he was to avoid various amusements; he 
was not to be untruthful or deceitful. In general he was to 
mortify his body and bring it under subjection. 

A fourth aim was to teach reverence for what is established 
and respect for constituted authority. The gum was invested 
with great authority and expected from his students not only 
obedience but reverence. He was to be addressed in terms of 
honor, and pupils were to show their respect and humility by 
embracing his feet. "Students must not sit when the guru is 
standing, or sleep when he is awake." They were not to speak 
first but to wait patiently until recognized by him. The guru 
consented to impart 1lls information only when he felt that 
the personality and attitude of the pupils were such that 
they could be trusted with the truth. The highest and deepest 
learning was usually imparted relnctantly and then only to 
students showing an active interest in and an earnest desire 
for knowledge. The requisite mood was a receptive one, doubt 
and criticism being looked upon as disrespectful The teacher 
was willing at times to discuss a subject informally with his 
students but even then the emphasis was upon attitudes of 
humility and reverence. The pupil secured most from his guru 
by humble request, respectful questioning, alld faithful imi-
tation. ,{ 

A fifth aim was to attain to a fuller understanding of God 
(Brahman), the only reality, all else being considered an illusion. 
India has ever sought God, and her search has been an earnest 
and persistent one. Her greatest thinkers and philosophers 
have ever given themselves unreservedly to unravel the mystery 
of the universe and to understand more fully its Creator and 
Preserver. These men have evolved deep and subtle phil..-
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phies dealing with life and religion. The subject matter for 
ancient education was the study of some of these philosophies and 
of the Vedas, upon which they were based. Since Brahman was 
the only reality, the highest truth, the only object of knowledge, 
to find him and to know him ''was to equip boys both for this 
and the next life.''' . 

Bide by side with the study of the Vedas, which they had to learn 
orally from the lips of their preceptors or from palm leaves, there 
was the study of the Vedangas, or adjuncts of the Vedas. These eon
aisted of all the important subjects, the knowledge of which was 
necessary for life; e.g., medicine, logie, agricol.ture, soldiering, 
etc. ••• Ancient education was not secular in the modern sense. The 
beginning and end of education was Brahman (God). Religion and 
morals not only formed part of the curriculum but were taught by 
living examples of ascetic and religious eonduct. ••• The gum taught 
morals not by hard and dry rules but by personal eontactwith his 
pupils and by the inlluence of his life. The sacrificial altar in the 
center of the yard, around which were sung psalms from the Sam. 
Veda, was a living monument to the devotion of the .sram to God.' 

Last of all, emphasis was placed (particularly in matters con
cerning living arrangements) upon the development of seH
reliance and of a sense of responsibility. Pupils were expected to 
do things for themselves and not to rely upon others for the 
necessities of life. Manual work and education were not con
sidered mutually exclusive and antagonistic. Since the manual 
work performed was supposed to keep pupils physically fit, 
no time was given to sports. Considerable' time and opportunity 
were allowed, however, for pupils to meditate, to study nature, 
and to reflect upon the teachings given. In general it may be 
said that freedom and responsibility, rather than organization 
and rigidity marked the instructional side of the asram, despite 
the very great emphasis placed upon the memorizing of the 
Vedas. 

EVALUATION 0 .. ANCIENT EDUCATION 

In the aBrams some of India's ancient leaders, philosophers, 
priests, and teachers were educated. The contributions which 

• "Ea.tern Ideas of EducatloD, K a paper read before lbe Calcutta Mia-
11011&,., Conference, Nov. 5, 1917. 'Ibid. 
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they have made to religion, philosophy, and literature lead one to 
try to discover what elements in their education produced such 
thoughtful, creative minds. In the first place, the students were 
few in number and constituted a highly selected group. Second, 
the teacher was typically a man of high character, studious, 
devout, and deeply interested in his pupils. Third, the close asso
ciation of teacher and pupil led, on the one hand, to the teacher's 
knowledge of the abilities and characteristics of his pupil, 
and, on the other, to the pupil's seeking to imitate his respected 
master both in life and in thought. Fourth, the spirit of free
dom, the lack of rigidity and system, together with the feeling 
of close contact with God and nature and with the problems 
of life thus presented (associated with the teacher's thoughtful, 
reverent handling of these perplexities ),led to habits of thought, 
observation, introspection, and analysis. While the subject mat
ter available was relatively small, being restricted largely to 
the Vedas and to religious and philosophical writings, nature 
furnished a most comprehensive source of educative material. 

It is obvious today that the greatest weakness of the system 
was its lack of social contact and emphasis. It was ascetic in 
its methods and in its relationships to society and its prob
lems. To find and know God, to obtain individual salvation and 
development rather than to regenerate society, were the aims 
set up; and the education given was definitely designed to secure 
these aims. Social and active striving in life, with its ambitions 
and unsatisfied desires, was something from which release must 
be secured, and hence social contacts and social service had 
little place. . 

The prevailing philosophy emphasized that the world, with all 
its activities, was unreal and illusory, the aim being to penetrate 
behind these to reality and permanence. Since only Brahman 
(God) was reality, such things as evil, injusf#pe, and oppres
sion were but illusions, Brahman being in all and behind all. 
With such a philosophy there could be but little stimulation 
for the study of social life, for full moral development, for social 
interaction and activities. or for thinking and laboring for 
social regeneration. This type of lire and training, however, 
still grips the imagination or most Indians, and even the modern, 
Western mind reels the appeal of its simplicity, its ascetic 
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discipline, its cultural emphasis, its communion with nature, 
and its intimacy of relationship between 'teacher and pupil. 

E.u.LY VILLAGB SCHOOLS 

In the ancient system of education relatively few and specially 
chosen students were trained for religious leadership, but as 
the value of this education became more apparent and as its 
need by other members of the population was somewhat realized 
through environmental demands, there was developed another 
type of educational institution-the village day school. Since the 
need for such a school was felt chie1ly by those engaged in trade 
and in literary pursuits, the pupils came from the three upper 
castes. As in the case of the ,forest schools, Sudras and out
castes were not admitted." 

The most interesting thing about these village schools was 
the status given to the teacher. "The school master had a definite 
place assigned to him in the village economy, in the same manner 
a8 the h~adman, the accountant, the watchman, and the artisan. 
He was an officer of the village community, paid either by rent
free lands or by assignment of grain out of the village harvest . ..a 
This payment was often supplemented by gifts from the pupils 
or their parents. The teacher held a position of honor in the 
community and "at most festivals celebrated in the village, 
a share of the good things collected for the occasion were set 
apart for his use. On marriage and harvest days, he was never 
forgotten and always had his share; in fact, he was treated as 
one belonging to the household of each family and he possessed 
the common interest of a1l.'" . 

It is quite probable that these early teachers in the village 
schools were priests and that many of them had received their 
education in the forest asrams.8 It was to be expected that 

• "Tbroughout the IoDg hIBtory of lnd/geDoaa ed ..... tIon In IndIa, It 111 1m-
poulble to lind I.D7 Indleatlons that these cl ........... came within the range 
ot the ayatem of publle schools wblch exlIIted from ancient _es.-AIlan, 
BdouJo&tJ .. IDdlG, pp. IO-l5S. 

• Ibid., p. 411. • J. Matthal, Villa/l' 0 ... ..........., .. BrUvlo IndIG. 
• "Tbe earUest lnjunc:tlOnl bearing on the duties of prl .. ts Isld upon them 

the obUgatlon, not mereJy of mIDlIterlng to religion but of imparting In
otrnc:tlon In the rndlments of Imow1edge.N Allan, Gpo cU., pp. IO-l5S. 
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these men, with their own educational experience and tra
ditions, realizing the value of the ancient education in pro
ducing thinkers, philosophers, and religious leaders should 
emphasize the type of training with which they were familiar 
and should feel that it was the education which should be given 
in the village schools, not realizing that they were dealing there 
with different types of pupils, in a different environment, and 
with different needs and aims. The result was that the merely 
outward and mechanical phases of the ancient education were 
evident in the village schools, while the inward spirit and life 
were increasingly absent. Although the people demanded simple 
subject-matter skills in reading, writing, and arithmetic, such 
as were needed in their daily life and work, instruction was 
largely confined to the simplest elements of these skills, and 
the emphasis continued to be placed upon the reading of sacred 
books, the memorizing of sacred writings, and worship. The 
method was largely one of verbal memory, through repetition. 

Thus, instead of an education growing out of and being 
developed in relation to the nature and needs of the V'illage, a 
mere imitation of the education which the teacher had received 
was given. Instead of the teacher's selecting experiences which 
truly met the needs of his pupils, he attempted to make them 
fit (as far as that was possible) into his own educational tradi
tions. Sanskrit, sacred culture, and philosophy had been good 
for him; therefore these must also be good for the pupils 
under his care. The results, of course, were merely superficial 
and mechanical and did not aft"ect the pupils' life and character 
to any appreciable extent. While the veneration for the teacher 
was 'retained, the intimate relationship between teacher and 
pupil characteristic of the asram was lacking and the consequent 
in1Iuence much diminished. The emphasis upon observation and 
meditation, the close relationship to nature, tio.l! value of self
activity were largely replaeed by mechanical routine and pre
scribed subject matter. The atmosphere of worship and the 
emphasis upon character development were also much weakened. 

There was one interesting development, however. The lack of 
funds generally prevented the employment of more than one 
teacher, who often had divided interests and doties. The teacher, 
therefore, was frequently assisted by monitors, or pupil teachers, 
and there i. a strong probability that this monitorial system, 
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which was later used extensively in the West, was first evolved 
in India. 

Under the conditions described above, it is not surprising 
that education gradually decreased in e1fectiveness, so that 
"with the break-up of the Indian government after Aurangzeb 
(1707) misery and anarchy submerged education, and it sank 
to such a low level that it ceased to have any influence on the 
country."· 
. This disorganization was hastened first, by the gradual deca

dence of the village community, so that it ceased to function 
e1fectively as an organic unit; and second, by a lowering of 
the position and status of the teacher, so that instead of his 
being a village employee, with an honored place in the com
munity, he became a casual worker. The school also became 
a casual day school, frequently attached to a place of worship; 
it decreased in educational prestige, lost its touch with village 
life, and became merely a formal, mechanical affair, continuing 
to emphasize religious subjects and classical writings far be
yond the understanding and interest of its pupils in both 
language and content. 

PBE-BII.ITI8H SCHOOLS IN THE PVNJAB 

Previous to the occupation of the Punjab by the British, 
there exiated three types of schools in that province, which 
were differentiated by religious loyalties and traditions. These 
were the Hindu schools, the Moslem schools, and the Sikh 
schools. In the Hindu schools (PatBhalas), instruction con
sisted in the rudiments of arithmetic and reading in Hindi or 
Londa., a crude adaptation of the Basha script, and in the 
reading and writing of the trader's script and accounts. In the 
Moslem schools (Masjid. Madra88a), the Koran in Arabic and 
the didactic and poetical works ofSa'di in Persian (the Gtd~ 
dan and Bostan) were taught. In the Sikh schools instruction 
dealt with the reading of the Granth (the religious book of 
the Sikhs) in Gurmukhi and the rudiments of arithmetic"o 

• J. Ramsay MacDonald, 2'/U Q..,.mm ... 1 0' India, p. 189. 
It" 'ID the Persian, Arabic aDd Goormukhee IchooIs, the .tncII.. belng 

ebI.fty eoDIIDod to .... red boob ... itteD In a claaaloal ph ... eo)087, UDlntel. 
Uglble to both teach •• aDd pupil, do not tend to develop the Intellectual 
faenltl .. of either .. W. may .. fely eonJecture that the It&Ddard of odu ..... 
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A remarkable fact concerning pre-British education in the 
Punjab is that there was a certain amount of education for 
girls--a thing almost unknown in other parts of India." 

Lucas, in his The Economic Life of d PtMljdb Villdge, says 
of the schools : 

The school house was primitive; such as a private dwelling, the 
village Assembly-hall (generally a shed), the shade of a tree, a 
temporary shed, or the courtyard of a temple. The Mussalman 
schools were nearly aU connected with the Mosque. In such a case 
the same endowment would support both institutions. 

The remuneration of the teachers was variable and precarious. 
It frequently consisted in presents, grain and sweetmeats, given 
by the scholars and their parents. But occasionally the whole com
munity subscribed "for the support of the school, each member 
contributing so much per plough." ••• Though disproportion existed 
in the numbers of the educated in the three communities, there 
was less difference than in Hindustan. In some parts of the Punj ab 
the agricultural population also received education.llI 

The method of instruction in these early schools of the Pun
jab did not differ from that of other village schools. Since pupils 
were taught classical and religious literature, and .ince much 
of it was in the classical language and not in the colloquial ver
nacular, cramming and memorizing were necessarily resorted 
to. No attempt was made to adapt either the subject matter or 
its presentation to the children. 

tioo, .. compared with other countries on account of the tota1 ._ of 
the teachiog of the pbysieal and natural selences and ..... of a famIlIar 
language was 1ID8atisfactory Indeed.. B. D. L ...... TM B.OJI<HIIiD LI/. 0/ 
• P_;a6 Villa,., pp. 11-13. 

n"It fa remarkable that female education fa to be met with In all parts 
of the Punjab. The girfa and the teaeber& belong to all the three seets. The 
number Is amaIl, but the exIstenee of female ednestloo, aImoot unImown In 
other parts of IndIa, fa an eneouragiug eIrcumsta ..... • 0- BIpor' 011 
1M ..1._ ....... ,;.". 0/ 111. P_;a6 lor u.. Y.'IF' l_l!O-tIl • 

.. L ...... "fl. cU., P. Ia Lucas alao "11 that at the tbne of the Brltisb 
eonquest the poreenlage of the people wbo emdd read and write .... 
low. tbongh higher than In the lower provlnca. He pea the followlnB 
table (ibid., p. 11) I 

P-isb 1. Labore 
a JbeIum ••••• 
So HuItan ••••• 

..I.,.... (PraIdenq) ••••• 

0.. s.laooIlo B ..... 

l,78S.98 IDhabltanto 
1.'41.90 IDhabltanto 
1,666.611 inhabltanto 
2,912.llO IDhabltanto 

0.. S.1&o1<Jr 10 B ..... 

2l~ lDhabitanto 
1911.10 IDhabItants 
210.88 IDhabltanto 
826.16 IDhabItanta 
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~CBS ~. CuaJucUL1Jl(-M.u:nrau 

A brief 8IIIIIIII&lY will help to fOCUll the experience of these 
early schools upon the problem of curriculum construction. In 
the asrams of ancient India the fonowing valuable educational 
aims are apparent: (1) Emphasis placed upon self-acti'rity; 
(2) a friendly and reverent attitude toward nature; (3) 
I!IIlpbasia upon cultural subjects, such as religion, philosophy. 
folk tales, epic poI!IIlS, racial traditions; (t) an intimate dec-

- III erda fD ........ objedins IUId gaidiDg priDdplal for mrrk:aIum ....... otnad:ioa, ,.., _ baft _ by _ fD judge whether eduea _ 

__ .... beadIdaI or IIarmIul. III. later dlapter """" _ 
are cIeRIoped In ddaII. Here, _. tile......., gmeral_ of '"" IAae 
- for CAe,..eli ____ of ___ cAi/4 .. ...". 
_....., _ will be aaamed, as follcnra. 

L Criteria for judsIDg __ ,..eli. Ca) JnermsiD« ftBJJOD8ible free
dopa In tile _ of _ aDd _ with tile __ of ftBJJOD8ibilil7 

for tile _III; Cb) The ..... tIn........ ......rg<m<ot IUId earIcbmeot of life 
~ ___ fD more _ble IUId betfa' _ of aetIng; 

Ce) JnermsiD« power of lIdf_oo, lIdf-amtroJ, and self-reliant power 
fD do BOciaIJ;y beadIdaI tbiDg&; Cd) IneftasIDg power of aoaIyIiB, rdIedioo, 
....matloa, aDd -.peuded Jod8ment; Ce) Systaoatie ctiagaasia IUId eIImbJa.. 
- of ............... oborta&ar. IUId f..nun..; (I) Detelopm<:nt IUId use of 
aeatiYe thiDIdDg eapacltl.. IUId eontributious; Cg) Integratiog IUId hal
aDdDg life, pbpkaI, ...... 1aI, emotiooaJ, _ a hanoonioua wbole-& ,.dl
........... peroouaIity; Cb) Breadtb of Yiew In sociallUld Imman alfalra IUId 
IDereuiDg power fD adapt fD ebaDgiug BituatiODS; Ci) ~ of ~ 
of oot1ook aDd ~ wltb tile """"'"'I1I<t formation of __ 
IUId _; (j) J(BDT __ and YIIluable Interest&, wbicla ever lead 
em fD......, aDd greater In_ 

2. CrIteria for JudgiJqr""'" ,..eli. Ca) J(BDT BOciaIJ;y _ble eGIIIIIIIIIl _ IUId ____ .... eaaodou&J;y -... a-m, IUId obued by 

m<mben of tile _; Cb) PaD aDd free InteraetlmLlUId In~ tile 
Poe aDd tab of a:peri<:Me; Ce) JnermsiD« _ of _ .. fD id<aa, 
_ aDd oudo, but with .... pbaaIo 1Ipoa _ delibention IUId lIB .... 
opouaIbiIIl7 tor _; Cd) A deftIoplDg spirit of m-opera_ In tbiDIdDg, 
pIaImIDg, elrort, aDd eY8l ... _ for __ a"" eootributiODS fD tbe 

weIf .... of aoeIeI7; Ce) PenouaIln_ In tile welfoue of tbe groop CIUId 
of _ of lIB m<mben), wltb a _ of ~ for both ....,.,....,. 
aDd _; Cf) A deftIoplDg esprIt-4e-eorps IUId eoamnmIty of_tIou
~"tbe eommoo s1lOd Magbt with s1lOd will"; Wise IUId BflDpatbetie 
gaidaDee In tbe a:peri<:Me of demoeracy IUId tbe deftIopIDg of leadersblp. 
The maIdDg" obeying, eoforclDg of ra1<s for tbe eommoo s1lOd; Cg) E_ 
wider Inter..ta, IntenetloDa, aDd m-operatiODS with IIIlU\J' other groupo, 
Cb) Au IUISdIlsh ootlook, takiDg In wider Imman circles, wltb • ...,.., of 
IDdtriduaI aDd _ rapouaibilil7 for improvlDg alralrs; (I) Detotiou 
fD ... expaudiDg, altruistie Ideal aDd to a great social ea1lSe (b1gbat ..... 
lOeI&h motiY .. used fD raeb wortb;y IOdaI _). 
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tionate relationship between pupil and teacher; (5) ahundant 
time for meditation upon the problems of life and the universe; 
(6) a strong religious motive pervading all the life and thought 
of the school; (7) a spirit of considerable mental freedom, to
gether with an absence of rigid organizations and fixed lira
grams, so that the pupil's acquiring of knowledge depended to 
an appreciable extent upon his own eagerness for it; (8) em
phasis npon the formation of desired attitudes and ideals and the 
development of character; (9) a high conception of the dignity 
of manual labor and of its compatability with intellectual pur
suits; (10) a belief in strict self-discipline as an aid in the 
building of character. 

But curriculum guidance can also be secured from the weak 
and unsuccessful sides of ancient education, as these have become 
evident in succeeding years of experience; and among the 
characteristics that do not seem to have made for the fullest 
development of the individual are the following: (1) the develop
ment of leaders from a highly selected group, to be guardians 
of the existing social order rather than progressives and re
formers; (2) the lack of any criticism of social and economic 
life and of current morality; (3) emphasis upon the ascetic 
ideal and individu&l development rather than upon the social 
ideal and social growth and progress; (4) the stressing of passive 
and negative virtues, rather than socially dynamic ones; (5) a 
narrow and local curriculum; (6) the failure to motivate manual 
labor toward educational ends; (7) the absence of sports and 
games and the consequent loss in physical and social develop
ment; (8) the disconragement of healthy, intellectual inquiry, 
honest doubt, and constructive criticism; (9) the undue domi
nance of the guru resulting from the fact that memorizing was 
the chief method employed in education; (10) and the lack of 
educational opportunity for the masses. 

In the early village schools, the best points were the following: 
(1) the high social status and influence of the teacher; (2) the 
close relationship between education and religion; (3) the de
velopment of the monitorial system, which, in its best form, im
plies the helping of the more backward pupils by the most 
capable; (4) and, in the Punjab at least, some recognition, how
ever slight, of the desirability of education for girls. 
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The other characteristics of the village schools are chiefly 
warnings aa to what should not be done in curriculum-making, 
for, by taking over in their entirety phases of ancient education, 
without regard to the fact that conditions were dissimilar and 
that the pupils to be educated di1fered in ability, interests, aud 
needs, most of the virtues of the aarams were lost while the weak
nesses were retained. The consequent defects of education in the 
early village schools may be rapidly restated as follows: (1) the 
formal and mechanical nature of education resulting from the 
fact that subject matter and method bore no relation J;o the 
pupil's life and social needs, the language used being unfamiliar 
(classical), the subject matter far beyond his capacity, and the 
method that of memorizing and cramming; (2) the neglect of 
attempts to form desirable ideals, attitudes, and appreciations; 
and (3) the primitive, inadequate, and often unhealthy housing 
and equipment. 



CHAPTERn 

BRITISH EDUCATION, 1818-1885 

Two CONII'LICTING POINTS 011' Vmw 

THE CENTRAL fact in the history of education in India under the 
British is the conflict between two points of view. On the one 
hand are those who believe that education in India should be 
indigenous, dealing with her ancient culture and conducted 
through the medium of her native tongues; on the other are those 
who advocate the introduction of Western culture through the 
medium of the English language. 

At first the policy followed by the British as represented by 
the East India Company was that of encouraging oriental 
culture and of making no attempt to introduce Western learn
ing! But in renewing the East India Company's' charter in 
1818 the British Parliament ordered that the Company devote 
a lakh of rupees for "the revival a\ld improvement of literature, 
the encouragement of the learned people of India, and for the 
introduction and promotion of a knowledge of the sciences 
among the inhabitants of the British territories of India." 

The ambiguous terms of this Act of 1818 (especially the 
phrase "the promotion of a knowledge of the sciences") led to 
a prolonged and fierce controversy over the respective merits 
of Eastern and Western culture for Indian education; and 
over the use of English or of the vernaculars as media of in
struction. The directors of the East India Company interpreted 
the Act to mean that Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, and oriental 
cultures were to be encouraged. In 1815 Lord Moira issued 
his Minute, in which he discussed the conditions of the village 
vernacular schools and then proposed improvements. Little of 
~ructive nature was done, however, until 1828, when a 

1 "In the early days of Its dominion In India, the East IndIa Com_ had 
little inclination for what It eonaldered the doubtfnl esperIment of IntTo
duclng Western leamlng Into India. Warren Hast:Inp, the dominating ftgnre 
of the time, waa a genuine admirer of the laws and literature of the But. 
His policy waa to enable the ancient 1eamlng to revive and flonrIsb UDder 
the protection of a .table government and to Interfere .. little .. poaaIble 
with the habits and C!IIBtoma of the people."-l_ Y_ Bool<.l9U. P. 4/10. 
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general Committee of Public Instruction was formed, which 
made a survey of schools and colleges and formulated sug
gestions for improvement.2 The Committee also established 
several Sanskrit colleges (Calcutta, Delhi, and Agra) and spent 
a large sum of money in printing Arabic and Sanskrit books, 
which included both oriental classics and translations of 
European books. It established some English classes in the 
Sanskrit colleges and undertook the general direction of the 
Calcutta Hindu College, which had been founded in 1816 by the 
Indians themselves, with the aid of David Hare. . 

The work of this Committee has often been criticized. It has 
been charged with conducting itself not as a committee pro
moting public education but as one endeavoring to revive and 
promote Eastern culture. It has also been charged with estab
lishing and supporting such institutions as would train men 
in Hindu and Moslem procedure and in other departmental 
phases of work favorable to the East India Company.s 

The Committee defended itself by saying that the teaching 
of English and English learning would be offensive to Indians 
and that it would be impossible to do it successfully. Yet the 
demands for English education were constantly increasing. 
Moreover, the Hindu College at Calcutta, which emphasized 
Western learning, had been in successful operation for many 
years. Raja Ram Mohan Roy, one of its famous founders, 
justified its policy by stating that the "Indian was instinctively 
a philosopher and mystic and that he greatly needed the 
scientific point of view and the accurate training of the West." 
He argued that English education would contribute to oriental 
culture just those complementary qualities which it lacked. 

The first niissionary college on Western lines was inaugurated 
at Serampore in 1818 by Carey, Marshman, and Ward. Twelve 
years later, Alexander Duff opened his school (later a college) 
with the avowed aim of providing "Christian education, carried 
eventually to the highest level and given through the medium 
of English." Duff held the position that truth is one, whether 

• WJlIIam Pato.., ..i"-<Hr IJ.ff. PiotH ... 0' Milrionartl Bd1ica&... Po 89. 
··So far BI It [the East India ComP&DY] bad a conscious polley, It was 

to keep out thOle fo .... of ed ..... tion and reform which might (and Indeed 
certainly would) modify or overthrow Ita own abaolutlam."-l_ Y".. 
Book. 19M. p. 18. 

B 
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of the East or West and that if the "purpose of Indian educa
tion is to endow India with the heritage not only .of her own 
ancient culture but also with the great body of thought and 
learning built up in recent centuries in the West, then it was 
plainly impossible that Sanskrit (or Arabic or Persian) should 
be the medium of such education." He felt that Indians were 
worthy of the best the West could give them and that Western 
culture through the English language would provide them with 
a more liberal and fuller education. Duff was opposed by the 
East India Company, by the Orientalists, and by many of his 
missionary colleagues; but he was supported by William Carey 
and by the progressive reforming party of Indians. 

Duff's success was noteworthy almost from the first, and 
he gradually won many to his position, so that his work un
doubtedly had considerable bearing upon the settling of the 
momentous question as to whether education in India was to be 
based upon Sanskrit and Arabic classics, with perhaps some ad
mixture of European ideas, or upon European culture given al
most necessarily in the medium of English. The struggle was not 
one between British and Indian opinion, for men of both races 
were on each side. The controversy finally became so intense 
and so handicapped educational progress that it was necessary 
to appeal to Government for decision. 

THE MACAULAY PLAN 

To Thomas Babington (later Lord Macaulay), who was 
at this time the Law Member of the Executive Council, fell 
the duty of deciding whether Government could legally apply 
to English education the annual grant of alakh of rupees 
sanctioned in 1813 and used up to this time to further oriental 
culture. The famous Minute of 1835 contained Macaulay" 
decision. It was couched in intolerant and scornful language 
and displayed a deplorable lack of nnderstanding of oriental 
culture, but since it laid the foundation for, and has since 
directed the whole educational policy of, the British in India, 
it is necessary before continuing an analysis of rural education 
in the Punjab to understand something of what is implied in 
the Macaulay proposal and of the educational developments 
that resulted from it. 
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Macaulay felt that there was little in Indian language and 
ealtue which eould be used for higher education. He referred 
to Sanskrit and its literatue as absurd and stated that he had 
never found an OrieIltaliat who eould deny that a single shelf 
of a good European library was worth more than the whole 
name literatue of India and Arabia. He declared that the 
question was simply whether Government should C01UItenance 
at its expense, medical doctrines which would disgrace an 
English farrier, astronomy that would move to laughter the 
girls in an English boarding school, history abounding in kings 
thirty feet high and reigns thirty thousand years long, and 
geography having seas of treacle and butter. Macaulay thus 
dismissed with a geatue the whole ancient lore &8 a colleetion 
of crude puerilities and fantastie superstitions. "He wanted 
to sweep away everything of the past and to modernize en
tirely on English line&-to writs on the clean slate of the 
IndiaD mind the word "English'.'" He advocated that elforta 
should be direeted toward making Indians thoroughly good 
scholars, aDd he seemed to believe that Western education 
would be able to transform Indians into Englishmen "in 
everything but their compleUonB": 

• "It 111&7 be," he declaJeCJ, "that the public mind of India may 
ezpand 1IDIIer our system UDtil it _ ou~ that system; that 
by good government we mi.y educate our subjects into a capacity 
for better govenuaent; that having become lDstraeted in European 
knowledge they may, in some future age, demand European in
stitutions. Whether nell a da:r will ever come I bow DOt. But 
never will I attempt to a_ or retard it. Whenever it comes, it 
will be the proucle8t day in Engliab history .... 

Macaulay further weighted the scales by declaring that UD

less the system of education were cbanged he would be obliged 
to sever his cODDection with the Committee of Public Instruc
tion. 

On March '7, 1835, one month after thi8 Minute was issued 
the Governor General, Lord William Bentinck, issued a resG
lution which declared: 

'Co P. And ...... 2'Ae BInolI_ .. Indio, 'P ••• 
'Quoted lD. ~ 1twM. OW ... N-. p. , .. 
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The great objeet of tbe British (jovemment ought to be the 
promotion of English literature and science and all the funds 
appropriated for the purpose of education would be best em
ployed in English education alone.8 

No attempt was to be made to suppress existing schools, but 
the system of subsidizing this type of education was to be 
stopped, the number of professors of oriental studies gradualIy 
reduced, and public expenditures on the printing of oriental 
books discontinued. 

Macaulay also saw little of permanent value in beginning at 
the bottom with the indigenous schools and thus giving the 
masses an opportunity for elementary education. He definitely 
stated: 

We do not at present aim at giving education directly to the 
lower classes. • . • We aim at raising up an educated class who 
will hereafter, as we hope, be the means of diffusing among their 
countrymen some portion of the knowledge we have imparted to 
them.T 

As to the training of teachers he said: 

I do not see how we can either make the present teachers of 
elementary knowledge more competent or supply their places as 
yet with fitter men. The evil is one whieh time alone can remedy; 
our schools are nurseries for school masters for the next genera
tion. If we can raise up a class of educated Bengalis (Indians], 
they will naturally and without any violent changes, displace by 
degrees the present incompetent teachers.' 

In other words, the indigenous schools were to be ignored, no 
financial aid given to them, and no efforts made to improve the 
teachers or the instruction.· Official education was to be based 
upon a foreign culture, given in a foreign language, with the 
avowed aim of developing an educated minority who would, in 
ideals, outlook, and training, be more English than Indian. The 
system of education was to be top-heavy in the sense that a 
limited number were to be given a seeondary and higher educa-

• Quoted In ibid, pp. 79-80. 
• E. E. BiBs, B6fJorl ... PrimMt/ Bduc<Jti<m .. B"'I1a1, 191/, p. 10. 
• Ibid., p. 10. • ThIs was later reconsidered. 
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tion fitting them for posts in Goftl'Dllll!llt service, with the hope 
that this sprinkling of education 1fOuld gradually filter down 
to the illiterate m&8I!eS. While it .. as also hoped that English 
ideas and English .. ords .. ould in time enrich the vernaeulars 
and enooarage the building up of a more modern vernaeu1ar 
literature 80 that the day .. ould come when a larger share of 
education could be given in the ... ernaeu1ars, yet it ....... felt that 
the impro ... ement of the indigenous schools and of the vernacu
Jars .. as hoood to be a painfully slo .. process. Clerks, petty 
oflieia1s, and a professional elass, with a knowledge of English 
and of Western institutious, were needed at once; and the 
quickest .. ay to """'1ft them .. as the Macaulay .. ay, without 
regard for cultural hackgroood, traditions, or Rperience. 

Certain oflieial acts reinforced the plan inaugurated by the 
Macaulay Minute and proTided additional stimulus for the study 
of English and of Western learning. "English .. as substituted 
for Persian as the language of the Courts in 1837 and in 18441 
Sir Henry Hardinge ordained that preference in Go...ernment 
appoinbnents should be given to those .. ho had receiTed a West
ern education. , ... Western learning was thus made the open 
door to Go ... ernment service and "in the following decade the 
new learning took finn root in India; and though the Moham
medans .till held aloof, the demand for English schools (Govern
ment and Mission), outstripped the means for providing for 
them."u Desire for such education became 80 stroug that "within 
two years there .. ere forty-eight institutiOU8 with an enroll
ment of 5,196 pupils and an average monthly expenditure of 
$8,000."12 

EVALUATlOJI 0" 'l"lIB MACAULAY Pull 

Before undertaking an evaluation of the new educatioual 
policy in the light of the Rperience of the past ninety years, 
it is well again to remind ourselves of the tremendously difficult 
and complicated problem with .. hich the Government .. as cou
frouted. Indigenous education, through internal dissensions, 
strifes, and invasions, had greatly deteriorated, 80 that there 
was little in the .. ay of stable iU8titutioU8 to build upon. The 
... alue of India's splendid cultural inheritance .. as not fully 00--1_ Y_ B_.l_. P. 4110. II Loa. cit. 

.--~-.---
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derstood, and it was not readily available. Sanskrit was con
sidered a very difficult language and it was felt, probably 
erroneously, that it was not flexible enough to become a medium 
tor teaching scientific subjects. There was also the problem of 
finding teachers who knew Sanskrit and who were versed in the 
best known methods of teaching. To all these handicaps must 
be added the great variety of languages in India (each having 
its own religious associations), the paucity of texts and other 
books in the vernaculars, the indifferent attitude toward the 
existing type of education, the slender financial resources avail
able, and the fact that English was the language of the rulers. 
With these conditions in mind, one can understand, whatever 
may be his sympathies, the way in which India's institutions, cul
ture, and traditions were educationally ignored. There can be 
no doubt that many of those who advocated the introduction 
of Western learning were actuated by a desire for India's good 
and that they sincerely believed such a course to be the means 
of opening up to India a new era of continuous development and 
progress. 

But however commendable the ultimate goal may have been, 
it is now apparent that the methods used to attain it were 
faulty. The fundamental mistake was the very one which the 
Indians themselves had previously made in their attempts to 
transfer the ancient system of contemplative, religious educa
tion to the village schools with their more practical problems. 
In neither case was serious consideration given to the fact that 
the pupils' experience, needs, and environmental conditions were 
vastly different from those for which the prevailing type of 
education had been satisfactory. This error, however, was com
mon to the times, and the British were probably no more to 
blame than many other peoples. The fact that English educa
tion and Western culture had accomplished much in preparing 
leaders in England for national and world service furnished no 
assurance that the same education given to Indians would pro
duce the same, or similar, results. In fact, we now know from 
wide experience that this was not possible. Whenever such a 
complete transfer of educational ideals and procedure to a 
widely differing group has been made, mere formalism and ex
ternalism have resulted, and the super-imposed culture has been 
only a veneer on the lives of the educated and has served to 
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separate them from, and make them unsympathetic toward, their 
own people. 
, The next great element of weakness in the Anglicists' position 
was that they underestimated the ingrained traditions and 
racial culture of the Indian people." In justice to Lord Macau
lay and his supporters it should be sa.id that such a false and 
unappreciative attitude was almost universal in their time. Sub
sequent experience, however, has made many Englishmen ~d 
Indians outspoken in their condemnation of it. A prominent 
Englishman refers to this alien type of education, which ignores 
native culture, as merely a mechanical affair, and says that one 
cannot think effectively when restricted to a strange culture and 
a strange tongue. The result of such education is a "mental 
Eurasianism" which is appalling'" The Hon. C. R. Dass, late 
leader of the Swarajya Party, emphasizes the unreality of the 
system when he says, "The education which we now receive is 
a borrowed and imitated article. It does not co-operate with the 
national genius of our being and hence it is powerless to enrich 
the lifeblood of our soul.'''· 

Another mistake in the Macaulay Plan, or rather, another 
phase of its fundamental mistake, was that it was destructive' 
rather than constructive. It tended to sweep away all that per
tained to the past and to start afresh on modem lines. "It was 
a revolutionary rather than a reforming spirit that was abroad, 

''''It [The M .... uIay MInute) displayed no appreclatlon of the fact that 
the Indlan mind WIll • product of blltol')' and not a blank sheet of paper 
upon which anytbiug could be written by any t.eaeher •••• The errora we 
bave committed In our [BritIob) aehoo1a, becauae we bave never fDlly recog
DIsed that the whole conception of education bad to be trauaformed and not 
merely refitted with & new apparatua of thought and conduct, we bave mul
tiplied one thouaand fold In India. We bave been seeking to trauafer W .. tern 
civilisation Into the Indian mind gutted of Its Indian tradltloua. We bave 
Impoaed & aehool discipline and & ochool poychology which are English and 
then bave wondered at our fallure."-J. Ramoay MacDonalcl, Tlao (1ov ...... 
...." .,IndI4, pp. 163, 169. .. Lo •• "',. 

"Quoted In Ronaldahay, Tlao H.,.." .,.4.rg""M'fo. p. 91. See aleo th. fol
lowing. "The burden of this theme Is not that the learDlng of the W .. t Is 
"aluel... for th. people of the Eut, but that under the existing system, 
foreign education occupl .. all available apace In the Indian mind and so kills 
or hampers the greatest opportunity for the creation of new thought power 
by a new combination of truths."-TA. Ctmt.r 01 Itldian Oultur., paper pub
lished by the Society for Promotion of National Education, Madr ... 1919. 
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and revolutions generally destroy too much."" That the de
structive method was, from the start, doomed to failure is now 
obvious." 

A fourth characteristic of the system inaugurated by Macau
lay was that it emphasized higher education for the few at the 
expense of elementary education for the masses. In this, how
ever, it did not differ fr,?m previous native education. The higher 
castes of Hindus and some representatives of other religions 
had for generations filled administrative positions in whatever 
government happened to be in power. These people desired to 
prepare themselves for similar positions in the British Govern
ment and hence appealed for English education. On the British 
side, the Government needed an official and profes.ional group, 
and so educational preference was given to a limited class of 
potential leaders rather than to the whole population. IS In this 
regard the British followed the policy of their own country, 
where the wealthy and higher class~s had educational advantages 
and where the state-supported schools were not provided for 
the masses until 1870. With regard to the needs of the masses 
in India, it was somewhat easily assumed that in time education 
would gradually move downward and outward, permeating the 
whole population. This hope, however, has not been realized.1t 

RESULTS 0 .. THlIl MACAULAY PLAN 

The policy of providing a foreign education for a limited 
group led, during the years that followed its inauguration to 
several undesirable results. The first of these was the building 
up of a distinct educated class which was separated from the 

.. MacDonald, 01'. elt., p. 1" • 
.. "The idea of Anglicbdng aver 900,000,000 people seattered In thousands 

of viIIagea needs only to be stated to reveal Ita IDberent ImposslbUlty."
Andrews, TAl BMaail,CIfIt:, in If1diG, p. 21 . 

.. Statistics also .how that while there are ISS English Arts colleges wlth 
an attendance of 110,000, and 8,149 aecondary schoolo wlth 1,212,000 pnp1ls, 
there are only 9* million pnpUs In all types of IDstitati ...... The only c0n
clusion possible from • COnsideration of these facta 10 that tbe strnetare of 
Indian OOncation 10 ill-balanced.-Moral aad MaUriGI PrOF"' ., lad", 
19~.f-M. 

"In 1920, rather more than eighty-live years .fter Macanlay'. plan ... 
initiated, only 12.2 males In every 100 conId read and write anything, and 
bnt 1.8 women In every 100. Conaervau.m baa nndonbtedly hindered 00 ....... 
tiona! progreos, bnt tbe aystem 10 also to blame.-lbld. 
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masses, not by the mere diJference arising between ignorance 
and education (this had existed under the ancient Indian system 
of education), hut by the diJferenees between divergent cmltures. 
As a result, many of the educated elasa were divorced from their 
homes, their communities, and their racial traditions .... The 
foreign nature of the education given tended to denationalize 
and despiritualize Indian youth. They were "in India but not 
of iL" "Mimic anglicism," says C. B:. Dass, "has become an ob
session with us; we find its black footprint in every walk and 
endeavor of our life. ••• We have become hybrid in dress, in 
thought, in sentiment and cmlture and are making frantic at
tempts even to be hybrids in blood."" While this is no longer 
true the reaction from it (together with the strong national 
feeling and patriotic fervor due to political developments and 
to a desire for h"berty built up by a study of Western institu
tions), has resnlted in a distrust and hatred of the West which 
increase tremendously the difficulties of the present situation. 

Another undesirable result haa been the very great divergence 
in the preparation of Indians for carrying political and social 
responsibility. The educated elaas is ready for larger political 
opportunity and privilege and naturally they are unwilling to 
wait patiently until the general educational average of the 
country haa been raised. As the Montagu-Chelmsford Report 
says, ''we have in fact created a limited infelligentritJ, who de
sire advance; and we ee.nnot stay their progress entirely until 
education haa been extended to the masses."21 

Another unfortunate development haa been that, because of 
the almost exclusive emphasis upon a literary education, 
students have had little preparation for anything except gov
ernment or clerical service." Education has been little con
cerned with science, technology, and the actual doing of things. 
It is true, however, that only of late years haa the complaint 
been heard that the system haa failed to train Indians for prac
tical work in manufacturing, commerce, and the application of 
science to industrial life. The changing economic conditions of 

• X. M. P&DIkkar, M. A., llodoN BeI>InI. October, 1929; LaacI 01 1M 
-'_.p.lIIOto. 

-Quoted by the Earl of Booa1dobay In TAo HMJrl 0/.4.,.,,_,... p. 88. 
• Quot..d In Cldrol, 1t1d1JJ. OW .... NfIfII. P. IllS. See also 1_ 0,,"0101 ... 

""-' &1_: Tu ll-"..cu'-/oni Pr""""", p. 110. -1lJi4.. P. ltll. 
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the country have brought this lesson home, and in its acceptance 
lies much of the hope for the future.14 

A result closely associated with the preceding is the striking 
uniformity of product of the educational system and the lack 
of much attention to individual differences.2G Not only have indi
vidual abilities and talents been neglected but Indian boys have 
been treated as if they were English boys. Much more study of 
the mental make-up and outlook of Indian children is needed, 
but enough is known at present to leave little doubt that the 
Eastern temperament and intellectual characteristic. are dif
ferent from those of the West. The Earl of Ronaldshay says, 
"Differences are so profound that a system of education must 
be evolved in India to suit the Indian boy and his type of mind."'· 
The present education has meant a loss of Indian individuality 
and the turning out of a uniform product. 

The type of education inaugurated by the Macaulay Minute 
has also strengthened a method which emphasizes memorizing 
rather than thinking; imitation rather than originality; and 
routine rather than initiative. Although Indian traditions of 
learning had been associated with memorizing, the necessity for 
acquiring information about matters new and strange in a 
foreign tongue led to a tremendous over-emphasis upon memoriz
ing as a method. Even today, classroom methods and the official 
examinations lay .tress upon memorized knowledge rather than 
upon reasoning, judgment, and reconstruction of the pupil'. 
experience. For months before the official examination, students 
persistently cram information in order to get through these 
tests. Page after page of material is memorized with little or no 
idea of its significance or its practical use. Pupils leave the 
school with few valuable techniques of thinking, studying, plan
ning, or carrying out real work, but only with sharpened mem
ories and increased facilities for acquiring undigested facts.'" 

• Ibid., p. 160. • VIn .... aray .. B.cofld,...u..# Irtdl4, p. 269. 
:TM H.art of A..,,,,.,,,,,,.,,., . 

Numerous writers and speakers have condemned this parrot--Jike mem
orising. cramming of Information and the harmful concomitants of the prae
tice. Dr. Pramathanath Banerjl, In giving evidence before the Calcutta 
University Commission (1917), said. The empIoyment of English "teaehes 
onr boys to attaeb importsnee to words rather than thonghts; to forms rather 
than auhatance." Mr. Blbbutlbhnaan Datla, before the ....,. CommIsIicm, 
stated that "the forcing of an allen language only ,,""eo to dry ap at their 
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Another serious defect of the educational system is its failure 
to develop character. The education given has frequently been 
referred to as a "Godless" one, because Government's pledged 
neutrality in religious matters prevents direct religious instruc
tion in its schools." While theoretical moral instruction has been 
given in some Government schools, it has not greatly affected 
the characters of the pupils, for it has been just as foreign 
and formal as the rest of the instruction." Yet testimony should 
be borne to the persistent enthusiasm and devotion which many 
British educators in India have displayed and to the ways in 
which they have in1luenced and inspired' Indian students. ''The 
in1luence which the teachers who labored in the early days' ex
erted upon young Indians keen to acquire knowledge," says 
MacDonald, "was great and good.'.so But one must doubt if 
they pursued ways which really led to the goals intended. 

A further undesirable result has been the failure to develop 
a broad, national citizenship. 'l'his is a natural result of the 
study of foreign history, literature, and social institutions which 
do not relate themselves vitally to Indian conditions. There is 
now an increasing demand that Indian social and economic prob
lems be analyzed in the classroom and made the basis for school· 
study and that more training be given in social and civic ideals 
and responsibilities, as well as in self-discipline and student 
government.1I 

Finally, the 'educationalsystem which has gradually resulted . 
from the Macaulay Plan is considered by mauy to be too official, 
too rigid, and too highly centralized. Personal in1luence and 
local responsibility have diminished, while official dominance has 
increased. Local experimentation and differentiation have been 
discouraged by a rigidly controlled system centralized in a com
paratively small group of people, and the elementary school 
eurriculum and methods of instruction have been largely de
termined by the demands of the universities and the secondary 
schools. The whole educational organization has been, in many 
ways, as foreign to the Indian people as the Western learning 
it has espoused. 

v~ 1OIU'eOI, the fountain aprinsl of national power and thUl impoverishes 
the nation on the aide of initiative and originality." 

• See CblroJ, IndiG, Old _ N ttrD, p. 98. • Ronaldahay, Gp. cU., p. 9 • 
• TIIo 0.., ........... ' olIotMtJ, p. 168. .. Land 01 1M Fill. 1«0 ... ', p. 2«14. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 

The contrast between this English education and that of the 
ancient system is striking. The former ignored Indian culture, 
while the latter used it almost exclusively. The former empha
sized subject matter, particularly of the exact and scientific 
kind, while the latter emphasized observation, meditation, and 
thinking especially along religious lines. Doth employed mem
orizing as a method of learning, but in the English system it was 
divorced from meditation and the in1Iuence of the teacher and 
thus tended to become purely formal and empty. Ancient educa
tion, finally, was of the soil but was limited and circumscribed, 
wl,ereas English education emphasized breadth of knowledge but 
ignored the necessary foundation of Indian lite and thought. 

It must be recognized, however, that the system of education 
inaugurated by Lord Dentinck's Resolution has in some ways 
been deciaedly beneficial. First of all, it has undoubtedly brought 
India into touch with the outside world and into an under
standing of Western institutions and ideals. Out of this has 
come the desire for autonomy, the love of freedom, and the wish 

• for democratic institutions. As Lala Lajpat Rai says: 

It must be owned that the present awakening ••• owes Ita birth 
to foreign education however Godless it may have been. But for 
this education there might have been no awakening or to be more 
accurate, the awakening might have been indefinitely delayed." 

Western education haa also led educated Indians to 8ee the 
weaknesses of their own social, economic, and religious systems 
and to bring about reforms which have contrihuted much to the 
progress of the people and the country. Such reforms have been 
both numerous and varied, and the courageous way in which 
some of them have been undertaken and the steady existence of 

• Tlao ProbIHM 0' National Bdue<J';"" /a I"'"", p. 88. AIthongb many 
Indian leaders are dlssatlsfled with the f ..... lgD ebaracter of education, a 
Dumber would probably agree with La1a LaJpat Ral's statement. "The 
present school system Is atrocious and there Is D<J doubt that the aDclent 
system Is In ..,rtaln respects mneb better. The system actnaJJy followed at 
the time of the introduction of British rule bad lost the beat featnr .. of the 
more ancient one. W. are mighty gJad that the system then prevalent ..... 
rejected In favor of the We&tern school system."-Ibi4., P. 46. 
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many Indian social reform and social service organizations, 
often in spite of the persistent opposition of intrenched. interests, 
hold great promise for the future. 

Another benefit has resulted chiefly by way of reaction. The 
imposition of a Western education has aroused a curiQsity con
cerning India's own ancient contributions to knowledge, and 
a conviction has grown that India herself has something of value 
to ·contribute to the world's progress and welfare. Along with 
this conviction has come an ardent desire that India may have 
full opportunity to make her contribution to the civilization of 
the nations. 

Our conclusion must be that the mistake was not in intro
ducing India to Western knowledge and culture (since both for 
her own development and in view of the results of the present 
impact of widely removed sections of the world upon each other, 
she needed this contact), but rather the fault lay in the way in 
which it was done. If, in accordance with sound educational prin
ciples, all possible use had been made of India's cultural past 
and of her present experience, and if this had been supplemented 
by the experience and culture of other races, the results would 
have been very different. Such a co-ordination of cultures holds 
much promise, for the cultures of East and West are largely 
complementary: The East needs the West, and it is no less true 
that the West needs the East. 

The hope of the future is undoubtedly in the direction of such 
co-ordination, and it is encouraging that both Indian and 
European leaders are beginning to realize this and to work along 
these lines." The Earl of Ronaldshay advocates eo-ordination 
in striking and beautiful,Ianguage. We must, he says, ''weave 

• The Maharaja ot Alwar In an address In Mardi, 1922, vigorously em
phasloed this point ot view;. "The Interoal tradition ot India has been to 
look upon the Inner thinIII' of lIt .. to be introspective and to tathom the 
.ecrets ot God and lIte. Selt real1Iation In other words hss been the goal ot 
the East. The West, on the other hand, has looked to the outside world, to 
the conquering ot N atore, In order to enable It to help humanity. Each 
hss a deftnlte aim and a great deal to give the other. Slavish imitation Is 
death hot as.lmllstion ot the best when the root. are firmly Imbedded In 
one'. own lOll, Is lIte. The materialism ot the West cannot 8urvlve by ltaelt, 
any more than the aplrltualIty ot the Eaat can be put Into practiee, without 
the won ot both."-Quoted In Van l'1n .. lndilJ 1ft 1''"''"''', pp. 82-8S. 
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into the tapestry of Indian life such threads from the spindles 
of the West as will enrich, without bringing about a complete 
alteration of outline in the pattern upon the Eastern loom."·' 

.. INBERENCES BOR CURRIcuLux-MAKING 

The educational aims and principles deduced from the fore
going analysis of early British education in India may be briefly 
summarized as follows :'8 (1) The curriculum should utilize as 
fully as possible the valuable elements of the Indian heritage 
and culture; (2) it should be related to Indian life and its prob
lems and should result in more satisfying lives for the pupils and 
in improved environmental conditions; (3) it should bring pupils 
into a sympathetic knowledge of various occupations and of 
their contributions to personal and social life; (4) it should 
be planned to meet the common needs of all and should include, 
in addition to the intellectual studies, the physical, the social, 
the civic, the religious, and the moral-in other words the curric
ulum should be concerned, first of all, with meeting the need. 
and providing for the development of the children and not 
primarily with the teaching of subject matter, which must be 
regarded rather as a means than an end; (5) instruction must 
be given in the pupil's own language, for reasons made clear 
above ;S. (6) the curriculum activities should be of such a 
character and so organized as to require thinking, planning, 
and constructive effort rather than memorizing, imitation, and 
deadening routine; (7) the curriculum should be so planned 
as to cultivate intelligent citizenship and to develop those 
valuable attitudes, appreciations, and ideals which the pupil. 
lack_nd all this by means of functional activities instead of 
by formal instruction; (8) artistic appreciation should be de
veloped through a study of the Indian's own cultural contribu
tion in the fields of music, art, drama, literature, and religion, 
remembering always that in the appreciation of higher things, 
as well as in the development of character, religion is the most 
vital and powerful influence in Indian life; (9) the curriculum 

.. H <GrI of .4.'lIaoarta. 

.. These alms and priDclpl ... will be stated In positive form, .. eorrectlves 
to the weaImessea whleb have become IDcreaalngly appareJlt through au=ed-
Ing ;yea ... of eciucatlOll&! aperieoee. .. See pp. lIS, 26. 
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should care for individual capacities and talents, thus avoid
ing the nniform product of a rigidly organized system. 

With reference to elementary education, the following addi
tional inferences may be drawn: (1) elementary education should 
utilize as fully as possible the best elements of ancient Indian 
education, especially the close and intimate relationship of 
teacher and pupil, the emphasis upon observation and thought, 
the richest educational use of self-activity and self-discipline 
and the making of character development a central purpose; 
(2) it should also emphasize social consciousness, social inter
actions, and social helpfulness, which have been lacking in all 
Indian education, but especially in the ancient system; (8) it 
should not be a separate, isolated form of education, but should 
be vitally co-ordinated with higher education, though not domi
nated by it. 

In conclusion, experience has demonstrated that education 
.hould come from below and within Indian life and not from 
above and without; it should be in harmony with India's tradi
tions and should be so arranged that the people themselves may 
have an understanding of and a share in the working of the 
educational system. This, rather than excessive centralization, 
will make for the extension and growth 'of progressive education. 



CHAPTERm 

BRITISH EDUCATION UP TO THE GREAT 
WAR,1835-1918 

PRIOR TO 185. 

BETWEEN 1835 and 1854 there was a growing realization that 
education imparted only to the higher classes was not likely to 
filter down to the masses, as had been anticipated. It became 
clearer that illiteracy and ignorance must· be attacked much 
more vigorously and that the primary schools could not be left 
without guidance and financial support. In 1839 Lord Aukland 
returned to the institutions of oriental learning the funds they 
had lost and supplied additional funds for English education.1 

Other officials also sought, in these years, to make a more sub
stantial foundation for education. Mr. Adam in Bengal and Mr. 
Thomasson in the United Provinces tried to encourage the indig
enous schools and to co-ordinate them with central "anglo
vernacular" schools. "In 1848 Lord Hardinge endeavored to 
reconcile vernacular and English education by starting one 
hundred and one schools of a type between the aill/J (English) 
schools and those which are indigenous. The attempt seems to 
have been premature, for after ten years only twenty-six of 
these schools remained in existence."s In the Punjab prior to 
1854, 

government schools existed in the districts of the Delhi territory .•• 
and in the rest of the Province indigenous schools afforded a founda
tion for the present educational system. Under the Sikh rule, teaching 
as a profession was almost entirely in the hands of the Muhammedans, 
who, besides teaching the Koran in the mosques, gave instruction in 
the Persian classics. On these schools were grafted the earliest Gov
ernment vernaculsr schools. • • • After annexation, the Christian 
Missions estahlished several schools, one at Lahore (the Rang 
Mahal) as early as 1849. Government loon followed their example 
and founded schools in the cities and larger towns, while District 
officers founded and maintained Ichools at minor places, out of local 
funds.' 

• BIsI, "p. cU., p. 10. • Loo. cU. • Load DIIM Pio. Rio .... , p. 2IHI. 
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THB ThsPATCll o~ 18541 . 

The year 18541 is another landmark in Indian educational 
natory. In that year Sir Charles Wood issued his statesman
like dispatch based upon a careful study and review of educa
lional conditions, when, for the first time, Parliament investi
gated seriously and sympathetically the development of Indian 
education.' This dispatch has greatly in1Iueneed educational 
policy and administration ever since, and it would probably have 
accomplished even more if some of ita important recommenda
!;ions had not been misinterpreted or neglected. One of ita out
standing features was the emphasis placed upon primary educa
!;ion. It repudiated the previous theory that education given to 
the higher classes would permeate the masses. The new'policy 
was "to combat the ignorance of the people, which may be con
sidered the greatest curse of the country." The vital importance 
of female education was stressed, ''by which a far greater pro
portionate impulse is imparted to education and to the moral 
tone of the people than by the education of men." A broader 
tolerance of the vernacular was shown, especially for children 
of the elementary .chool grade.; Other essential features of the 
dispatch were the following: 

First, it created a Department of Public Instruction in each 
province, with the object of rapidly increasing the number of 
schoola and bettering the quality of the education given. In the 
Punjab the Department consisted of a director, two inspectors, 
ten deputy, and sixty sub-deputy inspectors. ''The schoola 
directly supported by Government numbered one hundred and 
eight (four district, one hundred tah,il and four normal 
schools." Besides these there were quite a number of private 
schools, mostly missionary. "The cost of the department was 
about Re. two lakhs per annum and in addition a tax of 1. per cent 
of the land revenue provided for the maintenance of numerous 
village schoola."' . 

Secondly, public funds, instead of being used chiefly for the 
support of a few government school. and colleges emphasizing 
Western education, were to be distributed so as to encourage 
private educational enterprise through a system of "grants-in-

• Batlhr O.....,.iI_ Roporl. I, 81. 
a 

• Lan4 o/lA. Fioe B"' .. ,. p. lIOII. 
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aid." These annual financial grants were to be made to private 
schools which reached certain prescribed standards and accepted 
certain conditions." Private organizations establishing schools 
would thus share their financial burdens with Government.' 

A third feature of the dispatch was the outlining of a univer
sity system which was to be of the afllliating type. It was hoped 
that these universities would strengthen the colleges and schools, 
arouse greater interest in education, and assist Government to 
select graduates impartially for its service.s 

This Dispatch of 18540 has been called a great forward step 
in Indian education. Lord Dalhousie, to whom it was addressed, 
said of it: "It is a scheme of education for all India far wider 
and more comprehensive than the local or supreme Governments 
could have ventured to suggest." Chirol, in India, Old and New, 
characterized it as follows: "The dispatch mapped out a really 
national system of education worthy of the faith which the 
British generation of that day had in the establishment of an 
intellectual and spiritual communion between India and the 
West.''' 

For some years, however, the progress in village education 
was disappointing. In the Punjab difficulties arose in admin
istration. At first all the schools were under the direct control 
of the Department, with lower grade inspection provided by 
officials secured from Hindustan. These men were not popular, 
and District officers had little to do with the schools. In 1860 
the unpopular inspecting agency was discontinued, and deputy 

• These were made on the basil of the attendance, eharaeter of stalr, and 
the standard of InstruetIon .. judged by IDspecting officers. 

'''The subsequent bIotory of the movement showed that It speedlly attained 
• momentum. of Its own whic:h the authoriUes were pcnrer1esa to controL" 
The schools tended to become overwhelmingly literary, which was not the 
purpose of the original Minute.-Indiml Y _ Boo", 1918, p. 6/la 

hOn the other hand, the new Universities were not corporations of 
scholars hut ..,rporatioDB of administrators; they did not deal directly with 
the training of men hut with the _tlOD of eandldates; they were 
not OODcemed with learning except In ao far .. learning eon he tested by 
_tlODS. The..,1Ieges were fettered by _tlOD ~b and by 
uniform <ODrBes; thetr teadJera were denied that freedom which teaebera 
IbonId enjoY; and thetr atndenb were eneonraged, not to value tr&InIIng for 
Its own sake but .. a meaua for obtaIDIDg marketable qnaWleations. It ..... 
not the original purpose to deprive the Unlversltl .. of teaehIng _ 
or to make University _tlODS the aole test qualifying for public 
service. "-Loe. oIL • P. 82. 
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:ommissioners and lahaildars were made responsible for the 
,chools. As this arrangement proved to be weak on the pro
'essional side, an inspector was appointed in each district as 
he deputy commissioner's executive agent and adviser. 

The primary course of study at this time was also unsatis
'actory, including little beyond the attempt to secure the tools 
,f literacy. 

The Persian script already in use throughout the western Punjab 
md in two-thirds of the indigenous schools of the eastern districts 
was unhesitatingly adopted as the standard, but the. choice of 
augusge offered greater difficulties. PUDjabi is not a literary 
augusge and Urdu, though unpopulsr, was so generally in use 
[especially in the law courts), that it was perforce adopted.'o 

Gnrmukhi and Hindi schools were, however, to be encouraged 
vherever the people desired them. 

In 1860 school fees were first charged, and from 1868 to 1870, 
the status of the village schoolmaster was improved. The mini
lIlum salary was fixed at Rs. 10 a month, but funds ran short, 
md a number of schools were closed. Further funds for educa
tion were later secured, however, and the village schools rose 
rapidly in numbers and efficiency. But while the schools im
proved in these ways, nothing was done to alter the curriculum 
10 as to bring it into accord with the people's interests and 
~eeds. 

TJm DISPA'J:cJ[ 01' 1882 

The next important date in Indian education is 1882, when 
Lord Ripon appointed a commission to study the whole educa
tional system, especially the working of the recommendations 
of the Dispatch of 18540. This commission attached great im
portance to primary education and advocated, first, the recog
nition and encouragement of indigenous schools (so far as these 
could be made to serve any purpose of secular education), and 
second, increased eft' orts to extend the primary schools. In this 
connection, the commission made proposals to bring about a 
larger expenditure on primary education by transferring the 
management of these schools to local bodies who should be re
quired .to devote a filted proportion of their income to primary 

" LfIII4 of ,,.. ,..,. BIloW', p. 208. 
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education. Revised grant-in-aid rules provided for "payment 
by results" (i.e. the satisfactory completion of specified sub
ject matter being rewarded by definite money grants); they 
also provided for staff grants to certified teachers employed in 
aided schools. Female education was to be especially encouraged. 

Concerning secondary education, it was recommended that 
instruction be made less literary and stereotyped and more prac
tical, and that secondary schools and colleges be gradually 
transferred from Government to private control. The grant-in
aid system was extended, scholarships were made available, and 
private schools were advised to charge less than government 
fees. As for government secondary schools, it was suggested 
that, so far as possible, only a single model or demonstration 
school be maintained in each district. ' 

These recommendations have been criticized by many, and 
some of the results were certainly unfortunate. In the course 
of time an unworkable system of dual control grew up, ''whereby 
the Universities with no funds at their disposal exercised con
siderable control over the schools, through fixing [higher] 
courses of study and granting final certificates; while the De
partments of Public Instruction possessed the other educational 
powers.u Also, the lower fees and financial encouragements led 
to the "mushroom growth" of small institutions, with incom
petent and poorly paid teachers, unsanitary buildings, and in
adequate classrooms. The growth of primary education, as com
pared with the expansion of secondary schools, lagged far be
hind." The morale of the educational serviCe was lowered by the 

D I...ua.. y ..... Boolt:, 19148, p. 45:3. 
.. "In the primary achool, wblch must _lute the very foundation of 

any sound educational structure, barely S per cent of the populatIon Is ..... 
rolled. On the other band, we msy notice thst In secondsry schools the 
relatively remarkable proportion of 0.1 per cent of the total populstlon Is 
nnder Instruction. When allowance Is made for the fact thst females OIn 
be virtually left out of reckoning, this Is a proportion (for secondsry achools) 
far greater than the c:onespondlng ligures for England and Wal ... "-Rusb
brook Wili1a_ India fa 19n-U, p. 2SS. 

The Census Report of the Punjab for 1921 states thst out of a total popu
lation of 25,101,060 perSOUl (Including native .tates), 967,943 per80DI 
(882,IS7 males and 85,406 females) are returued .. Ilterate. The test for 
Ilteracy Is the abUlIy to read and write a letter In any one Iangnage. Of the 
total population above the age of live yea .... the nnmber of Ilterate per80DI 
In the Punjab ., .. 45 per theusand, or '% per eent. Of ma1es the .. were 
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division of the government teaching forces into European and 
Indian, with discrimination against the latter. 

In the Punjab the attempt to improve the indigenous schools 
to any considerable degree failed, and it was found necessary to 
convert many of them into Government or District Board 
Schools or to put them under mission or private management. 
Because of the scarcity of funds and of competent teachers, it 
was decided· to cut down the number of schools in the hope of 
improving the quality of the remainder. Thus school facilities 
were so reduced that they could accommodate only a small frac
tion of the boys of school-going age. 

On the side of curriculum revision, in 1886 an attempt was 
made to formulate a more practical course of study for the 
sons of agriculturists, and this led to the establishment of 
zmnindari schools, in which reading and writing in the language 
chosen by the people and arithmetic by native methods were 
taught. These schools required only half-time attendance and 
were closed during the harvest. For a time they were successful, 
but when the people realized that they did not lead to government 
employment, they lost interest in them." In 1901 there were 
only 187 of them with 4,000 pupils. Again in 1904, an effort 
was made to open village schools with a simple course of study 
planned for the needs of agriculturists, and it waa hoped that 
these would prove more satisfactory to the people than the 
zamindari schools had been. 

During this period, while primary schools ahowed small ad
vance numerically, their progress in efficiency was marked. 
The lower primary examination (after three grades) was 
abolished, and thus five years of continuous instruction was 
made possible. In the fourth and fifth grades more time was 
given to object lessona and to elementary acience, but in the 
first three grades skill in the three R's continued to be the main 
objective. 

THE RESOLUTION 01' 1904 

From 1899 to 1908, the Government of India, through 
selected men and conferences of officials, made a study of the 

,t literate out of a thousand, o. ,.t pel' cent, aod onlT 8 per thousaod 
femal.., or .9 per cent. 

• Load o/t'" Fiv. RIver., p. :IIl2. 
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educational situation in India. This resulted in Lord Curzon's 
Resolution of 1904. This Resolution has been vigorously con
demned for the following reasons: it put checks upon the rapid 
development of high schools and colleges; it raised the fees; 
it increased Government control; and it raised standards and 
made examinations more exacting. On the other hand, in this 
Resolution, for the first time, the Government bf India declared 
the rapid spread of primary education to be one of the foremost 
duties of the state." 

As a result of this, in 1905 the imperial grant was increased 
Rs. thirty-five lakhs annually, with the idea that this additional 
sum should be used entirely to promote primary education. This 
was not done, however, and a large part of the grant was diverted 
to other educational uses. Notwithstanding this, the progress 
of primary education was steady, though slow. The number of 
schools for the whole of India increased from 92,226 in 1902 
to 102,947 in 1907, while the average number of pupils per 
school increased from 33 in the former case to 36 in the latter. 
As to management, 76 per cent of the schools were under private 
control and only 24 per cent under public direction, so that 
even in primary education private bodies still had a commanding 
influence. 

Another recommendation of the Resolution of 1904 was th .. 
gradual giving up of the principle of ''payment by results," since 
it had been found that this served to overemphasize the formal 
side of education and to put a premium upon memorizing. There 
was also the difficulty of keeping adequate records, of preventing 
frauds, and of avoiding the emphasis upon income rather than 
upon the development of the pupils. 

As to the progress made, even in 1907 there existed an average 
of only one primary school to every 10.9 square miles of the 
country. Each such school received Rs. 43. 3 from public funds 

.. "The Government of India fully aeeepta the proposItioa that the IIdIve 
extension of primary education Is' 00. of the most importsot daties of the 
State. They undertake this reapoosibUity, DOt menJy on gmeral groaodo 
bot because, as Lord Lawrence obse"ed In 1868, 'Among all the ..,.,.... 
of dUIIc:ulty In our administ.atlon and of _Ible cIaoger to the stability of 
our Govemment, there are lew 80 aerlou as the IgnoraDee of the people: 
••• In 80 far as District or MDDidpal Boards are reqoired to deYoie tbeIr 
foow. to education, primary educattoo Ihoald bav. • predomlDaDt claim 
upon their espeadltare.n 
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(Bs. 1.5 per yeaz per boy) and the a~ umual expeaditme 
..... Bs. 133 (Bs. 3.9 per pupil). 

1h.. ~81lBaoL1ITIOJIlI 

In 1910 Mr. G. K. Golha.1e moved a resolution in the Imperial 
LegWame Council for the introduction of free and compulsory 
primary education in British India.. 15 Compulsion was to apply 
oaly to boys between the &gel of six and ten yeaza and only in 
u-e areas where 33 per .,...t of the male population of school
going age were aheady in schooL The cost of such education 
..... to be divided between GoYel'llDlellt and local bodies in the 
proportion of 2 to 1. The bill also proposed that a separate 
Deparlmeut of Education in the Government of India be ereated 
in charge of a IIII!IIIher of the EneutiYe Council; that Govern
..... t ahould haYe a CDmpieheui'l'e program for education; 
and that it should take some responsibility for the spread of 
education instead of thnnring the whole of it on provincial 
heads. 

After a thorough debate, the resolution ..... withdra ..... GoY- • 
ernment promising that the whole question should be carefully 
examined. In 1910 the proposed Central Department of Educa
tion was created to deYiae schemes for the much greater ex
tension of primary education. 

In 1911 Mr. Golha.1e introduced a bill similar to the prerious 
one but pl'O'l'iding for certain chec:b which it was hoped would 
ms.b it more acceptable. The opinions of local governments, 
uniYersities, and public bodies were invited, and the whole matter 
was ftferrell to a select committee of the CounciL 15 But Mr. 
Gokhale'. bill was again defeated, the outstanding objections 

-1.11. 11m, ~""""'.Am _1 ..... p. 10. -In...........uns _ tile _ of ..... paIsory -tioa, IIr. GakbaIIo 
ooId,'"lbe_oflDdia .... __ .... poIIqof __ 
..... tile rate at _ ..., __ some for tile _ ~ ___ Iollope-
~_._attlle_kd_oftlle ___ It...mtab 
......-J;r Iooa!r __ for eRrT dIiId ... he at .......... 11_. _ ....... 
_ tab _ ........ t tile .. taraJ ..... --.,. __ of pupuIatiaa iD 
tile eDIIIIb7. Wbat _ 10 ... he _, ••• IDdia _ prullt by tile """""PIe 
..... by tile __ of other ciYIIIIeoI -..triaL ADd other _ ____ ... ....,. __ iD __ ..... _Io_ 

tIIe ___ .. __..-- .. - ___ 

I. u.. ...... -IbId.. pp. 16-18. 
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being: the lack of a popular d.ma~d for' ed'ucatio.n and the' 
lack of support by the local government; thl' difficulty in raising 
adequate funds; and the difficulty in enforcing the attendance 
laws. 

THE POLlc;r OJ!' 1913 

In 1912, the cause of primary education was greatly furthered 
by the King-Emperor's pronouncement in January of that 
year, when an additional financial grant was made for primary 
education. His Majesty, in replying to the address of Calcutta 
University on January 6, 1912, said: 

It is my wish that the .. may be spread over the land a network 
of schools and colleges, from which will go forth loyal, manly, useful 
citizens, able to hold their own in industries and agriculture and 
all the vocations of life. And It is my wish, too, that the homes of my 
Indian subjects may be brightened and their labor sweetened by the 
spread of knowledge with all that follows in Its train; a higher level 
of thought, of comfort, and of health. It is through education that 
my wish will be fulfilled, and the cause of education in India will 
ever be very close to my heart. 

This pronouncement helped to bring about a revision of the 
educational policy of 1904, and the new policy was announced 
in the Resolution of February 21, 1913.17 In regard to primary 
education it advocated a, large expansion of primary schools 
teaching the three R's, with the addition of drawing, knowledge 
of the village map. nature study, and physical exercises. It 
maintained the position that it was not practicable at present 
to draw any great distinction between the curricula of rural 
and of urban primary schools, but it suggested that in rural 
schools there was special scope for the practical teaching of 
geography, for school excursions, nature study, and simple 
knowledge of the locality. 

The new policy further advised that expansion should be 
secured by mean. of District Board Sohool •. Where finances 
do not permit this, aided school. under recognized management 
should be encouraged. Better buildings and equipment, more 
and better-trained teacher. and their adequate after-care, and 
• better co-ordination with Middle Schools were .lso empha.ized . 

• s..o'-- ... 1 __ BdtJeallotoal Po"'" 1918, P. 9. 
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In the discussion on tlre Indian budget, the Under-Secretary 
of State for India stated with regard to the educational policy 
of the Government: 

The programme which w~ 'hope to work up to in time is as fol
lows:--We desire to increase the total number of primary schools 
by 90,000 (or 75 per eent) and to double the school-going popula
tion (making it about 10 per cent) •••• We are going to improve the 
existing schools, which now only cost about £10 each ye ... 80 that 
the cost of these will probably be doubled.18 

In the Punjab by 1918 many of the privately managed pri
mary schools had been converted into Board schools. The num
ber of primary schools had risen to 5,0841 for boys and 9541 for 
girls (70 per cent being Board schools). The pupils attending 
these numbered 243,345 boys (3.41 per cent of the male popula
tion) and 42,2341 girls' (0.62 per cent of the female population). 
The expenditure On these schools amounted to Rs. 17,001,552 
(f.1,138,487 approximately) for boys and Rs. 4004,801 
(£26,987) for girls. However, the percentage of all pupils at 
school was only 2.41 per cent of the total population, as com
pared with 19.9 per cent in the United States, 16.5 per cent in 
England and Wales, 18 per cent in Japan, and 9 per cent in 
Ceylon.18 

It may be said, then, that in general the period is marked 
by legislative and administrative efforts to extend primary 
education, but that little, was accomplished toward improving 
the primary school curriculum, nor was any careful study 
made to determine what should be taught. The prevailing 
curriculum emphasized little more than the, tools of literacy. 
although at times a few other subjects were added.i • 

"Ofl!cial B.porlof Parliam ... targ D.bal .. , S ..... of 0.....,..,.., VoL XII, 
p. 1896. .. P .... ~Gb Q~ B.porl of Bducatior&, 1917-22, pp. U, 211. 

»"Prlmary education, which ha.o 00 far been dragged behlnd the charlot 
of secondary and bigher education ill not merely defective In quantity, but 
Is also unsatisfactory In quallty. Investigations obow that the majority of 
cblldren attending primary school are unde. Instruction for between S and 40 
years; and for the majority of that time, four oot of every tlve linger 
In the lowest class. The natural result ill a tendency to relapse once 
more Into illiteracy, after the painfully sbort period of instruction 
com .. to an end. "-Rushbrook Williams, India ;,. 19"-18, pp. 284., 2404., and 
India ,,, 19.1-", p. 288. FUrther material on this point Is contained In 
"PnnJab Educatloo," OlfJil ...... Milittwg Gault., March 14; 1918, and In 
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INFERENCES FOR CURRICULUlI/l-MAXlNG 

While in some cases the statements that follow involve repe
tition of aims inferred from previous educational experience, 
this repetition is itself of value for curriculum guidance, since 
by cumulative evidence certain aims and principles are shown 
to be of outstanding importance. 

The following are the chief deductions made from the educa
. tional experience of the years from 1889 to 1918: (1) Em
phasis must be placed upon raising the general education aver
age of the people; (2) indigenous schools and indigenous 
methods should be encouraged; (8) education for girls must 
be provided; (4) primary education should have definite aims 
of its own and should not be considered merely as a necessary 
means to a higher education. Accordingly, a thorough study 
of what should be taught in the primary schools is of vital 
importance; (5) because of the large number of one-teacher 
rural schools and because of the teacher's lack of training, 
the educational task of the teacher, as regards both organiza
tion and curriculum, should be made as simple as possible; 
(6) while the curriculum should be simplified, it should be 
done, not by restricting it to a few formal subjects, but by 
making it more nearly synonymous 'with life; (7) the choice 
of the vernacular language and script used in primary schools 
should be left to the option of the local community, but such 
choice should not prejudice the higher education and further 
growth of the pupils; (8) special attention should be given 
to securing better trained and better paid teachers with rural 
interests, and to this the further training of such teachers by 
"refresher" courses and constructive supervision should be 
stressed; (9) though the ultimate aims of both rural and urban 
schools should be much the same, the methods of approach 
should depend upon environmental experience and should there
fore be different; (10) for the present, village schools may 
need to adjust their hours and their sessions to fit in with 
the farmer's needs, but teachers should use their influence to 
keep the manual labor of pupils within proper bounds and to 
make it as educative as possible; (11) while the discontinuance 

B.pon .... PrOF'" 01 B"""",loa In 1M P .... jab .s.rm/l 1M Q~ 
_/ll~l __ • P. 76. 
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of both the primary examination and the ''payment by re
sults" plan was helpful. in eliminating excessive memorizing 
and cramming, much more should be done toward such elimina
tion; (12) the extension of the primary course to five years 
(from three years) offers increased opportunity to provide an 
education su1liciently prolonged to influence the pupils perma
nently, but six years would be better. (Neither a five-year 
nor a six-year. course is possible, however, in one-teacher 
schools and with the present poorly trained teachers); (IS). 
while the increasing recognition by the State of its responsi
bility in primary education is a hopeful sign, care should be 
taken that local interest and effort are enlisted and that both 
teachers and pupils are allowed a reasonable freedom and 
initiative in developing courses of study: (14) there should 
be a careful preparation of a provincial program of pri
mary education, with adequate annual goals in every depart
ment, looking toward universal elementary education. There 
should also be such allocation of funds as will provide for 
the equalization of educational opportunity throughout the 
Province. Besides giving responsibility to the District Boards 
for such education, the village panchayats or special, educa
tional committees should be trained to carry responsibility for 
educating and developing their communities. 



CHAPTER IV 

BRITISH-INDIAN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SINCE 1918 

THE FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM, 1918-1923 

TOWARD THE end of the Great War there was a decided ten
dency in England and in other countries to examine carefully 
the whole system of public education in order to determine 
how well it was meeting the people'. needs and providing for 
their progress. This tendency was felt also in India, where 
the announcement of Britain's intention of introducing pro
gressively responsible government made many realize that a 
far more rapid extension of primary education was necessary 
if the people were to be prepared for intelligent citizenship 
under the new conditions. 

The Pnnjab Government (Ministry of Education) bas on more 
than one occasion in the past few years given expression to a definite 
opinion that the most pressing educational need of the Province at 
this stage is the removal of illiteracy from among tbe masses. This 
need has influenced its policy in the matter of the expansion and im
provement of primary education; and the determination of means 
and methods by which this great end may be more rapidly achieved 
has been engaging ita constant and most earnest attention. The mat
ter is of urgent and vita! importance from many aspeeta and ea
pecially at the present jnncture when the decision has been made to 
reach self government hy suecessive stages. A persistent continuance 
of illiteracy among the masses is obviously antagonistic to political 
as well as to other advancement.1 

The first efforts toward such an extension of primaryeduca
tion in the Punjab were the inaugurating in 1918 of the five
year program for the expansion and improvement of ver
nacular education in rural areas, and the legislation in March, 
1919, for compulsory primary education. The year 1918-19 
was thus an epoch-making one in Punjab educational history. 

'Pr .... dia/TI of lAo P-Jab Q(J'lIlI""""'" (Mia;'".. 01 BdwllUoto>, No. 
1199, 0.8. Sept. 28, 1925. 
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. The campaign for the five-year program, which was started 
in 1918 by Mr. J. S. Richey, has been one of the most thorough 
efforts to combat illiteracy in India. The whole program was 
carefully and comprehensively planned and was the first at
tempt made on a scientific basis to remove illiteracy, to 
equalize the balance between rich and poor and between pro
gressive and backward areas. Upon Sir George Anderson, who 
became Director of Public Instruction in 1920, has devolved 
much of the responsibility for perfecting the organization and 
for carrying the campaign through successfQlly. Sir George; 
though handicapped by the non-co-operation activities against 
gcvernment education as well as by the necessity for rigid 
economy in his department, has conducted the campaign with 
such ability and energy as to command. the admiration of all." 

The primary object of the new program was to provide an 
adequate number and distribution of primary schools in the 
province, and to increase the attendance in all schools. To 
this end, maps were prepared for each district with lists. of 
villages, the population of each, and the location of existing 
schools. Proposed new schools were located on the map on the 
basis of an expected enrollment of at least fifty pupils, pro
vided that a distance of two miles intervened between any two 
schools. It was found that to achieve this object, there would 
need to be an increase of 298 middle schools and 4,060 primary 
schools, making, with those schools already in existence, a 
grand total of 9,14' schools for the entire province.8 The addi
tional number of District Board schools was to be provided 
by the creation of new Board schools and by the conversion 
of private institutions into Board schools. It was expected 
that the campaign to bring all these schools into successful 
operation would take at least fifteen years, but definite at
tainable gcals were set up for a five-year period. 

A second important object of the program was an improved 
and more equitable method of government financial assistance •. 
The original system had been to "apportion grants to ex
penditures on salaries; in other words, to subsidize those 
Boards which were both willing and able to spend money ou., 

• Rushbrook WUIamo, India ;,. 1918-.4, pp. 228-29 • 
• B.porl OIl Progr ... 0' BducaUon ;"Ih. P .... illb _//Ih. Q ...... _ ...... 

_1,,//19.1418, p. 840. 
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education. The backward areas thus became more backward." 
The five-year program provided a much more equitable plan. 
Each district was graded according to its ability to pay for 
its education. If a district was poor, Government paid a pro
portionately higher share of the cost of expansion and im
provement than it did to a wealthier one.' The scheme wae 
elastic, for if, in a lean year, Government could not afford to 
payout large grants, a halt could be called for that year 
and the program extended by a year. It was hoped that this 
plan would encourage local bodies to spend more money on 
educational advance and that it would also tend to equalize 
educational opportunity. 

A third important object of the five-year program was to 
provide suitable school buildings, and there has already been 
a decided increase in Government's building grants to ver
nacular schools. Suitable buildings for these schools had been 
a crying need for years, most rural schools being miserably 
housed. Little was done to improve this condition until 1918, 
but since that date Government has contributed 21% lakhs of 
rupees in building grants. This, with the contributions of local 
bodies and of the people themselves, has ,brought about the 
construction of 748 new school buildings (133 middle and 611> 
primary); and the enlarging of 332 other buildings. Notwith
standing this progress, it is estimated that nearly half of the 
primary schools in the province are still without buildings 
of their own. It is recognized, however, that suitable buildings 
for these schools must be provided as soon as possible, for 
"there can be no permanency in a school which has no perma
nent abode.'" 

A program contemplating so large an increase in the num
ber of primary schools necessitated also increased provision 
for the training of teachers, especially since, in 1919, only 
4,763 out of a total of 7,629 teachers in primary schools of 
all kinds were found to be trained and certificated.' This in
creased demand for trained teachers was to be met by an 
increase in the number of normal schools, by such reorganiza
tion of the existing normal schools as would provide accommo-

• Rusbbrook Willi......, I"'"" ... 19118-4., pp. 88-'12. 
, B.porl .... ,,.. Progr". 01 Bduc_ ... IIu P_Jab,1919-M, p. 28. 
'Ibid., p. 840. 
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dation for many more students at only a slight increase in 
expenditure, and by the adding of teacher-training classes to 
selected high schools. The sensible policy of locating normal 
schools for rural teachers in small towns and selecting students 
largely from the villages was adopted. A revised normal school 
curriculum was developed, which gave greater attention to 
meeting tho: problems of the rural schools, provided better 
practice teaching, oHered improved methods of teaching the 
school subjects, and emphasized nature study and gardening, 
drawing, bygiene, and pbysical education. Increased facilities 
were also provided to train senior 't'ernacnlar teacbers for 
both lower and upper middle schools; at the Lyallpur Agri
enltural College, selected teachers had the opportunity to 
aeeure a training in agrienlture which fitted them to be teachers 
of agriculture and gardening in 't'ocational middle schools. 
Since 1920, an average of nearly 1,400 junior and 320 senior 
't'ernacnlar teachers per year have been trained, so that the 
percentage of trained teachers in Board schools at present is 
not lower than 60 per cent in any division, while in three 
di't'isions it is O't'er 70 per cent. Thrift societies formed among 
"Village teachers ha't'e also impro't'ed the personnel of the teach
ing force by contributing to its stability and contentment. 

The fi't'e-year program discontinued the lower primary. 
school (of three classes) and the upper primary school (of 
five classes) on the basis that the former did not oHer su1licient 
scope for securing a command of literacy and the latter was 
too much for a single teacher to handle e1Fecti't'ely. In place 
of these schools, the four-class primary school was organized 
&I the ordinary "Village school, while the six-class school (lower 
middle) and the eight-class school (upper middle) were or-
ganized for larger 't'illages or for groups of small 't'illages. 

A striking de't'elopment resulting from the five-year program 
has been the introduction of gardening and agriculture into 
the currienlum of lower and upper middle rural schools. The 
teaching of these subjects is largely practical. Gardens 
equipped with the necessary stock and implements are attached 
to each school, and the pupils do most of the necessary work, 
de't'oting about an hour a day to it, except during certain 
seasons when more time must be gi't'en. Teachers who ha't'e 
had both agricultural and pedagogical training are in charge 
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of the work. The success of these schools and their rapid in
crease are undoubtedly due to the fact that they have helped 
to relate instruction to rural needs and thus have furnished 
not only a good general education but one which has been 
colored and enriched by practical work close to the lives of 
the pupils. They have also exerted some influence upon sur
rounding farmers by calling to their attention improved im
plements and seeds. These rural schools have commanded the 
attention of ~ucationists in other provinces, and many feel 
that they oft'er possibilities for solving a problem which has 
baIBed rural educational leaders for many years. 

The new program also called for a revised inspecting staft'. 
A special inspector of vernacular education and another special 
inspector for teacher-training institutions were appointed. The 
general inspecting staft' was also reorganized so as to free the 
divisional inspector from some of his routine duties and give 
him time for matters of policy and expansion. The methods of 
inspection were to be constructive and progressive and not 
merely critical and formal 

As the campaign developed, other features were added to 
the program. One of these was the special eft'ort made to over
come the stagnation in the first grade. Even in 1923, more 
than half (57 per cent) of the pupils at the primary stage 
of instruction were enrolled in the first class.' Among the 
remedies proposed for this state of aft'airs were the consolida
tion of small inefficient schools, better-trained teachers, the 
elimination of one-teacher schools, the providing of a better 
education by bringing it more into accord with rural needs. 
a tactful use of the compulsory principle, and improved super
vision.s Since these remedies are all discu.sed in other COR

nections, it is sufficient merely to mention them here. 

REsULTS 0:1' THB FIvE-YEAR PROGRAM 

The rapidly expanding educational program described above 
has demanded the most careful study of all phases of the 

• Proe,,"'mlll 01 1M P .... jab G",,~ (MmwlrJ/ 01 B"""'atloa), No. 
1199. O.S. Sept. 28, 1928. 

• "It Is estlmated that more than three-fourths of the primary schools In the 
provlnee have DOW two teachers or more.." B."orl ". eM Progru. 01 BtJ.t». 
"'"' ;. 1M P_jab, 1-64, p. 46. 
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Department's activities, so that the largest results might 
)I! secured for the money expended. In this, the Department 
las been remarkably successful, and the economical use of 
Funds has permitted much greater progress and expansion 
than was anticipated. Sir John Maynard, Finance Member, 
.tated before the Legislative Council in March, 1923, ''I desire 
to pay a special tribute to the Department of Education, 
.. hich stands easily first in its strenuous pursuit of that cardi
Ilal principle of good administration: to make the best use of 
every rupee and to waste nothing." The economies practised 
have afFected practically every department of education, and 
most of the savings have gone to advance the interests of 
vernacular instruction. 

Concerning results of the five-year program, the following 
figures are significant: In 1923, at the end of the five-year 
period, the number of recognized primary schools for boys 
was 5,738 and for girls 1,046. This is an increase of 654 boys' 
schools and 92 girls' schools, or 12.8 per cent increase in the 
former case, and 9.7 per cent increase in the latter. As to the 
pupils, in 1923 there were 350,484 boys (6.04 per cent of 
the male population) and 50,974 girls in recognized primary 
schools. This is an increase of 107,089 boys (" per cent) 
and 8,730 girls (21 per cent)-a truly remarkable result 
which shows the largest advance in numbers among all the 
Indian provinces. Besides these recognized schools, there were 
2,573 unrecognized institutions for boys, with an attendance 
of 57,631, an..d 1,523 schools for girls with an attendance 
of 26,576. The increase of pupils in all institutions in 1921-22 
was 69,701, and in 1922-28 the number rose to over 150,000. 
The ,largest increase in any province heretofore was 80,921 
in the United Provinces in 1919-20, but as the population of 
that province is more than double that of the Punjab, the 
achievement of the latter is even more pronounced. Still more 
striking is the progress shown in the percentage of pupils at 
school, relative to the whole population. This percentage ad
vanced from 2.4 per cent in 1918 to 8'.75 per cent in 1928. 
For boy. alone the figures show an advance from 8.7 per cent 
to 6.04 per cent.8 

"Ibid. 
• 
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The Director in a letter of December 7, 1926, writes as 
follows regarding plans for the further extension of educa
tion: 

During the last four years, we have increased our enrollment by 
nearly 400,000; numbers having increased from about 11400,000 in 
all institutions) four years ago to about 920,000 In March last 
(1928]. I calculate that in the case of boys, we shall have to in
crease by another 400,000 in order to bring the number of boys of 
school-going age at school to 80 per cent. If we can reach that num
ber, then I think we shall have good cause for satisfaction. So far 
as I can judge, I think we shan increase our enrollment by about 
100,000 this year. If, therefore, we can maintain that rate of prog
ress, then I feel that we shall have attained our object in about three 
year' 8 time. 

AD11LT EDUCATION 

Another significant phase of educational progress in the 
past few years is the interest in adult education. Efforts toward 
the removal of adult illiteracy were first started in a spirit of 
social service, but results were so gratifying that a definite 
program was outlined in which teachers, inspectors, and co
operative credit societies worked together. This program con· 
tained suggestions regarding staff, curriculum, methods of 
teaching, and finance. Instruction was given in subjects vita.1 
to the dwellers in rural areas, such as hygiene, agriculture, 
co-operative credit, and the subject-matter skills needed in 
everyday life. Visual instruction was stressed throughout. In 
some places a committee of the local co-operative credit society 
manages the school and helps to provide funds. Such co
operation gives promise of even greater results in the future. 
The growth of these schools for adults has been phenomenal. 
In the few, years that the movement has been in progress, the 
number of schools has risen to 1,628, and the adults studying 
in them now number 40,883. Furthermore, this movement has 
served not only to reduce illiteracy among adults but also 
to maintain literacy among those who had previously studied 
in school It has resulted, too, in increasing the interest and 
attendance in day schools for boys and girls and has helped 
in making the village school a rallying point for the develop
ment of village life. Through the same agency, village libraries 
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are being established in various places for use in the schools, 
for the further development of the vi1Ia.ge people, and for the 
prevention of their relapse into illiteracy. 

EDUCATION OlP THB I>EPBEssED CLAssEs 

Government has &Iso ·recently laid considerable stress upon 
the education of the depressed elasses. It has already done 
much to influence public opinion on their behalf and has se
cured the provision of better education&l opportunities for 
them. In a resolution of June, 1923, the 01lici&l policy was 
stated thus: 

Not only do the claims of justi"'; and hum&Dity plead on beh&lf 
of these people but it is &Iso essential to the best interests of the 
province as a whole that no community, however low in the social 
scale, should be denied the benefits of education. Equality of op
portunity for all should be the watchword of a properly devised 
educational scheme.to 

Government has further stated that it C&DDot give com
munities grant. for. the introduction of compulsory education 
unless these grant. are used for the benefit of all classes of 
people. It leaves the low community to decide whether the 
education of these people should be in separate schools or in 
the regular ones, but suggest. that the latter is the more 
economic&l procedure.ll The request of the depressed classes 
for more educational opportunity is becoming more and more 
insistent, and the popular prejudice against these people is 
slowly but steadily breaking down. In some places they are 
even admitted to the regular 'schools without serious objection. 
Mr. Gandhi's campaign against untouchabilityl" will undoubt
edly. do much to remove prejudice against the depressed classes 
and to provide them with larger opportunities. Evidence is 
already available to prove that education is an important 
factor in their uplift. Indeed, some of those who have had 

»c. H. No. 210, G.a • .June, 1925. 
"Confereneo of IDIpectIug 0IIIeen, Lahore, April, 1922. 
.. The antouc:hables are the "ancleaon aborigines and progeuy of mixed mar

rJasea woo are abut out from the HIndu eommUDIty, &8 beIDg too undeau for 
IOdaI and rells\ou8 Intereoone. 
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educational opportunity have already made real contributions 
to their community and their country. 

THE PUNJAB CoKPUL80BY EDUCATION ACT 

Another factor of tremendous in1Iuence in the advancement 
of primary education in the Punjab was the passing of the 
Compulsory Education Act in March, 1919. This act 
authorizes compulsory primary education for boys between the 
ages of six and eleven years, but leaves the initiative for intro
ducing the Act to the local authorities. The education is to be 
free, and if private schools are utilized in a village where a public 
school is not available and fees need to be given, these must 
be paid by the local body, which is given the power to impose 
an additional tax for primary education, subject to the 
authority of Government. The school buildings, equipment, and 
sta1f must be such as the Educational Department deems suit
able. The local authority is to appoint a school attendance 
committee to enforce compulsion and is required to submit a 
statement to the Provincial Government showing the school 
accommodations, equipment, and educational staff required for 
introducing compulsory education, together with the propor
tion of the expenditures it is prepared to supply. Government 
may also by modification exempt particular classea or c0m

munities from the operation of the Act. 
At first, both municipalities and local bodies were very slow 

in utilizing the powers conferred upon them. The educational 
authorities did not impose compulsion upon the nnwilling, but 
it did advocate the operation of the Act in small .uitable 
areas where the supply of schools was adequate but the atten
dance was poor. It also encouraged local bodies to proceed 
and asked them to state reasons for lack of action. Gradually 
the movement gained momentum, so that in March, 1924, 
there were fourteen mnnicipalities and 156 rural school areas 
where compulsory education was in force. The latter areas 
are under thirteen district boards, so that practically half 
the district authorities of the province have taken initial steps 
in the introduction of compulsory education. In fact, the J ul
lander division is the only one in which no local body has taken 
action, and "there is reason to believe that the Punjab nOW 
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occupies the foremost position among the provinces in this 
matter." This is hopeful, for compulsion is nndoubtedly the 
surest and most economical method for advancing literacy. 

Tm!: ~OIlKll SCHl!::aD: 

At the beginning of 1921 the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms 
transferred education to Indian controL These reforms in
lI.uenced elementary education by bringing it nnder the juris
diction of an Indian Minister for Education, who is responsible 
to the Legislative ConnciL The Director of Public Instruction 
in the Pnnjab is also Under-Secretary and sO deals directly 
with the Minister. This means considerable financial ~aving 
and also an intimate and harmonious contact between the Min
ister and the Director, which is essential to the proper working 
of the Reforms. Finance is controlled by the Legislative Conn
cil, which votes for education such grants as it thinks it can 
aJJord. 

While there has been some confusion of controlling authori
ties and policy because of the fact that certain forms of 
education are nnder other Governmental control, the most 
direct and immediate effect of the Reforms scheme has been 
the strengthening of the contact between the Department and 
public opinion. This has been due to the feeling of responsibility 
ot the Educational Department to the Minister and to the 
Legislative Council, and also due to the formation of an 
Education Committee of the Conncil, which offers opportnni
ties for informal discussions on the needs and defects of the 
existing system. 

It is obvious that the great impetus given to primary educa
tion in these recent years and the improved organization that 
has now been developed, make this a peculiarly fitting time to 
study curriculum needs with great care and to formulate a 
curriculum which will vitally infiuence the development of the 
people and their commnnities. Up to the present, the main 
proposal put forward for the alteration of the primary cur
riculum is to confine it to the three R's, with a reading course 
made up of general knowledge of practical value in rural com
mnnitie.. The aim of education for these schools has thus 
progressed little beyond that of attaining mere literacy or 
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of using the primary schools as feeders for higher achoola. 
If, at thia time, a functional curriculum can be developed, 
which will really benefit and develop village life, the primary 
school movement will continue to gain in strength and vitality 
and parents will feel that it is clearly worth while to aend their 
children to school. If, on the other hand, what is taught in the 
school does not prove beneficial in the daily life of the people, 
the progress and even the stability of the whole vernacular 
school movement may be imperiled. Indeed, it may be said that 
the one lesson which stands out above all others in India's 
educational history is this: Education will bring out the fullest 
growth and development of the pupils and will vitally affect 
their environment for good only when it grows out of and is 
developed in relation to their nature, their purposes, their ex
periences (individual and racial) and their life nee<I-in other 
words, when it is intrinsic in the life of the child. 

Iln'ERENCES FOR CURRICULUM-MAKING 

The important curriculum principles which may be inferred 
from the experience of Indian education since 1918 are the 
following: (1) The same methods of systematic, acientific study 
that have proved successful in other aspects < of education 
should now be employed in curriculum study and construction; 
(2) the curriculum should provide, as far as possible, for the 
equalization of opportunity. Thia means that the education 
of girls must receive more emphasis than heretofore, that rural 
schools shall have as large educational opportunities as urban 
schools, that the children of depressed classes shall be espec
ially encouraged, and that the children living in backward 
areas shall receive as rich an education as those of more pros
perous regions; (3) the curriculum must take into account the 
actual conditions existing in the village schools. These will 
include the number and character of the pupils, the type of 
teacher available and the extent of his task, the environmental 
experiences of the pupils, the character of the equipment avail
able, the type of building in use, the organization of the school, 
and the public expectation of what a school ahould accompliah; 
(4) the auccess of the lower middle vocational schools would 
aeem to indicate the desire OD the part of the people for a 
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good general education enriched by practical work, and there
fore gardening, agriculture, and other practical village activi
ties should find a place in the curriculum--not so much, how
ever, for their vocational as for their educational value; (6) 
the success of the adult education movement would seem to 
indicate that its emphasis upon hygiene, agriculture, co-opera
tive credit, and the subject-matter skills needed in daily life 
is also needed in the regular rural school curriculum. The 
concomitants of the adult education movement, such as village 
libraries and follow-up education and guidance, are also 
valuable aids in making the work of the schools effective; (6) 
the prevalent stagnation in the first grade can be eliminated 
mainly by a curriculum which will follow the valuable interests 
and secure the whole-hearted efforts of the pupils. Other aids 
are consolidation, whereby an increased number of pupils in 
the grade 'will give opportunity for social interaction, and 
improved teaching, which may best be secured through teacher
training and constructive supervision; (7) the subjects now 
emphasized in the Government Normal course of study for 
village teachers indicate types of experiences and activities 
which should receive more consideration in the village primary 
schools. Such su1>jects are hygiene, nature study, gardening, 
practical geography and school excursions, drawing, hand
work, and physical education; (8) the play-for-all movement 
and the village scout movement offer forms of recreation and 
physical and !"ental training which are needed by all village 
pupils; (9) the village school should be made a center of effort 
for the whole community. On the one hand, it should keep in 
touch with the homes and the community, and on the other, it 
should furnish a social center stimulating and guiding the 
people of the village; (10) the bringing of the public (through 
their educational representatives) into closer contac£ with 
educational policy, which was an outcome of the Reforms, 
should be furthered, and the educational responsibilities of the 
people should be increased, for in this way opportunity is 
afforded to secure the general public's opinion of the present 
educational system and to learn, through discussion, what they 
desire in educational policy and procedure. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE PRESENT OFFICIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
CURRICULUM OF THE PUNJAB 

THE FOUGOING analysis of the development of education in 
India has prepared the way for a more intensive study of the 
eurriculum which has evolved and which is now in use. A careful 
consideration of this course of study is necessary in order to 
determine its strong and weak points, for it is with reference 
to this course that modifications and departures will need to 
be made leading to a more functional curriculum. 

Reference has already been made to the fact that while there 
has been much improvement in equipment, organization, and 
teacher-training, little has been attempted in the way of con
,structing a truly indigenous, socially adjusted curriculum. 
Morts have been made to transplant courses of study that 
have been successful in other environments and to add new 
. courses for which there seemed to be a demand, but there has 
been throughout a decided lack of creative and constructive 
effort in developing a curriculum which would truly meet the 
'needs of Indian life. 

The Rev. William Paton, former secretary of the National 
Christian Council (India), expresses this opinion effectively. 
He says, 

Have we any .ystem of education which is worth making universal 
in the villages of India suppo.ing the men and women, the money 
and buildingo were all there P Is there anything in the ezisting educa
tional .ystem which should make us enthusiastic for its extension on 
a huge .cale P These are the prior questions and they must be faced 
before the discus.ion of a generally extended education can be profit
ably begun. Is anyone satisfied with the ezisting .tate of things P The 
pre.ent village .chool does not appeal to the children; it does not 
appeal to the parents; it does not satisfy either the government or 
the private agencies (such as national organizations and Christiau 
missions) which control it. What are the reasons for this P In the 
first place, it is because the education given is not in terms of the
life and environment of the pupils. It is mainly the old "three R· .... 
Children are not helped to see the relation between what they learn 
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and the life they lead, still less does the stody arise natorally and 
inevitably out of their life and interests. Consequently they forget 
all they have learned. There is no more tragic commentary on the 
existing educational machine than the single fact that a large pro
portion of those who have heen in elementary .chools in the villages, 

V lapse back after five years into complete illiteracy.l 

Recently there has been much outspoken criticism against 
the existing curriculum and an increasing expression of faith 
in what education might accomplish for the country, if only 
it were adapted to Indian conditions. Indian leader. speak 
strongly of the need of education to prepare for citizenship, 
and an official reviewer of events in India stresses the need 
of an indigenous system' of education if India is to hecome 
a strong nation.-

Still more hopeful has been the starting of numerous ex
perimental schools in various parts of India, in which efforts 
have been directed toward developing a more functional cur
riculum. This and the succeeding chapter will be devoted to a 
study of these developments, especially from the curriculum 
standpoint. The present Government course of study, together 
with recent efforts made to improve it, will first be examined, 
with a view to evaiuating its aims, content, methods, and re
sults. This curriculum is the result of years of experience and 
development. The curriculum in use at the beginning of the 
Five-Year Campaign will first be diseussed and then the pro
posals made for its improvement, which, while not yet in opera
tion, are to be instituted as soon as the necessary arrange
ments can be made. 

This course of study is a formal, traditional series of sub
jects, adopted for the entire province by a centralized authority 
and printed in the official code. These subjects are expected to 
discipline the pupil's mind and provide the type of drill that 
pupils Can work on apart from the teacher. 

's... TM Gaardlaa, J&II.12, 1923. 
• "WIthout a w1deopread system of education of the Idnd suited at on.., to 

India'. capacity and to India'. needs, the country cannot hope to reaJIze _ 
uplratlons toward nationhood; wbJeh are at present eherIsbed by 10 large a 
number of her present popnlstlon. --Rushbrook WiIIlams, IndiG Ito 1_, 
p. 2SS. For a miaslonary'8 statement to the same elrod see Fisher, 1.&14'. 
BiIonI B«>olullaa, p. Iss. s... also Bow'" B_1aa .. IndiG, 0.,., ... - '" Jlo,,,. P-iGb. 19,.. p. 2. 
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OUTLINB 011' THE COURSE 011' STUDY II'OB. THE 
PUNJAB ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS' 

Panu.mr ScBoor. 
(four das&<s) 

Claul 
Y -..IGr (Uzdu, Plmjabl, or HhuJI) •.•.•......• 26 

ReadIng the primer awl wrltIDg ebaraet.en awl wozdL 
.dritlo_ ...............••...•....••..........•. 13 

Notation up to 100 
MalUpJi.cation tablal to 10 ,. 10. 
Simple eurdse81D adding awl llUbtroetlDg up to 10.. 

1I8IDg ~ obJeeIL 
zr-. Louoru or Jl_ ~............. . 

Cow, _t, crow, fIsb, -t, barley, grain or rIcr, 
_ or bajra, awl four BObjeeIB to be &eIeeted. 

Simp," Drill or Ot-,_iutI _. . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . 8 
.!!H .. , ••••.•..•....•...••...••••••••••••••••••.•• 8 

Total per week.................................. M 

CIa&a n 
V-..IGr (Uzdu, Plmjabi, or HhuJI) ••.•.......•.. SO 

ReadIng the first awl ...,.""m rural readers. 
Writing of .. orela and .... ten.... • 

.d __ ....................................... 13 
NotaUOIl up to 100,000. 
AddlUon awl Subtraetlon. 
lIalUplloation tablal to 16,. 18. 
lIalUpikatlon awl division up to 16. 
1_ of %. %, lY .. 1% ( ... ncretdy). 

G •• grapA ........................................ S 
DIa_ and direction with apeelal refe,.."..., to 

the _ premises. 

Cardlnal poinbo, __ of the 8IID, plan of school 
awl playgrcnmd. If_. r...'OM or Jl_ 0 __ """'............ 6 

Hone, .... buffalo, beD, oalou, rapeseed, canot, 
radlah, and four others. 

Simp," Drill or 0., _ _ •. , . . . . ...•. . . . . . . .. • 
Bo .... ....•....••.••...•••••.. ,.................. 6 

Total per week.................................. 8S 

CIa&a m 
V.........z... (Urdu, PnDJab~ or Hindi).............. SO 

ReadIng of third and fourth readers. 
Writing • 

• P-ia6 B __ cod., 9th BdlUou, Oet., 1911. 

HOlJU 

• 

2% 
2% 

20% 

11% 

2% 

2% 
2% 

21% 

11% 
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PDIODI O. 

22~ XI" . 
.A. rithm.tic .............. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. 12 

Long division and multiplication. 
Fractional tables (IY. and 1% to 20). 
Indian money tables. 
Reduction of money. 
Compound addition and subtraction of money. 

G.ograph,. ....................................... S 
Geographical terms. 
Meaning and use of a map (map reading). 
Mapa of village and district. 

Natur. L.IBOfUI Of' Mat'llfUll OCCUf14ti<ml............ 6 
Cat, rabbit, frog, aqulrrel, snake, rose, mango, 

quail, bemp or :flax, orange, and :five others. 
Simpl. Drill or Orgam.:./J Game,.. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . 8 
B,c". ........................................... 6 

Total per week.................................. 6S 

Class IV 
V,"""",IM (Urdu, Punjab~ or Hindi) . . . • . . . . . . . . .. SO 

Reading of fifth and sixth readers. 
Writing. 
Grammar (the sentence and Its parts; parts of 

speech) • 
.A.rith""tic ...................................... 18 

Compound multiplication and division of money. 
Measures of length, weight, time. 
Reduction factors and prime numbers. 
Easy L.C.M. and H.C.M. 
Vulgar fractions (excluding complex and continued). 
Fractional tables (%., 2~, and S~ to 20). 
Mabajanl (trader's figures). 
Bank Interest by native methods. 

M ......... aUora ................................ " 
Square, rectangle, quadml pamaish (paclng). 

G.ographll ....................................... " 
The Punjab, to be taught from a map. 

Nature L,"O'M, MaTllinq or AatlC'larOf'k .•.... ' .... '.. 6 
Physiological ebaracterlstlcs of animals, compara-

tive study. 
Parts of plants and fiowers. 
Comparison of vegetables, fiowers, and grains. 

Drill aM Ory_/J G_,.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 
BeIlH' ... ..... ..... .......... ...... ....... ....... 8 

Total per week................................. 72 

HolJU 

2SY. 

11% 

IY. 

1% 

2% 

Beyond the four-class primary school there are the lower 
middle school (continuing the fifth and sixth grades), and the 
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upper middle. school (continuing the seventh and eighth 
grades). Fonnerly these schools were of two kinds: vern&enlar 
and anglo-vernacular. However, since the decision in 1920 that 
all non-language subjects should be taught in the vemacular 
and not in English, and since English may be taken as a second 
language in what are known as vemacular schools, it was 
realized that there was no longer any value in this nomen
clature, and 80 it was recommended that the distinctive terms 
of vern&enlar and anglo-vernacular be discontinued. The fol
lowing is the outlined course of study for Classes V and VI 
recommended by a special committee appointed by the Educa
tional Department: 

Lowza loImm.a SCHOOL 

(CJaaaes V omcI. VI)' 

F"" TIl .... Faa TIl ... 
T..ua:wa NcrrT.a..J[I](G 
E.8LDIB ElI'GI.IIIB 

Venw:uIar .•.........•........ :.. ..•••..•........ 8 8 
MathematIaJ • . • . • . . • • . . • • • • . . • . . . • • • . . • • • • . • . •• • • 8 8 
- omcI. GeograpbT............................ I I 
HlBtory .•..•......... .••.•.• ... .•.. .•.••. .••.••.• I I 
DrawIDg •••••• .••••.. •••••••••••••• .............. I I 
AgrIeultare or Manual TraiDlDg or • aeeond IaDguage 

(claaaIeal Persian or venw:ular). • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . • • 8 
EnglIsh ••••••..•••••.•••••••.•.•••.•••••••••••••• 11 
Ad........-l _ of venw:uIar..................... .. 8 
Rural I&Ditatioll •••••••••••••.••..•••••••••••••••• • • • 

Total per week... . .• . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .•. .. . . . . . 89 59 

lliTAILa 0:1' THlI: ABOVE REIlUlRE:Ml!:NTS 

Eng/gIl is permitted only in schools having a total of eight 
grades, as it pas been found that if English is studied in 
classes V and VI only, sufficient command of the language to 
make it worth while is not secured. 

Y snaGctdar consists of the reading of prescribed readers and 
classics, the writing of dictation, letters, and easy composi
tions, the study of grammar (parts of speech, gender, and 
number), and transliteration into the Roman' script. 

']Upon 01 1M Pro,"" 01 B __ .IM P .... Jab.1919-60. Appendix VL 
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Mathematica (Classes V and VI) includes decimal fractions, 
simple interest, simple practice, native accounts, mensuration, 
continued and complex fractioDs, inverse cases of simple in
terest, complex practice, unitary method, square measure, 
English weights and measures, the metric system (length and 
area), and practical geometry. 

Science consists of the general science of common things and 
common phenomena. 

History deals with stories of all periods (ancient Indian 
history up to the present). 

Geography covers the outline study of the world, Asia, and 
India, and elementary physical geography. 

Drawing includes work in model, mass, and freehand draw
ing. 

Agriculture includes practical gardening and simple agri
culture, the cultivation of common flowers, plants, vegetables, 
and field crops, and the care of animals. 

Rural Stmitation consists of stories regarding hygiene and 
sanitation. 

ADDITIONAL FACTS CONCERNING THE O .... ICIAL CURRICULUM 

1. A school code is published which describes the course 
of study for each type of school, giving a statement of the 
skills to be mastered and details of the subject-matter re
quirements for any given subject. These are stated for each 
grade and are uniform for all schools. The Code also contains 
various rules for schools: the requirements as to staff, equip
ment, buildings, school year, grant-in-aid rules, details as to 
reports, etc. 

2. The daily time table and a syllabus for the work of 
each class and for each subject of study are usually prepared by 
the head teacher but are approved by the Government inspector. 
The time table is rigidly adhered to and the syllabus is often 
worked out by merely stating the pages of the textbook to be 
completed in a given time. 

8.. The textbooks used must be those contained in an ap
proved list prepared by the Government Textbook Committee, 
after an examination of the books submitted by various pub-
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lishers. It also arranges for the translation of books for ver
nacular schools and libraries. 

40. Tbe methods nsed, wbile.considerably improved in recent 
years, still place the main emphasis upon securing such com
mand of the material in the texthook as can be quickly and 
accurately given hack to the teacher on demand. Examinations 
require this type of information and it often meets the require-
mentsMin~n. . 

6. Discipliue is strict and often repressive. Generally the 
quiet. orderly classroom, in which affairs move by mechanical, 
organized routine. receives commendation. 

6. Tbe equipment is often meagre. for most of it is pur
chased, to the neglect of the abundance of educative material 
available in the .community if one only knows how to use it. 
While buildings are being improved, there are still in the vil
lages many rented one-room mud houses with mud 1I00rs--un
sanitary, badly lighted and ventilated, and altogether un
adapted to school purposes. 

7. Educational results are checked by formal goverJIment 
inspection, which nsually occun twice each year, by school 
examinations, and. in the middle school, by a uniform, official 
(provincial) examination. 

07:nCIALLY SUGGESTED ALTEEATIONS IN THE 

EUKENTAllY SCHOOL CUREICULtJ:M 

In May, 1928, a committee was appointed by the Minister 
of Education to cOnsider aDd report on vernacular school 
courses with a view to their simplification and to the general 
improvement of vernacular education in the Punjab.S Tbe 
chairman in his report commented on recent improvements 
but said that there was "already evidence to show that the 
system which was more or less suited to the needs of education 
on a comparatively sman and restricted scale is not (especiany 
in the period of transition) so well adapted to the needs of 
education on a much wider scale.''' He stated further that cer-

• ThIa eommIHoe CODlllated of Inspectors of schools, prlnclpsla. teach.rs, and 
..,preoentatl_ of IlOrmal ochoolL 

• _, •• , 1M 0_1 .... lAo , .. ,......_ ... ,., V""""""r B.a.,... 
""" III IA. P".jab. p. 2. 
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tain problems had arisen which could be neither ignored nor 
postponed. 

One of these problems has grown out of the substitution of 
a four-year primary course for a three-year or a five-year 
course. This was done to reduce the teaching load in singl~ 
teacher schools, to co-ordinate the work with urban and higher 
schools, and to secure more effective learning. The objections 
urged against this school are, in the first place, that the educa
tion possible in a four-year course is inadequate to the prac
tical needs of the pupils, and, in the second place, it has been 
found that "some at least of the pupils leaving the primary 
school have not been made permanently literate.'" The com
mittee recorded its judgment that the standard Indian el~ 
mentary school of the future should offer six years of work and 
further stated that "the acceptance of this principle has been 
rendered feasible by the recent departmental recognition of 
the lower middle school."s 

While the Minister of Education approved of the Com' 
mittee's conclusion on this point as a goal to be striven for, 
he stated that the present urgent task was to supply each 
four-class school with an enrollment of forty pupils or more 
and with two teachers each. When this process has been com
pleted, he said, "the next measure of development should be a 
more rapid conversion of suitably located and well attended 
primary schools into lower middle schools (six grades) with 
a staff of at least three teachers each."· As an intermediate 
step it was suggested that there should be at least one middle 
school for every four or five primary schools. 

Another urgent problem is that of the curriculum, which has 
been said to be not altogether suited to the requirements of 
pupils residing in rural areas and which therefore needs such 
revision as will bring it more closely into relationship with the 
life and environment of the pupils. 

For the rural primary school, the Committee recommended 
that the existing course be simplified by reducing the number 
of so-called subjects to the three R's and physical training. 
Other subjects now included in the course, such as geography, 

t'Ibi4. • Ibid. 

• Proc • .amlll 01 'M P-jab 0"" .......... ' (MiaWtrl' 01 EdueMiootl, No. 
lSO'I2M, NOT. 6, 1923. 
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nature study, etc., should he omitted as separate SIlbjects but 
should have considerable of their SIlbject matter, along with 
other matters of rural interest, included in the class ftaders.'o 

In hetter staft'ed schools, where a higher grade of 1I'ork 
might reasonably he expected, it 1I'as recommended that per
mission he given to undertake a _ wider c:urric:ulum, but the 
Minister of Education did uot favor this, maintaining rather 
that the few exceptional schools 1I'hich might he able to extend 
the c:urric:ulum 1I'ould find ample scope for wider activity 'in 
connection with the reading Iesson.u Experimentation 1I'as thus 
not to he encouraged, all primary schools being expected to use 
only the minimum course (the three R's and physical train
ing). 

As to 101l'er middle schools (fifth and sixth grades),.the Com
mittee felt that these cIasses should hereafter he regarded not 
as the starting point of secondary education but as the logical 
outcome and completion of the primary school At the same 
time, the 1I'hole six years of 1I'ork should he a preparation for 
the upper middle school It 1I'as also &SSIlmed that these 
schools 1I'ould he much hetter staffed so that additional sub
jects of study (beyond those in the primary course) might 
be taught, these to include "SIlbjects havlng practical utility 
rather than merely academic value." The following additional 
subjects 1I'ere recommended: geography, general reading and 
oral instruction in sanitation, hygiene, agric:ulture (including 
the care of cattle), co-operation, biographies from Indian 
history, and civics. The formal teaching of science, history, 
and drawing 1I'as to be discontinued, but information about 
them 11'&8 to be given in the reading course. The Committee 
believed that a procedure of this kind 1I'ould not necessarily 
be accompanied by any loss of efficiency in general information 
but 1I'ould probably result in more attention to the essential 
skiIIa and a higher standard of achievement in them. 

It 1I'as also hoped that the agric:ultural courses 1I'ould serve 
to bring education into closer relationship with the rural 
environm~t. Agric:ulture 11'&8 not to be taught as a vocational 

• "Supp_tal'7 oral _on 10 to be iii .... at the time of ftOoCIIDc 
_1 ........ with the apeclatlon that sueb 1Dstru_ will be absorbed 80 .. 

to become a part of the mmtal equlpmmt of the pupil, n leading him to take &D 

Intdllgent Interest In the thIDp UOIIIId blm.-lWd. ""lbi4. 
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course at this stage but rather was to be used "as a means 
of mental discipline and training and as an accessory to the 
general subjects taught in the schools." The teachers were to 
be pedagogically trained with one year's work in agriculture. 
For each middle school selected for this work, a small piece 
of ground for gardening and farm work was to be secured, 
which was to be worked by the pupils. Agriculture was w be 
made the background for a general education and was to be 
used to give a rural tone to the whole curriculum. 

The question of the inclusion of English is a matter on 
which there is still much difference of opinion. On the one hand 
are those who emphasize the importance of the vernacular 
as a subject of study and as a medium of instruction. They 
believe that the teaching of only a few years of English is a 
waste of time and money for the pupil who does not go on 
to a higher school, since he does not secure sufficient command 
of the language to make any practical use of it. There are 
those also who feel that the introduction of English into an 
elementary school makes pupils who cannot proceed further, 
dissatisfied with rural life and that it tends to denationalize 
them. Where English is an optional subject, they say, it fre
quently causes invidious social distinctions between those who 
select English and those who study agriculture. On the other 
hand are the educators who contend that the English language 
affords an entrance to a great storehouse of knowledge which 
should be made available to every future citizen of India and 
that it is an open door to larger opportunities of life and 
service. 

The committee especially appointed by the Minister to study 
this matter decided that a two years' course in English has 
no permanen~ value and that optional English should be per
mitted only where at least four years' study can be given to 
it (in the eight-grade school). Where English is so taught 
it should be given an amount of time equal to that given in 
an anglo-vernacular (urban) school. Furthermore, En~lish and 
agriculture as elective subjects should not be treated as 
mutually exclusive. The committee also gave it as their opinion 
that the development and spread of vernacular education 
should be the first· charge on public funds and that pupils 
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electing to take English should pay the fees now levied in 
anglo-vernacular schools.l1I 

An important recent educational development in the Punjab 
has been the increased attention paid to scientific methods of 
physical training and to healthy recreation. The new course 
of physical education has been developed by a specialist, and 
teachers are being trained to carry out the work on the lines 
suggested. District physical advisers who have an understand
ing of the course and its principles and who are able to give 
demonstrations and adequate guidance are to supervise the 
work done in the schools. This work is to be supplemented by 
a school medical service which will have as its aims: the health 
of individual pupils; improvement of environmental condi
tions; and training in sanitary and domestic hygiene. This is 
to be carried out chiefly by local medical officers using methods 
of inspection and demonstration and is not to be a part of the 
teacher's work. 

ANALY8I8 0:1' THE GOVERNMENT CURRICULUM: AND ITS 

RECENTLY SUGGESTED ALTERATIONS 

It is significant that until recent years there has been little 
in the way of a definite statement of educational aims from 
official sources. In a textbook written by a former Director 
of Public Instruction and used for many years in Government 
normal schools, the following aims are given: 

1. To equip a boy wiJ;h the knowledge which will help him to 
eam his living and which will help him to get on in life, if he hal 
oulIicient ability. . 

2. To give him that general knowledge which will enable him to 
enjoy life by making DIe of those powers of mind and body with 
which he haa been endowed. 

8. To train his mind to DIe the knowledge which he haa acquired 
and to apply it to the various circumstances of life. . 

t. To build up by discipline, pr~cept, and by example h~bits of 
right thinking and doing, so that he may tarn hia knowledge and hia 
powers to good Dle.18 

.. B_e of eTu 0""",,""', J. fIfI""''''d eo 0"""" •• 'Tu PIac, of Btll/lVla 
TI4CAiag" "..........,... MUd'" 80Aoolo, AprD, 1922 • 

• RIchey, M.....aI for T • ...,Tur' of p ......... 80laoolo '" IM1a, pp. 8-9. 
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Since the inauguration of the Five-Year Campaigu, the aims 
of vernacular education have been much more frequently and 
specifically stated as merely the removal of illiteracy'" The 
following statement is typical: "The Minister regards the 
removal of illiteracy by means of vernacular agencies as the 
most urgent educational need of the Province at the present 
time.'>15 In the primary schools, then, the tools of literacy, 
together with general rural information contained in the read
ing course and a closer .co-ordination with and preparation 
for the higher schools, have been the aims consciously and 
definitely striven for. 

Regarding the Vernacular Middle school, it is stated that 

the curriculum should clearly be such as to prepare the great ma
jority of those who attend the schools for their occupation in life 
after school days are over. On the one hand, it may be held that it 
should aim primarily at raising an efficient, industrious, intelligent 
and contented rural population, possessed of all the advantages 
which literacy has to offer and able to take a useful place among 
the future citizens of India. From this standpoint it should bear 
directly on the life and environment of the pupils and should admit 
with extreme caution such additional subjecta of instruction a8 would 
tend to arouse discontent with rural conditions or to sweep into the 
broad stream which leads to professional vocations, those of our 
rural youths who are better fitted by tradition and training to fol
low rural pursuits. Against this may be set the claims of equal op
portunity for all and the duty of affording to the dweller in the 
country the chance of an anglo-vernacular education which will 
enable him to proceed to institutions of higher education or to other 
than rural occupations. Ie 

.. "Of the :wr mIDIon inhabitants of British India I ... tbsn nine mIDIon are 
at present being educated. In other words, considerably I ... tbsn 4 per cent of 
tbIs vast population Is under the Influence of iDstructiOD. ••• According to the 
ceDSDS of 1921, the number of Ulerates to India was 22.6 mIDIons (19.8 million 
mal .. and 2.8 mIDIon females). In other words, only 122 per tbonsand of 
Indian men and 18 per thonaand Indian women can read and write. (The 
flgnres of the Census of 1911 were 106 for men and 10 for women.)"-Rush
brook WlliIama, r...u.s Ita 191844, P. 226 • 

.. ProeHtliAg. of th. P-Jab 0"" .......... ' (Mill;., ... of B"""",,,,), No. 
lSO'12M, Nov. 6, 1925. 

"B."orI of tho 0_, •• ~P1>oiaI'" 10 00NidH 'A. PIIu. of B.,II •• 
X .... hill' Ita y.........,..,. MitIdlo Bchoo,., Appendix I, p. 12. 
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Apart from these general aims and some subject-matter re
quirements, there are no specific objectives either for achieve
ment in subject matter or for personal and social develop
ment. The urgent necessity for definite objectives based upon 
the pupils' needs in the fields of knowledge, habits, apprecia
tions, or attitudes, has not yet been fully realized. 

An examination of the official curriculum and its proposed 
modifications reveals again the extent to which Indian educa
tion has become separated from real life and experience. Mere 
literacy has been increasingly emphasized as the goal of 
primary education, due to the mistaken idea that the reduction 
of subjects to the three R's would simplify the teacher's task. 
The machinery of the three R's has been mistaken for the 
valuable product of that machinery; the means of locomo
tion on the journey have been mistaken for the goal. The 
school is the agency which should help the child to grow and 
to adjust himself to his environment; yet the aim of literacy 
here contemplated and the way in which the abstract materials 
of literacy are presented have nothing in common with the 
child's out-of-school life. At present the child is unable to 
utilize the experience he gets outside the school in any com
plete and free way within the school itself, and he is also 
unable to apply in his daily life what he is learning at school. 
The child thus tends to live m two worlds, one being natural, 
free, and closely related to life interests and needs, and the 
other apart, detached, with an emphasis upon things that have 
value in the classroom but nowhere else. At least, the child 
has never learned to utilize for his own interests and purposes 
the symbols taught in schooL The result is a complete separa
tion between the child and the subject matter" 

Again, the emphasis in school is not upon any present social 
use of the knowledge and skills taught but rather upon a 
distant and vague future in which they may be needed. But even 
~at future arrives, the situation demanding the use of 

.. "Ed ..... tlan d __ ........ IIOIIIdhIng to be taught, but someone. To DIe 

two • ."kward but expressive words, It .. 'chlld-eentrle' not 'subJeet-eentrlc.' 
Thooe who have made the child their lint consideration have fonnd by aetual 
~ that anbJeet matter does not suffer but on the contrail' benellts 
beyond all P"""""""Ptions.H-J. H. Wamahuis, -RelIgions Education In 
1DdIa,-1_ B_ Of llvrioau. 
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these skills is so different from the school conditions in which 
they were learned, that the pupil i. often unable to make the 
necessary adjustment. Frequently he is obliged to learn them 
again, in response to the practical situations demanding their 
use. Why, then, should not the pupil learn the requi.ite skill. 
in the first place in valuable life situations developed in the 
classroom ?18 

While the contemplated goals for elementary education also 
include information about matters of general interest in vil
lage life, to be given in connection with lessons in reading, 
a fundamental weakness of such a method is the confusion 
between information and knowledge, and the unfounded belief 
that oral instruction in these matters will bring about their 
functioning in pupils' lives. Learning can be said to have taken 
place only when there is a change in the child's way of behaving, 
a reconstruction of his own experience with the new experience 
and a facility in the use of the new way of acting. The 
natural way to secure this result is to give the child some
thing to do rather than something to "learn, .. l1 and so to 
guide him in his doing that he finds a need for using valuable 
textbook material. 

The official curriculum also disregards ideals, attitudes, ap
preciations, social interaction and co-operation as aims; yet 
these are surely more important than information or formal 
skills. In fact it is these characteristics which will largely de
cide whether or not the pupil will continue his education after 
he leaves school and what his whole outlook upon life will be. 
There are even probabilities that, through compelling the child 
to secure a verbal command of extrinsic subject matter, 
definitely harmful attitudes will be built up. Inattention, dawd
ling, deception, lack of initiative are common traits among 
school children and are frequently the result of forcing un
interesting, remote, and diflicuIt subject matter upon pupils 
whose interests and purposes are elsewhere. 

The official course of study also ignores the development 

"This view Is well ezpressed by S. H. Fremantle In ~ Po/lq of BtoraI 
BIlueGUora, and by J. H. Oldham, In his 0.... CArlItlaa D,bllo Indi<>, p.11. See 
also E. L. KIng, r_A ...... V_ fJoIadia. 

.. See J. W. Nave, "The Meaning of Edacatlon,H In M,u.o.u., BdtJ<laUoto; 
Morris, Villa", B_Uoto, 111 Goal, p. a 
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of those attitudes and ways of living which make for health 
and cleanliness, for the understanding and appreciation of 
home and e6mmunity life, for the wise use of leisure time, for 
good citizensbip, and for the disposition and the ability to 
contribute to the improvement of the village and the wider 
environment. 10 

This leads to another pertinent criticism of the curriculum, 
that it is not based Dpon the village child's life but has rather 
been brought into being by the requirements of urban classes 
and by the domination of higher institutions, and of official 
examinations. G. A. Wathen, in a paper read before the 
Imperial Education Conference, 1923, expressed this as fol
lows: 

Up till recently all Punjab schools have been dominated by a 
morae of instruction deaigned for urban claases. ••• In the past the 
village teacher has often been a stranger in the village and being 
himself the product of a system where education is regarded merely as 
a means of qnalifying for government or clerical service, he has been 
apt to set before his pupils that one ambition." 

Objection should be made, however, to the statement that 
rural education should invariably lead pupils to follow' rural 
pursuits and to remain contented upon the land. Such a policy 
is neither' democratic nor socially and politically advisable. 
Rural dwellers are entitled to as complete and valuable an 
education as urban residents, providing only that they have 
the natural capacity for it. A peculiarly rural education will 
lead in time to the creation of a separate rura\ class, to fur
ther division between town and country, and to a continuance 
of over-population upon the land. Village education must be 
in terms of rural life, but this does not mean that it should 
be narrow and circumscribed • 

• "What, thai, Is wrGag with ..... lIdloolsP Why are they 1IIIlI&tlsfaetoryP 
Broadly opeakIag, there are two great defec:ta In them. TIley do not aim de
Uberatd,y to clevdop every lid. of the potential manhood and womanhood of 
the eblldren, and they alford no intelligent and l)'ltematlc training In c1u..... 
ohIp •• ....J. V. Job, "lndianlsatlon of Mission Schools," paper read at Christian 
Teaebe .... Conferenee, Madura, Jan. 240, 1920. See alao 1[. T. Paul, ..fdtoU 
B __ • _ U'/1m N.N o( JCodmt ltodica. 

• "Edncatlon In the PnnJab.· See alao B.port 01 II C_(...." • .... Btl"" 
B~ Abmeclnagar. Jane, 1925, and Knowlton, Tlu T .... ".., 01 ..f~ 
-. " "" S.1&ooll 01 "" P-iab. p. 21. 
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Finally a detailed examination of the subject matter taught 
in each grade reveals material which is not only beyond the 
comprehension of the child, but also seldom or never used in 
actual life situations, either in the village or the city. As 
examples of the former, there are the concepts of numbers 
up to 100,000 and all the multiplication tables to 16xl6, 
which are expected of the child in the second grade, and frac
tional tables and complicated arithmetic problems, which are 
expected in the third and fourth grades. Examples of the latter 
are the multiplication tables of 11, 13, H, and 15, which 
seem to have little or no application to life. There are also 
many H.C.M and L.C.M. problems, complex and continued 
fractions, inverse cases of interest, as well as complicated prob
lems in the fundamental processes, with numbers of many 
digits. Far too much arithmetic is required, especially in the 
lowest grades, and, what makes the situation worse, there is 
the continued requirement of material and processes which 
have been discarded as useless by most modern systems of 
education. Other subjects of study are also in need of simpli
fication, especially with regard to the removal of all that is 
merely formal and unrelated to social practice and use. More
over, these various subjects of study are largely unrelated to 
each other, occupying, as it were, separate compartments. 
Each has its own separate and distinct emphasis on the rigid 
time table; each is taught according to formal and logically 
arranged textbooks and previously prepared syllabi; and all 
are isolated from the pupils' lives and from community needs. 

The official curriculum, like earlier British educational prac
tices, also makes little use of the Indian heritage of folk tales, 
poems, dramas, art, music, and other important contributions 
to truth and beauty. 

METHODS Ill' USE WITH THE O .... ICIAL CoUUE 

0 .. STUDY AND THEIR EVALUATION 

A formal extrinsic course of study usually results in methods 
of repetition, memorizing, and cramming. A CODsiderable num
ber of schools still follow these harmful methods, which have 
been handed down from both English and Indian practice." 

• See Young aud Ferren, l""iG in OM/lid, pp. 41, 42, and LaIa LaJpat RaJ, "lu ProblflM of Nal/otJtJl B_,1oto .. IM1a, p. 113. 
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In some of the backward schools pupils sit on the floor to 
study and sway back and forth to the rhythm of a. sing-song 
drone as they memorize paragraph after paragraph of pre
scribed subject matter. When books are scarce a pupil monitor 
is put in charge. He points to letters or words, multiplication 
facts or simple problems, and at the same time sings out their 
names in a droning wail, after which the class repeats in 
unison what he has said. The rhythm, regularity, and per
sistance of this exercise are 80 soothing that pupils tend io 
repeat what is said automatically. Inspectors bave frequently 
pointed to incorrect figures without a single pupil's knowing 
the diJference. 

Dr. Rabindranath Tagore, speaking 6f his boyhood, points 
out the following four great weaknesses of method in the 
schools: (1) the aim was to impart information as opposed 
to the development of the self, and the methods used were 
those of memorizing and eramming in order to meet examina
tions and their requirements; (2) emphasis was placed only 
upon the physical and mental phases of life (memorizing), thus 
dividing life into compartments and breaking its unity; (3) the 
religious side of life was neglected and there was the lack of 
a reverent, devotional spirit; (40) the school was characterized 
by dreary monotony and ,outine. 

Lala Lajpat Rai voices the.criticisms of many when he 
.ay.: 

The system of educstion that stresses the authority of the teacher, 
which is baaed on 8uspicion of humao nature and humao tende~cies, 
which is distrustful of childhood and youth, which is openly out for 
eontrol and discipline and subordination, which baa no respect for 
the instincts of hoy. and girls, is not an ideal system for the pro
duction of self-reliant, progressive men and women that the new 
India wanta." 

A careful evaluation of existing methods reveals their ten
dency to deaden and paralyZe 8choollife and education because 
of their emphasis upon routine and rigidity, their indoctrina
tion regarding 8ubject matter, their unreality with reference 
to life and child nature, their uniformity of product, their 

• Ibid., p. l1li. See &lao BtwaI BtlwaUoa, WAIl, n I. _ WAIl, II Mil/AI B., 
Statemmt of Conterenee OIl R1U"III ~ueatlcm, 1401180 lw.as-~ 
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repression of personality, and their externality with reference 
to results. They also are often competitive and anti-social in 
classroom relationships and are largely divorced from both 
the child's and the community's interests and experience •. 

RESULTS OBTAINED FBOM THE PRESENT SYSTEK 

The pupils who have been benefited mo.t from the schooling re
ceived have been those who have gone on to higher school.; 
yet even these have been hindered by the habits of apathy, 
mental inertia, and the poor techniques for study and thinking 
which have been developed in their earlier education. Tho.e re
maining in the villages have not received an education which 
has vitally influenced their lives or which has led to the im
provement of village conditions. In fact, pupil. have frequently 
developed a dislike for village life and occupation. and yet 
have not been prepared for anything else. 

Even with regard to instructional result., the figure. for 
retardation, especially with reference to the stagnation in the 
first grade, and for elimination, as well as for the large re
lapse into illiteracy, are startling. The following .tatistics" 
indicate some of these weaknesses: Enrollment, 207,366 in the 
first class; 81,625 in the second; 58,889 in the third; and 
46,465 in the fourth. The percentages in the fir.t cia.. are 
approximately 53 per cent; in the second, 20 per cent~ in the 
third, 15 per cent; and in the fourth, 12 per cent. Thi. indi
cates the great wastage and retardation, many of the pupils in 
the lowest grades having been there for a number of year •. •• 

Better results are being obtained, however, from the lower 
vernacular middle schools (six grades), which combine a gen
eral education with agriculture, but as yet the.e .chools are 
not available to many rural children. 

GENERAL StTKMARY 

The Government curriculum is largely the result of two 
strong influences. The first of these is tradition. Education in 

• B.p,," oaa.. Pro, ... of B_' .... ;" 1M P_j4b.l~l-n. p. 28. 
·"Over half 01 the pupils are studying only the vehicles of knowledge. 

Ninety per .... t 01 the clWdreD are in the lower primary cl ..... (I, II, III,); 
over '" per cent in the infant clU8e8 (la. Ib). About S9 per cent lap .. into D
Uter&ey within live years of leaving IIChooL' B.p,," oa Pro, ... of B~ 
ill 1.ma (QuinqDemdum 1912-17). 
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England in the early Vretorian period was largely a formal, 
circwnscrihed, literary type of training designed to prepare a 
aelecl.ed cIass for higher education or for business pursuits. 
In the best institutions this formal training was reinforeed by 
• fine tradition and school spirit which fayorably influenced 
charaeter. H01fe'l'er, when this idea of education and this cur
riculmu were transferred to India, only the formal subject mat
ter, textbook, and examination sides were emphasized, and the 
character-forming traditions and spirit were largely absent. 
Nor were Indian traditions imd c:nltnre utilized to develop 
a life-gi'ring Indian spirit." 

The second great influence upon the present enrric:nlmn has 
been the molding power aud control of passing pressurea and 
eireumstances. Subjects of study have been added or eliminated 
depending upon public opinion, financial needs, or administra
tive conditions, rather than upon any carefnlly prepared edu
cational program. 

The truth of the matIer ia that Euglaod has Iwl no educational 
policy in India, either maJeyolent as some writers c1eclare; or beDe'I'O
lent as othen &Ie disposed to thiDk. The exigeDcies of cUcumstance 
IIIId of fiDance; the presence or aboenee of men of rision and grasp 
of educational ideaIa among ofliclals; the infIueace of private eduao
tioDal drCll't8-theoe IIIId other 'l'llriable causes haft been pruducing 
__ ft:IIII!.ta in the realm of ed ..... tion, satiaf_ry IIIId IIDSIItisfac.. 
tory. Beyond thia, Go..emment has DOt been following any c0nsist
ent educational policy. IT 

Surely a yery great need today is the development of such 
• large educational policy as that which bas been formulated 
recently for the Punjab province. If this Punjab program 
could only be enlarged to include a thorough study of indi
vidual and social needs, in order to determine functional educa
tioual objectives and content and if such • curric:nlmn conld 
be developed from them as wonld bring about the fullest growth 
of each pupil in terms of social welfare and improyement, much 
would be accomplished both for educational progress and for 

-GarfIeld H. WiIIiamo, "'l'be IAR Tal y .... 1D 1DdIa,-'-.-" 
._ 0' Jliaiou, 1""" 11lllS. 

- P.O. PbiIIp, Book lleriowofOola!,B."w.I. B __ P-. .. ' ...... 11'- ClIrV_ C __ 
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national development. Until such vital interests and cur
riculum activities are available for the pupils, it is diflicult 
to see how their abilities and characters can be developed or 
their communities improved. 



CHAPTER VI 

NATIONAL EDUCATION AND OUTSTANDING 
INDIGENOUS SCHOOLS 

THB MOVBllENT ~O!l NATIONAL EDUCATION 

THB !lISE of nationalism and the development of political con
sciousness in India served to accentuate and extend the feel
ing of her leaders that the educational system was exotic and 
foreign. The results were extensive criticism of the official type 
of education, the advocacy of a system of national education, 
and the starting of certain institutions embodying the ideals 
advocated. Mr. S. Srinivasa Iyengar, C.I.E., at the Annnal 
Educational Conference at Madras, May, 1921, expressed the 
prevailing criticism as follows: 

It is Ii conviction of the Indian educated community that the 
Westero system of education in India has been barren of results and 
that this failure is due to the fact that those who were responsible 
for its direction and connol have ignored India'. racial psychology, 
history, and literatnre, especially in the region of patriotic ideals 
and aspirations.' 

This movement for national education expressed itself, gen
erally speaking, in two forms, the one constructive and the 
other destructive. In the first form, much thought and eft'ort 
were given to developing a truly national education; in the 
second form, which was largely political, national education 
was made a political cry and was included in the non-co-opera
tion campaign. It is not intimated, however, that political lead
era were not perfectly sincere in their statements that the 

'See aIao RonsIdsbay, TTIo H_I of .A.,.,,_. p. 19, and F. Y. Brown, 
"india'. Strqgle for Edacatlcm," Part II. "From the Standpoint of the 
Britlah Admlnlatratlcm," c .... _ Hvco,.". XXII (July, 192&). 1582-8f. Mn. 
Sarojinl Naida, in ber pl'OO.lclential addreu at the 40th _Ion of the Indian 
National Congreu at Cawnpore, Dec. 26, I92&, oaId."We are today no more 
than the futile puppets of an artHldal and imitative IJItem of edacatlcm, 
.. hid> .. _ted eatlreJy to the spedal tread of oar sodal genius. It hal 
robbed DO of oar proper mental valu .. and peropectIveo and deprived DO of all 
true initiative and originality in seekIDg authentle mod .. of self-apreoo\cm." 
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existing education was foreign, neglectful of Indian culture 
and aspirations, and even productive of "slavish mentality." 
But this phase of the national education movement was largely 
destructive and measured its success by the number of studenb 
it prevailed upon to leave government schools rather than by 
its constructive contributions. In fact, it had little of a con
structive nature to offer except that the vernaculars should be 
the media of instruction, 'that spinning should be a part of 
the curriculum, and that some of the principles of the political 
program of t1ie National Congress should be emphasized. 

Mahatma Gandhi, chief exponent of the non-co-operation 
movement, has made an appeal for a simpler, freer, happier, 
more contemplative type of life. He i. opposed to the subordi
nation of personality and expression to machinery and pro
duction; to the vast wealth of the few gained by the labors 
of the many; to the exalting of material things and the neglect 
of the cultural and spiritual. He desires such education and 
training as will help the masses to get more out of life. He 
emphasizes Indian culture, language, religion, contemplation, 
the development of self-restraint and self-control, and working 
with the hands and feet. He especially advocates spinning. He 
feels that the foundation of education laid by Macaulay has 
enslaved the Indians and that their salvation consists in un
learning what they have learned in the last fifty years. 

The National Congress gave its conception of national edu
cation when it stated that it did not regard any institution as 
national which did not employ some Indian language &8 the 
medium of instruction; which did not actively encourage 
Hindu-Moslem unity; which excluded untouchables; which did 
not make hand-spinning and carding and training in physical 
culture and self-defense compulsory; in which teachers and 
students over the age of twelve years did not spin for at least 
half an hour per working day; and in which students and 
teachers did not habitually wear Khaddar (Indian home
spun)." 

"See also the following statement by Mrs. AnnIe D ..... t."What must OIIJ' 

Na_ edu .. t1on beP It must be controlled by Incilana, sbapeci by Indlana, 
.. rrled on by 1ncIi8D8. It must bold up Indian Ideals of devotion, wisdom, and 
morality and must be permeated by tbe indian religious splrlt rather than 
fed on the letter of creeds." 
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In actual practice, however, there was little difference in 
content and method between the Government schools and the 
new national schools: 

Such distinctive features as the new schools showed, were nu
worthy of imitation. Great stress has been laid by Mr. Gandhi upon 
the use of the spinning wheel and encouragement of the vernacuI&r. 
But extensive spinning, whatever its economic value, has Uttle worth 
in edueation as compared with that possessed by other forms of 
hand and eye training. Even an elementary knowledge of child 
nature is sufficient to explain why the spinning wheel has fallen 
into disuse in so many institotious. Further, there were no .igus of 
reaction against Western subjects, languageS, or ideas, and there 
was Uttle evidence that the vernaeular was 'any more extensively 
used in the national schools than it is nuder present regulations in 
recognized institotions. a 

It may be that a functional, co-ordinated currieulum might 
later have been worked out, but during the time that this 
phase of non-co-operation prevailed, little in the way of truly 
national education was offered to students who, at the request 
of political leaders, withdrew from "recogl1.ized" institutions. 
As Dr. Rabindranath Tagore has said, "Indian youths are 
asked to bring their patriotic offering of sacrifice, 'not to a 
fuller education, but to non-education'.'04 With the wane of 
the non-eo-operation campaign, this type of national school, 
has largely disappeared. The movement, however, is not with
out significance, in that it has indicated ''profound dissatis
faction with the present system."· 

The more constructive type of national education has eJ[

erted an influence over a very considerable number of years. 
As far' back as 1883, Lala Lajpat Rai advocated national 
education in the Punjab,' and the founding of the Dayanand 
Anglo Vernacular College in Lahore was an expression of the 
desire to provide an education rooted in Indian soil. The 

• Rushbrook WllIlams, IMIG In 19U-I4-
• Quoted In CbIroJ, IMIG, Old """ N _. pp. 286-87. 
• Rushbrook WllIlams, IMIG In J911..". 
• "Education Ia tho vital _tlon for us. It Ia the most Importsot of all our 

problODll. In a way It Ia the flmdameotal problem. ••• Our whole future b1ngeo 
on It. W 0 cauoot alrol'd to bave looee BOd eonfused ldeaa about educatlon."
Op. oil .• p. SI. See also VIa_varays. B.condr •• llng India. D. 2119. 
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original prospectus of this college emphasized the bridging 
of the gulf between the educated classcs and the uneducated 
masses, stressed the necessity of technical education in arts and 
industries which would help to make the future leaders of the 
country independent of government service, and insisted upon 
a scheme of national education absolutely independent of Gov
ernment patronage and help. In the actual development of the 
college, the government curriculum has largely been followed, 
but there has been more emphasis upon Indian languages and 
Indian culture than exists in government schools. An outstand
ing contribution of the college has been the devotion of the 
principal and staff of teachers throughout many years; they 
have given their whole-hearted efforts for small stipends of 
about 900 rupees (£60) a year. This unse16sh service has had 
its merited result in the life, inliuence, and service of many 
students. 

Other similar institutions emphasizing national aspirations 
are the Fergusson College, Poon&, the Central Hindu Uni
versity at Benares, and the Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental Uni
versity at Aligarh. It is significant that all of these efforts in 
the direction of a more national education were of college 
grade. The main concentration of energy W&8 upon the higher 
classes of Indian society; and thus the mistaken policy of the 
Government was repeated. 

All these institutions sought to do little beyond combining 
with Western education the special religious and ethical train
ing of the particular denomination of each. They were national 
only in so far as they helped to create the denominational 
atmosphere desired by their promulgators. "The principal 
business of the staffs engaged was to prepare students for 
university examinations. The results achieved in these examina
tions were the measure of their success and popularity. Special 
efforts were no doubt made in each institution to inoculate the 
students with the serum of that narrow nationalism which had 
inspired its founders."" 

This narrow nationalism and sectarianism have been de
nounced by several Indian leaders. Mahatma Gandhi has spe
cifically criticized this type of college l especially the Central 

• LaJpat BaI, GfI. oiL. pp. 17, 18. 
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Hindu University). as having failed to inject a new and 
creative spirit into its curriculum. The same criticism coulcl 
also be made with reference to the methods employed and the 
forms of administrative procedure. 

In addition to the above movements, Indian leaders fre
quently, through the press and on the platform, advocated the 
educational aims and ideals which they desire in any truly 
national system of education. They have expressed eloquently 
the need of an education for India that will lead to richer and 
more satisfying living; to an intelligent patriotism and an 
effective citizenship; to development of character; and to the 
eliminating or redirecting of prevailing negative attitudes. 
They have stressed the educational value of Indian culture, 
of environment, and of national languages, and they have urged 
the necessity- of educating women." They have recognized the 
.supreme importance of religion in India and have stressed -its 
great value in the educational process. As to organization 
and method, Indian leaders have emphasized out-of-door in
struction; a close relationship with nature; direct and per
sonal contact between pupil and teacher; a school environment 
which emphasizes simple and noble living; the stimulation of 
thought and inquiry; freedom and creative activity; medita
tion, devotion, and service; and the development of artistic 
appreciation in various fields. 

DB. TAGOBB'. SCHOOL, SANTlNIJ[BTAN 

Of the interesting educational experiments made by Indians 
and emphasizing Indian culture, adaptation to Indian life, 
and the ideals of ancient Indian education, probably the be.t 
known and most outstanding in every way is the school-estab
lished by Dr. Rabindranath Tagore at Bolpur. 

This school, called Santiniketan, "the abode of peace," is 
located out in the country on the Bengal plains, where dis
tances and silences are such as to calm one's spirit and turn 

·IIIr. K. NalaraJan, editor of the l..diaD 80_ Be/ONMl', .lated In an ad
_ that he would "gift lint place In IJD7 program of IOdaI reform to 1l1li
ftI'I8I, free, ...... pWoory eduoatlon· and that In eduoatlon he would "give lint 
pJaee to the eduoatiOD of girls. The eduoatiOD of a lingle girl meano the up
lifting of • whole fam117 and In • larger oeuae than the eduoatlon of a single ........ 
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one's thoughts to divine things. "The Hood of sunshine with the 
shimmering lights and wonderful shades, the limitless expanse 
of the stars at night encircling one with the silence of the 
world beyond," make one feel that the name of the school is 
well chosen. 

Dr. Tagore was led to found the school because of his 
feeling of dissatisfaction with the conditions of modern society. 
His search for a remedy led him to the conviction that in the 
type of learning of the forest asrams lay the hope of impart
ing peace and depth to a society whose chief faults in his eycs 
were its feverish restlessness and its shallowness of life and 
thought.9 The more he studied and observed, the stronger be
came his conviction that the panacea for all of India's weak
ness was education-liberal education, full of freedom, har
mony, and love, an education that would develop not only 
intellect but also spiritual personality. Dr. Tagore himself 
states the purpose of his school in the following words: 

To give spiritual culture to our boys was my principal object. 
Fortunately in our ancient forest schoola, teachers (whose aim was 
to realize their lives in God) had their homes. The atmosphere was 
fnll of the aspiration for the inJinite and the students who grew up 
with their teachers, closely nnited with them in spiritual relation
ship, felt the reality of God-for it was no mere creed imposed npon 
them or speculative abstraction. Having this idea in me of a school 
which should be a hom ..... d tempi. i .. Oft', where teaching should be 
part of a worshipful life, I selected this spot away from all distrac
tions of the town, hallowed by the memory of a pious life (my 
father), whose days were passed here in commnnion with God.lO 

Dr. Tagore seeks to obtain the home element through de
veloping a sense of unity between the staft' and the students, 
and a spirit of brotherliness, sympathy, mutual eft'ort, and 
service. With this there is also an atmosphere of freedom, 
stimulation, guidance, and encouragement. The temple ele
ment he seeks through emphasis upon meditation and worship, 
communion with nature. and expression in service. Each mOrn-

• B. K. IWy, "Tagore and HIa Hodel School at Bolpar," TM lruUpnMral, 
LXXIX (Aug. S, 1914), 162-64. 

» At the CouventioD of the ProgressIve Education AuodatloD, BaltImDre, 
April 7~ 1922. 
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ing and evening there are opportunities for meditation and 
praise and once a week a special religious service. Social service 
both in· the school and in the nea:t-by villages, taking the form 
of sanitation, health work, agriculture, and fire protection, 
is emphasized. Thus, though the school is· patterned after. 
the ancient forest asrams so far as principles and ideals are 
concemed, many of its methods and much of its content are 
modem. An effort is made to combine in life the spiritual ten
dencies of India with the spirit of social service so characteris
tic of Westem society. It is a striking, inspiring attempt to 
combine the beat of the old and the new. 

Creative endeavor receives much emphasis at Santiniketan, 
especially along the lines of literature and music. Dr. Tagore 
believes that such "education'is true which acknowledges the 
mind to be a living thing and therefore stimulates it to give 
out more in quality and quantity than is imparted to it from 
the outside."u 

Consistently with this theory he hss encouraged in his school 
the spontaneous ""pression of each lad', spirit in song and poem. 
He SSSUIDe8 that it is a perfeetly normal thing for them to be pro
ducing and bringing to him tIIeir efforts, without hesitation or for
mality. The boys have several manuscript school magazines, in which 
they are encouraged to think and write for themselves and lor 
which illustrations are handed in.'" 

It has been said of the organization of the school that it 
"impresses one as being more of a protest against existing 
educational conditions than a revival_ protest carried out 
by a mind which, with a fine contempt f!,. difficulties, leaps 
at once over all barriers to its own solution. The very boldness 
of it takes one's breath away. Are most schools located in 
towns and therefore .confined and unhealthy P Then this one 
must be in the country and presto, it is done.,,18 The school 
ill located on a slight knoll from which the fields slope away 
in every direction. In the asram itself there are fine trees and 

.. B. K. Roy, .". oil. 

.. From the Introduction to W. W. Pesrson's Sllanffnik.".... tA. Bolpur 
S.Aool of BablndmnalA Tagor.. . 

.. Y....., M •• of India. p.126. For the oubatsnce of what followl I am also 
Indebted to tbIs source. . 
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scented shrubbery. There is abundance of space, fresh air, 
sunlight and shade, and growing .things. Do classrooms in 
ordinary schools cramp the pupils, keep them in badly venti
lated and lighted rooms and affect their eyesight and general 
health? Then these, too must be abandoned and arrangements 
are made for classes to meet in open verandahs and under the 
trees. 

Are school boys ordinarily controlled by a rigid and un
sympathetic discipline? Do they look upon the school as some
thing which condemns their interests and cramps their spirits? 
Then away with all such discipline and autocratic power. Let 
pupils manage their own affairs and learn, through responsi
bility and self-control, true leadership and self-government. 
To a large extent pupils make their own rules, elect their own 
leaders, have their own student court, and supervise their own 
examinations. 

Do headmasters become set in their ways, exacting in their 
demands, and divorced from the human element and its needs? 
Then immediately the poet does away with an official head
master and puts a council of teachers in control. Of this 
council, one member i~ selected each year to be the executive 
head responsible for the management of the school. 

Are boys taught too much in large groups? Does the indi
vidual get lost in the mass and are his peculiar gifts and 
capacities neglected? Then the lavish hand of the poet pours 
out an increasing supply of teachers, till there is one to every 
eight or nine pupils, and every pupil has the opportunity of 
receiving individual attention." Dr. Tagore expects his teach
ers to give themselves to the pupils' interests and development. 
He, in tum, gives himself freely and liberally to the teachers, 
feeling that in this way they will be best fitted to help the 
pupils. Each evening a bell calls the teachers and their wives 
to the verandah of his bungalow. Some great literary master
piece is read, and this is followed by an informal discussion. 
The object of this is to build up esprit-de-corps, to keep the 
teachers mentally alert, and to bring them into intimate touch 
with the poet's ideals • 

.. The school has about 1110 pupu., ranging In age from six to elghtoeu yean, 
and a stair of over twenty teaeben. 
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Does life tend to become complicated, with too much time, 
money, and dort given to the merely outward and relatively 
less important thingsP ':rIlen away with these and back to es
sential realities. "Simplicity of living and high thinking are 
fundamental elements in sound education." At Bolpur the 
buildings and equipment are of the simplest, and there has 
been very little definite planning as to structures and loca
tions. "There is no sign of the Western emphasis on culture 
through architecture." Little.is required in . the way of equip
ment for eating, sleeping, or work in the classroom; the :floor, 
mats, or even the bare ground are utilized. The clothes of the 
pupils are simple and inexpensive. Light eottou garments 
(dhoti and lcurta), often of homespun, are worn, with no shoes 
or stockings even in the winter, which is mild in Bengal. The 
food is plain, inexpensive, and strictly vegetarian. 

Probably the best general view of the school's ideals and 
methods is to be had in an aceount of a day's program, which 
is beautifully told by Mr. C. F. Andrews in his little book, 
To the Strulenb: 

If I were to describe to yon ODe day in the ABram with the boys, 
that would perhaps hring home to you its inuer beauty. Long before 
snnrise, like the birds in our own Amloki groves, our boys awake. 
The choristers are the first to rise, and they go around the ABram 
sioging their morning hymn. Yon can hear the voices in the distsnee, 
drawing nearer and nearer; and then the sound dies away, as the 
choir passes on to another part of the ABram and then again, it 
eomes nearer and nearer. The beauty of the sound in the snent 
morning air and the sense of joy and reverenee which it brinjss, give 
peaee to the soul. 

After an interval each boy takes his little square mat into the 
fields and sits down on it to meditate in his own place alone. Later 
on, before the school work begins, the boys all stand together in 
the shade of the trees and siog their hymn to God. Till half past ten 
the work of the school goes on. We have no classrooms. The hoys 
sit with their teachers in the open air, under the trees. There are 
no large elasses. A group of eight or ten boys will be seated round 
the teacher asking him questions. Very few books are used. Like the 
ednestion which Plato loved at Athens, the greater part is esrried on 
through eonversation. The boys loon learn to open out all their dif
ficulties to their teacher. and teachers get keenly interested in the 
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boys' questions and answers. • • • Such living education can, never 
be doll. 

When the morning work is over, the 'boys bathe and go to their 
meal. About two 0' clock in the afternoon the scbool classes begin 
again; but at this time the work is chieOy with the hand, as well as 
with the mind. Handiwork is practiced and a boy's own natural 
tastes are soon discovered. Some prefer carpentering; others prefer 
mechanical work; others enjoy spinning and weaving; others become 
draftsmen or painters; other. musicians. There is very little book 
work in the afternoon. 

School is over at about four o'clock, aud then there is a rush to 
get first into the great open fields for football Onr boys are famous 
everywhere for their sports and games. 

In the evening at sunset they return from the fields and sit down 
once more for a short time to meditate in silence. As night comes on 
fairy stories are told; sbort dramas are recited; onr Gurudeva's 
songs are sung, and the dift'erent school gatherings are held. By nine 
o'clock all are glad to retire to rest, and again the choristers go 
around the Asram singing their last evening hymn. There ean be no 
question as to the happiness of the life of our boys. Their faces tell 
the story of their joy and freedom. There is no freer life in India 
than the life of our children at Santiniketan. 

AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL AT SURUL 

Another institution associated with Santiniketan is the 
, Agricultural School at Suru!, which aims to teach agriculture 

and its related industries and to lead students in village re
construction. The method used is to provide pupils with land 
and stock, for which they pay rent and which they work in 
co:operation with the general farm and under the supervision 
of its manager. Each student grows the vegetables or crops 
in which he is most interested, and his difficulties and problems 
are the basis of the classroom instruction. The student har
vests his product, sells it, and keeps the proeeeds left after 
the necessary expenses are paid. The aim is to make students 
as nearly self-supporting as possible. Records are kept of the 
pupils' work, the problems that arise, the results secured, 
methods of improving these, and all financial transactions. 
The emPhasis throughout is upon learning by doing, upon 
experimentation, and npOn the best utilization of all profitable 
experience. 
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The same a:rrangements exist for the keeping of poultry, for 
dairying, and for tanning, weaving, dyeing, and carpentry. 
Each pupil selects one of these, in addition to agriculture; 
he buys his own materials, works them up under life conditions, 

- learns how to keep tools in repair, and how to co-operate ad
vantageously in the purchase and sale of the products. 

N or are the literary and appreciative· sides of life neglected. 
Two evenlngs each week are devoted to the works of Shake
speare, Tagore, or other literary masters. The students also 
produce their own magazine, which is largely devoted to report
ing their experiences and experiments. Music, dramatics, folk 
dances, social fellowship, and games are emphasized. Hygiene, 
sanitation, and disease prevention receive attention. 

The students work for village reconstruction through the 
training of village scouts, who, under the guidance and in
spiration of the institution and its students, seek to overcome 
the three great weaknesses of Bengal village life: the prevailing 
feeling of mutual distrust, the debilitating malarial fever, and 
the much more concrete damage wrought by great numbers 
of monkeys. 

The principal of this school feels that the system of educa
tion in operation there is valuable because it emphasizes free
dom, initiative, responsibility, and a natural combination of 
handwork and headwork, of culture and ·service.15 

THE GURU KULA KANGRI 

Another type of indigenous institution which has attracted 
much attention and which has appealed to the imagination of 
devout Hindus is the Gurukula Kangri near Hardwar. It was 
founded by the Arya Samaj16 in 1902, and is located at the 
foot of the Himalayas, where the sacred Ganges River bursts 
from the hills. Here in the heart of the forest is found a revival 
of the ancient forest asram, which is venerated and idealized 
by Hindus everywhere. It was in just such spots as this, far 

11< L. K. Elmhirst, An Educational E:vperiment. 
18 The Arya Samaj, a reformed sect of Hinduism, was founded in 1875 by 

Dayananda Sarasvati. He denounced caste and idolatry; emphasized that 
there is one God and no other; that transmigration and Karma are the laws 
that govern life; and that forgiveness is impossible. The four Vedas are 
accepted as God's revelation and as containing all the truths of religion. 
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from the restless activities of men, that India'. saints and 
philosophers found their inspiration. 

The primary aim of the Gurukula is to prepare and send 
forth preachers of the Vedic religion and of a culture in which 
the loftiest elements of Eastern and Western civilization are 
harmoniously blended. More specifically, it aims to revive the 
ancient practice and discipline of "Brahmacharya" for charac
ter development, to resuscitate the ancient Hindu culture and 
learning,. to impart instruction in all branches of Sanskrit 
literature, along with the best in Occidental thought, and to 
build up and enrich Vedic living and ideals. The prospectus of 
the school states that the institution is 

trying in a bumble way to do something for winning back for aucient 
classical Sanskrit literature the place that ougbt rigbtly to belong to 
it, as the source of all subsequent world literature. Also to carry to 
mankind the Vedic message it so sorely need&--the message of a self 
controlled, self denying, simple, spiritual mode of life, based upon 
co-operation and loving service." 

A boy enters the Gurukula at the age of seven or eight, 
when he takes a vow of poverty, chastity, and obedience. 
Parents must agree to let him stay until the course is com
pleted, which takes at least sixteen years. The parents prac
tically turn over the guardianship of their boy. to the prin
cipal. They may visit their sons about once a month, but the 
boy is not allowed to visit his home, except under the most 
urgent and unusual circumstances. The purpose of this is 
"to protect him from the contaminating influences of the 
world, its distractions, restlessness and temptations, and to 
surround him by such influences and by such discipline and 
regulation of his life as will build np the habits and character 
aimed for."18 Even in the long .ummer vacation, the pupils 
either remain in the Gurukula or go off on a pilgrimage or 
excursion with one of the teachers. 

Discipline is strict and ascetic. The students wear the long 
saffron colored cotton robe of the religious orders and go 
barefoot in the coldest &8 well &8 the hottest weather. Living 
conditions and food are plain and simple. AD are strict vege-

-Ibid. 
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tarians. The school day begins early, and pupils also retire 
to rest early in the evening. The rising bell rings at 4 A.I[. 

and pupils have half an hour of exercise, after which they 
bathe, dress, and gather for worship. The principal then 
speaks to them on some phase of religion,' and all join in 
silent, individual prayer and meditation upon selected San
.krit verses. 

After the conclnsion of the "sandhya" the occupants of each room 
gather aboot a small bruier and under the guidance of a leader 
perform the .. Agnibotra," a ceremony sanctioned by the Vedas and 
widely esteemed in India. Twigs are placed in the brazier and clari
fied butter poured over them and ignited. The fire is maintsined by 
continued libztions and additions of fuel, and at intervals sugar and 
fragrant herbs and spices are thrown into the flames. Simultimeously 
Sanskrit verses are recited by the group in unison. These verses are 
also from the Vedas." 

Following this period of worship, light food is distributed, 
after which pupils have two hours of study. At 8:45 the morn
ing meal is taken, at which a Sanskrit prayer is repeated. 
After the morning meal there is an intermission until school 
begins at 9 :45. Except for the midday intermission and meal, 
school continues until 4 :15. Hindi (vernacular) is the medium 
of instruction, and even the higher subjects are taught through 
this medium. It is believed that no education for young people 
can be satisfactory which is not given in their own vernacular. 
The official examination system is also opposed, on the grounds 

. that it is pernicious and conducive to cramming. 
Marked emphasis is given to Sanskrit and its literature. The 

.chool has several literary and debating societies which use 
Sanskrit B.8 a medium, and by the time the pupils reach the 
age of eighteen or more they read, write, and speak this 
classical language fluently. English is taught as a secondary 
language from the sixth to the fourteenth year. Much time 
is also given to formal religious and moral instruction, reliance 
being placed upon the elose aBBociation of teacher and pupil 
to make this effective. The traditional methods of teaching, 
such as reciting, question and answer, and verbal instruction 

• D. J. Fleming, S./Ioolo will. M .. .,.,." IatJiIJ. P. 188. 
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by the teacher are used. Visitors to the school have been greatly 
impressed with the progress made in indigenous development. 
It has been said that boys, after spending ten years in this 
school, have reached the intermediate standard in most Indian 
colleges. 

From 4 :15 to 4 :45 in the aftemoon, pupils are left to them
selves, but following this interval, there are compulsory ath
letics, both Indian and Westem. After an hour given to games, 
the pupils bathe, the Sandhya and Agnihotra are repeated as in 
the moming, an hour of study follows, and all except the very 
oldest are oft" to bed at nine.20 

The development of character based upon Vedic ideas and 
ideals receives much' attention. Among these ideals are purity 
of mind and body; simplicity of life; and reverence, medita
tion, and devotion. To secure these character results, the 
school relies first of aU upon the influence of the teachers. 
These are picked men, some of them honorary workers and 
others receiving only their bare support. The principal has 
given his whole property to the school. 

Since the boys are largely cut oft" from their families, their 
relationship with the teachers becomes very close and intimate, 
and every dort is made to keep the relationship helpful and 
harmonious. The feeling i. also cultivated that all are members 
of the same family. The boys are taught to share their' 
pleasures with their comrades and to seek no enjoyment in 
that which cannot be shared. Caste distinctions are not recog
nized-a great advance on popular Hindu thought. 

Nature also has a part in shaping the thought, the eulture, 
and the religious life of the school, and the surroundings have 
a large potential value in this respect. For, as of old, the soul 
of India is drawn toward nature and its beauties. 

Indians still delight to linger in reverent prayer in the softly 
lighted glades of the silent forest as in the hOBhed aisles of a cathe
dral not built with hands •••• Amid such beautiful surroundings sbe 
still leeks a place of spiritual reconcilement, where the finite may 
approach the infinite; a meeting place between the soul of man and 
the IOul of the universe.·1 

·1614.. Po 190. 
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A Gmm][ULA FOB. GmLS 

A unique Gurukula has been established at Delhi for the 
education of Hindu girls. At present two hundred are in at
tendance. The principal states that, barring modifications 
necessitated by natural clliFerences between boys and girls, the 
Kanya Gurukula has before it the same aims and is conducted 
on the same lines as the institution at Hardwar. Girls are ad~ 
mitted only on the condition that the parents give a solm 
undertaking in no ease to arrange or permit the marriage 
of their daughter before the age of sixteen. 

The aims of this Gurukula have been stated as follows: 

[The Kanya GnrukuJa] aims at the regeneration of Indian woman
hood through Brahmacharya discipline, salutary segregation, a 
healthy environment, a sound edncation, an eradication of em 
customs (like early marriage), and the revival of Vedic spiritual 
cnIture. It purposes to make the girls fit to discharge their duties 
eflicientlyas custodians of national cnIture. The girls' education and 
discipline are regnIated with a view to making them intelligent 
mothers, attractive wives and helpfnI companions to their husbands 
(rather than mere drndges of all work); wise and considerate 
daugbters and sisters, eflicient citizens, and patriotic Indians.1lI 

All the teachers are women, and each class is supervised both 
in and~ut of school hours. There is a daily routine of.re
ligious duties, prayers, study, play, and sleep, which is punc
tually and rigorously enforced. A medical adviser attends 
regularly, giving medical aid and supervising the diet, hygiene, 
and exercises of the girls. The curriculum contains the usual 
school subjects taught in the vernacular with special emphasis 
upon India'. ancient cultural heritage. It is so planned that 
at the conclusion of eight or nine years of work pupils will 
have a fair command of Hindi, an acquaintance with Sanskrit 
and the Hindi scriptures, considerable general information, 
a fair amount of culture, and feminine accomplishments such 
as music, cooking, sewing, and nursing. 

These two Gurukulas do not stand alone of their kind in 
India. There are quite a number of others, the Arya Samaj 

-1_ So_ B.!Of'fMr, January so. 1928. 
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reporting thirty-one under its direction," but the two de
scribed are probably the best known and among the best at
tended." 

THE NATIONAL SCHOOL AT ADYAR, MADRAS 

Another important indigenous institution is the National 
School at Adyar, Madras, which is closely associated with the 
National Movement and hence is largely opposed to the present 
official system of education. It has endeavored to discover by 
experimentation what constitutes a strong system of Indian 
education and the best methods of teaching it. It does not 
feel, however, that what is good in foreign educational method 
need be discarded; but rather that experimentation should be 
carried on in the realm of Indian life and Indian ideals.'· 

The school has about one hundred pupils, with·a staff of 
sixteen teachers. Its aim is to provide a truly national educa
tion patteroed in principles after the ancient system. The 
general social organization of the school is impressive. The 
students live in a little school village of ten cottages arranged 
in a quadrangle measuring about 75 x 150 feet. This village 
is located in the midst of shady trees so as to protect the 
student. from excessive heat and glare. The cottages are in
expensively built, costing about Rs. 220 (£15) apiece. They 
consist of a single room 12 x 25 feet, with a four-foot veranda 
on all four sides. The floor is of clay tiles and the roof is of 
thatch made of cocoanut leaves. The walls are of bamboo mat 
screens up to six feet, but above this point there is only bamboo 
lattice work. Each cottage is intended to serve as a dormitory 
for six students. In front of each there is a garden which the 
boys plant and care for. The cottages are named after Indian 
heroes or saints such as Akbar, Sivaji, Tuka Ram, Shankar
acharya. 

This village is indicative of several principles which are 
emphasized by the school. The first is simplicity of life and 

• LaIa Devi Chand, BOfJorl of 1M Btheatioooal Work of 1M A,..a 8_J. 
• In fact, some of these Gurukulu have relatively few students, an average 

attendance of II to SO being _ uneommon. A neent report of the Arya 
Samaj on this work &tales that theoe InotItutions are ratber expenal ... , .. the 
average .... t per pupU per y .. r works out at It.. 112, which 10 eomparatlvely 
greater thaD that of the colie8a eondueted by tbe Sodely. 

• BOfJorI of"" 8_It! for"" PrMltOtiOll of Natioooal BtheatiOll, 1919, P. L 
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liTing emMIiu-. 'I.'bia applies .ot oaly to hmWog bot to food 
and dress. Food is wgt!lariaa and plaiD; dress is Ladiaa ill 
style and CODSists of a 4lw1i and a hrt.. with a ~ added 
when the ...,.tber is c:01der. F.quipmo!at both in the cottagea 
and in the scbool is kept to a JDinimmL BoJII oPt ... rush ..... 

·011 the ground with their J.,b ... lonr ..... ches ill front of 
them. 

ABotber emphasia is ~ the yaiue of besh air. Stodmta 
live almost entirely out of doors. Tbeir sleeping quariers ha_ 
three feet of co.- spaee all ..........t the top of the room. 1Iost 
of the eIasses are held out of doors. E ....... the iDdostrial shope 
are thatdled structures allcnriDg plenty of air and light. 'l1Ie 
eIasses are held in a large gnne of beautifol spreading trees 
and are isolated &om each other by thidt sJuuhs through 
whidl wiudmg foot-path. lead &om cLue to cLue. • Additioaal 
efforts are also made to bep pupils healthy and phJllially fit. 

A -adeul pLJ1IiI:iaa tabs tile IIdght ..... ,..,;pt of eada boy _ 
a ......th ..... giwes a _ campIete eqmjpetian ePeJY 1JIIUkr. A 
lew of tile boys ..... u-~ lamiliea ..... tile dreda of ..Jmdzi-
tiau haft to be mr.-.L Ga... .... pJa,al ..... a _ tmop has 
beea Iormed, but -. daes _ get tile imp .. _i ... that AKT great 
emphasis is pIa<ed ....... dhIetim.'" 

Still another characleristic of the scbool is a -ver:r definite 
ideal of sympathy and t:O-OJII!I'&tion hebn!en the teacLer and 
the taught. - The &tudenta know that a Jl1IIIIber of the teacbeno 
are working for a mere ....J.siateDce allowance and that their 
primary interest is in the sehool and its students. Sewere dia
cipIine and n!pI1!88ioa are discouraged, and pupils are gift!l 
n!8pOIISibility for admiDisteriag minor discipline. Definite ef
forts are made to haft pupils and teacbeno t:O-OJII!I'&le for the 
t-t good of the sdlool. 

The use of the 'ft!nUIe1Ilar ill emphaaiRd. Tamil is the medium 
of instruetion throughout the first eight classes, but Eugli.sh 
is taught from the third cLue .. a III!CIIIJd Lmgaage. 

Ooe period each day is gift!l to nabue study, two of theae 
each 1Jeek being assigned to ganIening. 'l1Ie boJII are ea-

• ..--. .... dI., po J8L • Ail.. po l8I. .,..... .. J8L P •• ' ......... _I __ ..... __ 

pp.l'I'IJ.M. 
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couraged to keep pets in order to develop a fondness for 
animals. 

Weaving, dyeing, and carpentry are also a part of the 
school curriculum and students who intend giving up their 
studies after completing the tenth class are advised to special
ize in some work that will be of use to them in after life. 
One such type of specialization is provided in the weaving and 
dyeing department. Under the guidance of two experts, this 
department provides a practical knowledge of the weaving 
of silk and of cotton cloth, dyeing, pattern designing, warping, 
bleaching, printing, and finishing. This department trains boys 
for a distinctly higher grade of work than most weaving 
schools, and the work is so conducted that while the pupil is 
learning the art of weaving and dyeing, he may at the same 
time learn to manage a small establishment of his own. 

Indian hours are observed at the school. The boys get up 
between 5:30 and 6:00 o'clock. They bathe and wash their 
clothes, and at 7 :00 they have light refreshments. Following 
this, there is roll-call and opening exercises, consisting of re
ligious songs, recitation of 'lokfU, and occasional addresses. 
From 7 :15 to 10 :00 there is class work followed by an inter
mission until 2 :30, during which the mid-day meal is eaten at 
11 :30. Pupils spend the intermission in playing, resting, 
studying, and working in the garden or shops. Each spends 
the time according to his inclination. From 2 :30 on, the time 
is given, for the most part, to handicrafts and to the lighter 
forms of intellectual work. School continues, with a short in
terval for tea, until 41 :30. The early evening is devoted to games 
and sports, with bathing at 7 :00 and the evening meal at 7 :30. 
There is a short devotional meeting in the evening, and this is 
followed by reading, music, and social fellowship. 

THE MANUAL TRAINING INSTITUTE AT DOllNALU. 

The Manual Training Institute at Dornakal was largely 
developed by the Bishop of DornakaI, the Rt. Rev. V. S. 
Azarish. The purpose of the school is to furnish an education 
for illiterate Christians (Malas or Madigas), so that they will 
become proficient in some industry and will be able to exert an 
inlluence in nplifting and helping their people. This aim in-
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volves, in addition to the neeessary occupational knowledge and 
skill, the developing of a spirit of self-reliance and self-respect; 
the dignifying of labor and the combating of laziness; the 
eultivation of thrift and self-denial; and the ineulcation of 
the ideal of service. The Bishop felt that "to combat laziness 
and a tendency to dependence," manual labor is essential, 
and a rule W&8 therefore made that "no boy or girl should 
be admitted to the Institute who W&8 not willing to contribute 
toward his or her lIllPPort, either by money or labor ..... Besides 
the regular industries, the pupils were encouraged to do the 
necessary work of the school, such &8 washing elothes, elean
ing the premises, gathering firewood, drawing water, and mak
ing repairs. For these services they reeeived finaneial credit 
toward the cost of their food. At first both the pupils and their 
parents objected to this, but steady persistence and the ex
ample which even the Bishop himself set them finally won the 
day. . 

About half of each day is given to regular literary school 
work, and the other half to vocational training. For the boys 
there is agriculture, gardening, weaving, carpentry, and leather 
work; for the girls, the occupations connected with the house
hold, such &8 cooking, sewing, and drawn-thread work. An 
dort was made in the beginning to have each student try out 
the various trades over a period of three months and then make 
his choice. It W&8 found, however, that care had to be taken 
to prevent the choosing of the industry involving the least 
work rather than that for which the student W&8 best fitted. 

Morts are made to teach the trades on a plane which is an 
improvement over the present practices in the villages, provid
ing that the improved machinery and processes are within the 
reach of the villagers. Morts are also made to produce those 
things which are marketable in the villages, and students have 
the responsibility for deciding what they shall produce, for 
carrying their projects through to successful conelnsions, and. 
for marketing them advantageously. All money that the 
students make after contributing something toward the cost 
of their food and their education goes toward the purchase of 
the necessary equipment to set themselves up &8 artisans when 

-lWf!., p. f/(. 

7 
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their training is finished. Students are encouraged to partici
pate in social service, and it is hoped that after returning to 
the villages, they will give some of their spare time to helping 
and instructing the people of their community. The hope is 
that each such family will be a center of inftuence and uplift 
and that gradually a body of self-supporting, community
serving Christian workers will be developed. 

The school is unique in that boys and girls attend the same 
school right up to the eighth standard. The Bishop maintains 
that this is the only way to insure a healthy moral tone. All 
the instruction is given in Telugu, no English being taught. 
The usual government curriculum is followed in the school, 
but efforts have been made to improve the methods of teaching. 
D. J. Fleming, in his Building With India. says of this school: 

Because of the manual work during the first five years. the pupils 
lose one year compared with those who confine themselves· to 
literary studies. But otherwise it has heen a gain. for the alterna
tion of hand work and study is more interesting to the children. and 
the Dornakal boys are said to stand at the top of the vernacnlar 
middle schools to which they gO.80 

Health, hygiene, and sanitation are taught by practical 
methods; the pupils learn to protect themselves and their com
munities from disease by chlorinating the water, screening 
their food, taking prophylactic doses of quinine, and inocu
lating against disease when necessary. The Bishop encourages 
pupils to make the village schools centers of service in these 
matters. 

Singing, religious instruction, and worship also receive much 
attention, as is shown in the following program for a typical 
day: 5:00 A ..... rising bell and short prayer; 5:30, drill and 
exercise; 6:00 to 9:00, manual work; from 9:00 to 10:00, 
breakfast and private Bible reading; between 10:00 and 1:00, 
the senior pupils -continue their manual occupations, while the 
junior pupils have class work in the school At 1 :00, the pupils 
have their midday meal, and this is followed by rest until 2 :00. 
From 2 :00 to 2 :45, there is instruction in the Scriptures, and 
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following this, the seniors have class work until /) :00, while 
from 3:30 to /):00 the juniors have manual work. The hour 
between /):00 and 6:00 is given to games. At 6 :30 the evening 
meal is served, and following this there is an hour of study. 
All are' in bed by 9:00 o'clock. This schedule reveals a very 
full day, which probably does not allow enough sleep for the 
younger pupils, but the work, rest, and study periods are 
well balanced, and the work is varied and well organized. 

While other mdigenous institutions could easily be described, 
enough has been said to indicate the general nature of these 
schools. It will therefore be well, at this point, to turn to the 
statements of eertain Indian leaders concerning the National 
Edncation program and what it involves. Lala Lajpat Rai 
states that the only dort which in his judgment was truly 
national was that made hy the National Council of Education 
in Bengal under the impetus of the Swadeshi and the Boycott: 

The scheme of the National Council was free from the sectarian 
tioge of the Upper India movements; it took ample cognizanee of the 
economic needs of the conntry as a whole, and it frankly rerogniJIed 
the neeessity of ignoring the official University eurricnlum on the 
one hand and of state aid on the other. It aimed at national con
solidation and national independenee .••• It failed as it was honnd 
to do, hecsnse it came into conlliet with the State. 11 

Sir M. V18vesvaraya includes the following in an Indianiza
tion program: 

( .. ) A minimum of Ii>: years of compulsory general education 
and a further period of 2 to 41 yeara vocational training for every boy 
and girl; due attention paid to games and physieal development and 
to moral discipline. 

(b) Training in civics and thrift; in love and pride of conntry; 
in a spirit of nnsel6sh aerviee and of responsibility for the public 
good. 

(c) Use of. common language in every provinee and of E"glula 
as the lingua franca. 
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(d) Organized effort to eradicate unhealthy ideals and practices 
known to handicap the Indian; to standardize existing good traits, 
practices, and traditions and to protect them from disuse or decay, 

(0) Cultivation of a spirit of initiative; of a high sense of .e1£
respect and personal honor; of closer association and of C<H>peration 
for the promotion of essential objects of interest, common to large 
areas of the country and to India as a whole, 

(I) Adult education in institutions and by lectures and cinemas; 
acquisition of business diSCipline and the usages of civilization; 
travel among all classes of people, 

(g) Equip people with general knowledge of the conditions of 
success; with skill in some profession or trade to enable them to 
earn a living and with sufficient character and disCipline to harmon
ize human relations and to promote co-operative effort. 

(1&) Equip all classes of the people with correct ideals and ob
jectives to work for, so that individual and loeal effort may be ill 
consonance with national aims and aspirations, Also training all 
leading men and women to take part in international life and 
intercourse.82 

B. Animananda, who conducts the Boys' Own Home in Cal· 
cutta and who was formerly associated with Dr. Tagore, em' 
phasizes the following aims and principles of national educa
tion: 

(tJ) Revival of the ancient Aryan ideal of edncation, when every 
boy was as a child to the Gum. 

(b) To bring up pupils in the fear and love of God. Emphasis 
upon meditation and worship. 

(c) To give special attention to the training of the will and the 
development of character. Moral culture is developed by personal 
example, incidental advice and instruction, by giving the boys a 
responsible share in the government of the school and inspiring 
them to work for the good of the community. 

(d) To uphold all lawful authority, human and divine. 
(0) To uphold the dignity of mannallabor. Pupils C<H>perate 

by keeping their rooms and premises clean and should bave an hour'. 
work each day learning either carpentry, spinning, or weaving. 

(I) So to teach boys that in time they may be able to do with
out the help of the teacher. Pupils are guided to find the truth for 
themselves; by observation, experiment, and onggestive questions. 
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(g) To co-opet'ate with the homea of the pupils in securing the 
best educational awl character results. This. largely done through 
conferences awl reports.1I 

GE1lE1LAL SUlIKABY 

By way of summary it may be said that the national educa
tion movement, in one form or another, has extended over a 
period of many years, and this persistence and vitality indi
cate something of the strong feeling which exists in India for 
a more indigenous type of education." While the diHerent 
sectarian gronps founded institutions as protests agains~ the 
Government system, most of these institutions sooner or later 
conformed to the Government system more than they diHered 
from it. Like the Government, they started- at the top, with 
the nnfounded hope that education would filter down to the 
masses. Affiliation with the University and the influence ex
erted by it with reference to curriculum, examinations, and 
degrees, together with the ordinary human tendency to follow 
the path of least resistance, brought about further conformity 
with the Government system. The National phases of these 
schools are largely to be found in their Indian administration 
and financial independence from Government, and in their 
emphasis upon religion and the ancient languages and classics, 
which, however, have merely been added to the official cur
riculum. No truly national system of education has been de
veloped by them, but rather a narrow sectarianism and an 
attitude prejudicial to progress and to social solidarity among 
the various peoples of India." -

--rile B07I' Own Home," TM _. Dee. 24, 19211 • 
• The _ persistent form baa been the toIs, pathshalaa and moktaba, II&

_ted with p_ of .... orshIp. Despite the meagre c:urrlen1nm and the ID&DJ' 
~ .. _ of these schools,.the last quiDqneDnial report &howe 
that there ...., about 88,000 of them. In the PuDjab alone, of schools for bo)'ll 
and girls, there were over 6,1500. See B"fIori oa 1M Pro",. .. , 01 B_ it 
IU P-Jab. 1_.4. Appeudlx L The people are attracted to these schools 
IarJIeI¥ because of the rellgi_ emphaaia, and tbIa fact muat be taken Into 
""""""t In the develop ...... t of aoy really national I)'IItem of education. 

• A oi(plI8cant thing about the mov ....... t for national education baa been 
,to IRl»port by a _hie DIIIDber of tbooe wbo bave been educated In of-
8clal aebooIo. Either due to _on from • type of education too foreign In 
_tIoo and eonteot, or to • failure In secuIng the type of employ
meot dabed, or to a rapidlr developing nationalism, they bave been ontopokm 
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The political aspect of the national education movement, 
while achieving considerable success in its publicity and in its 
boycott activities, was a great disappointment on its con
structive side. It did, however, arouse Government and many 
educators to a fresh realization of the strength of Indian 
feeling and the great need for a more indigenous type of edu
cation. 

The most promising aspect of the national education move
ment is the experimental schools. Some of these have secured 
remarkable results and are undoubtedly pointing the way to a 
valuable type of education which will be truly Indian and 
which will utilize India's valuable racial heritage without sacri
ficing the riches of Western culture. While in some of these 
schools there is undoubtedly an over-emphasis upon the past 
and not enough utilization of the educational values of the 
present, both native and foreign, this will probably right itself 
in time, for only a minority are desirous of turning the clock 
backward or of attempting to live outside the main current 
of the world's cultural and economic progress. The hope of the 
future lies in the utilization of all the valuable elements of 
India's inheritance, supplemented and co-ordinated with the 
best that other parts of the world have to offer. As a sympa
thetic observer of India has well said: 

I see India standing at the cross-roads, one leading abruptly away 
from the natoralline of her development (.lamh imitation of the 
West) ; the other toroing with equal abmptoe&s back from it in the 
direction of the past. The pursuit of the former most lead to the 1_ 
of her own iodividoality; to a sterilisation of her psrtieoIar genios
most leave her, in ahort, a mere mimic of other peoples, a mummer 
without a sool. Poranit of the other C&D only lead ber away from 
progress and towards stagnation and most disable ber from aaamning 
ber rigbtfol place amongst the progressive oatiooa of the world. There 
most be sorely a middle way between these two extremes, along which 
India may travel, without, on the one band, rejecting the gift of learn
ing-particolarly the splendid achievementa in the domain of 
scienee--whieb the West baa to offer ber, or, on the other band, cot
ting off the aap whieb abe derives from ber own intdlectoal IOn." 
10 thelreood ....... tkJD of e:>dstIDs _ Iootito_ ..... -wu far ... _ 
tioo troIy ".tioaaI 10 type ..... 10 _troI. 

• Addft8B by the Earl of ~J'. Pooutlo AmmaIlleetios of the IDdla8 
Stodeota' UDkIa, Loadaa, Peb. l2, 111240. 
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A study of the indigenous schools, together with the type 
of education advocated by natioual leaders, reveals certain 
ideals and principles largely common to all and held in high 
regard by a very large number of Indians. Most of these ideals 
and principles arise out of the ancient system of education and 
out of .the Indian religious and philosophical attitudes toward 
life, though in many eases they have been modified by and 
adapted to modern conditions. It is probably not an exag
gerated point of view to predict that the future edu~tion of 
India will be vitally infb~enced by these two educational forces. 
India will not and should not give np the vital principles and 
ideals of her ancient system; yet to make these most efFective 
in present-day conditious, they must be carefully and critically 
selected, and the fullest use made of all that modern psychology 
and pedagogical science have to contribute. This will require 
not ouly intellectual ability, breadth of view, insight, and 
vision of a high order, but also eonrage--courage to diseard 
from one's own tradition all that hinders the fullest develop
ment and growth of the child and to utilize -only the best and 
most fruitful processes, no matter from what source they may 
come. 

~CE8 :1'0. CmlucULux-MAlmlG 

The following principles may be deduced from the fore
going study of the national education movement, as having pre
eminent value in eurrienlum construction: (1) the emphasis 
upon the building of character and the place of religion in the 
educational process; (2) great attention given to Indian cul
ture and ideals, with extensive utilization of Indian music, 
drama, art, and literature; (3) the -use of. the vernacular; 
(t) the development of an appreciative attitude toward na
ture; (5) the emphasis upon simplicity of living, open-air 
classes, outdoor activity, and personal health and eleanliness; 
(6) the relating of education to Indian conditions as seen in 
the attention paid to village sanitation, to vocational guidance 
and training, and to inculcating a belief in the dignity of labor; 
(7) the development of patriotism and citizenship; (8) the in
creased attention given to the needs of children, together with 
increased opportunities for their development, such as greater 
freedom, increased stimulus to activity and creativeness, greater 
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responsibility, encouragement of thinking, learning by doing, 
utilizing and testing each solution, and closer relationship be
tween pupil and teacher, with more individual instruction and 
guidance. 

Opposed to these outstanding and attractive elements of 
strength, we ob~erve some common weaknesses and shortcpmings 
which should be noted to the end that they may be avoided in 
curriculum construction: (1) a lack of social emphasis, the 
pupils often living apart from the world and from society; 
(2) lack of originality and constructiveness with regard to the 
course of study and the methods of teaching; (3) a real dan
ger of building up a dual attitude toward education, of break
ing it up into separate compartments, especially where Eastern 
and Western systems of education are carried on side by side, 
where literary and vocational phases of education are kept 
separate, where girls are neglected, or where any separation 
exists which might prevent that vital integration of experiences 
necessary to effective education; (41) the danger of a narrow 
conception of some of the great goals for which education 
should strive, as, for example, a narrow nationalism able to 
see only one's own denominational group, one's own localized 
culture, one's own language, caste, or even country; (5) the 
danger of a narrow conception of discipline, making it too 
strict, negative, empirical, and mechanical; (6) the possible 
weakness involved in being too exclusively rooted in the past, 
too enamoured of an ancient cultural type, too negative, and 
too self-satisfied, and hence divorced from the progressive, 
dynamic educational developments of the present; (7) and 
finally the danger of associating religious values with acquies
ence in outward forms rather than with growth in religious 
experience, moral development, and service. 

It is obvious that India has a real contribution to make 
to educational philosophy and procedure, but it is equally 
obvious that such contribution will be effective only to the 
extent that it takes into account and utilizes the results of the 
scientific study and educational experimentation of the WeaL 
It is most significant that India's greatest emphasis in trying 
to improve the present system of education has been concerned 
with the philosophy and the underlying principles of educa
tion rather than with the exact scientific side or with the 
field of administration and method. 



CHAPTERVll 

THE WORK OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN RURAL 
EDUCATION 

EAlu,y INTEREST IN EDUCATION 

CHBISTIAlIT KlSSIONAlUES have been active in the work of educa
tion almost since their first arrival in India. A number of the 
early missionaries gave considerable time and effort to the 
task of education, believing that thereby they could teach 
Christian ideals and principles most dfectively. In fact, it has 
been said that "it would be possible to give a very nearly com
plete account of the history of Western education in India 
by writing the biographies of one or two Scottish missionaries. 
To tell the story of the life work of Alexander Duff and Wil
liam Miller would necessitate the discussion of much of the 
history of Western education in India.'" Add to this the con
tributions of missionaries like Wilson of Bombay, the Ewing 
brothers in Lahore and Allahabad, Isabella Thoburn at Lllck
now, besides many others in less well known institutions, and 
you have an imposing amount of substantial and influential 
educational work. . 

The mere statistics of mission institutions and the number 
of pupils attending them are impressive. Since missionaries 
began, a8 did Government, mainly with higher institutions of 
learning, the mission colleges and secondary schools have for 
years occupied unique positions of influence. 

The efforts of missionaries on behalf of neglected groups of 
people have also been outstanding. The first schools for women 
in all India were started by them, in direct opposition to public 
opinion and to native religious teaching," and they also were 
pioneers in their efforts in behalf of the depressed and criminal 
class_in many ways a work more difficult and discouraging 
than any thus far described. 

As the years have passed, the scope of missionary educa
tion has been enlarged, not only in the extent of territory 
~ and the number of people aiFected, but also in a greatly 

• Ol .... _ Bduoa_ ill .4.1"''' ...... Ill. Ball, p. 2-
"1'1omIDg, B.ildioI,1 ",ulltJdIa, P. l22. 
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broadened conception of the aims of such education. In the 
beginning, as was natural, the evangelistic appeal and the 
leavening influence of Christian education were stressed; but 
as Christian communities developed, it was found necessary to 
add education for the general development of the members 
of these communities. 

A number of factors, however, have tended to modify the 
amount and the character of missionary education, such as 
the large extension of the Government system of education, 
the growth of nationalism, the increasing influence and capacity 
of Indian Christian leaders, and, in some instances, the de
creasing financial support from the Home Societies. As a 
result, many missions feel that their educational contribution 
in the future must be a relatively smaller share in the total 
educational effort of the country. This seems inevitable a8 
progress is made toward universal education, and the question 
therefore arises as to the place of the educational work of 
missions in the future. Certainly the present duplication of 
effort should be eliminated, and such co-operation encouraged 
as will lead to strong, efficient institutions, strategically lo
cated, even if this should mean a considerable reduction in 
the nymber of mission schools. In other words, the future con
tribution of missionary education in India should be one of 
quality rather than of quantity.s 

Till!: UNIQUE CONTRIBUTION o~ CUB18TIA11' EDUCATION 

This brings up the fundamental question of the uniqueness of 
the aims and ideals of Christian education. Exactly what is its 
differentiating quality? Wherein does its unique contribution 
lie? 

Among the great teachings of Jesus Christ was his emphasis 
upon the worth of the human soul, the sacredness of person
ality. No matter how Iowan individual had sunk in the social 
scale--sinner, outcaste, leper--Cbrist recognized his possibili
ties and saw clearly what he might become. Moreover, He saw 
how those possibilities might become realities, how the true 
personality might actuaIly be developed-by inspiring faith 
and hope in the individual himself, by encouraging him to 

'Ibid., p.l28. 
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start anew, and by providing him with freedom, inspiration,. 
opportunity, responsibility, and fellowship. The required faith 
was in the conviction that God loved and cared for him, that 
he was a real child of God. The required hope was to be found 
in t»e fact that in love of and fellowship with God and in 
participation with His purposes, true life was to be found. The 
inspiration was in Christ's leadership and in His abiding 
presence. The opportunity and the responsibility lay in the 
possibility of the individual's sharing in the bringing to pass 
of the Kingdom or Democracy of God on earth. 

In these statement. are to be found tbe great educational 
ideals and aims on which Christian education should be de
veloped. The infinite worth of the child and his personality; 
the great possibilities for t\le child's growth and development; 
the influence of a stimulating environment and of social inter
action; the necessity for freedom of choice and .of bearing re
sponsibility for such choic,e; the place of intelligent guidance, 
fellowship, and co-operation; and, finally, valuable individual 
and social aims for directing the whole educational process
these and nothing less than these Bhould be the aims of 
Christian schools. For schools motivated by such aims there 
will always be a need in allY country • 

. That Christian educators see these aims as the preeminent 
functions of missionary education is abundantly testified in 
their utterances on education problems.' 

THE SHORTCOMINGS 01' MIsSIONARY EDUCATION 

One may as well admit quite frankly, however, that much of 
the educational work of missions has fallen short. of these 
ideals. While the motive has been sound and worthy, the 
methods used have often failed to bring about the desired end •. 

• See P. o. PhWp, "These Little Ones," ""lag. T .... A .... J_, March, 
1926; leO .... 0 L. C. Kitch .... .4." 8",,""""'1 i" Bural 8ducflUtm i" Bnl/aI, 
Reprint p ..... nted to Bengal oms. Baptlat Misllonary Conference I and 
Fleming, B"_g aolIA India, pp. 1_. 

"AI: ChrlstlaDl we are out tor development of Christian character and lerY
lee, and we are all fIncIIng Ollt that learlling is by activity and experience; 
that Christian eharacter eannot be Imparted 88 an Item of IllbJect matter •••• 
Christian eharacteristlce ••• IIl1IJJt be Itlmulated to expre.uion In life through
ont all the activities of the claaaroom and ochooillfe, In the service of the com
munlty."-Btatement by twenty ... b: delegate. to Speclal Collrse, Mogs, 1928. 
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Many mission schools have been satisfied with conforming to 
the existing system and have put the remarks of inspectors 
and examination results above the development of the pupils. 
Moreover, much missionary education has been foreign in 
character and therefore justly deserves the same criticisms 
that have been passed upon the Government system. 

The shortcomings of missionary education have been especi
ally evident in the mission primary schools in the villages, for, 
in addition to the handicaps of inertia, conformity, and lack 
of funds, they have had to contend with irregular and part
time attendance, elimination and retardation, untrained teach
ers, poor buildings and equipment, inadequate supervision, and 
a considerable relapse into illiteracy. 

An illustration of just how poor some of the outlying rural 
schools can be is shown in the following description: 

We have just visited nine far-out schools. It is about the most dis
couraging thing a mortal man cau do. The records were fine, attend
ance perfect for weeks at a time, including Saturdsys and Sundays! 
There was no mistake in these, for were they not all newly written up 
in fresh ink, especially for our visit? Nearly all the teachers were 
low-grade workers. It was unusual to find any pupil beyond the first 
pages of the primer; most seemed to be learning the alphabet "for 
ever." Arithmetic oceasionally reached multiplication by four, al
though addition was very uncertain. Bible stories and singing reached 
a higher level ••• but altogether the village school seemed ouly a 
name.1 

THE VILLAGE EDUCATION C0JO(l8Sl0N 

The general dissatisfaction with these conditions led eventu
ally to the appointment of a Commission of Inquiry by the In
ternational Missionary Council." The report which the Com-

• Fraser et aL, Vil14/1. BdoJcaIltm "'lt1dla, TIN BOJ'or1 01. Commlorioto 01 
1"'l"w., pp. 5S-M. 

• The personnel of the Cmmnlaslon was .. follows. Rev. A. G. Fruer, K.A. 
'(Trinity COUege, Kandy, and Aehlmota), Cbalnnan; Prof. D. I. F1 ...... 
Ing, Ph.D. (Union SemIoary); Kiss K. H • .Allan (Cambrldae); I. H. Hac
LeaD, H.A., and K. T. Paul, O.B.E. The purpose of the Cmmnlaslon was to 
make M. broad """"7 of the educatioD&l needs of IDdIan v1llaga; the p_ 
Ing of the fmit. of the aperIence of IDdian worken, misslDnarla, govemmeat 
o8IdaIa, and lead ... of pubU. life In IDdIa and of educators In the other 
eonntrla visited (United States, la_ the PblUpplDea). and In the IIgbt of 
tbIo __ and of the freab study of present eoudItIooI, to advloe the 
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mission published in 1920 was the first thorough study of vil
lage education and of its relationships, and the proposals sug
gested for the improvement of rural schools attracted wide 
attention. The various Provincial Christian Councils, Missions, 
and church organizations considered it and passed resolutions 
as to immediate improvements and advance work which they 
thought should be undertaken. The National Christian Council 
did all that it could to stimulate this interest and offered its 
services in carrying out the suggestions made by the Com
mission. Indian leaders and government officials also studied 
the recommendations carefully. Thus a great stimulus was 
given to rural education, and the report led to further thought, 
experimentation, and renewed effort to extend and improve 
the education provided for village people. 

The members of the Commission did not attempt to make an 
intensive, technical educational survey. They aimed rather at 
determining what were the general conditions and needs of 
the village people for whom Missions were >responsible, what 
was the present situation with regard to their education, what 
were the outstanding weaknesses and hindrances, and what was 
involved' in a comprehensive program of advance. In connec
tion with this last point, they dealt with problems of adminis
tration, finance, co-operation with Government, the need for 
buildings, equipment, and books, the training of teachers, 
supervision, and after care. They also considered matters of 
physical welfare, economic improvement, and public health. 
As to types of schools they discussed the village primary 
school, the vocational middle school, the school for girls, and 
the school as a community center. 

Since our study is concerned with curriculum objectives, our 
discussion of the Commission's proposals will be largely con
fined to this phase of the Report! 

As to the village primary school the Commission stated: 

If the ideal of a achool within l'e&ch of every village child is to be 
attained in any reasonable time, that school must continue to be of the 
very simplest character, giving to the pupil only the tools that he 

m1ssloury locletles at homo how they may make their largest and best con
tribution to the advancement of th. KIngdom of God in Indla. "-Ibid., pp. I-a 

'The following Is taken from Fraaer, et aL, Vi/ltJg. Bduc_ in lMia, Th. 
BllfJor' .f II OommlrrioA .,lnqvIrv, pp. 29-83, 82-96, 69. 
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needs and asking from the teacher only that knowledge and skill with 
which his own education and training may reasonably be expected to 
have equipped him. 

We propose, therefore, that the child enter the primary school at 
the age of about five and a half years and remain for four or five years. 
The curriculum will include reading, writing and arithmetic, nature 
study, handwork and music, with attention to such physical exercises 
and games as are suited to young children. All instruction will be in 
the vernacular and when the child leaves this school he will be ex
pected to be able to read a simple letter, to write the same, to make 
calculations relative to ordinary bazaar operations, and to answer 
simple questions with regard to the habits and other characteristics 
of the plants, birds, and beasts with which his daily life may familisr
izehim. 

Story and .ong are invaluable channels of education and should 
form as large an element of the school life as they do of national 
life •••• The Bible stories lend themselves so well to rhythmic and 
dramatic treatment. ••• Of music in the primary school it is very 
di1Iicult to write, but we feel strongly that the music of a people is a 
heritage that must not be dissociaJ:ed from its schools •••• And with 
the songs may be associated the games, which in the primary stages 
shonld form a large part of the physical exercise. 

In connection with Nature Study the provision of a small school 
garden, where water and land are alike available, is a great help as 
lending a practical side to this stage. We are not advocating "teaching 
agriculture," but only sharing with the child operations familisr to 
·him in his home life. The gardens are helpful, too, as mitigating in 
some measure against the attitude of the peasant to manual work. ••• 
It is very necessary in India to link the dignity of manual labor with 
the school from the very beginning, bnt the formal teaching of agri
culture belongs to a later stage. 

The question may be asked here: How does this school differ from 
that now commonly in existence? In answer, it cannot be too clearly 
stated that it ;. not change ill the curriculum ill Ihil early dag. that ;. 
going to aff.ct the e/Jiciency of the .chool or the length of the school 
attendance, but the ability and skill of the teaching staff. 

On the teacher to be evolved will fall the responsibility to see to It 
that all the subjects mentioned are taken out of the deadening rontine 
into which they have so largely falleu, "linking them" to the surround
ing environment and teaching them by the best methods. 

[It was recommended that these teachers be young men rect1lited) 
from the villages, with village intercsts and with several years' in-
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struction in some handicraft, besides a good grasp of at least the ele
menta of a literary education. 

N onnal training must be of the simplest character. Only loch educa
tional theory should be taught as can be learned from intelligent dis
eussion of the practical teaching which the student sees or himself 
carries out. School practice and discussion of modem educational 
methods will occupy the greater part of the time •••• The great things 
to be ealled forth in the student are his ingenuity and adaptability • 
• • • The eourse should include in addition to the simple introduction 
in the methods of teaching, the 8 R's, nature study and simple hygiene, 
with the handicraft already acquired in the middle school and with 
the addition where feasible of games, drawing and music. That is to 
say, there will be emphasis on professional as against academic work. 
[Also the first year after training is to be] regarded as a probation
ary year under .upervision. 

As to the education of girls, the Commission stated: 

The village day school will generally be eoeducational. The bright 
intelligence of many of these little girls in the village scbools is most 
marked and full of promise, if the proper teacher can be secured. ••• 
Little differentiation (in the curriculum) seems to be necessary •••• 
Specialization on her home duties so early seems -undesirable, while 
she shows herself quite as fit .1 the boy to meet the requirements with 
regard to the three R's •••• The school day more especially for the girl, 
should be short. ••• The girl returns daily to the home, where many 
duties await her and while these rightly constitute a valuable part of 
her education, they also tax her energies. The problem of the education 
of the girl in the village school then, is not especially one of cur
riculum. The most urgent matters are its wider extension and the secur
ing of • better type of teacher. 

EVALUATION Oll' Till!: COJnUlIlIION'S RECOJnlENDATIONS 

The Commission rightly lays emphasis upon making the 
village schools as simple &8 possible. However, it. further com
ments on this subject indicate that its idea of simplification 
is to "give the pupil only the tools he needs"-formal subjects 
of study such as the three R's, nature study, handwork, music, 
and physical exercises. This point is re-emphasized in their 
statement of ultimate aims, which are all given in terms of 

-formal skills and of the ability to answer questions on nature 
study. The point of view is clearly seen in the statement, ''It 
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cannot be too clearly stated that it is not change in the cnr
riculum in this early stage that is going to affect the efficiency 
of the school .••• " 

The question which at once arises, is how the work of the 
village school has been simplified. Certainly it has not been 
simplified for the child, for the same school procedure is main
tained. Also the same type of curriculum consisting of logically 
organized information, largely apart from the child's experi
ence and interests, is retained. In fact, additional formal sub
jects of study have been added beyond the code requirements. 
It is true that there is evidence of the simplification of objectives, 
when the child is "expected to be able to read a simple letter, 
to write the same, to make calculations relative to ordinary 
bazaar operations," and to answer simple questions about 
nature at the end of the four-year course. Here, however, the 
expected outcome seems to be pitched very low, for surely larger 
results than these should be realized in four years. Moreover, 
these objectives include nothing in the way of attitudes, ideals, 
character, community service, or any wider outlook than that 
of the village itself. If the child leaves the school at the end 
of his course with only this equipment, the world outside of 
his village is practically a closed book to him. Real simplifica
tion for the child necessarily involves great changes in the 
nature of the curriculum, in classroom environment and pro
cedure, and in the methods of teaching. 

The Commission lays greatest stress upon the position and 
skill of the teacher. All will agree that well trained teacher. 
of high character are essential to the largest success of any 
system of education. However, to attach exclusive importance 
to the teacher seems a mistake. The cnrriculum should also 
be considered as of prime importance. Even the best teacher 
would have a difficult time bringing about the development of 
his pupils if he had no other intellectual food to offer them 
than the dried, husk-like, logically organized subject matter 
of the official curriculum. Good food is necessary, as well as 
someone to prepare and serve it. 

While the Commission sought to enrich the ordinary village 
school curriculum by adding handwork and subjects like music, 
stories, and nature study, and while it emphasized the larger 
use of environmental materials and of Indian culture, which 
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!tad been almost completely neglected, these added subjects 
were unfortunately thought of as separate entities and not as 
vital, natural expressions of life. Like the three R's, they were 
apart from the chil~ Instead of handwork arising out of the 
pupil's desire to make something, the emphasis was upon mere 
manipulative skill. Practical work, including gardening, was 
stressed because of "sharing with the child operations familiar 
to him in his home life" and because of teaching the dignity of 
labor. In the Commission's proposed organization, the emphasis 
was upon subjects of study rather than upon the pupils' ex
periences, purposes, and problems, upon utilizing traditional 
school procedure and trying to add to this some closer relation 
to the community and to India's heritage. It exalted the teacher 
but failed to realize the central place of the child in the equca
tional process. 

The Commission's position that an industrialized curriculum 
and the "teaching of agriculture" on a trade basis have no 
place at this stage of a child's life is thoroughly Bound. Along 
with this belief, there should be more outspoken criticism of 
child labor, and constant attempts should be made to educate 
the public regarding the danger to the health of the chi~d of 
long continued or heavy labor. There is much to be said for 
home and field projects as part of the child's education and 
development, but these should be well within his strength, of 
short duration, and guided to educational ends. The "home 
project" idea embodies a desirable approach and procedure 
in this matter. For the present it is doubtless necessary to 
regulate the hours of school sessions and the length of the 
school year with reference to the villager's economic advan
tage; but gradually the principle should be built up that the 
child is the important factor,-not a few more annas earned or 
saved. There are eVen now sources from which such money 
can be .aved for the family--eources which are not so costly 
as securing them at the expense of the child'. health and educa
tion. 

The Commission's emphasis. upon education for girls .is 
rightly placed, and the proposal that they be educated in 
primary Ichools along with the boys is to be heartily approved. 
The stressing of adult education, the training of teachers, and 
constructive supervision are also to be commended. 

s 
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THE PROPOSED VOCATIONAL MIDDLE SCHOOL 

The vocational middle school has been called the outstanding 
contribution of the report of the Village Education Commis
sion, the keystone of their arch of educational reform. The 
idea for this type of school was inspired chiefly by the success 
of Hampton Institute and Tuskegee. It was felt that since these 
institutions had done so much for the character, outlook, and 
economic improvement of their students, similar schools in 
India, if adapted to environmental conditions, might do the 
same for the villager. The Commission stated its views u 
follows: 

The great need of the people is industrial training (including culti
vation); partly for the development of their country but far more 
urgently for their own self-development. It is true that we mnst train 
their capacity to make a livelihood, but it is far more urgent to train 
their capacity for life •••• The real wealth of a nation does not consist 
in its material development bnt in the true well-being and happiness 
of its men and women. • • • No literary curricnlnm will do this; no 
borrowed cnIture can aehieve it. The bighest kind of cnIture ••. mnst 
be within the reaeh of any man who can use it, but the great need of 
the rural people is a vocational middle sehool, making the village boy 
into a man and a workman. Sueh a oehool ••• must mean not merely 
efficiency (although it must mean that), but eharacter; not produetive
ness only, but personality •••• For the missionary faee to faee with 
the problem of illiteracy in the mass movement areas, lhe gt'elll hope 
lodll1l ;. Ihe cordial IIcceptance of lhe faith in labor tu II morlll lind 
ed,.clltional force and in combined effort to raise the level of the people 
by a practical education, which will fit them for life. This, we submit, 
is the function of the vocational middle sehool.' 

Such a school must give both literary and industrial train
ing so related and co-ordinated that they are a reflection of 
life and its interests. 

The industrial part of the curriculum will naturally vary 
according to the locality. The industries chosen "should gen
erally be related to the indigenous products and to the heredi
tary proclivities of the locality •••• In a land where about 
80 per cent of the population are engaged directly or indirectly 

• Ibid., pp. 81, S2, 411, 411, Ill, n. 
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in agriculture it is obvious that this will frequently be the 
first industry introduced." The type of work to be undertaken 
the Couuuiasiou thought to be well defined in a resolution of 
the Mass Movement Committee of the United Provinces: 

In this sehool there should be given a good vernaeular training com
biDed with practieal work in agriculture and subsidiary and auppIe
mentary industries. SuJlicient land should be in sight to equal a number 
of average family holdinga, on each of which should be established a 
group of youths &8 a family. Eseh group should eoltivate its plot and 
gain a considerable part of its living from it. This eoltivation shllOld 
be nuder the detailed supervision of a skilled agriculturalist and should 
be done by improved but simple methods. In connection with each 
group and plot the neeeasary animals for eoltivation and the eonsamp
tiOD of fodder should be provided and maintained, ao as to give prac
tical training in the care of stock, their products and the use of fertili
se". InstructioD at every point should be elosely allied with the doing . 
of the thing." 

Where the pupils take Dp agriculture chiefly, it is well to 
teaeh some simple supplementary industry, as the villager has 
leisure at certain seasons of the year for home crafts by means 
of which he caD supplement his income. 

Concerning the general method of these schools it was stated 
that during the first two years pupils should be allowed to 
try various trades in order to find out their preferences, and 
when this was ascertained, the chosen trade should be taught in 
luch a way as to secure the maximum of educational value. 
It should also be kept, as far as possible, close to aetual trade 
conditions. It should never be forgotten, however, that ''It is 
the development of the person through the trade, rather than 
a development of the trade through the person which is sought. 
The primary object is not goods but goodness; not profit but 
personality." 

Concerning the( academic curriculum, the following state
ment was made: 

The studies on the academic .ide in classes IV or V to VIII inclu
sive (which c:omprise the sehool) must be simple but not auperficial. 
••• The standard will be roughly that of the present middle school 

• TiN Har" ... 1I'if14. XI (New SerIos).ltll. 
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but in the eurriculum certain subjects preparing for communit1l I.""" 
ice should be substituted. Thus to arithmetic, vernacular reading and 
writing and simple instruction upon the trade or craft followed, will 
be added English, sanitation and hygiene. Oral lessons on local 
geography may be included. On the recr.ational.id. a very liberal use 
should be made of general information and talks, illustrated if pos
sible by the lantem.10 

The Commission stated that English should be taught as 
a second language by the direct method, having as its aim 
the understanding of English rather than :fluency in speaking 
it. At first the greatest emphasis should be given to pronuncia
tion and understanding, but in the higher classes more time 
should be given to reading and writing in English. 

Concerning religious instruction, the Commission had the 
following to say: 

As to religiOUS instruction it should be given in every class with 
special reference to neighborhood activities and social service. This 
type of school will miss its very ,auon d' et,. if it fails to inspire Its 
pupils with a spirit of service .••• Each boy or girl must leave school 
Iilled with a love for his own people and a desire to serve them. The 
whole atmosphere of the school (which will be a residential one) 
should be Indian; it should be simple and healthful and all that is good 
in the village customs should be most carefully preServed. To such 
boys and girls so prepared must we look for the salvation of the Indian 
village spirituslly, mentally, moralll> and economically •••• The 
foundation of this work will be laid in their increasing knowledge of 
Jesus Christ and his life of ministry and this (like all their work) 
will be practical, so that in religion too, they ... ill learn by doing. 
What this means in terms of staft' is obvious. 

The Commission laid great stress upon an adequate and 
qualified staH for these schools, upon constructive supervision, 
upon the keeping of careful recorda, and upon systematic 
after care of the pupils. For pupils able to proceed further 
with their education, the high school and college, further in
dustrial and agricultural training, and the training for teachers 
are possible. 

"Thla and the tollowiDg are takeo trom Fraser et aL, op. cU., pp. ~18. 
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. Pur girls a eeparate but similar nsidmtial aehool ... _ 
IDI!IIded. The inchutria were to he thoae associated with the 
YiIIage home and ,nth ganIeaing. OR the academie aide (besides 
the regaJar mbjects). emphasis "as put;. upon. a wider ea--..-t of muie, dnwing, and Indian dances and ...... 
Simplicity of living eonditiona ".. eommenc1ecl a.nd a form of 
aclminiatratioa, aaclJ. as the "eottap .ystaa, to utilized, whereby 
the girla might he pea responsibility ad aperimce in 100k
DIg after the home. 

A c:oaapieaoua feature of the proposed VOC&tional middle 
aehool • the poaaibility of ee1f npport. PnpiIa ue to he 
eredited with the profit of their labcml and so made to feel 
that they aft _tributiDg to their own aupporL It " .. _ 
-at that pupila keep accounts and that the contribution 
a:pected toward the -" of the pupil's education ahonld he 
--"1e.. Sam. should a1so be encouraged in the hope that 
pupiIa might have enough IIlOIl8Y at the eompletiou of their 
_ to start their farming or YiI1age trade operation. on 
88 indepeadeDt basis.. 

En.L1JA.TIOli OJr 'l'BB l'Iwl'OllBU VOCATIOliI.u. MIDDY Scu:OOL 

'l'bere are obrionaly _y attractive principIa in the type 
of aehool jnat deacrihed, hat after a eareful atudy of the C0m
mission'. propoaals it • believed that the vocatioual middle 
sehoul. DOt a fully eo-ordinated iDatitation, Dot a thorongbly 
1IIIilied whole. Its Dature ia a dual one. Emphasis ia placed UpOD 
iDdastrial training, but along with tbia, a certain Damber of 
hoara each day are to be pea to academic stndiea. The ODe 
•• ot a aataraloatgrowth of the other, Dor does it deaumd 
the .... of the other. There seems to be little reJatiODBhip 
~ the dauroom "ork uul the agrieultaral or trade 
work. IDdeecI, eYeD in the minds of miasionary educatiODiats, 
there aist.ed eomiderable eGDfnsion after the publication of the 
report. Some felt certain that the proposed .chool " .. pri
marily 88 iDdwitrial one uul that vocational eJlicieney " .. the 
objective; others were _.meed that the "making of men" 
.... the primary aim.. Intimately a group of Christian eduea
ton ._bJeCJ at Jlop and iaBDed a .tatement in which they 
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sought to clarify the principles and aims of the vocational 
middle school. They suggested, that its name be changed to 
the community middle school, so as to do away with the con
fusion arising from. the use of the word "vocational."l1 

Not only was the dual organization an educational weak
ness but there was considerable feeling that boys of only ten 
or eleven years of age were not sufficiently developed to under
take serious vocational education and were not likely at that 
age to know their aptitudes or be able to decide what work 
they wished to follow. The Commission's suggestion that the 
first two years be given to a testing out of various trades in 
order to determine preference gives rise to the question as to 
whether the remaining two years of the course, with only part 
time for industrial work, are sufficient to provide the necessary 
training. Furthermore, there has been considerable experience 
in India to show that dual schools (usually under the direction 
of competent artisans with 'little knowledge of educational 
philosophy and method), while successful with regard to in
dustrial production, have not been successful on the educa
tional side; and there is a growing conviction that the boys' 
or girls' general education should be completed before they 
enter an industrial school. This would mean that the industrial 
school should devote itself to trade teaching, to preparing boys 
and girls for specific occupations"" 

Further weaknesses in the proposed vocational middle school 
are the same as those which characterized the village primary 
school. These are the organization of the curriculum around 

.. ThIs development will be dlacussed later. 
B The following ltatement from IRdullrial Edtulalioa 1oo1MitJ, B.p"" of .. 

Ooo/.r __ , Allahabad, March 25-29, 11124, emphallize8 tbese leparate tun.,.. 
tions: "Granted that Indnstrlal tralnlng Is taken to mean tralDlng for tbe 
vocation of Indnstry, It cannot begin nntil tbe pnpll hall reached an age at 
which be will readily think of llfe """"pation and adjnst bImIelf to nnder
going a tralnlng, which hall .. Ita CODIIclons end tbe entry Into a llfe of ....... 
pation. Moreover he mnst be of an age at whieh otudy of industrial proeeuea 
Is Intelleetually possible. (This wu put at IS or l' yean.) If tbIs (age) Is 
generally """"Pted, tbe elaah which Is aometimes felt to nlBt between tbe 
Industrial School and tbe Commnnlty Middle School Is an illusion. ••• The 
industrial School pro_ woaJd suceeed tbe Community Middle School; tbe 
two are complementary; there Is DO conflict. The conference considers that 
the Commnnlty Middle School (wbetber urban or rural) sboaJd be a place 
where • child', natural abillty Is tested, and from which he Is paaaed on to 
some apeclalIsed tralnlng.-
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subjects of study rather than around the child, the danger 
of au overloaded course of study, adolt dominatioo, and the 
neglect of the world outside of the narrow environment of the 
Wlage. 

With regard to English, advocated as a second language 
in the proposed vocational middle school, the experience in the 
Punjab woold seem to indicate that onless at least one and 
a half or two periods each day ean be given ~ this subject 
for four lIetJr., 80 that a reasonable command of the language 
is seeored, it is not worth while to displace other more indig
enous sobjects to make room for it. 

These criticisms, however ~ shoold not detraet from the in
herent possibilities for good which the Commission's proposals 
contain, for there are principles here which a troly functional 
progressive system of education must include. Such principles 
are the close relationship of education to the pupil's environ
ment; the emphasis upon learning by doing; the utilization of 
India's wealth of stories, music, art, and games; the dignity of 
labor; the principles of self-support and of thrift; the school 
atmosphere emphasizing community life, co-operative effort 
and service; the emphasis upon self-devclopment and the mak
ing of men; and the developing of a sense of missionary purpose 
as a directive force in character. Any program of education 
which sets up objectives of this type and plans its procedure 
so as to bring about their accomplisbment has made a great 
contribution to the cause of education. 

Tlm MOGA Coln'BUNCB 

The Commission's report, while it stirred up considerable 
discussion and led to the passing of many resolutions favoring 
the improvement of existing Wlage schools and the .tarting 
of vocational middle schools in various centers, did not resolt 
in as much concrete educational advance as had been hoped for. 
There were several reasons for this. One was the difficolty of 
financuig the improvements suggested; another was the lack 
of teachers, supervisors, and leaders; another was a certain 
amount of confusion as to just what was required to begin such 
work and how one shoold go about to secure it. This was 
especially true with regard to the vocational middle schooL 
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In 1922, therefore, the National Christian Council invited 
twenty Indian and missionary educationists to meet with Mr. 
J. H, Oldham and Mr. William Paton, Secretary of the 
National Christian Council, at Moga (Punjab) to discuss 
what practical steps might be taken to bring into fuller opera
tion the best recommendations of the Village Education Com
mission. 

This group, in addition to discussing the various phases of 
village education and their devel9pment, made recommenda
tions of certain lines of work to be undertaking in tbe follow
ing year. It also recommended the employment of a part-time 
secretary for village education who should work with the 
National and Provincial Councils in carrying out the sug
gested program!" 

The conference especially devoted ita attention to the voca
tional middle school attempting to work out a clearer and more 
definite description of what such a school should be. The aims 
and ideals which the conference ultimately approved were 
broader than the previous ones and possessed greater possi
bilities for growth. They were stated as follows: 

The Rural Comm1JDity Middle School (Vocational Middle School) 
is a school which seeks to use the activities and valuable interests of the 
village as a means for educating rural boys and girls for more abund
ant living and service in their comm1JDities. All the work of these 
schools, including the vocational or practical 1Fork shonld be closely 
related to the pupil's village environment and so far as possible shonld 
grow out of it. The vocational work should not be a separate entity 
but should be an integral part of the curriculum; enriching it and 
having as its constant aim (along with the other work of the .chool), 
the bettering of present village conditions. Such a .chool differs from 
an industrial one, in that it is concerned with a broad vitsl curriculum 
and the uplifting of the comm1JDity through enriched and consecrated 

• personality; while the latter has as one of its principal aims the train
ing of the pupils for a delinite trade, through which they may become 
self-supporting members of the comm1JDity. 

The Rural Community Middle School is alao quite distinct from a 
village teachers' training school, although in .ome cases it may' be ad
visable to have such a normal department attsehed to it. This makeo 

• See B.porl of Conf .... "'" OR Bow'" BducGliofo fa lad ... Mop, Deeember 
11-11, 1922. 
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poasible the training 'of rural teachers in an atmosphere favorable to 
village life and service. (A concrete instance of the type of school we 
have in mind in an agricoltural Community is the one a,t Moga in the 
Punjab.) 

OTHEB CONYEBENCES 

The Moga Conference was followed by other conferences 
and institutes held in various parts of India in the years 1923 
and 19241"· Each of these sought to work out a compr~ensive 
program of village education for its area, and in some places 
teachers' institutes dealing with the meaning and methods of 
village education were conducted. In each area special efforts 
were made to start experimental rural schools with the aim 
of accumulating educational experience and procedure which 
could be passed on to other schools as their. value was demon-
strated in use. . 

While it is impossible to give a full description or a com
plete list of the findings of any of these. conferences, a few 
selected recommendations relating to matters of curriculum, 
may be of value. 

The conference held at Jubbu,lpore in 19241, believing that 
village education was defective in many ways, recommended 
the following: careful inquiries into such matters as retarda
tion, relapse into illiteracy, etc.; the undertaking of surveys 
in different areas to ascertain actual village conditions and 
problems; and the carrying out of educational experiments, 
with special emphasis upon the project method. With reference 
to these experiments the conference recommended that they 
be confined at first to that one school in each mission which 
offered the most favorable conditions; that they be vitally re
lated to village life; and that when they should prove success
ful, they be extended, gradually and under careful supervision, 
to other schools. It was recommended, also that village primary 
schools be coeducational; that where there were more than three 
classes, at least two teachers be employed; and that pupils 
completing the course be provided with suitable literature for 

.. Conferences were beld In 1928 at Ahmednagar, Guntur, Rancbl, and 
Dhamtarl, C.P.; In 1926 at Calentt&, Beswada, Pasumallal, JubbulpOl'e, 
Vellore, and Rangoon. Printed reports au available of the Mogs, Ahmed
nagar, and Calcutta Conf.r ....... from th. National Cbrlstlan Counoll, 
Calen~ 
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their further development and enlisted to teach others to read. 
Constructive and progressive Bupervision, very diJierent from 
mere inspection, was also emphasized. 

The Calcutta Conference, also held in 1924, reached much 
the same conclusions. It stated that the curriculum for the 
rural community middle school which should be located in a rural 
area, should be in terms of rural life and as simple as possible, 
and should emphasize the building up of Christian 'charac
ter and the spending of oneseH in Christian service. It defined 
the rural community middle school as an intermediate school 
connecting the village primary school with the vocational 
schools and stated that therefore it should emphasize voca
tional guidance and, throughout the course, should endeavor 
to direct pupils into the lines of work for which they were best 
fitted. Pupils having the requisite ability should be encouraged 
to go on to high school and college, so as to prepare themselves 
for larger leadership. 

Deputations from various Mission Boards in both Britain 
and America also came to India to study the work of their 
churches.'" Most of them gave special attention to rural 
schools, conferring with thei~ missions and churches and work
ing out a comprehensive program of village Christian educa
tion. The reports issued by these deputations will repay careful 
study, for not only do they point out the weaknesses of the 
present system, but they also give constructive proposals for 
more elfective educational results.t • • 

-l'mIbyterlan, London MlBalonary SoeIety, MethodIat, Church MlBalonary 
SoeIety, and SoeIety for the Propagation of the GospeL 

."The mlstak .. made by our scboolo abroad .. pointed oat by the three 
educational eommIsolons sent oat by the missionary societies of Great Britain, 
and AmerIca (to India, CbIne, Afrlea) are for the moot part the mlstak .. of 
current W .. tern edaeatlon. ••• Uniformity and autoeratle eontroJ bave tended 
toward the rep .... lon of peraoaaIlty. Teaebing baa been .....,.,Ived .. In
doetrlnatlon. The development of thinking power In pupils baa not been made 
a major objective. Curricnia bave Ignored the native heritage. The segregation 
of Chrbtlan chlldren In residential scboolo baa resnlted In their alienation 
from other groups of the nations. ReJlgions ed_tlon baa otten plaeed more 
empbaals on the moafer of ready-made relJg!ona id ... and belief. than on 
growth. Weatern forme of worship bave been eneonraged. An _dent 
fonndatlon baa been laid In rellglona matters for bablta of tbongbt whleb tend 
toward Independent interpretation and application of rellgiona lratb."-D. J. 
PIemIng. WiltMr B-.i ... JlII"-' pp. 19l-sa 
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During part of 1923 and 19240 (for over four months) 
twenty-six selected Indian and missionary educationalleadera 
attended a special training course on Rural Education at 
Moga. This course and the conferences held throughout India 
were fruitful in securing not only a more nearly adequate con
ception of a village educational program and of hetter educa
tional procedure, but also in demonstrating the need for fur
ther inquiry and experimentation. It was the opinion of the 
group at Moga that there is a need for "more experimentation 
conducted in central schools where supervision can he more 
adequate and the resnlts more readily available," that these 
experiments should "he carried out in selected schools, in close 
touch with the local environment and the rural needs of the 
area," and that the resnlts of these experiments should he made 
available for wider use" as their value and adaptability are 
proved.17 An account of some of the outstanding experimental 
schools conducted by missions will he given in the nen chapter. 

U See their eomp\ete Ita_t, _ B __ • WAaI 11 1 • ..... WAaIIl 
JrigilB •• 



CHAPTER vm 

OUTSTANDING EXPERIMENTAL SCHOOLS 
CONDUCTED BY MISSIONS 

ONE 011' the most hopeful aspects of missionary education in 
India at present is the inauguration, in various parts of the 
country, of experimental rural schools, where dorts are being 
made to work out an effective curriculum and an improved 
educational procedure. Full descriptions of all such schools 
would be inspiring and helpful reading, but it is necessary to 
restrict ourselves to only a few varied types and to the bare.t 
outline of their distinctive aims and activities.' 

THE RURAL SCHOOL AT Bant:poaE, BENGAL 

The objective of the school at Bhimpore is the affording of 
progressive opportunities for more abundant life in the school 
and in the community. Efforts are made to guide pupils .0 
that they may make better adjustments to their environment and 
at the same time improve the environment. The primary emphasis 
is upon the determination and use of the whole-hearted interests 
and activities of the pupils on a high educational level, with 
particular reference to their social envirolllDent. 

The Bhimpore school started its experiment in Standard IV. 
The staff of the school selected this grade and chose the teacher 
as well. The first social activity attempted was concerned with 
the raising of jute. The purpose, or motive, arose from the 
fact that some boys who were making a well-rope from jute 
fibre which they had bought in the bazaar, found the cost of 
the fibre so high that they wished to see if they could not grow 
jute themselves. This led to the seeuring of a small piece of 
land, preparing it, buying seed, planting, observing the growth 
of the plant, harvesting it, preparing it for use, making jute 
rope, weaving it, dyeing it, etc. A considerable amount of 

• See Van Dorea, F-u .. B~" Btorcrl B __ .1UId PkmJog, 
Bclwolo _ II JI.,_. " 111<1ia. See above Cbapter VI far _ of !be 
school at DomakaI. 
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geography, arithmetic, nature study, industrial art, and hand
work was a necessary outgrowth of this project, but best of 
all were the problems which arose, the need for ftfIection, self
nilianee, eo-operation, observation, and experiment. Members 
of the staff kept in close touch with the whole development of 
this project, both through observation and through reports 
and discussion in weekly teachers' meetings. 

Other project activities which later developed were the bnild
Dig of a storeroom for rice and other' foods; the study and 
utilization of cactus fibre; the making of a fish net; the spin
ning and weaving of cloth; and the making of a BUD dial and 
the study of time. 

It is planned to extend this type of purposeful activity to 
several other grades, nOW' that the teachers have a more nearly 
adequate idea of the meaning and aim of such e1Fort. 

The principal of the school lays very great stress upon the 
need for discovering the pupils' own interests and then en
couraging them to carry these interests into purposeful activi
ty. He states that experience has clearly shown the strength 
of the project method to lie in this purposeful activity. When 
the project is deficient in purpose, it ceases to be a project. 
He recognizes that.children need to be guided and stimulated 
in the formulation of educative purposes, and this is done 
through 80 arranging the classroom environment that pupils 
are drawn to certain kinds of activity because of the materials 
which surround them and the classroom discussions coneerning 
such activities. As in the case of the jute project described 
above, these activities are those which the teacher knoW'S to 
have valne and in which the pupils are interested because of 
nearness to their own experience. Guidance is furnished at 
every point so that the largest educational values in terma of 
knowledge, skills, appreciations, and character results are 
secured. These results are increased and strengthened by the 
democratic atmosphere, the responsible social interaction and 
sharing among the pupils, and the friendly, co-operative atti
tude between teacher and pupils. 

The principal empbasizes that no rule of thumb method can 
be followed in this type of education. The spirit of it must 
be caught; it must be a growth and development in the child's 
own life and experience. Not only the mastery of subject mat-
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ter is sought, but one must think in terms of attitudes and 
ideals; in terms of service and the Kingdom of God. One must 
induce these ideals and this service in the lives of the boys, by 
means of an environment and procedure created with this pur
pose uppermost. 

As the pupils at Bhimpore are too poor to pay for the cost 
of their education, they work two hours each day as a con
tribution toward the expenses involved. Hitherto the boys have 
tried to get the easiest tasks and if not carefuIly supervised, 
have wasted their time and accomplished little. The principal 
felt that this might be changed if the pupils worked on projects 
which appealed to them and which were inherently related to 
some phase of useful village industry. If this were done, the 
emphasis would be upon the educational rather than upon the 
economic value, although the latter should not be neglected. 
It is therefore planned to carry out a number of home in
dustries on a basis similar to that of the jute project. These 
industries require inexpensive tools, make large use of waste 
products, and result in a ready local sale. If boy. develop 
special interest, speed, and skill in this work, so that they are 
warranted in adopting it as a vocation, they will be encouraged 
(if of the right age), to develop their aptitude further in a 
trade school.2 

JALNA PART-TIME BOARDING SCHOOLS 

An ingenious method of securing the advantages of a resi
dential school at low cost and also of keeping pupils in close 
touch with their villages and homes is represented by the part
time boarding schools at Jalna (Haiderbad). These are 
especiaIly valuable when villages are too small and isolated 
to have succes.ful day schools. Pupils come to the school on 
Monday morning and stay until Friday when they return to 
their homes for Saturday and Sunday in order to help their 
parents and often also to help the villagers, particularly with 
evangelistic or other church work. This contact with their 
rillage is natural, regular, and helpful to the school work . 

• L. C. Klteheo, Artlclealu the lVallolodl 0.";'1;"" o......a S_, January, 
1926; and the Yilla,. T""' ...... JovntIII, April, 19211. 
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Pupils either pay fees both for their schooling and food, or 
they bring their food with them each week. 

The advantages of this plan of organization are said to 
be that attendance is more regular; that it makes a larger 
and better qualified sta1F possible; that it brings better educa
tional results; that it develops community spirit; and that it 
creates a close, vital contact with the various villages! 

~ CoJDI1JlllTT SCHOOL 

A unique type of school emphasising activities in their 
natural setting is the Ashabaree Community Middle School at 
AsansoI, E. I. R. The purpose of the school is to bring as much 
of village life and customs as is practicable into the school 
lives of the pupils and to utilize this in their education and 
developmenL The school is built like a model village. The cot
tages are eighteen feet by sixty feet, and. have flower gardens 
in front and vegetable gardens at the rear. Three-year rotation 
and three-season croppage are practised, the work following a 
government plan and being supervised by government officers. 
The produce from each garden is used by the boys for food 
or is sold to the school co-operative stores and the proceeds 
placed in the bank to the credit of the cottage. 

Each cottage has six boys, one of whom is head boy. The 
head boy plaus the work of the home and sees that the various 
duties are carried out. He is also a member of the village 
panchtJ1ItJt.· The boys of each cottage do their own cooking 
two days a week, using vegetables from their own gardena or 
buying them from the school co-operative stores. Each home 
has an account in the school savings bank from which money 
may be drawn for needed supplies. The cottages are inspected 
each day, useful prizes being given if the inspection report is 
favorable for a whole week. 

In addition to the co-operative store and the savings bank, 
the ochool has a hospital and a post office of its own. All of 
these institutions are in charge of some of the boys and are 

'See BOJIorI 01 0"", ... _ ... _ BdtIoaUotI, AbmedDagar, J....."l92S, 
pp.l9-22. 

• The Village CounclJ oomposed senenIIT of 8ve of the olcler and wiser ....... 
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run as nearly as possible on a regular business basis. All the 
pupils have dealings with these institutions in practical ways. 
At the bank they make deposits (minimum six pie. or one 
cent), keep pass books; check the interest, draw checkl, 
arrange loans, etc. The bank is open for one hour each day. 
The boys hold stock in the co-operative store (eight annas per 
share), and it is managed by a Board of Directors elected by 
the shar.eholders. Quarterly dividends are figured and paid. 

The co-operative store stocks the ordinary needs of an 
Indian home and all school supplies. Accurate records are kept 
of purchases, sales, and stock on hand. The store is open for 
one hour in the morning and a half-hour in the evening. 

The hospital consists of a large room fitted with four iron 
beds, and a bathroom, and it has an open verandah and a 
closed one. It is in charge of a capable woman who supervises 
the nursing done by the boys. Twelve boys have earned their 
St. John's Ambulance certificates through their work done in 
the hospital. The hospital and the compound are kept clean 
by the various cottage groups in turn, a week at a time. 

The post office conducts tbe business of a stamp window, 
selling stamps, postal cards, money orders, V.P.P.,· and tele
graph forms. This is especially a project of the fifth class, 
teaching the boys the various phases of the work conducted 
in a regular post office. 

In addition to the above, the school has a poultry depart
ment, a carpenter shop, a blacksmith shop, and a school farm. 
All of these are closely related to village conditions and are so 
conducted that pupils carry definite responsibility, have op
portunities to earn as well as learn, and receive guidance as to 
their future occupation. The poultry farm is a project of the 
pupils of the fourth grade, who have the feeding and general 
care of the hens. They also keep accounts of cost of feed and 
income from eggs, attend to disposing of the eggs, and bank 
the profits. It is proposed to provide each cottage with a yard 
of six hens and a cock and to give the responsibility for these 
to the residents of the cottage, the whole to be carried out so 
as to secure valuable educational and character results." 

• "Value payable post. ~ Delivered wheo amount of money speclJIed on 
package Is paid. 

• See F. G. WlllIamo. "BriDging the VUlage Into the School,ft CAtV' .... 
B __ , Third Quarter,1921i; also VlUG/1. T_Aovl' J".,.",u, April, 11126. 
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GmL8' SCHOOL AT CHITTOOB 

A similarly organized institution, but with fewer commercial 
activities, is the Girls' School at Chittoor, Madra •• The aim 
of this school is to educate women who shall excel as Christian 
homemaker. and citizens. In plan of buildings and in adminis
tration, an dort is made to bridge the gulf between the school 
and the home. The principal realizes that the best school ev~ 
devised is only a poor substitute for a home, but the dort 
has been made to model the residential side of the school after 
the home. The teachers believe that this can best be done by 
the use of the cottage plan. 

Girls ranging in age from ten to nineteen year. live in the 
cottages, about twenty to a cottage (ten to twelve is con
sidered a better number). Such distributions of age in each cot
tage make easier the distribution of domestic responsibilities 
and also help toward the ,big-and-little-sister relationship of a 
real home. Everything is done to foster the growth of loyalty 
and of "cottage .pirit." The cottage also affords a basis for 
group competition, and each year shields are awarded for ex
eellence in sports, conduct, scholarship, and household ef
ficiency. 

The cottages combine, so far as is possible, Western hygiene 
with Eastern architecture and ornamentation. The basal plan. 
of the ordinary middle-class Dravidian house, built around 
three aides .of an inner courtyard with a narrow pillared 
verandah, are used. The doors, as in old Indian houses, have 
carving on them. In front of the door there is the usual South 
Indian .mall verandah with seats of colored plaster. Before 
this there is a space of hard-pounded red earth where in the 
morning the girls draw their 1<Ol_8, or conventional figures 
made in rice flour. All this redeems the buildings from the 
standardized sameness which is too common in our Mission 
schools and keeps before the girls some simple Indian ideals 
of art and beauty. The courtyard gives scope for gardening, 
and each cottage has a chance to express its own taste in the 
cultivation of vines, trees, and flowers.? 

'Vau Dorea, "HIgh School TraiDIDg for Home and CommWIII¥ lJfe," If,... """",OAtiI_O __ 

I 
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Each house is a self-contained unit, has its own storeroom, 
kitchen, and bath, in addition to the common room and the 
students' rooms. There is also adequate provision on the roof 
for outdoor sleeping. 

Each girl has her share of domestic responsibility. House
work is an essential part of the curriculum. Domestic Science 
in the classroom is co-ordinated with the practical work of 
the cottages. Each cottage is free to evolve its own scheme of 
self-management. Each month two members of the highest 
classes are chosen to be respectivcly housekeeper and store 
keeper. The former is responsible for the order and cleanliness 
of the whole house. The latter handles money and accounts 
and plans the meals, trying to put into practice what has been 
learned about balanced meals and food values. The store 
keepers receive money covering a week's allowance for food. 
They have the responsibility of buying from the school matron 
and also from the bazaar, practice being secured in comparing 
and judging prices and quality. Accounts are kept and must 
be presented for audit and approval. 

Self government is considered a natural corollary to self 
management. The beginning in this is very simple, being just 
an adaptation of the village pMichallat. At present each cot
tage chooses its queen or administrative head, and all the 
houses together elect a maharanee (great queen), who lives 
in each cottage in turn, a week at a time. The queens, maha
ranee, and resident teachers constitute the Court of Justice, 
which meets weekly and decides all ordinary cases of discipline. 
The "General Assembly" meets once each month and includes 
all the members of the cottages. In it rules are made, abolished, 
or revised. Anyone who has complaints about anything what
soever may voice them in the General Assembly and efforts 
are made to secure constructive action. In these councils the 
ability to think through the right and wrong of a question 
is developed as is also the ability to make decisions that are 
impersonal and dispassionate. Self management and self gov
ernment have proved their great utility in developing character 
and have helped in the realization of the school's aims. 
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A SCHOOL _a ILLITB:a.ATB FAJUDn18 

A simple but very practical type of agricultural education, 
which stresses learning by doing but which puts most of its 
emphasis upon securing merely economic benefit for illiterate 
farmers, is that described by Mr. A. T. Fishman of the Nellore 
District. Mr. Fishman thinks that the life and condition of the 
i1l1terate masses can best be improved by providing opportuni
ties for them in low entrance requirement schools. His plan 
works as follows: A group of farmers are brought, during their 
slack season, to the agricultural school for a short period of 
practical but intense learning of some improved agricultural 
methods. They are then sent back to put into practice what 
they have learned. The next year a,similar opportunity is given 
them, if they so desire. The emphasis throughout is upon prac
tical learning for definite results and the immediate use of the 
improved methods in the village. 

The .tudents are followed up. supervised, and encouraged 
through demonstration and extension work. The latter also has 
to do with interesting other villagers in better cultivation. In 
this the emphasis is upon the practical doing of the thing 
rather than upon lectures and demonstrations, though visual 
instruction is also used. A farmer is persuaded to tryout, on 
some portion of his land, improved seed, a new method of culti
vation, or some special fertilizer. He is encouraged to treat 
dift'erent portions of his land in various ways and to compare 
resul,ts; and is guaranteed against any financial loss he may 
incur. For instance, a portion of his paddy field will be planted 
with a certain variety in his regular bunch seedling way; another 
small portion will be planted in the single seedling way; and 
finally a small portion will be planted with single seedlings of 
standard variety. The better results obtained by these experi
ments are depended upon to convince the individual farmer 
and the village of the advantage of using better seed, improved 
planting, and better cultivation. The fact that the traditional 
method and the new method are carried on side by side by the 
same farmer on the same land, adds to the force of the lesson. 
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Farmers who have been to the farm school are urged to take 
up this type of demonstration work and to try to bring about 
the gradual economic improvement of the whole village." 

EJaBGENCY EDUCATION AT MEDAl[ 

A striking approach to a difficult problem is the emergency 
education at Medak. Like the agricultural work described abo1(e, 
it is somewhat narrow and circumscribed in aim, but it has 
utilized vital educational principles rather than the traditional 
memorizing of unrelated subject matter. For this reason it is 
deserving of our study. Raw village men and women from the 
outcaste community, with no traditions of learning, are gen
erally discouraging students, and at Medak, though efforts had 
been made to tell them Gospel stories, with an entire week spent 
on each story, no one remembered anything. Therefore the 
method was changed. They began to act out the stories with the 
result that the Bible became a living thing: 

St. Paul was dropped down over the wall in a basket; was wbipped 
in a new Philippian market and preached to bis pretorian guard in an 
improvised prison. Paralytics were let down from the roof; the bungry 
were filled; the dumb shouted and the lame danced. Each story was 
carefully prepared and performed with the greatest reality. The pos
sibility of irreverence was carefully guarded against; the sacred 
character never being acted, but worda alone being repeated in the 
third person. The emotional effeet& produced by these children of 
reverent and worship-loving India were such that those in charge were 
convinced that the plan brought abont most valuable religious de
velopment. 

Indian lyrics and aetion songs were worked out by the students and 
teacher and used in the same way. These aetion songs had to do with 
Scriptural events; they were full of simple but quaint expressious; 
replete with graphic aetion and awakened emotion. Knowing that 
these people would find it most diffieult to learn to read, knowing bow 
they love to sing and how they pick up with ease what Is presented in 
that form, they were encouraged to put the Bihle stories to music In 
their own quaint torus of thought. Thei. interest in this work; their 
own intensive efforts; their creative expression; the vivacity with 

• A. T. FIshman, "Problema of Agrlealtoral Mission Work III India,' VIUGg. 
T .......... J_. October. 1925. See aIao the aecoant of the agrIeoItoraI 
sebool .t Surul, p. 88. 
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which they sing and carry through these plays and songs, show that 
in this method they have found themselves. Folk dances of the district; 
are also encouraged and developed by the students. 

There is other practical work---sewing for the women, and other 
.activities for the men. Marching and physical exercises are used to de
velop erect bearing, self respect and the ability to do things together. 
In teaching the geography of Palestine, a map is marked ont on an 
open space of land and the towns, rivers and journeys are traced upon 
it. The dramatic and self expression impulses are constantly exercised 
in all this work.' 

The important lesson of this school is the break with the tra
ditional Western methods, in accordance with which literacy 
is regarded as the first step in any education. The aim at Medak 
is rather the utilization of Bound educational principles and of 
indigenous abilities and interests to secure real development and 
creative expression. The narrowness of the aiM and of the con
tent should not blind one to the fundamentsl educational guid
ance to be found here toward a broader and more comprehensive 
education. 

THE RtJlI.AL COJuroNITY SCHOOL AT MOOA 

One of the first rural community schools to attract attention 
was the one at Moga in the Punjabf" The objective of the 
school is to provide as large an opportunity as possible for the 
fullest growth and development of selected village boys, in such 
a locial environment and directed by such social aims as will 
inspire and fit them in life and character to serve their com
munities. In this objective there are three essential elements: 
the development of pupils in physical, mental, social, moral, 
and spiritual ways; a stimulating social environment, which 
will inspire and direct the interests and activities of the pupils 
into socially valuable channels; the goal of community service-

• D. J. Fleming. S.ADD'" _ II M""'I/' "lnd14, pp. llS-2S. 
.. For fuller account. of thIa Bchool Bee 1 .. ' ...... _ B"","", 0' Mi"i" .... 

July. 1928; V.rloua Rural Conference and Mlao1on Deputation Report. 
(india) I TAo BtJf"D .. , PUld, January. 1926; TA. _la., January 11. 1929, 
Aprn 6. 1928; TAo NGlitmoi OArilliaIJ OOUlllril B"",""" February, 1911'1; TA. 
Villal/' T"",Aor" J_, October, 1927; A Memorial Pamphlet to Re~. R. H. 
Carter, 1926. The following chapter contalno a detaned aCCOUJlt of a visit 
to Mop. See a100 Dr. KUpatrlc:k'1 Foreword to thIa volume. 
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of doing all they can to uplift and further the welfare of their 
groups and communities. 

The point of view of those directing this work is that individual 
development can be brought about most effectively by tbe pupils' 
purposing, contributing ideas, planning, carrying through, and 
evaluating their activities, when these activities are kept on as 
fruitful educational and Bociallevels as possible and when they 
are carried out in a stimulating and uplifting social environ
ment. 

Moreover, life at Moga is considered as a unit, and there are 
no artificial divisions between life in school and out of school. 
In both of these phases of life pupils are guided to live as richly 
and as purposefully as possible. This necessitates a real com
munity life both in the classroom and in the residential and 
recreational life of the school. It also means that such com
munity life should gradually progress toward higher ideals and 
more valuable socialleve1s. 

In the classroom pupils live and work together in real social 
groups. They learn to put forward their own interests, plans, 
and suggestions. These are discussed and evaluated by the group 
and the teacher, and the best plans are carried out. The pupils 
thus learn to think together, to share ideas and experiences, and 
to work out a socially approved plan. They learn to recoguize 
weaknesses in their procedure and to find out ways of improve
ment. They learn to take pride in their classroom and in its 
contribution to the school as a whole. Gradually they learn to 
put the good of the group above their .own self-centered desires 
and are increasingly able to take on responsibility for class wel
fare and discipline. In the ordinary course of their daily work, 
initiative, self-reliance, independence, creativeness, a spirit of 
responsibility, co-operation, and helpfulness are all emphasized. 
The teacher's place is to arrange the classroom environment, 
to stimulate fresh interests, to guide the discussion, to diagnose 
and remedy weaknesses, to help elevate ideals and standards, 
and constantly to work with the children to bring about desired 
ends. 

As to the character of the children's activities, it is believed 
that their interests are chiefly concerned with what they see, 
with their work and play, and with what they hear and read. 
Hence in their thinking and in their work they tend to 'p-tilize 
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their cnm experiences. These, in tum, need to be supplemented 
with the national experience and larger heritage, the whole being 
evaluated and reconstructed in order to reach worthy goaIs.. 
Th ..... the pupils' education is rooted in their cnm experiences 
and in that of their forefathers, aud yet it is worked ont in 
BUch a way that real progress is 8I!Clll'I!d. This progress, how
ever, is not BO far beyond the pupils' present life that it is 
diffiealt of immediate application; and a pronollDeed feature 
of the sehool's aim and work is the eonstant interaction between 
home, eonmnmity, and school, on the one hand, and the attempt 
toward improvement and reconstruction, on the other. 

This is illDltrated in certain activities worked out by the 
pupils of the Moga sehool These have eoncerned the village 
home, its fnrniahings, its reereatiOllll, its work, its people, and 
their relationships; the village farm, its work and relationships; 
the building of a hOll8e; wheat growing and bread making; milk 
and its produet&; eotton-planting, eleaning, spinning, weaving, 
and dyeing; textile designs and sewing. There have been projeet& 
of varioDl kinds eonneeted with the preparation for holidays, for 
entertaining the whole school, for eonducting worship, for 
dramatizing Bible stories, for deeorating the school, for pre
paring for the eorning of an important visitor. There have also 
been vital problems arising naturally from di1Iic:ulties met with 
in carrying through these other activities. In all this work the 
effort has been to ntilize the best methods of learning and, 80 

far &8 has been possible to cheek up the results 8I!Clll'I!d. 
Other aetivities carried ont by the pupils at Mog&, which 

have had rieb educational resnlt&, are the following: Projeet& 
dealing with the village eommnnity and its varioDl fnnetions and 
relationships; the village shop or store; the village post office; 
the eo-operative lociety; the local dispensary and hospital; the 
history and development of the town; the town grain market; 
and the history of the school. There have also been a forest and 
lumbering project, an irrigation project, a banking project, and 
a poultry project, as well &8 projects dealing with types of 
transportation, variODl village crafts and ocenpations, the gar
den and farm, etc., etc. 

There were also many small projeet& snbsidiary to these, in
volving the eoDStructing of various things, the solving of prob
lems, the making of excursions and investigatio ..... dramatiza-
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tion, the use of music, stories, games, artistic expression, and 
the observance of holidays and seasonal celebrations. 

All these activities were planned mainly by the pupils under 
the guidance of the teacher. The purpose and responsibility be
longed largely to the pupils, and in the course of their social 
interaction, in the making of the necessary social adjustments, 
and in the divisions of labor, there were abundant opportunities 
for social and for character development. In fact, the richest 
source of moral development lies in just such social situations 
as these, influenced by the character and personality of the 
teacher and guided by him toward the highest results. 

The Bible is used probably more at Moga than in many other 
Mission schools, but its use is not limited to one set period a 
day. It is looked to for guidance and inspiration whenever it 

, is needed. It is a guide for conduct, an inspiration for worship, 
a source for ideals, and a stimulation to unselfish service. 

The same principles governing classroom hours are operative 
outside of school hours. The students have' a socio-civic organiza
tion, closely related to that of the village.· The pupils elect a 
panchayatU or governing committee, and there are a number 
of subsidiary committees responsible for various parts of the 
school's life and activities, the chairmen of which meet with the 
panchayat from time to time to talk over their problems, in
terests, and special fields of work. Pupils have responsibility for 
the care of their rooms, for washing their clothes, for cooking 
and serving their food, for looking afte1' the school grounds, 
for athletics and games, for school entertainments, for evening 
worship, for social and religious service. A fine community spirit 
has often been built up which has manifested itself in pride in 
the school, in a desire to further its interests, in assisting boys 
who are sick or in need, in serving the surrounding community, 
in community singing, dramatics, and worship, in working for 
sufferers in the Near East, Russia, or China. 

Moga has always emphasized self-help, self-reliance, the dig
nity of labor, and the proper nse of money. Since the pupils are 
unable to pay for their education, they have been inspired to con
tribute toward its cost through their own labor. They have done 
the necessary chores about the school and living quarters; they 

.. See pp. 228-S2 for the fuDdIooo of • panchay.t. 
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ha~ earned considerable fl'OJll their farm and garden plots 
(the former one-si.rth of an acre, the latter 35 x 35 feet) ; they 
ha~ worked at village home industries, such as rope and basket 
making, brick making, iron and wood work, book binding, etc. 
Acconnts ha~ been kept of all these earning;., and the amonnt 
each pnpil might reasonably be expected to pay for his .chooIing 
was determined by his age, strength, and possible earning 
capacity. In this way the pnpil became familiar with what his 
education actually cost and what proportion of it he wal pay
ing.u From such a procedure the pupils tend to develop a BenSe 

of independence and eelf respect and to learn the value and uee 
of money and the neeessity for thrift and careful expenditure. 

EfForta are made to have the gardening, the farming, and 
the village indusme. developed as projects. They are worked 
out much as they would be in real life, but they are vitally c0-

ordinated with the clauroom activities. Pupils find it necessary 
to aeek information, to obeerve good workmen, to plan their 
work effectively, to keep records, to check results, to sell 
prodncts, to figure profits, and' to study animals, plants, and 
their growth. These processes occur in the pupil's work with a 
frequency .u1Iicient to motivate the practice essential to the 
building up of the necessary skill. The necessary computations, 
keeping of acconnts, checking of payments, and so on, become 
vitalized arithmetic, demanding strict accuracy. The desire to 
increase one'. income leada to the study of quicker and better 
methods. 

The Moga school is itaeH a" "eervice .• tation," and it .trives 
to eet an example to its .tudents. It supervises village schools 
and foll ..... up its own graduates. It conducts a special short 
course for teachers, and has an annual Teachers' Inetitute. 
Twice each year it invites the Christian village people of the 
Moga district to community gatherings for educational, social, 
and religiOlU development. It seeks to minister to the people 
of the surrounding villages, and its practice teaching in the 
villages includes community semce. It publishes at Moga a 
Villag~ T~4CAer,' JoumoZ in two languages, and this is later 
translated into many other languages. Thus its inll.uence extends 

DTb/a work baa -tIT "- ...... gaaIoed &lid ed ..... tIcmaIJy Imp.......t See 
the artIde by A. B. Harper OIl "Self Help at MOp,M Yiliag. 2' .... ,..,. .. .1--. April, 1928. 
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considerably beyond the immediate locality in which it is lo
cated. 

GENERAL SUJUIAllY OP MISSIONARY EDUCATION 

Mission schools in general, despite their faithful, consecrated 
work, have been too prone merely to fit into the existing educa
tional system and to lumber along in the rut of mediocrity. 
There has been too little desire for change and progress, too 
little experimentation. Yet, if missions are to make their best 
educational contribution to India, it will be by adding not merely 
to the' quantity of education, but rather to its quality. This 
necessitates an inquiry as to the special contribution which 
Christian education has to offer, as to what is its peculiar 
strength. Obviously it is not sufficient to add to the regular 
educational program some formal Bible study and a special 
chapel service, in the hope that these, together with personal 
contact, will bring about the desired results. More and more 
some educators are beginning to realize that the primary need is 
to determine and state clearly the objectives of Christian educa
tion, and then to work out classroom activities, educational pro
cedure, and organization and method in such a way that these 
objectives may be attained. Together with this should go a care
ful checking up of results at every point to determine just what 
is being accomplished. 

In such experimental work, advocated and now being carried 
on, lies considerable hope of progress. The educators engaged 
in this experimental work have taken their stand on fundamental 
Christian principle_the sacredness of human personality, the 
child as central and of fundamental importance, and the large 
possibilities for growth and development of the human mind 
and spirit. They believe that such growth and development are 
heat secured through educationally valuable, purposeful activity 
directed by teachers of high ideals. There should be an enriched 
classroom environment and such spiritual and social interaction 
and fellowship as will result in a unified, balanced, and socialized 
personality. Lastly there will be a lofty goal of endeavor toward 
whiclI to direct one's effort_the development of character and 
of the Democracy of God. For the Christian, such activity and 
such a goal are intimately bound up with his fellowship and co-
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operation with Christ in God. The Christian's dort is never 
merely individual; rather it is co-operative with God. 

In Christian education, then, real knowledge of a functional 
nature (based upon the experience of the individual and of the 
race) has a large place; attitudes of reflection, of meditation, 
of suspended judgment, of a desire for larger knowledge, of 
initiative, self-reliance, social fellowship, spiritual aspiration, 
co-operation, service are specifically striven for. Fundamental 
habits and necessary skills are built np. Appreciations with re
gard to work, study, literature; dramatics, music, art, worship, 
religion, recreative play, etc., are steadily developed. A broader 
social outlook and high ideals of life and service are gradually 
gained. To be sure, these will not be fully achieved in the 
elementary school, but the foundations for practically all of 
them should be laid there and a start made in the building of life 
and character on these lines. Nothing less than this constitutes 
a fully rounded education. 



CHAPTER IX 

A DAY IN THE SCHOOL AT MOGA 

DURING THE years when the writer was principal of the Rural 
Community School at Moga, numerous visitors came from 
various sections of India to study the work of the school. Their 
comments on what they observed varied from enthusiastic praise 
to keen criticism, but they united in regarding the methods of 
the school as a genuine contribution toward the solving of the 
educational problems of India.' It may be of interest to the 
reader, therefore, to imagine himself a member of such a group 
of visitors as, under the guidance of the principal, it follows the 
activities of the day's work and play at Moga. 

THE ApPROACH TO MOGA 

The attractiveness of the approach to Moga, as viewed from 
the railway train, varies greatly with the seasons. Moga is in 
the heart of a rich wheat and fodder country, and in the winter 
months the fields, as far as eye can see, are green and beautiful 
with growing grain. In the early spring the color changes to 
a golden brown, and the wide expanse of these waving, ripening 
crops is rich with the promise of harvest. Our visit, however, is 

• TA. Di.,ct.,. 0' PtJbu. 1n""",Utm. P .... jab • .. Id, "The most In_tlng 
and valuable contrlbotlon to educational progress In India during the last 
few years bas been the work • • • at Mop. • • • the obJeeta of tbIa work 
are to provide a form of tra_g to boys of the depressed claaaea, .. bleb 
would enable them to retom to the)P vlllagea as teacbera and to beeome 
a raUylng point to the whole eommDDlty •••• 

Th. Mmlol •• 01 .4.1I"IcuIw.. .. "Immensely more Dlefnl than the ordinary 
schooL" 

TA. a""".,.",. ., ,A. p-Jab, "I need not .. y that I wu partlc:ularly .... 
tereoted, not only In the working of the project method of ed ..... tlon, bot also 
In the methodical instruction given In agrIca1tnre. The former moot .. far 
to relieve education of Ito purely routine upect and moot add a .... t 
stimulus and vitality to Ito proeeuea. The latter II the lint eifon of the 
kind I have had the opportunity of seeing In the Punjab, and I have not 
the smallest doubt that H II of the b1ghest value. It aeem8 to me that tbIa 
II a pioneer work wbleb we might with advantage ezteud In the Punjab.· 

TA. 1 ... " .. ,.,. 0' Bchoor., "It II an object lesson to 0.- who have qa 
to see and who an IDtereated In raral edw:aUon.· 
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made during the hot summer, when scarcity of rain and severe 
heat hinder coltivation except in _n areas close to weDs or 
canaIs, and the hard-baked soil, the vast, desert-like expanse 
of the Punjab plains, the dust and gla.re> the mud houses of the 
same dull color as the earth and sky--n are disappointing and 
depressing. We :"onder how, in such surroundings,' any work" 
of promise and enthU6iasm can be done. Even after leaving the' 
single-track railway at the small station of Moga, we see little 
of interest. At the rear of the station lies the town, a large, 
oYergrcn!'ll village, with one main business street and closely 
huddled honses. To the front of the railway station we see only 
barren fields, with a few scattered buildings. Later we learn 
that there are many things of interest in Moga."One of these 
is the hospital of Dr. Mathra Das, the oelcbrated eye surgeon, 
where probably more cataract operations are performed than 
at any other place in India. In Dr. Mathra Das' busiest season 
as many as one hundred .and fifty or more of these operations 
will be performed each day. So skillful bas he become, that 
surgeons from all over the world visit his hospital to study his 
technique. 

Then there is the extensive wheat market, with its numerous 
brick shops and large open square covering two city blocks. 
From this market grain is shipped to other parts of India aDd 
even abroad. Just off the main street of the town is a fine old 
garden, with splendid fruit and shade trees and a considerable 
variety of plants. There are also a number of well built school 
buildings in Moga, which serve the boy. of the village and the 
.urrounding district. 

Today, however, we leave the station immediately, and a drive 
of half a mile brings us to a fine, broad trunk road, one hundred 
feet wide. Soon after turning into this, we see the restful green 
of hedges, trees, and plants surrounding a group of brick build
ings. It is the community .chool we have come 10 far to see. We 
note the well planned garden and farm plots, the clean road
way!' and paths, the trees, lawns, and flowers, the simple, well
cared-for buildings, \he students working or playing in the 
school grounds. In the distance we see a line of trees, marking 
the irrigation canal, while the broad trunk road looks like a 
long, shining ribbon rolled out to meet it. Mter the wide lun-
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burnt fields and the glare and heat of the train, the verdant 
gardens, with their quiet beauty and r~stfulness, make a deep 
impression. 

As we drive up to the school, several students appear and, 
after greeting us in respectful oriental fashion, offer to help us 
with our luggage. Something about these .tudents attracts and 
holds the attention. They seem different from the most of the 
village lads we have .een. It is not merely because of their dress, 
which is clean and neat; it is more a matter of inward quality 
and spirit, and this impression of the older students deepens as 
the day progresses. 

TH~ SCHOOL GARDENS 

We have arrived early enough to see some of the activities 
which occupy the pupils before the school session begins. Here 
is a group of boys working in the school gardens with obvious 
interest and zeal. They seem completely absorbed in what they 
are doing, whether it is the heavy work of opening up the soil 
or the lighter task of cultivating the plants and collecting their 
fruit. Evidently these boys do not think that manual labor and 
education are incompatible or that hard work i. degrading. 
They are dressed, not as students, but a. workers of the fields. 
Some wear simply a cloth draped about their loins; others wear, 
in addition, a loose-fitting shirt or vest. The clothing is simple, 
loose, similar to village practices, and suited to the task in hand. 
We note their tools with interest. They vary from small hand 
trowels, which the boys manipulate from a squatting position, 
to the modern "Planet Junior" cultivator •• For digging, the 
boys use the village kahi (mattox), while those who are making 
up their plots into beds draw the earth into place with a fiat 
draw-board to which two ropes are attached. Thus we see that 
the students are taught to use the ordinary implements usually 
found on village farms and also the improved implements suit
able to the country. We cannot doubt the genuine interest that 
the boys are taking in their work. Some of them have strikingly 
large plants, evenly spaced, in straight rows, with each row 
uniformly filled, while others are not in such good condition. 
We learn that the reasons for the failures are drought, careles&
ness, and insect pests, and that such failures become lesson. and 
warnings to those that have lost money thereby. They alao 
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. furmsh the gardening problems that are studied in the class
room. 'l;'!le successes are alBo pointed. out to U8, particularly 
a' plot of cauliflower which has yielded its owners the sum of 
twenty rupees. We begin to 'Understand why the principal of 
the school has emphasized the character-forming and testing 
power of gardening and farming. Neglect or carelessness is 
speedily revealed, while honest, conscientious work has its re
ward. Moreover, a poorly cultivated plot subjects its owner 
to group disapproval, while a successful one brings praise. This 
naturally stimulates the boys to do their best. 
. We talk with the young gardeners and learn that each student 
beyond the Primary grade has his own garden plot, 85 x 85 
feet, for which he is fully responsible. The primary children 
have a common co-operative plot for their respective grades, 
and they also work on the school plots, under supervision. Each 
year the pupils, with their teachers, measure and plot out the 
available land and work out plans for their individual gardens. 
Each student, in consultation with the agricultural teacher, 
selects vegetables which he thinks interesting and profitable and 
learns, both in classroom and field, to prepare the plot and 
seedbed, select and test seed, sow it, cultivate and nurture the 
tender plants. Under guidance, they are responsible for finding 
where they can get the best seed, implements, and fertilizers and 
placing their orders for these. We realize that here we have an 
illustration of the successful working of classroom instruction 
which eft'ectively combines the theoretical and the practical and 
tests out the pupils' ideas and plana in life situations. Nature 
study includes experimentation in germination, growth, mois
ture, fertilization, plaut pests, ete.; in the higher grade. agri
cultural problems are more definitely investigated. Physical and 
climatic geography are vitally related to this garden work. 
Arithmetic is needed in all the processes of measuring and keep
ing accouuts, and the need for reading and language arts is 
self-evident. Favorable attitudes toward mauuallabor, improved 
methods in farming, experimentation, aud integrated practical 
learning, along with resultant character and social outcomes, 
are all possibilities. Thus early in the. day we learn that class
room instruction and vocational work are not separate entities, 
but that both are essential to the students' education and de
velopment. 
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We learn, too, that the pupils market their own vegetables 
through the school store, keep their own records and accounts, 
and are entitled to the money received after they pay land, 
water, and tool rent and purchase fertilizer and seed. From 
their profits, supplemented by other earnings, they pay their 
school fees and living expenses and use the balance as they 
wish--sometimes for a gift to the school, or some charitable 
purpose, or a school excursion. 

We show an interest in these student records and account 
books and ask for an explanation of the system. We find that 
the income side of these books indicates that a student may earn 
money from garden and agricultural work, from village trade 
work, and from doing school chores. The debit side showl ex
penditures for materials, etc., required in the above typef{ 
of work and also for school fees. Pupils of the first, second, and 
third grades are expected to pay fees varying from Rs. 1 to 
RI. 1-8-0 per month; fourth year pupils pay RI. 8 to Rs. 41 
per month; the middle grade pupils, Rs. 41-8-0 to Rs. 6 per 
month, and the normal pupils, RI. 6 per month. These figures 
are considerably lower than the actual costs, but they were 
arrived at on the basis of the actual earning power of the pupils 
of the various groups. On this basis it is anticipAted that the 
average boy who does reasonably good work ''will earn approxi
mately eight annas per pupil per year per marla." Over a 
period of many months we learn that the average monthly earn
ings for the various grades, ranged from Rs. 1-8-0 or 1-12-0 
in the upper primary to RI. 4 in the fourth grade and Rs. 
6-8-0 in the highest classes. The total amount earned by the 
pupils in 1926 was RI. 6,940, and from this the students paid 
school fees and other charges amounting to RI. 4,363. 

The boys also have a separate account with the school, which 
indicates how much material and money have been advanced 
to them, until their crop is ready for the harvest; also how much 
they have paid back and how much yet remains to be paid. Upon 
inquiry we find that every entry in this account book must be 
countersigned by an instructor or a monitor and that all books 
and computations are carefully checked with the .chool's own 
accounts once each week in the arithmetic period. Since these 
accounts involve actual money due to the pupil, he is very 
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careful .bout the aeCuracy of his eomputations, for evea • 
IIIIIBll error may mean eonsider.ble loss to him. He is no longer 
content with merely • passing grade in arithmetic, but he in
.ists upon 100 per eeot accuracy through checking and re
checking each of his eomputations. At a glance we can see that 
this means the vitalizing of arithmetic in a much more e1feclive 
way than is usual in sehool arithmetic classes. 

The boys seem proud of their aceount&, and they are particu~ 
Iarly pleased that they are partly paying their way through 
sehool and earning their own pocket money, as well as any 
gifts or charitahle eontributions they may wish to make. As 
one student expressed it, "Since earning my own money and 
paying my fees, I feel more honor and self-respect. I think all 
the boys feel this way. When we had a chance to give to the 
Near East Relief Fund, we were proud that we could give money 
we had earned ourselves." A further inquiry reveals that the 
students have contributed twenty rupees each month to the· 
salary of their pastor and to the expenses of the church and 
that these eontributions have steadily increased. They have 
also given to other philanthropic causes both in India and 
abroad. Greatest of all was their joy in reporting a subscription 
of Rs. 106-12-9 on "Golden Rule Sunday." All of this came 
out of their earnings. One boy said, "Since this is • matter of 
food for these poor people, I propose that we do our own 
cooking free for. month, save the Rs. to that it would cost, 
and pay this into the fund." This was enthusiastically voted by 
all The principal informs us that he thinks this self-help aspect 
has not only helped to vitalize arithmetic and gardening but 
has also increased the ability of the students to "stand on their 
own feet," and take care of themselves. It has developed thrift 
and an intelligent use of money, and it has led pupils not only 
to be willing to work but to do better work. It has increased 
their self-respect and has led them voluntarily to assume re
sponsihility for their own education. 

BAUKT MAInra 

All the students, however, are not working in the gardens. We 
notice IIIIIBll groups seated cros ..... legged under the trees work
ing upon various types of simple village industries. Here is 

10 
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a group of fifth grade boys who are making the rough, strong 
baskets used by the Indian villagers in carrying various things 
from the field to the home. The materials are the young tender 
branches of certain common trees. These branches are buried 
in the earth for some time to make them more flexible. The only 
implement necessary is a sharp knife for pointing and trimming 
the branches. The boys seem to be especially careful about 
making the bottoms and the upper finished edges of the baskets 
as strong as possible. Some are more skillful than others in the 
selection of the best branches and in weaving them in and out 
of the framework so that no loose ends are visible. The more 
experienced boys make the bottoms and framework, while the 
beginners make the sides. The baskets are not beautiful, but 
they are substantial and serviceable and will stand much rough 
usage either in the field or the market place. 

We learn from the instructor that the boys receive pay for 
their baskets and that they add this to their earnings from the 
gardens and the fa"'!. They learn about the materials used, 
where to secure them, how to treat them, how to make stronger 
and better baskets, and where to market them. We inquire as 
to the purpose of this industrial art work in the boys' education 
and are told that it is closely related to tbeir classroom project 
and to village life and needs. It is designed also to provide a 
leisure-time occupation both for themselves and for the villagers 
wHen they, as teachers, will 1& ter serve in village schools. The 
ultimate purpose is to develop in the boys both the ability and 
the desire to improve the economic conditions of their villages. 

" 
ROPE MAKING 

We rapidly visit some oIthe other groups. The boys of the 
fourth grade are making rope. Some have small bundles of reeds 
such as are found in marshy places. They pound these with 
wooden mallets and gradually secure Irom them a fibrous-like 
substance in varying lengths. Others take these fibres and, rolling 
them rapidly and deftly in the palms of their hands, produce a 
strong, closely twisted form of rope. The ends of the fibres are 
then carefully worked or plaited into the rope-like product, so 
that there is no one pIa"", weaker than another. Thicker rope 
is made by twisting or platting several strands of the thinner 
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rope. One's skill is judged by testing the rope's tmiform thick
ness, its strength, and the speed with which it is made. Some 
boys are rubbing the completed rope vigorously to remove any 
loose ends or rough edges. It is then wrapped up in large balls. 
Some of the older boys Weave the finished rope back and forth 
over the wooden frame of a bed, thus making a very comfortable. 
rope bed. A few of the boys are sufficiently skillful to do close, 
neat weaving in attractive designs that would be recognized 
anywhere as superior artistic workmanship. Other boys are 
engaged in repairing broken rope-work on beds from the school 
dormitories. In this, as in all the other industries, the students 
leam not only each separate process but also the complete 
process from beginning to end. 

BRICl[ MAnNI> 

Another village industry that attracts our attention is the 
making of sun-dried bricks. The 'boy. engaged in this work are 
older (sixth grade), and seem to be working more rapidly than 
the others. Two are mixing a considerable amount of clay, 
finely cut straw, and water to the proper' consistency. Their 
method of doing this would delight any small boy, for their 
legs are bare and they are jumping up and down mixing the 
ingredients with their feet. Other boys are carrying this pre
pared material to the brick makers. Each one of these has a 
home-made wooden mold, without top or bottom, which he first 
rubs in sand to prevent the clay from sticking. He then gathers 
up what seems to be just the right amount of material, thrusts 
it into the mold, pats it down firmly and evenly, and smooths 
off the top with a flat board. A deft tum of the mold releases the 
brick and leaves it on the ground to dry and bake in the sun. 
These bricks, we are told, are later used to repair or build walls, 
to erect small houses, or to repair the earthen buildings damaged 
by the rains. School atudentshave at various times helped to 
erect some of the present school buildings, and on one occasion, 
during an important piece of construction work, they took the 
coolies' places in carrying materials and doing heavy manual 
labor, when the latter refused to work over a period of several 
days. 
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BOOK BINDING 

The normal school class is busy learning to bind and repair 
books and pamphlets as a type of avocation that will be useful 
to them when they become teachers. These students are binding 
note-book materials, pictures, and minIeographed sheets. They 
are also repairing old bo\,ks and binding new ones. The processes 
involved are the cutting and trimming of the pages, the making 
of the necessary holes, and the final sewing of the books. Some 
are pasting on the cloth backs and bindings and then effectively 
fastening them to attractive covers. As in other industries, 
each student learns to do each process and also the carrying 
through of the entire project. The principal tells us that he 
is not so much concerned with extensive production as with tbe 
developing of skill and speed in each process. He also points 
out the way in which this industry is integrated with classroom 
work in the study of the materials used, the accounts and 
records kept, the problems solved, and the economic, social, 
artistic, and geographic factors studied. . 

In observing all this trade work, we are impressed with the 
degree in which the common raw products to be found in almost 
every village community are utilized. We note, too, the sim
plicity of the tools and the processes, the extent to which these 
processes can be carried on in the home in spare minutes, and 
the ease with which the completed products can be marketed in 
the village or in the near-by town. We can see the possibilities 
these simple industries have for supplementing the villager's 
income and raising his economic and social status. In addition 
to these possibilities for the future, the students who are learn
ing these various trades are paid on the basis of a daily wage, and 
when they have become sufficiently skillful, they are credited 
with the value of the things made. 

PREPARING A MEAL 

We notice other groups of boys engaged in various school 
chores. Some are working upon the roads and paths, others are 
attending the farm animals, still others are getting school 
materials or dormitory equipment ready and others are work
ing on grass and Bower plots. 
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One group is busy preparing breakfast for all the other boys, 
and we find this an interesting process. A very large bra,!s v ..... 
ael contains the dough from which the boys are making fiat 
cakes of bread (claapatfiu). A boy takes some of this dough 
and pats it between the palms of his hands until he gets a thin 
fiat cake abont the size of a large salad plate. This he plaeea 
upon a round, convex, iron plate which rests upon a large, low 
fireplace built of sun-baked bricks, in whi~ 'a hot, smokeless 
fire is burning. When the cake is baked on one side, he deftly 
turns it over. After baking it in this way, it is put upon the 
hot ashes for a few moments, and when it pull's up it is con
sidered thoroughly baked and is added to the rapidly growing 
pile of cakes. A large kettle of lentils is also boiling, and sev
eral boys have just secured a plentiful supply of cool, fresh 
water from the school well 

A short time later the signal for breakfast is given, and the 
students come from the gardens, fields, and trade w.,rk. They 
assemble at the water tanks surrounding the welI, where, after 
washing up, they secure their brass or aluminum plates and 
cups and proceed to the place where breakfast is to be served. 
This is a long, wide verandah or porch. The boys stand as they 
ling grace or as one of their number returns thanks for the 
food. They then sit down upon the fioor with their feet doubled 
under them. They are arranged in two long lines about four 
feet apart. Down this middle space the boys who are serving 
the food proceed, giving to the boys on each side of them three 
or four of the c'laapaftie. with several ladles of the boiled lentils. 
Another student fills the cups with the fresh, cool water. It is a 
very simple breakfast, but the boys are ready for it, and they 
seem to enjoy it thoroughly. Good humor prevails, and they 
have an interesting time talking over the things that interest 
t1/em. They insist that we try some of the food, and though 
it seems very strange to us and rather plain and tasteless, we 
can see that it is wholesoJl!e and substantial. The boys wish us 
to eat as they do, by folding the fiat bread and using it as a sort 
of spoon or ladle for the juicy lentils. We try it, but the lentils 
run off the bread over our fingers and probably over our faces 
as well This greatly amuses the boys, and we watch them with 
renewed admiration as they deftly use their pieces of fiat bread 
in making the lentils disappear, without soiling their fingers or 
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clothes. Spoons, knives, and forks are not needed, and they are 
not used. The diet is mostly vegetarian, a desirable thing 
in this hot climate. The fiat cakes are a part of every meal, but 
lentils are often replaced by curries made from vegetables. When 
breakfast is over, each hoy takes his dishes, washes them 
himself, and puts them away with his belongings. The boys who 
have done the cooking, clean up the utensils and scrub up the 
fioor, putting everything into spick and span shape for the next 
meal. 

In talking with these hoys we learn that they have been 
appointed by the Student Government Council to do this work 
for a week. In addition to the cooking and serving, they have 
the responsibility for buying the necessary food stuffs, keeping 
the accounts, and working out the cost for each boy. Those 
doing the cooking are paid for their services at market rates. 
The remaining stu.w.ts pay for their week's food out of their 
earnings. At the end of the week a new group will be appointed. 
In each group there are one or two boys who know the work well. 
The others may be much less experienced and skillful. Formerly 
one full-time cook was employed, with student helpers to aid 
him. liowever, since the students have had complete charge, the 
results are even more satisfactory, both educationally and 
physically. 

EARLY MORNING PROCEDURE 

We ask some of the students what they did that morning be
fore we arrived. We find that most of them were up rather early 
and that, after 'bathing, they made up their beds and carried 
them outside to sun and air. After a quiet time of meditation and 
private devotion, they all assembled in the school auditorium 
for worship, after which they divided into groups for Bible 
study. The principal telIs us that on Christmas and Easter 
mornings the boys form in a procession and march about the 
achool grounds and surrounding neighborhood singing some of 
their favorite psalms and. hymns. They are accompanied on 
village drums and quaint musical instruments. It is an impres
sive procedure, he says, for one to hear the music in the distance, 
note its nearer approach, as it becomes louder and clearer, and 
then hear it gradually fade away in the distance. 
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THB GaOUNDS AND BUILDINGS 

While the students are preparing for classroom sessions, we 
visit the various buildings and note the type of equipment used 
in the school plant. The campus has three sections: the un
married students' quadrangle, with hostels for the boys, some 
of the teachers' houses, and the principal's house; the instruc
tional compound, with the new school building and the practice 
school; and the married students' quadrangle and other 
teachers' houses. In the first, the hostels are arranged con
veniently on the two long sides of the boys' garden plots, which 
comprise seven or eight acres, with the headmaster's house and 
garden at one end, and several masters' houses, with their gar
dens, at the other. Behind these is the principal's house and com
pound, and beyond it the school farm, containing about thirty
five acres, of which ten or twelve are given to dry farming. The 
entire school grounds, including the farm, contain about fifty
five acres, forly-five of which are under cultivation. Three wells 
supply water for irrigation. They are equipped with Persian 
wheels, which consist of a continuous chain of small galvanized 
buckets passing over a large wooden or iron wheel. When the 
wheel revolves, the buckets at the bottom of the chain are filled 
as they are drawn through the water. They ascend as the chain 
is drawn up by the wheel and are emptied as they pass over the 
wheel on 'their downward journey. The discharge of water is 
continuous and rapid. The water is caught by a large trough 
and conducted by irrigation channels to the fields. A small 
portable engine and pump are also used on these wells to secure 
additional water. 

All the buildings on the school grounds are plain and simple 
in construction. They consist of walls of sun-dried bricks, with 
one outer row of burnt bricks. They are similar to the houses of 
well-to-do village people. They represent an economical'type of 
construction, with enough burnt brick to reduce the Icost of 
repairs and maintenance. 

The older hostels have two large sleeping rooms, accommodat
ing eighteen boys each, with a superintendent's room between. 
A verandah' extends along the whole length of the hostelj 
The buildings are well ventilated and lighted and are equipped 
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with rope-woven beds, and boxes and cupboards for the boys' 
belongings. One is an open-air hostel, with one side having open 
arches like the porches of other buildings. The younger boys 
live in this. The dining han is simply a series of verandahs, with 
brick floors which can easily be washed off after el10Ch meal. 
The kitchen and storerooms are to the rear of one of these 
dining porches. 

The students sleep either on these hostel verandahs or out of 
doors most of the year. They do not have mattresses on their 
beds, but many have a rug with a sheet spread over it. A blanket 
completes the bedding, although in the coldest weather a com
fort would also be needed. The boys are responsible for keeping 
the hostel clean and tidy, taking care of their own beds, clothing, 
and other belongings. We are surprised to find that students' 
possessions are on open shelves where they are in clear sight 
of everyone. Yet, we are told, there is practically no inter
ference with each other's belongings. This is attn"buted to the 
spirit or standard built up by the boys and their leaders that 
such disloyal and dishonest conduct would not be tolerated by 
the group. 

T1ie teachers' houses are hKe the hostels, except that they are 
adapted to the needs of a small family. Each teacher's honae 
has its own garden, cultivated by the teacher himself, which often 
serves as a model or as a stimulus to the students' garden work. 

The married students' quadrangle, located apart from the 
other quadrangle, has two lines of married quarters, with two 
teachers' houses between. The houses consist each of a single 
room with a verandah in front, on which there is a small low 
fireplace. Food is both cooked and served on this verandah, and 
it is here that the little family spends a good share of its time. 
TIie furnishings and the style of living are of the simplest, but 
they are clean and wholesome. 

The instructional compound ru.;. a very attractive school 
building shaped like the letter E. It has nine well-lighted clau
rooms, an agricultural and industrial arts room, an auditorium, 
a h"brary, and an oflice. A ver&Ifdah extends around the entire 
building on its iimer side. It is surrounded by gardens and by 
centers where pupils carry on their industrial arts work. To 
the east is the model Yillage sch"91 It consists of a single large 
well-lighted room with rather wille verandahs on two sides. The 
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building is so designed that one teacher can snpervise four 
classes, two in the large room and the others on the verandaba. 
A door opening on each verandah, with windows also on one 
side, provides access and makes snpervision pos8101e. At times 
the bnilding bas been nsed for the Women's School (the wives 
of students, who are taught the ordinary school subjects, house
hold economics, care of children, home industries, personal and 
village hygiene, and character and religious training). At other 
times it has been nsed for the combined first and second grades, 
or for the demonstration of a real village school Available 
ground for gardenilJg or other out-of-door work surrounds it. 

Behind the main school bnildings are the silos, sheds for cattle, 
and storerooms for industrial arts and farm implements. The 
silos are not like the western silos. They look like deep, dry 
welIa, about thirty feet deep. In the early summer they are filled 
with fodder crops, and the resulting silage is used up during the 
winter. We express doubt as to whether oxen will eat this food. 
In answer, some fresh fodder and some silage are placed in a 
trough before tile oxen, and we are surprised to see the oxen 
reach acroBB the fresh fodder- to get the silage. The cattle shed 
is made of sun-baked brick on an open-air principle, similar to 
such sheds in the village. The outstanding difference is that there 
are provisions for drains and tanka, 80 that valuable fertilizing 
elements may be conserved. -

To the east of the main bnilding and Dear the hostels is the 
largest of the school welIa. On each side of this well is a Beries 
of washing places or brick tanks. Some are reserved for bathing, 
some for washing clothes, and some for geDeral school and farm 
purposes. There is also a large taDk where boys can swim. This 
tank is a very lively interesting place after the school sessions 
or after several hours' work in the hot fields. Then the boys 
splashing about in the tank or swimming or playing praDks 
have a noisy, enjoyable time.; This tank serves also the purpose 
of securing a good head of water for irrigating the distaDt gar
den plots. 

Each student washes his 0'"' clothes at ODe of the taDks. 
Saturday afternooD is a popular time for this, since everyoDe 
wishes to be clean for SUDday. The method of washing interests 
DS. They wet aDd soap the gallDent thoroughly and then pound 
it with elosed hands, occasioDally turning it over. Sometimes 
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they take hold of one end of a largoe garment with both hands 
and repeatedly swing it over their heads, bringing it down with 
force upon a flat stone or brick curbing. This may be hard on 
the garment and its buttons, but it certainly removes the dirt! 

The school does not have as much ground as it should for 
play and athletics, but the students can play football, volley 
ball, basket ball, and similar games. Great interest is taken in the 
well known group games of the villages as well a8 in new ones. 
Many members of the staff enter enthusiastically into these 
games, and there is a carefully developed program of exercises, 
games, and sports, for each of the grades. There is also con
siderable free spontaneous play at intervals throughout the day 
and in the evening. The boys are very fond of field events, wrest
ling, and stunts of various kinds, and they greatly enjoy the 
special days on which thes!!. ~re held. 

The other buildings on the campus are the headmaster's and 
principal's houses, in bungalow style with arched verandahs. 
The buildings and grounds are more spacious than the other 
teachers' houses but otherwise are similar. We are told that 
the total value of the school plant is about RI. 180,000 
($60,000). Part of this money was furnished by the Mission 
Board in America, part by the Government, and part by gifts 
from churches and individuals. 

The bell has already rung for the beginning of the classroom 
sessions, and so we go at on"" to the main school building. We 
are taken first to the classroom where the first and second grades 
are combined under one teacher. We are told that this is done 
so as to approximate more closely the school conditions in the 
villages in which the teachers now under training will later have 
to work. 

As we enter the room, we find that while the teacher is de
voting his attention to the first grade, the second grade boys 
are engaged with a wringer-like machine through which they are 
passing raw cotton to remove the seeds. Another group is flulling 
up the cleaned cotton and prleparing it for spiuning; still 
another group is rolling out some cotton in the form of a sliver 
and then attaching it to a hand spindle. This is twirled until 
thread is gradually formed. These pupils are older than the 
first and second grade children in other schools, for the school 
does not admit boys as boarders until they are eight years old. 
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A HOUlIll: hoJECT 

Passing by the second grade boys for the present, we turn 
our attention to the first grade boys, who, with the teacher, are 
discussing some subject with animation. We find that they are 
eager to put a roof on a village house they have been building. 
The four walls have already been built of sun-dried brick and 
the doors and windows are in place. The house is large enough 
80 th&t the boys can go in and out on their hands and knees. 
We find that they have previously been observing and inquiring 
about the roof. They have examined several village houses and 
buildings on the scl>ool premises, and t1iey have inquired from 
the carpenter about roofing materials, their preparation, and 
the method of placing them in position. After reports on these 
matters, the clas. decides to use bamboos, matting, and mud 
for the roof of their house. They agree to get bamboos and 
matting from the bazaar after measuring the roof to find out 
how much is needed. The bamboos come in six-foot, eight-foot, 
and ten-foot lengths, and the group must decide which is the 
most economical. Measurement and simple arithmetic are called 
for, and the teacher makes this an assignment to be worked out 
later. Other problems arise: How long must each bamboo be 
to rest firmly on the walls? How many of the long bamboos wi11 
be needed to get the right number of short ones? The total cost 
of the matting and bamboos must also be computed, and arrange
ments must be made for a thorough checking of results. After 
the teacher has made sure that the pupils understand just how 
they are to proceed, he dismisses them to return to work out 
their problems in connection with the house they are building. 

The teacher tells n8 that when the pupils have solved these 
problema, they wi11 be led to see the next essential steps, with their 
resulting problems. Among these are the following: estimating 
the total cost of the roof, dividing it among the group and de
ciding how to raise the money and how long it wi11 take; planning 
to have the teacher write an order to the shopkeeper for the 
material and noting how the letter is addressed, stamped, and 
mailed; investigating the material to see if it has the necessary 
qualities for a roof; drawing a plan for the frame of the roof 
and the placing of the bamboo8; cutting the bamboo. and plac
ing them in position equal distances apart and fastening them to 
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the walls; learning to pro,tect the bamboo frame from insects 
and decay; collecting reeds and grasses for matting and learn
ing to make the matting; measuring, cutting, and fitting this 
matting; preparing the mud and waterproof coat to be placed 
on the matting; testing the strength and quality of the finished 
roof; discussing the various uses of the roof; planning a coping 
and rain pipes to drain it; planning to keep the rain water from 
collecting and standing near the house because of the danger 
to health and the consequent necessity of good drainage and 
disposal of wastes; summarizing all the work dOlJe in a descrip
tion to be written down by the teacher; reading this, and, after 
sufficient practice, reading it to visitors who come to observe 
the "activity work," Then there will be games related to the 
weaving of the matting and the making of the mud roof and a 
little festival or program planned to celebrate the successful 
roofing of the house. 

We can see at once the educative values of all this and the 
interest and pleasure with which the children work. We arc 
impressed with the repeated opportunities for out-of-doors ob
servation, investigation, manipulative and constructive activi
ties, and practice in the three R's--all in natural life situations. 
Nature study, hygiene, and industrial arts are co-ordinated 
in this project. It is noteworthy, too, that the pupils are able 
to work alone or in small groups, with independence, ingenuity, 
and self-reliance. Their acceptance of responsibility and their 
social co-operation, as well as their desire to evaluate their 
work, are clearly to be seen. 

In order to check up on the pupils' ability in such a funda
mental subject as reading, we select a simple story from a sup
plementary reader that the pupils have not seen before, and the 
teacher asks them to read it silently for a few moments and then 
asks one of them to read it aloud to us. The boy selected does 
it very well. Then we try writing simple sentences on the black
board, and the pupils have no special difficulty with these. We 
then tryout their ability to attack new words, and find that 
they can do this successfully through their knowledge of pho
netics and word analysis eVen when the words are considerably 
beyond their grade leveL 

We are told that this is the result of the "story method" of 
teaching reading. In this method, much use is made of developing 
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the daily experiences of pupils in the form of short sentences 
and paragraphs. These are discussed and read by the cIass. 
Many of the words which it is desirable to have the pupils leam 
also appear in the directions necessary for carrying out a 
project. They also appear in interesting stories. The pupils are 
led to see and recognize a whole phrase at a time, and only after 
this the separate words. They leam to recognize familiar phrases 
in any situations in which they find them. Phonetics is used as 
a tool for attacking and pronouncing new words. Careful ob
servers of this method have stated that it reduces the time re
quired for leaming to read by about a quarter to a half of that 
needed by the older methods. During the past five or six years, 
only one pupil of the first 'class in this school has failed of 
promotion at the end of the school year, and many have been 
able to complete both the first and second grade work in this 
time. We are so interested in all this that the teacher has them 
read previously unseen passages from the Gospel of John. We 
also select passages for them to read and are surprised to find 
how remarkably well these small boys attack and read such 
advanced materiaL They also read a story adaptation of a 
section of King Lear. 

The teacher then shows us a memorandum which sums up 
all the various experien"",! and problems connected with the 
building of the village house. These include the following: 

A visit to observe the building of a house. 
Where shall we build our house? 
How large shall we make it? 
What direction shall it face? 
Building the foundation~ 
What materials to use? 
Making a brick mold. 
Making sun-baked brick. 
Building the walls of brick. 
Making door aud window frames. 
Making the roof. 
Plastering floor and walls. 
Building the verandah. 
Planning the courtyard. 
Painting the woodwork. 
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Making the house convenient. 
Making it attractive. 
Planning and designing furniture. 
Furnishing the house. 
Beautifying the surroundings. 
Enjoying home games and pleasures. 
Performing home duties. 
What the village does for the home? 
What the home does for the village? 
Homes in other lands. 
Animal homes. 

Each of these phases is carried out in much the same way as 
the one concerned with the roof. We understand also that there 
are in this grade, as in all the others, many other projects re
lated to holidays, seasonal interests, out-of-school experiences, 
play, and expressional and spontaneous activities of various 
sorts. These projects may be long or short, simple or complex, 
in the field of one subject or in many. They may be concerned 
with building attitudes, appreciations, and ideals, with knowl
edge and aesthetic outcomes, with character and religious out-
comes. 

A CoTTON PROJECT 

When the second grade elass comes to the teacher for a con
ference, we find that small groups have been engaged upon three 
different problems: How can we remove the seeds from the cotton 
we have raised in our school garden? How can we Buff it up and 
prepare it for spinning? How can we spin it into thread? Each 
group reports on what it has done. Those cleaning cotton first 
tried to pick out the seeds but found this • slow, difficult process. 
Then they went to observe how it was done in the village. They 
desen"be this and show the device they have worked out, modeled 
after the one they have observed. They show how it works and 
tell of the difficulties they have had with iL These are discussed 
and suggestions made for improvemenL Other children operate 
the device, and the teacher asks others to tell all that has been 
done. Varions important and interesting happenings connected 
with the process are added, and the teacher makes a selection 
and writes them in simple words on the blackboard. The children 
later read this materia1, being helped, wben necessary, to pro-
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noun"" the words and work out their meanings. The teacher asks 
the pupils if they know other ways of cleaning cotton, such aa 
are used in larger villages and city factories. Through pictures, 
explanations, and discussions, he leads them into some idea of 
more progressive procedures to save time, money, and effort. 
Several very simple arithmetic problems regarding such savings 
are evolved, and these become a part of the pupils' study assign
ment. Questions are also raised as to the best way of keeping a 
record of all they are doing. Then the teacher asks what use can 
be made of the cotton seeds. Several pupils tell of uses they have 
observed, and they discuss where they could go to learn of other 
uses. These are supplemented by the teacher, and the whole plan, 
including experimenting with some of the processes, is made a 
part of the assignment. 

The other groups who have been working on the lIul1ing of 
cotton and on hand spinning, also report and have their material 
developed and assignments made in much the same fashion. In 
addition, they are led into the pleasurable experience of drama
tizing the spinning of the thread, while leaming an appropriate 
spinning song. 

We discover that these activities are part of a larger unit 
on the ''village farm." The pupils, after seeing thc cotton grow, 
wished to grow some themselves. In consultation with the teacher, 
they selected and prepared the ground, selected the seed and 
planted it, and cultivated the growing plants, observing the 
various stages in the development of the seed and plant. and 
keeping a record illustrated with sketches, pictures, and speci
mens. In this way they learned through experimentation what 
helps the plants and what hinders their development. They also 
observed conditions and methods in other places. When the cot
ton was ripe, the pupils gathered it, removed it from the boll, 
removed traces of pod and fiber, and, as we have seen, cleaned, 
prepared it for spinning, and spun it into thread. Later this is 
woven into cloth on a hand loom. All this is accompanied by 
stories of cotton, cloth, and clothing, as well as by dramatic play 
based upon the happenings connected with them, both in India· 
and in· other countries. Simple measurement situations in con
nection with all the processes are natural parts of the activity. 
Simple records are kept throughout, and an interesting product 
chart is built up representing what has been done from the cot-
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ton seed to the finished clothing. There is also an illustrated 
picture study of all the operations connected with cotton, in
cluding spinning, weaving, and the making of garments, as they 
are carried out in other countries. A study is made of different 
types of cloth as to texture, strength, design and cost, what 
each type is used for, and how to select the best type for one's 
purpose most economically. 

A visit is made to the shop of a dyer to study dyeing. Color 
and shades and the harmonizing of them are considered. Next a 
tailor is visited in order to see how he selects cloth for a shirt, 
how he cuts it, sews it tentatively, fits it, sews it permanently. 
His tools are observed, and note is made of what he does by 
hand and what by machine. 

The adaptation of clothing to different countries and cW;~'tes 
is discussed. The necessity of warm clothing in cold weather 
leads to a discussion of ways of preventing colds. The care of 
clothing is also considered, including washing, repair, and pro
tection. Indeed, the interesting topics and problems connected 
with cotton seem almost endless, and we are given to understand 
that this grade also has many other types of pleasurable and 
educative play experience, as did the first grade. 

A VILLAGE PBOJRCT 

When we are ready to move on to another classroom, the 
teacher has one of the pupils take us to the third grade and 
introduce us to the teacher. We find that the pupils here are 
engaged in constructing a miniature village. Some are working 
on the main street and the small shops fronting it, while others 
are laying out the fields or farm plots which surround it. We 
note that the village resembles many that we have seen, but with 
inIportant differences. The streets and lanes are wider than in 
the ordinary village, the mud-walled houses are not so close 
together, more light and ventilation are provided in each house, 
and the courtyards are larger and cleaner. The village wells 
are located at suitable distances from houses and from sources 
of contamination, and the well curbing is built up so as to 
prevent surface water from running back into the well. The 
village is supplied with a number of buildings we do not find 
in every such community. There is a dispensary, a post office, 
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a small rail .... ay station. a school, a public garden. a co-operative 
bank, a ... rtJi (travelers' inn). and a police station. There are 
also places of .... orship. a community gathering place, a play
ground, and the -homes of village officials. The pupils .... orking 
upon the fields surrounding the village have laid out larger 
and more consolidated f~rma than one usually finds; village 
refuse piles and fertilizing materials are in pita placed at a 
considerable distance from the village and are covered and 
protected. The village tank is so constructed that it may be 
drained, and it has separate provisions for cattle, the .... ashing 
of elothes. etc. 

We talk with the pupils and the teacher about the work and 
find that they have made a number of visits to the town of 
Moga and to the surrounding villages to find out .... hat are the 
necea,ary parts of a village. Dilferencea have been noted in the 
various villages and towns with regard to the design and loca
'tion of shops. houses ..... ells. etc.;' also with reference to elean
linea .. light, air. and protection. Questions and problema have 
arisen, and the pupils have been guided in inquiring and in 
reading simplified materiala in order to discover the best prac
tices. After discussion &8 to the best .... ays of doing these things. 
they have incorporated them in their model Village. Standards 
have gradually been built up as to .... hat all this meana with 
regard to the achool premises and the pupils' .... aya of living 
and acting in them. Sanitary and hygienic habits with regard 
to their food, clothing. and shelter in the hostela. the necessary 
community sanitation. the measure of protection and security. 
the distribution of labor. the social organization and govern
ment of the school community. ita wider relationships, ita play 
and recreations, folklore and music, its .... orship. its educational 
and cultural opportunities are seen in relationship to the im
proved village community and its life. Also the extent to .... hich 
many cillFerent people in these communities and from wider areaa 
are contributing to supplying these things to their own com
munity and to any village group is determined. 

We find that the pupils also learn. in the saml! direct, prac
tical .... ay, about ho .... the village and their school community 
are protected from disease, fire, crime, peats, and violence. They 
also study the organization and government of the village. its 
ownership and capital, its transportation and communication. 

u 
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They learn of its relationship to other villages, to the district, 
and, in general terms, to the provincial and national govern
ment. The teacher informs us that later the pupils will work 
out a large-sized model of the whole district, indicating sub
districts, roads, railways, rivers, canals, products, and impor
tant centers, and that these will be studied and developed in 
relation to Moga and the near-by villages. Other subsidiary 
projects which the teacher hopes will develop are those asso
ciated with wheat, flour, and bread; with the making and under
standing, through use, of a village harrow; with milk and all 
its products; with .the care of cows and cattle; with the pre
paring for special occasions of worship, recreation, community 
service, and holiday celebrations. 

The teacher points out that the "core" projects of the first 
three grades (the village home, the farm, and the village), have 
to do with the local environment and the life experiences of the 
pupils, and, to some extent, with their relationship to the district 
and the province. From the fourth grade on, the pupils' horizon 
is widened to include the province, the nation, and the world. 

A SHOP PROJECT 

We visit the fourth grade and find that their principal project 
is the village shop---a real shop which is open for business an 
hour in the morning and again after school hours. The boys, 
in rotation, attend to the shop each day. It sells the vegetables 
raised by the students in their garden plots and otber articles 
needed by the school community. Every evening the boys who 
have vegetables to sell bring them to the shop, where they are 
weighed, priced according to the bazaar rate, and the resulting 
amount credited to the student. This bazaar rate is determined 
by the students at least once each week. The vegetables are lold 
on a cash basis to the families of teachers, married students, and 
missionaries, and to those in charge of the school's kitchen and 
cooking. Those remaining unsold are taken to the local bazaar 
and sold there. ~ 

The shop is an actual building, which the boys erected them
selves. It is of mud-brick, about six feet square and six feet 
high, and it bas a front platform on which to display vegetables. 
At night these and the other snpplies are stored in the build-
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ing. In order to run the shop efficiently, the students have to 
investigate the way shops are conducted in the bazaar, what 
articles are in demand, how goods are eared for and stored, how . 
they are priced, weighed, bought and sold, how profits are com
puted, and how accoUnts are kept. Two account books are used. 
In one the names of the students supplying the vegetables, the 
quantity and value of these, and the extent to which they are 
sold are entered. In the other, the expenditures and the income 
of the shop as a business concern are kept. The accounts are 
made up at the end of the month, and at this time each student 
who has brought vegetables to be sold, receives in cash what 
is due to him. 

The arithmetic involved in this activity is of the most life
like kind. It involves measuring, counting, weighing, caleula
tious of various types, use and exchange of money, computing 
profits, keeping records and accounts. It also involves the writ
ing of letters, sale slips, bills of goods, advertisements, posters, 
order blanks, and statements. It includes inquiring and reading 
widely about shop and trade practices, about the materials used 
and sold, and about the utility, value, aud need for fresh vege
tables. There is some learning with reference to the care and 
protection of these fresh vegetables as well as their display. 
It includes geography and nature study of the surrounding dis
trict, transportation, commerce and trade. The pupils also 
learn the proper treatment of customers, restocking the shop, 
taking inventory, investing profits, enlarging the shop, buying 
things from a distance, and wholesale buying and selling. We 
find that these pupils will 101.0 carry out other projects on the 
village 'post office, on means of transportation, and on other 
subsidiary interests of the life and play of the school and the 
environment. . 

At the nees. period we go out to watch the boys at play. 
We find that .tudents from the normal class collect 'various 
groups of boys, start a game that the boys wish to play, super
vise'the activity, and stimulate the interest and co-operation 
of each one. Other boys are engaged in track events and wrest
ling, and here is a group going through an amusing series of 
exercises and postures in which they are imitating the actions 
of certain animals and birds. Over there is an older group of 
boys engaged in playing volley ball with some of their teachers. 
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The most popular game, however, seems to be the Indian game 
of Kabaddi in which the boy behind whom a knotted cloth hal 
been placed, must chase the boy placing it there around to the 
place he has vacated, beating him with the cloth al often al he 
can. 

IRRIGATION AND WOOD PROJECT 

We now enter the fifth grade and find the pupils eager to 
tell us about their irrigation and wood project. They become 
so interested in the canals and irrigation channels in and around 
the school that they wished to see how they worked, where the 
water came from, and for what other purposes it wal used. 
They observed how the land was planned and graded 10 al to 
provide free access to the water, where seepage occurred, and 
the need for a high head of water and a rapid flow in order to 
get water to the distant fields. They noted the need for storage 
reservoirs, for large channels near the source of lupply and 
for smaller ones in remote places. They visited near-by caDals 
and irrigation channels and wanted to know where these came 
from. This led to a study of maps and of the whole irrigation 
system of the province, as well as the cost to the cultivator and 
the benefits he received. Then they worked out a large model of 
the foothills and the headwaters of the canal system and the 
storage basin. They discovered other uses for canals, and one 
of these which interested them was lumbering. So they learned 
about this activity-the selecting and cutting of the timber 
in the mountains, sliding and transporting it to the canal, float
ing it down these to the markets, and thence to the lawmills and 
to the merchants. Lastly they studied the numerous ulel to which 
the selected timber is put. These were oblerved locally and 
associated with the village industries in the school, which were 
connected with wood working and materials made from wood. 
They also studied the diHerent kinds of wood, what each kind 
is used for, and how to select wood for certain purposes. They 
collected and studied leaves, bark, seeds, fruit, and found out 
the uses and characteristics of as many different kinds of treel 
as possible. Information was lecured from the Forestry De
partment, from books, and by inquiry. 

It does not take much thought to lee that thil project in
volves geography lcience, history, nature study, forestry, agri-
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eoltnre, health and ... elfare, drawing and design, appreciation 
of beauty. arithmetic, reading. and writing:----the last three 
needed for measuring the ... ood (in both square and cubic 
measurements) .... orking out the cost and selling problems of 
it and of the irrigation ... ater. We ean easily see, too, that much 
enricbment of the project is possible by means of music, in
dustrial arts, games, play, stories; descriptions, nature poems, 
keeping clear and interesting records, and doing creative 
writing. 

Another project of this group is the developing of a history 
of the Moga Training School--its early beginning in Ferozepur, 
... here it ... as known as the "School of the Minor Prophets," its 
transfer to Moga in 1911lUlder the direction of Mr. Carter, 
... ho gave it its present motive and essential aims, its unification 
under Mr. Carter's successor and the Rev. Samuel Ji ........ ho 
integrated the agricultural work, the school chores, and erlra
curricular interests with the curriculum, introduced simple vil
lage trades and a socialized organization, including self-govern
ment on a village basis, reElaced formal teaching with modern 
educational methods (particularly teaching through life ex
periences, or projects), and put the teacher training upon a 
new basis, correlating it more closely to village life and giving 
more opportunity for directed practice teaching. In ... orking 
out this 'project the students particularly try to find out and 
understand the principles, attitudes, and ideals of the school 
and its founders, and their program for village reconstruction. 

A ThsPBJrIWlY PlIOncT 

Our visit to the sixth grade brings us one of the biggest sur
prises of the day. In the classroom itself the students have 
developed and no ... conduct a .mall dispensary, under the guid
ance of their teacher who formerly studied compounding. Here, 
at certain times of the day, the simple ailments of the boys 
or other people of the neighborhood are treated. The table and 
almirah (cabinet) for this dispensary were planned and made 
by the boys themselves. The medicines are bought out of their 

"The writer. At the mel of 1926 Mr. and Mn. Ha1')lel' took eharge of the 
oehool and, uaIat<d by Mr. Carter, who bad retomed from Ameri .... eo .... 
solldaU:d and Improved the lDatruetion and work hoth at Moga and In the 
YIIIapo. 
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pocket money or from contributions to the ''Dispensary Poor 
Box"-the free-will offerings of patients, who all are treated 
free of charge. The pupils have made a study of common ail
ments and diseases and of the methods of treating them. They 
have had a good course in First Aid and in health, hygiene, and 
the prevention of disease. They have studied the common drugs, 
their histories, and the countries from which they have come. 
They have found much use for arithmetic in working with 
weights, measures, statements, costs, and the percentages of 
patients in the Moga hospital who come from different parts 
of the country, as well as the prevalence of the disealles they 
suffer from. They have aIso kept records and accounts, have 
estimated the price of drugs, have had experience in the careful 
weighing of small quantities of materials, and have repeatedly 
used liquid measures. They have written careful accounts of 
their work and 'of what they have learned. They have drawn 
excellent charts of parts of the human body as these were 
needed in their work. They have drawn maps of the world show
ing places the chief drugs come from, the methods of transport, 
and the related geography of. these countries.' The 'students 
have also made all the record forms required for reporting their 
dispensary cases to the medical inspector, and they have also 
made all the signs and labels needed in their work. 

The students became interested in this problem through their 
acquaintance with the Moga Hospital and its clever eye surgeon, 
Dr. Mathra Das. This institution, referred to earlier in the 
chapter, is known far and wide and is ~oted not only for the 
excellence of its work but for its charitable attitude and willing
ness to serve those in need. The class visited this hospital. and 
its dispensary, studied its organization and its treatments, in
vestigated records, pamphlets, charts, and books, and developed 
a keen interest in the problems growing out of the number and 
character of the patients, the most common ailments, the 
methods of treatment, and the cost of medicines and of medical 
service. They noted the desperate need of many villages which 
had no dispensary service, and they saw the possibility of the 
village teacher's rendering some service to relieve the aimpler 

• ThIs project Is well described In an UDpubllabed report on the Hop 
Scboo1 by the Rev. Oliver Thomas, ShIllong, Assam. 
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ailments. In their work on this project, special emphasis was 
put upon the trealment of malarial fever and upon the elimina
tion of the sources of infection. Preventive measures against 
cholera in the summer and plague in the wintier were also 
stressed. . 

This dispensary project, inspired by the Moga Hospital, was 
an outgrowth of a larger survey of the town of Moga, some
times undertaken in this grade. At times such a survey is started 
through their harvests of wheat, which are sent to the Moga 
grain market. First comes an investigation of, where the grain 
comes from, where it is stored, how prices are determined, how 
payments are made. Then the group studies other phases of 
the town-bow it is laid out, how it came into being and de
veloped, how it is related to the outside world through the things 
it receives as well as through the things it sends out and the 
services it renders. Then they leam about the various institutious 
of Moga and the services they perform. They also find out about 
the town'. provision for lighting, police protection, fire pro
tection, sanitation, public health, grading, building, and aes
thetic beautification. Social and race relationships, law and the 
courts, playgrounds and recreations, and means of transpor
tation and communication with the outside world are also 
studied. Investigation is made of the efFect of geography, his
tory, and tradition upon its development. The influence of its 
hospital is studied, and the 'efFect of the neamess of cities is 
ascertained. All this study of Moga and its many relationships 
is then applied to the villages, and the possibility of bringing 
about improvement in these rural areas is emphasized. This is 
valuable not only because of the first-hand information received 
but also because the techniques of observation, investigation, 
and problem-aolving are leamed. 

The knowledge gained is confirmed and enlarged in the class
room. It is also made more experimental by working out and 
demonstrating improvements through models and other devices. 
Much valuable history material is obtained in this way, for 
Moga is largely peopled by the Sikhs, who were the rulers of 
the Punjab before the British came. Again, in mapping out the 
town to scale, with its streets and connecting highways, its rail
way and canal, its means of communication, and its relationship 
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with other parts of the province and with India, considerable 
practice is given in practical geometry, which is a school subject 
begun in this grade. 

We find that everything important diacovered, planned, or 
done by the students is written in their project books. We ex
amine some;of these and find that they are kept neatly and cor
rectly with reference to composition, grammatical form, and 
spelling, so that they may at any time be put on exhibition. The 
project clearly involves wide reading, keen observation, and 
careful investigation. The social instinct is devcloped through
out by the necessity for working together and helping each 
other for a common end. The teacher's part in the project is to 
guide and direct investigation and study and to give special 
instruction as needed. Since the boys realize that they need this 
teaching for their own work, their interest .and attention is 
strong. Sometimes the teacher works with the whole group, and 
sometimes with individuals or sman groups. 

We have been surprised to find here, as elsewhere in the clu ... 
rooms, that even for the older boys no desks or chain are used. 
They all sit on the Hoor or squat :down at some piece of con
structive work. Those engaged in dramatics or some other form 
of expression, stand or move about freely. They tend to form 
in small groups working on di1ferent types of activity. They 
talk to one another when necessary and there is nO formal eli&
cipline to be noticed. Yet their real order and attention to bu ... 
iness is an outstanding feature of the school 

Another very attractive feature is that the social practice 
of good manners and respect for the convenience of others is 
clearly evident. The students bring chain for visitors, supply 
them with books and materials, demonstrate and explain their 
work, are courteous and considerate to each other, and seem 
to have the ability to see quickly an act that ought to be done 
and to be able to do it thoroughly without being told. We speak 
of this to the principal and he tells U8 that it is this which 
enables each class and the whole school community to carry on 
successfully their common work. Discipline is inward and aelf
imposed rather than outward and compened by the teacher. 
This is the principle of the school, and it certainly seems to 
work at Moga. We are told, too, that one visitor to the school 
stated that the best evidence of the good work done at Mog. 
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is the very noticeable improvement made in the personality and 
conduct of the older students. The difference betweeu the older 
boys and the boys who have recenUy entered the school is 
marked. The former have a type of manliness, of .elf respect, 
of vigor and enthusiasm that is noticeable. 

A THltIFr AND BAlfJ<ING PltOJECT 

We next enter the seventh grade classroom to find the 
students there engaged upou a thrift and banking project, with 
special emphasis upon the Co-operative Credit Society. We 
learn that the .tudents' interest in this project resulted from 
the self-help pIan of the schooL From the money that the boys 
have earned, .ome remains after they have paid their regular 
expenses. They are led to see how this money will grow if they 
put it in a savings account. They actually figure out the waste 
and loss involved in the village practice of hoarding money. 
They investigate such instances as that of the man who has 
hoarded fifty rupees for ten years. At the" end of ten years he 
still has merely fifty rupees. If he had put thi. on interest at 41 
per cent compounded annually, he would now have ninety-four 
rupee •. They are als"o led to see the loss in the prevalent village 
practice of transforming most of one's savings into jewelry. 
They figure out how their small savings will increase if they 
deposit a regular amount each week, at the above rate of in
terest, at a savings' institution and they check their results. 

In talking with the teacher we learn that the students learn, in 
practical life situations, to carry out the following experiences: 
opening a bank account, making deposits, learning the value of 
regular, ay.tematic deposits, studying the records kept by the 
bank and in their own passbooks, discovering the difference 
between checking and savings accounts, computing interest, 
simple and compound, drawing out money, investigating differ
ent types of banking and commercial papers, overdrafts, loans, 
promissory notes, and reinvestments." They visit a bank and 
find out how it keeps its money and accounts, what it does with 
the money, how it makes money on its business, how it is or
ganized and managed, how it is related to other bank. and to a 
clearing house, how It is safeguarded from losing money through 
bad checks, loans, theft, and overdrafts. The different types 
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of banks and institutions for savings, their availability to 
village people, the terrible loss and burden of the prevalent 
village money lending system, and the ways of finding out 
whether a bank is safe and reliable are also studied. 

The teachers of the school have a Co-operative Credit 
Society, and this is investigated with reference to its organiza
tion and management, the method of selling its shares, the 
sources and amount of its income, the safety of its investments, 
the liability of the stockholders for the amounts invested, the 
method of securing loans and of making payments, the type 
of records and accounts, and the relationship to other societies, 
central banks, and to the whole co-operative movement. The 
students learn the value of this form of investment, with refer
ence to village needs, and how to organize such a society in 
a village community.' 

At times this grade has had the post office, with its savings 
department, and the whole subject of communication as their 
major project. The students have visited the local post office 
and, under the direction of the postmaster, have studied all 
the phases of its work, giving special attention to the postal 
savings department, money orders, registration, insurance, and 
foreign drafts. The Government Code in this grade emphasizes 
interest, investments, profit and loss, in the field of arithmetic, 
and in that of geography, Australia, Mrica, and South America 
in their relation to India. We learn that the students have 
worked out the foreign mail routes to these countries, including 

• The organlsallon of a Thrift Society baa been one of the ...... t bmov .... 
IIODB. During the past few yea.. the boys bave been eamlng increasing 
amonnts, largely from the extra work they bave been doing to pay theI. 
way through schooL The Student Connell and the stair felt tbat the time 
was opportune tor the Introdllotion of thrift. The development of a Thrift 
Society was undertaken .. a proJed: by this particular grade. A eentru 
lIIJclety operated by this class under • Board of DIreetonJ representing 
eaeh grade of the school and the stair, acts as • clearing hOBSO for the branch 
societies. Eaeh grade In the aehool Is • branch society. A system baa been 
worked OIIt whereby all .. mingo for the varlons grades over _In stlpn
Iated amOllDts, are deposited with the treasu.... of the braaeh &ocIeties, 
and theao are then banked with the eentraJ treasurer. The Thrift SooIety Is 
now considering how It can make Its funds earn more mouoy, 80 tbat the 
largest heueftts may aceme to eaeh depositor and to each grade In the 
aehooL 
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the distances, time, and expense involved, as well as the types 
of exchange and communication between them and India. 

A l'BOGBAK 011' VILLAGB RECONSTRUCTION 

In the eighth grade, the highest in the demonstration school, 
we are told that the students devote most of their time to revis
ing, integrating, and reorganizing the things they have learned. 
This lends itself to a consideration and study of the fol
lowing: The reconstructed village, its problema and needs; 
the weaknesses and strengths of village life; causes of these 
weaknesses; possible remedies; agencies for securing im
provement; the place of the school and the teacher in the 
process. A program of reconstruction is developed by teacher 
and students, which involves co-operation of the various con
structive forces and agencies of the community. In this program 
the strategic opportunity of the village school for co-operation 
in local constructive endeavor is stressed. 

Upon completing the work of this grade, all the students sit 
for the official (Government). Middle School examinations. We 
are told that during the past six or seven years not more than 
one member of a class has failed, and frequently all have passed. 
This is also true of the Normal class, for in the Government 
examinations since 1925, all the students have passed. :previous 
to that, twenty out of twenty-one passed in 19240, and twenty
three out of twenty-five in 1923. These results are all the more 
remarkable when it is understood that students from other 
provinces, who are not very familiar with the Punjab vernacu
lars, have studied in these classes. The testimony of these exami
nation results regarding the effectiveness of the school's work, 
is borne out by the comments and written statemenu of those 
who have visited and studied the work at Moga, for either short 
or long periods of time. These testimonials indicate not only 
the worth of the subject-matter outcomes of the school but 
also the value of the larger results in the formation of desirable 
attitudes, appreciations, habits, and ideals. Visitors like our
.elves are much impressed with ti,e "leading on" qualities of the 
educative activiti.,. and interests of the school, and with its 
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power, through education, to improve village conditions and 
village people. 

THE NORMAL Cuss 

The principal now tells UB that we have barely enough time 
before school closes to visit the Normal claas and that we surely 
must see some of this work, since it is the crowning feature of 
the school. We find the students and teacher engaged in animated 
discussion of the excessive burden of debt under which most 
villagers labor. All seem to be aware of the prevalence of this 
indebtedness and of how it enmeshes a man deeper and deeper 
in its toils until he .finally loses hope of ever being free and 
independent again. They seem to be trying to find ways of 
meeting this tremendous problem, particularly ways in which 
the teachers and village school can help. Many believe that the 
Co-operative Credit Society has great possibilities and cite 
instances of what it has done for some individual. and some 
villages. The teacher suggests sources from which facts can 
be secured and puts forward, as challenges to the students' 
power to think and organize data, certain problems and hin
drances that village teachers often meet. We understand that 
these will be discussed, analyzed, and solved on the following day. 

We recall having seen members of this class teaching or 
assisting in some of the other school grades, and we find, upon 
inquiry that graded, directed practice teaching is strongly 
stressed in the training of these students. At first they observe 
regular teachers at work and thusleam how they teach and meet 
the various problema of the classroom. Then they have directed 
practice teaching, first in one subject, then in teaching a whole 
class for a short time, and then in having chaJ'ge of a class 
for an entire day. Later they teach two or more classes at one 
time under conditions similar to those existing in the villages. 
Observation of village conditions and actual practice in village 
schools, however, is considered the most important phase of this 
work. Early in the year the students make a survey and study 
of village communities and report their findings back to the 
class. These reports, along with materials in the rural social 
problema course, are made the basis of the class discussions. 
Near the end of the year, the entire class is taken to the various 
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villages, and h!>re they live for two or three weeks organizing 
and maintaining new schools, teaching in established schools, 
promoting community work, and carrying on their studies and 
class disC\lllsions on the basis of their experiences. 

The rural social problems course, referred to above, is con
sidered an essential part of this Normal course for the following 
reasons: it furnisbes a background for all the other Normal 
work; it provides practice in investigation and methods of 
attack of prevalent problems in Indian villages--economic, 
BOCiaI, moral, cultural, educational, and spiritual; it furnishes 
information as to what is already being done toward the solution 
of these problems and what service the teacher and the school 
can render; it supplies a field for experimental work. 

Another important course in the field of technical education 
is ''Principles of Teaching," which aims to give the studen.ts 
a working philosophy of education. This is supplemented by 
"Child Psychology," in which pupils are trained in the observa.
tion and study of children and in planning methods of interesting 
and challenging the best efforts of pupils. The specific methods 
for teaching each of the school subjects in the curriculum of the 
village school through meaningful processes, are emphasized. 
The Normal students' deficiencies in background and subject 
matter are diagnosed and efforts made to supplement them. 

During the year, we are told, the training cIass students have 
been guided in preparing the di1ferent kinds of apparatus that 
have proved valuable in their teaching. At the end of their course 
they are allowed to take this apparatus with them, and thus 
go out well equipped to begin their teaching, especially in the 
tool lubjects. 

Religious education and character formation constitute 
another course of supreme importance. A syllabus of instruction 
and extra-curricular activities are developed and students have 
considerable practical use and application of these things, both 
in their own lives and in service. Emphasis is also placed upon 
meditation, worship, wholesome living, and serviee. Supervised 
practice teaching of the Bible is stressed, and the Normal 
students teaeh Sunday school classes, upder guidance and super
vision. They also teach sueh da .. es each week in the villages, 
under similar direction. 
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Difficulties of village school management and pupil personnel 
problems are discovered and worked out under practical con
ditions. In fact, the whole Normal school is based upon a sim
plified but thorough study of the application of psychology and 
educational investigations to teaching materials and methods, 
under the conditions which teachers will need to meet in villages. 
These students do a large amount of independent reading in 
their work and learn to think and plan rather than to follow 
a routine slavishly. 

We discover that the training school students have gardens 
and farm plots in which they try to work out improvements 
for the villages. They also acquire skill in village home in
dustries. They participate in the work and play of the school 
and in all that helps to maintain its high level. The principal 
tells us, however, that more important than all these is the 
developing in these Normal students of a sense of mission, a 
vision of what can be done to revitalize and uplift village life. 

As the closing bell rings, the boys leave the classrooms and go 
to their dormitories, where they get into work clothes, and 
we are told that the next hour and a half are to be devoted to 
work on the farm plots, in the gardens, on the village home in
dustries, and in many necessary chores, such as preparing the 
evening meal and getting ready for the various evening activities. 

While we wait for the boys to return, we ask the principal 
about the drawings, charts, poems, and .0 on, that we have seen 
on the classroom walls, and we are told that the pupils are en
couraged to express what they feel, to produce something 
original, to evaluate and improve their productions. We also 
ask why pupils and teachers leave their classrooms frequently 
for observations, excursions, investigations, play and games, 
work in the gardens and at trades, visits to other elassrooms, 
and sometimes for continuing their class discussions out-of
doors. We learn that they are encouraged to tum to nature and 
to community life, as well as to books and magazines, that they 
may be stimulated to find "tongues in trees, books in the run
ning brooks, sermons in stones, and good in everything." 

We have already learned something of the importance and the 
methods of religious education and character formation, for 
we have noticed that the Bible and religious instruction form a 
natural and integral part of all the work of the day. When 
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we speak of this the principal tells us that it is the belief at 
Moga that religious instruction and character development are 
brought about in the same way that other learning is, and this is 
not by simply acquiring facts, but by actual living and social 
experience. Character cannot be imparted; it must be won, 
and instruction must ever be translated into conduct. For this 
reason much emphasis is put upon ,the environment, upon social 
situations, uJ.>on activities that involve the acquiring and exer
cising of moral and religious ideas, upon responsible freedom 
for one's own conduct and for the spirit and good name of the 
school. Systematic religions and moral instruction is also given, 
however, and efforts are made to guide pupils in Christian con
duct, in stewardship, in worship, in community responsibility, 
and in service. In the lower classes emphasis is placed upon Bible 
stories and projects, informal dramatization, thought and 
character judgment exercises, training in worship and steward
ship, and the spirit and practice of unselfish service. In the 
upper elasses the courses emphasize biographical studies of the 
great characters of the Bible, the life of Jesus, the developing 
conception of God and religion !,-mong the Hebrew people and 
in the early church, and the social teachings and principles of 
Jesus. Finally, in the Normal class a rather careful study' of 
Jesus as the Master Teacher is made, G with practice teaching 
as already described. 

Long before our discussion is finished, the students have re
turned from their dormitories and have gone to work.'We walk 
out to the school farm and on the way we notice groups of boys 
engaged on village home industri_but different from those 
we observed in the morning. One group of older boys is re
building a school wall damaged by a heavy rain. They remove the 
disintegrated portion, use sun-baked brick made by another 
group in the morning, plaster and put these bricks into place, 
and coat over the whole wall with a finishing coat which makes 

• A :real' or two ago the work in rellgloDl edueaUoD W88 reol'ganiKd and 
improved. An analy." was then made of desirable Cbrlstlan conduct for 
boys In a scbool eommUDIty. A lilt was made of specUlc habits, attitudes, 
appreclatlOlll, aud Ideals needed for ouch eondnct, and th... were then 
graded aeeord1ng to the class In which they .hou1d be emphasleed. Bible 
.torlea and teaching and in_ling act1v1t1 .. were then choaen to help In 
hnllcllng up theoe hsbltl. Regular IUpervillon, ""ercIs .. In cbsracter judg
ments, and teotl were arranged. 
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it waterproof. This is just the type of work which they will 
later need to do frequently in the villages. 

A second group of seventh and eighth grade boys are busy 
repairing garden and farm appliances made of wood and iron 
and mending similar equipment from other parts of the school. 
They aN! also making new materials needed on the farm. The 
work is somewhat rough and unfinished, but it is the type of 
article used in the villages and serves its purpose reasonably 
well. Each boy receives practice and develops some skill in each 
of the operations involved in the use of common wood and 
iron working tools, and we are interested to observe that he 
learns to use his toes as well as his fingers, for it is frequently 
a help to support and hold a board with the toes while one is 
planing it or carrying on some other operation. 

We discover yet another group of boys who are co-operating 
with a tailor in mending students' clothing and repairing bed
ding. The boys are learning now to make a shirt. Most of the 
work is done by hand, though the students get some practice 
on a sewing machine. In this sewing the student learns to hold 
the cloth with the toes, so as to have his hands free. When the 
Indian boy uses a needle for' sewing, he always thrusts and 
draws the thread away from him instead of toward him. We 
learn that these students also learn to take apart old garments 
and remodel them. 

We are told that the goal in view regarding all this work is 
that each student will ultimately be able to care for minor re
pairs on his house and its surrounding compound, that he will 
have the skill to make or repair simple articles needed as furnish
ings of his home, that he will be able to care for his own clothing, 
and that he will have the ability to teach members of the village 
community simple home industries that will supplement the 
earnings from their farms. 

THE SCHOOL F AIlJl( 

As we approach the farm land of the school, we notice group. 
of boys working on dift'erent plots of land. Some are irrigating 
the crops by guiding the water from the large irrigation chan
nels from the wells down the small earthen ones running along 
the sides of their plots and then lI00ding the growing plants. 
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Others are eultivating grain or fodder with a hand cultivator, 
while others are weeding. In another section .tudents are plow
ing with an improftd plow pulled by ozen. It is built much like 
the indigenous plow, but it has a large steel plowshare similar 
to an American plow. Oxen can easily pull it, and it haa but 
one handle instead of the two on the American plow, which would 
seriously handicap the cmltivator in driving his oxen. It turns 
up a furrow four or five timea as deep as that of the indigenous 
plow. We are told that the neighboring farmers have had the 
school buy similar plows for them and have come to the school 
for help in their difIiculties with cropB or fields, especially when 
some pest or blight has attacked their crops. In the distance we 
see another maaIl group of boys harrowing a plowed field to 
get it ready for planting. As we approach we notice that the 
harrow is made of three piecee of heavy 41 x 41 wood, so placed 
that they form an equilateral triangle. Through each of these 
pieces of wood are driven long equi-distant iron spikes. This 
makes an excellent bar harrow at very small eost. We talk 
with the boys and learn what they are doing, why they are doing 
it, and the best way to do it. We learn that each boy above the 
fourth grade baa a farm plot of one-llfth of an aore, but that 
the boy. frequently combine their holdings and' work foul'" 
or five1C1"e plots co-operatiTely. They seem willing both to 
help each other within the group and to help other group. in 
timea of special atresa or clliIicmlty. The school emphasises this 
co-operation and alao the amalgamation of small plots of land. 
We notice that some of the land is devoted to dry farming and 
are told that thi. i. done so that students may learn both types 
of cmltivation. The dry-farming plots are double the area of' 
the irrigated plots. 

After paying the school a land, equipment, and water 'rent, 
and after purchaBing seeds and fertilizer, the students are en
titled to the entire proceeds of their plots. They keep records 
of the various field operation. and accounts of their expendi
tures and income. The principal tella u. that these farm plots 
are worked ou a project basis aud are vitally integrated with 
cl&llroom, garden, and village industries. This unity and co
ordination are, he believes, fundamental to the value of the 
method and one of the main reasons why it i. of service in giving 
the manual aide of education its proper place in the pupil'. 

11 
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mind and attitudes. We understand that at the beginning of the 
season the agricultural instructor draws up a list of the plots 
and the pupils and teachers work out what can most advan
tageously be planted at this time and what will probably be 
the earnings from each plot and crop. The procedure is then 
similar to that previously described in connection with the school 
gardens. Experimental procedures are also frequently used on 
small plots. The soil is plowed to different depths, or a varying 
number of times, or cultivated in different ways, and the results 
are recorded and compared. Various kinds of seeds, different 
ways of planting or cultivating, and different types and com
binations of crops in the same field are tried and the effects 
noted. 

The boys describe with much enthusiasm some sorghum fodder 
plants which are nearly twice a man's height, great tall maize, 
and yellow fields of mustard, American cotton, which for height 
and width would be the equivalent of several plants of the Indian 
variety, and wheat that is tall and heavy, well filled with grain. 
They tell us that they have exhibits of the best things they have 
produced and that twice each year there is a general meeting 
of the whole student body, at which reports are made of what 
each pupil has produced. Those doing well receive their reward, 
while those doing poorly are stimulated to greater effort. 

Besides the hour and a half which students devote to this 
work each day, there is a full day each week of work for students 
above the fourth grade. There is plenty of land for each boy, as 
the school recently secured fourteen additional acres, which now 
makes possible ·the cultivation of about thirty-five or forty 
acres. The" boys also tell us how they care for the farm animals, 
preserve fertilizing material, and run the wells for irrigation 
purposes. 

GAJD!8 AND ATHLETICS 

When the work period is over, many of the boys go to the 
scl)ool playground for games and athletics. A similar program 
to that of the morning is engaged in, exeept that the play is 
more free, less supervised and directed. A game new to these 
boys, which is rapidly becoming popular, is American basket 
ball. Team play in football and hockey has not been possible 
to any great extent in the past because of lack of space, but with 



PLATE XI-A FRIENDLY GAME OF VOLLEY BALL 
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the a~'Iuisition of new land, a full-sized playing field is possible, 
and this is now being planned. Contests of various kinds and out
of-doors stunts are greatly enjoyed. The boys tell us of their 
kite-flying contest on Empire Day. The contestants made their 
own kites and had to prove that they could not only get them 
aloft but could also keep them there. They had great fun over 
the kites that refused to leave the ground or insisted upon diving 
and dashing themselves to pieces instead of soaring to the 
heights. At times the successful boys got into friendly combats 
and tried to saw the kite strings of one another so as to sever 
the kite or get it out of control. Hikes and excursions are much 
enjoyed. The stunt features of holiday celebrations are ex
tremely popular. 

At the close of the play period, which continues until almost 
twilight, the boys dash for the bathing places and swimming 
tank and have a fine time splashing" around and incidentally 
splashing others as well! 

EVENING DEVOTION, STUDY, AND RECREATION 

After this the boys have supper, which is more substantial 
than the morning meal, and we decide to have our own supper 
so that we may be ready to be present at the evening devotions 
which, we understand, the various grades plan and conduct in 
turn as part of their project activity work. 'Vhen we return, 
we find that some of the students have already gathered for the 
services, which are to be held out of doors in a very attractive 
spot. The bell rings and the students quickly gather, seating 
themselves on the ground in view of the sunset sky. The students 
have entire charge of conducting evening worship. On this 
evening the smaller boys have planned it. The service opens 
with a prayer and the singing of a psalm, in which all join. 
Then the story of Samuel and Eli is told by one of the boys. 
Following this, it is dramatized, and everyone understands a 
little better the longing of Hannah, the attractiveness of 
Samuel, the weakness of Eli, and the wickedness of his sons. 
Even the battle between the Israelites and Philistines is staged, 
and we witness the consternation and subsequent death of Eli 
as he hears the terrible news of the defeat and death of his sons 
and the capture of the Ark. The service closes with both 
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"armies" gathering to sing a translation of "Onward, Christian 
Soldiers," after which the headmaster pronounces the bene
diction. 

We are told that evening prayers formerly occupied fifteen 
minutes, but since the children have taken charge, all seem to 
enjoy and to listen attentively throughout a forty-five-minute 
session. Obviously, in addition to better attention and interest, 
there is great character benefit in the development of initiative, 
planning, organizing, speaking in public, and increased Bible 
knowledge and interpretation. 

After this service the older students assemble for an hour 
of supervised study under the direction of teachers who guide 
and stimulate the boys to overcome difficulties and attain the 
goals se.t up by their assignments. The smaller boys go to their 
dormitories and, depending on the lateness of the hour, either 
retire or have a story or· song period conducted by a teacher. 

When the study hour is over, quite a number of the boys 
assemble under the trees, and while some play instruments 
(which they frequently make themselves), the others join in 
singing psalms, bhajans, gazals, etc. The Punjab students have 
a very real love for music and singing and will sit for hours sing
ing the songs dear to their hearts and keeping time with fire
tongs, cymbals, drums, or hollow earthen ves.els. As we sit 
near by listening to them, under the starry sky, in the quiet 
impressiveness of an Eastern night, it all sounds wonderfully 
attractive to us, and we do not wonder that the boys love it. 

THE PANCBAYAT 

We notice that five of the young men separate themselves from 
their fellows and enter a near-by building. We ask the head
master about this and he tells us that they constitute the 
Student Council, selected by their fellows to look after the gen
eral welfare of the school. Their duties especially concern the 
organization and supervision of the student body and its con
stituted committees, so as to see that the things necessary to 
the welfare of the school are properly cared for. They also have 
considerable oversight of the school plant, school discipline, and 
iml'rovement of the institution's morale, spirit, and ideals. The 
constituted committees are those on sanitation and cleanliness, 
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social life and entertainment, games and athletics, religious life 
and service, caring for the sick (hospital committee), and writ
ing letters for small boys too young to write their own. These 
committees are also elected by the student body and approved by. 
the staff. 

The particn1ar purpose of the meeting this evening is to con
sider the ease of two boys who had suddenly left the school with
out permission, but who, after several days' absence, wished 
to return. This practice had become so prevalent that the head
master thought it best to refer the matter to the Student Coun
cil. The Council, quite alive to the seriousness of the situation, 
discusses all its phases. At last they make their decision: that 
one of the students be permitted to return under certain definite 
conditions but that the other be not allowed to' enter the school 
again. The headmaster is astonished at this, for the' student 
whose application has been refused seemed the more promising 
of the two. When he expresses his surprise, the chairman re
plies, ''We have come to this eonelusion not because he was more 
guilty in runuing away from the school but because he is a 
boy of unclean mind and speech, whose influence is not good." 

This courageous moral stand would be pleasing to any head
master, but in this case it is particn1arly so because most of 
the boys come from the "outcaste" community and from the 
homes and surroundings that this represents. 

Great as is the value of the panchayat, however, it is not 
permitted to lessen the social and communal responsibility of 
individual students. Rather it stimulates such responsibility. 
Christian comradeship and c.,.:operation, responsible social 
freedom, interest in the work of others, a spirit of helpfulness 
and service, and a pride in the school and its work are ever kept 
before the students and the stall as standards to control·and 
shape conduct. 

RESULTS o~ TJD: WORK AT MOGA 

As we return to our rooms for the night, we feel ,that it has 
been a wonderful day, but we still have many questions to ask. 
One of 'these concerns the graduates and the type of work they 
do in other environments. The 'principal first of all shows us 
statistics regarding the Normal graduates. From 1922 to 1926, 
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ninety-six students appeared for the Government examinations, 
and ninety-three passed. Of these, eighty-eight are teaching in 
schools, the whereabouts of two are unknown, and the other 
three are not teaching at present. Of the eighty-eight teachers, 
seventy-five are in village day or boarding schools, and thirteen 
are in other types of schools. The loyalty of these men to Moga 
and its ideals is shown primarily in the type of service they 
are rendering, in their desire to return to Moga for refresher 
courses, and inspirational meetings, in their eagerness to have 
Moga's representatives come. to them to supervise, stimulate, 
and encourage. Another indication of their attachment to Moga 
is the Old Boys' Association recently organized with the avowed 
purpose of helping the school and spreading the "Moga spirit." 
The Village Teacher,' Journal and other literature issuing from 
Moga keep them and others in touch with the school, and this 
is also true of the wider service of the school through both its 
staff and its students. This extension work has increased so 
widely and has taken so many forms that Moga is indeed the 
"Service Station" that it has been called. The principal tella us 
that the school is trying to live up to tlois characterization, both 
in its own locality and mission and throughout the province and 
the country. 

As to the type of work the graduates do out in the village 
schools and communities, the principal refers us to the reports 
of several careful observers of their teaching and work. One 
deputation of three educators from South India spent several 
days visiting the villages and observing the work done in them. 
They wrote as follows: . 

We visited a school about five miles oot from Kasur where a 
teacher trained at Moga has been working for nine month. only. 
There were 25 or 80 chUdreo, who were divided in group. according 
to the progress they have made. Many of them were quite op to our 
Third Standard in the three R's and with a knowledge of Scripture 
which would pot many of our higher standard children to shame. 
We were strock everywhere by the enth08iasm and patience of the 
teachers, by their keenness on their work, and by their belief In 
and adherence to, the methoda they had been taught in Mog •• -
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In another village school visited, the building and furnishings 
were meager. The lighting was so poor that many of the pupils 
were working in the small courtyard. But their enthusiastic 
interest made the visitors forget the inadequate surroundings. 
The pupils were wide awake, keen, aud absorbed in their work. 
They were clean and D!eatly dressed----in pajamas, shirt, and 
flagri. When examined in reading, writing, arithmetic, and the 
Bible, they showed remarkable progress and were superior to 
two similar grades seen ouly a short time before in a boarding 
school The most impressive thing, however, was the way they 
went about their work, for it was most evident that there was 
no drudgery here. The teacher was full of plans for the develop
ment of his school and the extension of its infiuence, and he 
was successfully mediating that enthusiasm both to his pupils 
and to a section of the community. 

In further demonstration of work done by the graduates of 
Moga, we are shown reports of Moga supervisors who visit 
each of the village schools in the Mission three or four times 
each year and try not only to evaluate ~e work done but to 
help and inspire the teacher, bring him in touch with improved 
methods, co-operate with him in introducing these, bring 'the 
community in touch with the school, and promote more effective 
community service through the agency of the 'school. A super
visor spends several days in each school aud, at the close of 
each week or two, calls togethe~ all the teachers of th'e schools 
of that circle for a conference or for observation of a particu
larly successful school. Meetings are also held for the villagers 
in order to secure their co-operation. After four or five weeks 
of such work, the supervisors return to Moga to report on their 
work, to make reports to district superintendents, to keep in 
touch with the Moga Training School, and thus get new ideas 
and fresh inspiration. 

The singing and playing near the school hostels has long since 
ceased and the boys have retired to their well-earned rest, many 
of them sleeping out under the stars, and others in the veran
daha and hostel rooms. The principal, too, bids us a pleasant 
good night. 

We feel, however, that before retiring, we should like to think 
over soDie of the ideals and principles which we have today seen 
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in the life and practices of this school. We recall its simplicity, its 
close relation to the life of the village, though on a higher level, 
its integration of literary, agricultural, and home industrial 
work, its combining of play, work, and appreciations in one uni
fied whole, its emphasis on learning by doing and continuously 
improving the way of doing things, the variety and interest of the 
activities, its attempt to develop sympathetic understanding of 
the community in which the pupils live and the communities from 
which they have come, its emphasis upon developing the belief 
that these communities can be improved by intelligent, c0-

operative effort, particularly through the agency of the school 
and the teacher. 

We recall, too, the happiness, keenness, and purposefulness 
of the students, their sense of responsibility, their self-direction 
and self-control, their self-help and self-reliance, their spirit of 
helpfulness, their sense of communal living and locial solidarity, 
and the evident ''leading on" qualities of their interests and 
activities. We bring to mind the closing words of the principal 
before he left us: "Our goal is the development of real men
young men of Christian character and personality; men with a 
vision of a regenerated village and faith that it can:be made a 
reality; hard working men, filled with a spirit of service, who 
will not easily be discouraged though progress be slow; men of 
intelligence and resourcefulness; men who can inspire others 
with their vision and secure thei~ co-operation. We have not, of 
course, attained any such results, but we are following after, 
and persistently working for, continuous improvement toward 
these ends. The future alone will show to what extent this work 
can carryover and persist in a depressing village environment, 
but we are confident, from what we have already observed and 
tested, that this type of educatio~rising out of the environ
ment, supplemented by the pertinent, valuable resources of the 
world's wisdom, and so organized as to show the possibility of 
the transformation of village life-this type of education, when 
undertaken by enthusiastic, educated, and dedicated men, has 
far more possibilities of success than does the present educa
tional system." 
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CHAPTER X 

THE PROVINCE AND ITS PEOPLE 

PAST EDUCATIONAL experience in India, as outlined in the pre
ceding chapters, has shown conclusively that the educatiou of 
the future, in order to he of service to the people of India, must 
regard the child as central and all-important in the educational 
process aud must seek to develop his potential abilities in definite 
relation to his environment.' The importance of environment as 
a determining factor in curriculum construction is thus obvious, 
and in this chapter and in those immediately following a careful 
study of those environmental elements which should be con
sidered in connection with the school curriculum will he made 
with a view to determining which elements are desirable for edu
cational ends and which elements education should set itself to 
correct! 

THE GEOGBAPmC ENVIRONMENT 

The Punjab is shaped like a peninsula extending up into the 
northwest comer of the Indian Empire and is completely land
locked. On the north are the Northwest Frontier Province, 
Kashmir, Ladakh, and Tihet, and heyond these the deserts of 
Tnrkestan. On the west are Afghanistan and Baluchistan. On 
the south lie Bikaner and Rajputana, which are comparatively 
undeveloped and sparsely populated. To the east, however, are 
the United Provinces, which would offer a rich market for Pun
jab products if it did not produce much the same products as 
the Punjab. The Province thus has mountains or deserts on 
three of its boundaries and the border countries offer very few 
markets for its produce. Its nearest seaport is Karachi, 750 
miles from Lahore. Its five rivers are not navigable for any 
considerable distance, and they give no access to the lea. In 

• See Chapter I and "Curriculum PrInclplea" at the end of Chapter In . 
• These ehaptero are not meant to be a complete .oe!al survey of the rural 

Punjab, but oDly to indicate In general the Ufe, the Inter .. ts, and the needs of 
the people with referenee to the ""ntent and objectives of a rDral .ebool 
curriculum. 
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fact, in the heavy rains, they become serious obstacle. to com
merce. 

The scenery of the province is very diverse. The characteristic 
feature is the alluvial plain stretching. away for miles until it is 
lost on the horizon. In the growing season, these plains are 
beautifully green with waving crops, but in the hot season the 
ground is baked to a hard, dull brown, almost desert-like in 
appearance. On the north and west are ranges of snow-capped 
mountains, and on three of the boundaries are desert wastes. 

The climate and rainfall are very diverse also. The tempera
ture varies from a mean maximum of 109 degrees in the summer 
on the plains down to 73 degrees on the mountains, and a mean 
minimum in the winter of 39 to 40 degrees on the plains to 34 
degrees on the mountains. In other words, the summers are in
tensely hot and the winters are decidedly chilly. The rainfall 
ranges from an annual minimum of five or six inches in the south
west Punjab to a maximum of thirty-five inches in the east and 
north Punjab. The lower mountains haye up to sixty inches. 
Most of this rain, however, falls during the southwest or summer 
monsoon (July to September), and relatively little rain occur. 
in other portions of the year, since the northeast or winter mon
soon does not penetrate the Punjab. It has been found necessary, 
therefore, to supplement rainfall by an extensive system of 
canals tapping the rivers and turning waste lands into fertile 
cultivable fields. 

DIVISIONS OJ' THB PUNJAB 

The differences in the rainfall and soil, together with the vary
ing degrees of human ambition and enterprise, account, to a 
large degree, for the existing diversity of productiveness and 
wealth in the various districts of the province, which may be 
conveniently divided into the following six sections,a 

The four submontane districts (Sialkot, Gurdaspur, Hoshiar
pur, and Ambala), forming one section, have a fertile soil and 
good rainfall but are heavily indebted. 

The Central Punjab, the largest section (seven districts) and 
the most characteristic part of the Punjab, has a virile peasan
try, intelligent and industrious. The soil is fairly good, wells and 

• M. L DuOng, Tlao P-Jal> p"""", m Pro.pori/II and D.bl, (2nd eel., 
1928), pp. 21-28. . 
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canals help to mitigate the eft'eets of a capricious rainfall, rail
ways are satisfaetory, and markets are plentiful; yet over 80 
per cent of the landowners in this seetion are in debt, the average 
total debt being sixteen times the land revenue. 

The Canal Colonies (eontaining the Lyallpur, Shahpur, and 
Montgomery colonies), which were formerly waste tracts, have 
been changed through canal irrigation into what is now the 
richest agricultural land in India. The industry of the first 
settlers, the productiveness of the land, and the high prices of 
agricultural produce have brought prosperity to this seetion. 
Debt is relatively small (about four times the land revenue), and 
this despite the many initial expenses involved in breaking in new 
land and the undoubted higher standard of living in this section. 

The North Punjab (Rawalpindi, Jhelum, Attock), where the 
climate is the best, has the worst system of irrigation in the 
Punjab. The people are sturdy, resourceful, and vigorous in 
character, and they make a hard fight for: Bubsistence. When 
the rains fail and the crops are destroyed, the men join the army 
or seek their fortunes abroad. It is noteworthy that in this 
naturally unfavorable seetion (excluding Attock) the people's 
indebtedness is only about ten times the land revenue. 

In the Western Punjab (Mianwali, Muzaffargarh, Dera 
Ghazi Khan, Multan), where conditions border closely upon 
those of the desert and the rainfaIi is only five to eight inches, 
the people's dependence is upon the rivers, inundation canals, 
and a few wells. Insecurity dominates everything, and the people 
generally count upon two out of every five years as agricul
turally bad. So scanty are the means of subsistence that, even 
including the towns, there are only ninety-nine people to the 
square mile. Considerable dependence is placed upon the date 
palm, which :flourishes in dry years. Grazing is favored above 
agriculture, and the inseeurity militates against agricultural 
development and tends toward thriftlessness. 

The Southern Punjab (Gurgaon, Rohtak, Hissar, and Kar
nal), where conditions are more in accord with the United Prov
inces and Rajputana than with those of the Punjab, has a light 
rainfall (except in Karnal) and has been dominated by famine 
for centuries. Conditions are somewhat better now because of 
the Western Jumna Canal, but even yet the cattle mortality in 
dry years is very high. Life here is. a conBtant struggle, for 
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harvests are insecure and communication and market. com
paratively undeveloped. Yet because of the industry and thrift 
of some of the people, debt is kept down to figures which com
pare favorably with the fertile regions of the Punja~bout 
fifteen times the land revenue. 

While considerable diversity exist. in these various large dis
tricts of the province, the greatest dift'erences are to be found 
in the border sections; the vast solid mass of the Central Punjab 
is more nearly uniform in soil, climate, rainfall, people, customs, 
and methods of work. 

It is also noteworthy that where the soil is fertile and con
ditions of life relatively easy, indebtedness tends to increase; 
and, on the other hand, that where there is a constant struggle 
for existence, the people are more thrifty and less in debt. 

THE P:':oPLl!: 0:1' THE PUNJAB 

Besides its great diversity in topography, soil, eIimate, and 
rainfall the Punjab is characterized by a striking diversity in 
race, with regard to origins, languages, beliefs, customs, and 
social structure. The dominant characteristics of the various 
tribal groups will be given in order to determine what elements 
of character should be strengthened by the educator and what 
should be counteracted or transformed. 

The J at. are the largest and most important of the agricul
tural tribes of the Punjab. They number close to five and a haH 
million (over one-fifth of the whole population) and are found 
scattered over the entire province. In religion the Jat may be 
Hindu, Moslem, or Sikh." He is found in both rich and poor 
environment., and his characteristics vary accordingly. Fine in 
physique, tough in endurance, adventurous and courageous, en
dowed with a good business sense, he is considered by many the 
finest type of cultivator." The Jat was among the first to break 
up the canal lands, and he is ready to venture abroad both in in-

• Theile religions .... dI8CIIIIIed In Chapter XIII • 
• Aa • settlement officer .. ,., "Unremlttlng In too, thrifty to the v_ of 

parsimony. oell reliant In adversity. and enterprising In prosperity. the 
.fat ..... the Ideal ealtiv.tor and revenae pa'1er.--81181ft1l4 "'u...-
11."",." 1910, P. 15. Quoted In D.rllng, "". cU., p. 88. 

D.rllng "'II that the Sikh .f.t .. "more adTenmrou If more ~ 
the Mohammedan more psUent If leu IndUBtrloaa, and the Hindu more 
fragal and .tabbom. ••• AU three, however, haye a tenacity of ebarader and 
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dustry and in the army. During the Great War he enlisted freely 
and fought well, but he loves the land and sooner or later he re
turns to it. His wife, too, is a decided economic help, for she not 
only looks after his hOJISe but also helps him in the fields. As to 
the eJfect of environment upon him, the J at does better where 
. there is something to struggle for, and in prosperous districts 
his energies may run to dissipation and strife. In unhealthy dis
tricts he is of course physically handicapped. In caste the J ats 
are generally socially below the Rajputs, but this is not true of 
the Sikh Jat of the Central Punjab, who recognizes no superior 
among the cultivators. 

The Rajputs are the next largest Punjab tribe, numbering 
two and a third million. Like the Jats, they are of dilierent 
religions and social systems. Moslems predominate among them, 
ouly about one-fourth being Hindus. They are most prominent 
in Rawalpindi, Kangra, and Jhang. Some of the Rajputs are 
descended from ruling and aristocratic families, and Rajputs 
generally are proud of their birth and their traditions. The 
Rajput is much more a soldier than he is a cultivator, and he 
has earned respect and fame in military matters. His response 
to the Great War was generous. As a cultivator his work is most 
indilierent. He does not plough any more or any deeper than 
is absolutely necessary; he is not careful in the selection of his 
crops; and the general condition of his fields indicates careless
ness. As'a matter of fact, the true Rajput has a contempt for the 
plough and almost prides himself upon his inefficiency as a 
cultivator. His wife does relatively little in the house and nothing 
outside to help her husband.8 

A pure Rajput to preserve his nsme and honor unoullied, must 
scrupulously observe four fundamental maxims: He must never drive 
the plough; he must never give his daughter in marriage to an inferior, 
nor marry himself much below his rank; he must never accept money 
in exchange for the betrothal of his daugbter; and his female house
bold must observe strict aeelusion [purdah].' 

The Rajput loves display and prestige, is generous in his 
hospitality, and spends freely in the case of a marriage or other 

a .k111 In farming which make them the beat eultlvato .. In India.· Op. ou., 
p.88. °Bballa,~ .. Bo_iD B_., 01 Ba' ....... J>tW, pp._ • 

• K .... _ a .... It .... p. no. 
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social function. He spends money unproductively and some
times harmfully, and as a result he is heavily in debt. So deeply 
is he involved that in some sections he is beginning to lose his 
land to more industrious tribes. 

The Gujars number more than three-fifths of a million and 
are probably descended from a tribe of Eastern Tartars, who, 
in the early Christian centuries, ruled over a large part of the 
Punjab. Gujarat is their stronghold. The Gujars of the Punjab 
are found chiefly in the riverain lowlands and submontane tracts. 
Their natural occupation is grazing, and when they take to cul
tivation they usually do it badly, since they are devoid of both 
skill and energy. All this is partly due to environmental con
ditions, for, when the river behaves itself and leaves rich alluvial 
mud, the smallest amount of labor and skill will yield a good 
harvest; but when a big flood sweeps down, fields, cattle, and 
houses disappear and only sand remains. Little wonder that 
offerings are still made to the river-god and that he is men
tioned with superstitious awe. Little wonder that man feels 
his insecurity to be so great that he does not see much use in 
building good houses or making permanent improvements. The 
following description, written many years ago, is still true in 
the main, with the possible exception of Zira, where there are 
a few signs of improvement: 

They [the Dogan, Guj ars, and Bhattis] take not the slightest pride 
or interest in any agricultural pnrsuit; their fields are cultivated in 
the most slovenly manner; yon aee none of the neatly kept honses, 
well fenced fields, fat hullocks, and wells kept in good repair, which 
distinguish the indnstrions castes, bnt the hovels in which they live 
are generally half in ruins; no fences ever protect their fields, their 
cattle are half starved, and their walla often in the most dilapidated 
eondition. 8 

In addition to being poor agriculturists, some of these 
graziers are given to cattle-stealing. This is said to be more 
common in riverain tracts. Improvidence, incompetence in money 
matters leading to debt, and a happy-go-lucky attitude toward 
life are also prevalent characteristics • 

• FfJf'_ B.Iu.m...1 R.p"", 1811S, p ..... Quoted In Darling, cp. cU., 
pp.61-68. • 
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The Anins, who number more than a million, are largely 
J40slems and are found throughout the Cis-Indus Punjab. They 
are more humble in origin than the castes which have been 
mentioned, and in the West Punjab they are little better than 
menials. They are, however, among the most skilHul and in
dustrious . of agriculturists and are especially successful as 
market gardeners. The Arain is accustomed to hard and heavy 
work and carries on intensive cultivation, producing more to 
the acre than any other tribe. He is frugal, almost impecunious, 
selling the best foods and keeping the poorest for his own needs. 
His physique is less sturdy than that of the Jat and ''his mind 
as narrow as the plots he cultivates."· He does not have much 
ability in business; he has little enterprise beyond his gardening; 
and he is highly susceptible to environmental influence--a fact 
which accounts for his debts in some parts of the Province 
where the higher castes are extravagant. His wife is not so 
good a manager of the house or so helpful as the "Jatni," and 
she usually has more children to look after. "Arains were largely 
selected for the Chenab Colony, and Lyallpur now contains more 
Arains than any other district except Jullundur and Lahore."'· 

The Ahirs, who once enjoyed considerable local importance 
in Gurgaon, have largely given up their hereditary occupation 
as herdsmen to become cultivators. They are hampered by a 
poor soil, but their industry and frugality are such that they 
earn enough to live and to keep out of debt. Like the Jats and 
Arains they are a people whose moral fibre has been strengthened 
by adversity. 

In great contrast to them are their neighbors, the Meos, who, 
with a much richer soil, are heavily in debt. This is due to their 
being careless, restless, improvident, and extravagant. There 
are few parts of the province where the money lender is more 
firmly entrenched or where a harder struggle will be needed to 
secure economic freedom. 

The M&htons are a small tribe who, despite small holdings and 
handicaps, have made their way by toil and careful economy. 
"Eating barley in order that they may sell their wheat, grinding 
up the seeds of their melons to mix with their lIour and giving 

• DarliDg, op. 011., p. 411. 
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the rind to the cattle that nothing may be wasted,,,l1 they are 
able to progress much better than many others much more 
favorably situated. 

The Balochis and Pathans, especially near the frontiers, still 
live under their tribal organization and keep many of their 
national characteristics. The Balochis, who number half a 
million, prefer grazing cattle. They are usually keen horsemen, 
and are courageous, hospitable, and true to their word. They 
are not industrious however; their cultivation is poor, thrift 
is at a discount, and there is little foresight. Because of the un
certain action of rivers and mountain streams and the small 
rainfall, there is great insecurity, and this has led to careless
ness and improvidence. In religion they are relatively free from 
bigotry. The Pathans are found in portions of the Attock tahsil 
and in Mianwali district in considerable numbers, and are 
sparsely scattered over the Punjab. In Attock, despite difficult 
farming conditions, these people are industrious and enterpris
ing, supplementing their income by other occupations or by 
emigration. They are usually frugal, their only extravagance 
being the funeral feast, at which the whole village is entertained. 

As to the language used by the various tribes, the most com
mon colloquial language is Punjabi, although there are many 
other languages spoken. Urdu is the polished language of the 
towns and is the most popular of the literary languages. The 
largest number of vernacular books in the Punjab are published 
in this language, and it is, in general, the medium of instruction 
in the schools. 

A brief, v;aluable summary of the average Punjab peasant 
proprietor, whom Mr. Darling believes to be "the finest raw 
material to be found in any part of India," is given in the fol
lowing description: 

Ignorant, no doubt, and unimaginative, and with. mind that is often 
as empty as the horison that surrounds him, he has all the virtues of 
a life spent in constant battle with the forces of nature. As tenacioua 
as he is patient, the more he is buBeted the harder he works, and, 
when circumstances are too strong for him, he will often join the army 
or seek his fortune abroad. • •• Like all who live in primitive "".
rounding., he is hospitable to strangers, and, if sometimes a quarrel-

.. Darling, Of'. cit., p. "T. 
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some neighhol'-he dearly loves a ease in the courts----he is on the· 
whole faithful to his wife and hu:ma.ne to his Idn. Like the winter 
stream of the river upon which he often lives, he is sluggish in mind, 
but, like the same river in aummer, when roused he will overflow with 
an energy and force that make him as dangerous to his oppressor 
in peace as he is to his enemy in war. He will then stick at nothing, and 
the very spirit that makes him the finest soldier in India renders 
him also capahle of the most desperate crime. Otherwise he is soher 
enough, with a shrewd picturesque humor which makes his langnage a 
joy to those who delight in vivid expression. He is rarely extravagant 
(except when he is marrying a child), though he is nearly always im
provident; and in his way he is industrious, tolling, if need be, under 
a SDD that would kill the thin-skulled white •••• To three things he is 
passionately attached: his religion, his family, and his land ••• India 
is still in the static state, and, if we may believe Professol' Mukel'ji, 
its viIIage communities are the most contented in the world. This con
tentment, however, is largely based upon ignorance of anything hetter, 
and as knowledge and education spread, may turn into something very 
diJrerent, unless it can he placed upon the sure foundation of civiliaed 
life. Already in the Punjab, and most of all in the colonies, there are 
signs that the process has hegun, and that men are no longer satisfied 
with the mde conditions of the past, and are beginning to considel' 
how life can he improved. We are, in fact, upon the threshold of the 
evolutionary stage, and no moment could be more propitious for the in
troduction of the idea of progress. 

But we .hall do well to rememher the deep spiritoal forces under
lying Indian inental conceptions, and, if possible, to infuse into the 
idea something that will lift it above the mere satisfaction of physical 
needs.1lI 

THB VILLAGB CHILD 

The purpose of the social analysis in this and in later chapters 
is to indicate the life from which the Indian child comes when he 
enters school. the life which continues to influence him during 
his school years, and the life to which he will eventually re
turn, equipped. as far as education can do so, for a happy life 
of service in his home environment. It is equally important to 
understand the actual characteristics of the Indian child him
self.1t must be remembered throughout that there is no average 
child and that no two children are alike. It must also be remem
bered that there has as yet been little scientific study of the 

"Ibid., pp.ldII, 1'/8. 
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Indian child and that at present we are forced to rely upon 
the observation and experience of teachers. While it is obvious 
that many characteristics of the Indian child are not peculiar 
to him but are common to all childhood, such characteristics 
will be given here in order to present as complete a picture as 
possible. 

Play is doubtless the greatest developmental force of child
hood, and this is true even in an Indian village where the child'. 
opportunities for play are limited. In spite of lack of proper 
equipment, of guidance, and sometimes of other children to 
play with, the Indian child finds his own materials of sand, clay, 
wood, cloth, etc., which he fashions to hi. will. Like all children 
he is fond of taking things apart and building up something that 
he believe. worth while. He will build houses of mud-bricks or 
sand; he will make shops or gardens, ox-carts or cattle huts. 
He tries to make the same things that the potter does, or the 
carpenter, or the weaver. 

Imaginative play also appeals to an Indian child. To him it is 
not mere make-believe; he becomes for the time being what he 
represents. He not only imitates but he also projects his per
sonality into the new objective form, and he desires to be treated 
and spoken of in his "dressed-up" role. He does not distinguish 
clearly between the real and the fancied. From this arises the 
desire to act out the stories he has heard, or even to originate 
plays suggested by something he has seen. Indian children have 
natural gifts in this regard; not only do they find great enjoy
ment in dramatizing, but they do it remarkably well. They are 
also very fond of stories which have action and dramatic in
terest. 

The most natural form of play, however, is mere bodily 
activity-the desire to run about, to chase one another, to imi
tate living things, to play games of an individual or slightly co
operative nature--free play, dramatic games, and guessing 
games. The Indian child ordinarily does not get enough of these 
and thus misses their valuable lessons of co-opera tion, social 
control, and fair play. 

Mentally, the life of the village child is very narrow and cir
cumscribed. He is interested in people and in their activities. 
His is a world of action confined to his family and friends. For 
this reason there is often a big gap between his home experience 
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and his school experience, so that the latter is scarcely onder
stood. When a language difficulty is added to this--when a cllifer
ent language is used in school from that which he has always 
heard at home, he gets wrong conceptions of what the teacher 
thinks is clearly expressed, and naturally he has the greatest 
difficulty in expre.sing himself. . 

In spite of this, however, he is both receptive and responsive 
and is therefore open to instruction and easy to discipline. In 
fact, these very qualities have sometimes prevented his getting 
the most out of his education, because the teacher has been con
tent to have the child give back what has been passively leamed. 
Closely associated with this is the Indian child's ability to 
memorize. As indicated in previous chapters, this ability is due 
partly to early training and partly to what seems to be a strong 
racial tradition. Memorizing was the educational method of 
the past and the means of handing down leaming and tradition. 
The remarkable ability of the Indian child to memorize many 
pages of material, is one that may easily lead to faulty and 
harmful methods of instruction. 

Indian children are inclined to be more meditative and intro
spective than Westem children, and while these are valuable 
qualities which may be skillfully used and developed by the 
teacher, they make it advisable to stress activity and social 
intercourse more than would otherwise be necessary. 

Like all children, the village child has a desire to explore and 
investigate, to find out all that he can about everything that 
comes into his eXperience. This curiosity is one of the great 
opportunities of education. He also has a passion for collect
ing--. characteristic which, unguided, may be useless and 
wasteful, but which, used for educational ends, leads to ethical, 
aesthetic, and scientific gain. The village child has strong sense 
perceptions; he wishes to handle objects, to hear music, to look 
at pictures and other beautifW things. He also wishes to ex
press himself through his varioiil senses, and herein lies the best 
approach to impression and to ereative expression. 

Emotionally, the Indian child is very susceptible to his sur
roundings and to his social environment. He is also affectionate 
and has a great respect for his teacher. Often he is considerably 
influenced by a teache,- whom he cares for. His imagination is 
vivid; his sense of wonder is great; he has imbibed some of the 
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fears associated in the village with natural objects and with 
religion; he has a quick perception and appreciation of simple, 
spiritual truths. His faith and trust in those he knows and cares 
for are open doors for the entrance of moral and religious truth 
and high conceptions of life. 

His love of nature is very strong, and he delights in growing 
and living things and in observing and caring for them. This 
is partly due to the sensory appeal of movement, color, sound, 
etc. ; to the place of nature in religion and tradition; and to the 
Hindu attitude toward life and all living things. An important 
aspect of nature study is that it helps the child to define things 
more accurately and assists him to distinguish between the real 
and the imaginary. Vivid imagination and credulity regarding 
the unseen world are strong in village life, and are brought under 
control only through exact observation of objects, knowledge 
of the laws of nature, and wider contacts with people. 

Socially, the communal ideal-the desire to be with others, 
to talk with them, play with them, work with them is very strong 
in the village child, and these should all be utilized in school more 
than they have been. Another social trait, imitation, which has 
already been mentioned in connection with play, is one in which 
the Indian child is very apt. This should not remain mere 
mechanical copying, but should be guided to selective, pur
posive .educational ends. The desire for approval and com
mendation are as strong in the Indian child as in any other, 
and closely related to it is the power of leadership, which in its 
simplest elements is seen even in children. This trait should be 
stimulated in Indian children, especially in the improving of 
their own achievements, for the natural village tendency is to 
rest content with one's own position and status. 

IN~ERENCES ~OR CURRICULUM-MAKING 

The following principles for curriculum construction may be 
inferred from the various factors reviewed in this chapter: (1) 
the great variety of the Punjab in geography, topography, 
climate, and soil, as well as the great variety of its people, shows ,> 
clearly the futility of broad generalizations and of highly stan
dardized educational systems, for, obviously, education, to be 
effective, must take cognizance of differences in environment, 
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race, niligion, and tradition, (2) the predominantly rural occu
pations of the people necessitate an educational system designed 
to meet rural needs ~ (3) the problem of bilingualism needs 
careful investigation. At present pupils who apeak only Punjahi 
at home must begin Urdu when they come to schooL If their 
education is continued beyond the Middle Standard, they must 
also learn to use English!4 An adequate scientific understanding 
of the types of difficulty involved in learning new languages is 
necessary, as is also a knowledge of the best pedagogical methods 
for reducing the difficulties of learning. An investigation also 
needs to be made into the effects of bilingualism upon creative 
thinking. The extent to which literary languages should be 
studied in school in order to profit by their rich heritage, while 
yet retaining the power of thinking and creating in the colloquial 
tongue, 'needs also to be studied; (4) the best qualities of 
character to be found in both children and adults need to be 
understood and appreciated. Such qualities are the enterprise, 
endurance, industry, thrift, and courage of the Jat, the Arain, 
and the Ahir. At the same time unfavorable qualities such as 
extravagance, improvidence, superstition, static contentment, 
ete., should be overcome or transformed; (5) a scientific study 
of the Indian child is needed, and this will necessitate close ob
servation on the part of the teacher and some exact record of 
observations. A 'good method is to keep au index card for each 
child, noting thereon various f":cts regarding his interests, 
characteristics, capacities, etc.; (6) there should be utilization 
of the special abilities and natural capacities of the Indian child, 
such as his vivid imagination, his dramatic and musical ability, 
his receptivity, his meditative tendency, his communal sense, his 
tendency to imitate, his love of nature, bis emotional capacity, 
his strong passive characteristics, his susceptibility to spiritual 
inflnences; (7) special effort should be made to develop qualities 
that tend to be weak in the Indian child, ouch as initiative, self
reliance, progressiveness, socialization and service, practical 
accomplishment; (8) observation of the Indian child would 
seem to indicate that he stands in special need of directed play 
and other exercise, which should involve the larger muscles 

• ThIa baa been more fully stated on pp. lIS, los, 100-21, and In Chap. IX. 
.. For full discnsslon of the problem of English, see p. 68. 
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rather than the smaller accessory muscles not yet developed in 
the primary child, and which should not be too vigorous lest 
the undeveloped heart of the child be unable to stand the strain ; 
(9) while the constructive impulse in all children is invaluable for 
educational purposes, it is especially important in the case of 
the Indian child because of his tendency to passivity and con
templation. Like all children, the Indian child is easily inter
ested in making things. Girls are morc interested than boys in 
furnishing a house, but boys like to make articles of furniture 
and may even become interested in modeling dolls, making 
clothes, etc. This desire to construct things is closely related 
to artistic expression and while such expression may be crude, 
it has possibilities of considerable import for indigenous art and 
should be encouraged, guided, and developed; (10) the Indian 
child needs, too, a study of nature and of the world about him 
which enables him to distinguish between the real and the imagi
nary and fits him to adjust himself to the facts of life rather 
than to sink into the fatalistic. passivity which is all too com
mon; (11) finally, special e1forts should be made to connect his 
school experience with his home experience to the end that he 
may really enter into and understand his school life, and also 
to ·connect his narrow village existence with the wider life of the 
nation and of the world. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE VILLAGE: HOME AND HEALTH 

TBB VILL&GB HOllE 

h 'rHB Punjab, beeause of the climate, housing is of leas im
portance than food or even clothes. The people live a great deal 
out of doors. Women often do their eooking, spinning, and other 
domestic tasks in a verandah or a court-yard, and men engaged 
in home industries do much of their work out of doors. Even in 
the intensely hot weather, the protection of a tree is preferred 
to that of the house, and the latter is used chiefly in cold or 
rainy R&8OIl8.. 

. The ordinary viIlage home is a mud-waned, flat-roofed, one
story structure, containing but a single room. It is usually about 
ten and a haH by twenty feet in outside dimensions, and some
times has a small, sloping verandah attached to it. The better 
houses also have small courtyards surrounded"y high, mud
plastered .... alls. The courtyard is a very important part of the 
viIlage home. Part of it is kept for the cattle, a small shed being 
sometimes built for them. That portion of it which is against 
a wan of the house or ill a small verandah may be reserved as an 
outside place for eooking. During the day the string beds are 
moved out into the courtyard and serve as chairs. The court
yard is the family gathering place-the place for smoking and 
for conversation. The AuqqlJ, or water tobacco pipe, is an 
essential part of every house and is a bond of fellowship and . 
sociability. To share the Auqqa with another signifies social 
equality and social communion. To be shut out from smoking 
with one'. group or caste is one of the most dreaded and most 
dective of social inhibitions. 

In the houae itself, the walla of which are often a foot thick, 
there is usually only one door, often so low that one must stoop 
to enter. There are frequently no windows at all, for these are 
considered dangerous both because of the possibility of catching 
cold and because of fear of thieves or enemies. Occasionally there 
are small ventilator--. brick or two left out of the walls--but 
in all the houses the area of the door and ventilators is very 
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small compared with the total area of the house. The lighting 
and ventilation are extremely poor, particularly at night when 
the door is locked· and bolted. The only artificial light in many 
houses is that secured from a small saucer (diva) containing 
a round wick in mustard oil. In the better houses, however, 
there are sometimes lanterns. 

The floor of the house is of earth pounded hard and then 
coated with a wash of cow-tiung to keep down the dust. This 
lasts well, for the people take off their shoes before entering. 
The outside walls and the roof are treated in the same way as 
the floors, being plastered and then coated with the cow-tiung 
preparation to protect them from the weather. The flat roof 
has a slight coping of mud, and through this coping are run 
small pieces of pipe or bamboo, which carry the water from the 
roof. Such water merely drops to the ground with a splash, for 
there is no attempt at drainage about the house. In hot weather 
members of the family sleep on the roof. It is also used at times 
for the drying of various crops. 

The house furnishings are very simple. In each of them there 
is a bin (kothi) built against the wall. It is made of mud, has 
a small door and is used for storing grain. There are also large 
earthen jars (mattu) in which crude brown sugar (gar), pulses, 
and othl'r foodstuffs are kept. Among the other furnishings are 
a spinning wheel (charkha), a hand-mill (chakki) for grinding 
grain into flour, and often a small machine for separating cotton 
seeds from the raw cotton (beZna). The beds are made of bamboo 
and are strung with . ropes ; usually there is one for each adult 
member of the family. Bedding usually consists of a small cotton 
rug (dame), which takes the place of a mattress; a blanket; 
a 80mewhat heavy cotton spread (ke.). A comforter (r/U'ai) 
may take the place of the blanket. There are usually no pillows 
or sheets. The blankets are long and are wrapped around the 
sleeper, usually covering his head as well, for the Punjabi be
lieves that no part of the body should be uncovered in the cold 
weather. The beds are generally used as chairs during the day
time, although small stools made of reeds are found in some 
houses. These may also be a chest for storing away clothes. 

The fireplace is an open one about three or four bricks high. 
built up with mnd. There is DO chimney, the smoke going out 
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through a small hole in the roof or ultimately finding its way 
out of the door. Fuel is generally cow-dung in the form of cakes 
dried in the sun. 

The necessary bowls and vessels in the poorer homes are of 
glazed clay or combination metal; in the more wealthy homes 
they are of brass. As the food is eaten with the fingers and as 
there are not many dift"erent kinds of food, few dishes are neces
sary. Certain little necessary tools used in connection with the 
cooking are fire-tongs, an instrument to blow the fire, a large 
spoon, a conVex iron plate on which to bake flat bread, etc. 
There are also water pots (101M) and the vessel (dol) in which 
to draw water from the village well. A unique and inexpensive 
type of churn (madhtmi) is common. It consists of an earthen 
vessel and an upright piece of wood with paddle-like protrusions, 
which is whirled rapidly by the winding and unwinding of a rope 
attached to the upright piece, 

The houses of extensive landowners are usually larger and are 
partly or entirely built of· burnt brick. They have a larger court
yard and possibly a small garden. There may also be special 
provision for guests. Even in these larger houses, however, one 
common room is used much more than the others, which become 
little more than storerooms. Although these houses are better 
furnished, judged by urban standards they would be considered 
meagre and simple. 

Despite the mud floors and walls, many of the village homes 
look very clean and neat, for the floor is swept frequently and 
is often given a new gobr coat (wash of plaster and cow-dung). 
This is not 80 true of the courtyard, which is often untidy and 
unsanitary. There is little in the way of an artistic touch about 
these houses. There are occasionally cheap, brightly colored 
religiou8 pictures, and sometimes painted on the plastered walls 
of a house there will be crude representations of animals. De
signs may also be drawn on the floors or on a portion of the 
courtyard. The Moslems, however, are opposed, for religious 
reasons, to all pictures and representations. The shape and de
sign of 80me of the brass and even of the earthen vessels are most 
attractive. Other aesthetic features found in a few of the better 
homes are decorated dishes, both clay and bra.s, fancy wooden 
chests, carved figures, etc. 
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On some of the buildings there are curious paintings, and 
the architecture of mosque, temple, or shrine is often beautiful 
and interesting. The finest Mohammedan architecture (Pathan 
and Tughlaq), is to be found at or near Delhi. Examples of the 
former show Hindu influences and even contain materials taken 
from Hindu temples, hut the latter have a massive grandeur and 
austerity which is quite free from indigenous elements. The 
Moghals did a great deal of very fine building work, the be.t 

. Punjab examples of which are to be found at Lahore and Delhi. 
The southwest Punjab developed an arcbitectural style of its 
own, distinguished by a blue and white tile decoration. 

CLOTHING 

Compared with other parts of India, the people of the Punjab 
need to wear more clothing in winter. In December and January 
the early morning and the night temperatures are cold, and 
there are sometimes piercing winds. The poor people often have 
only thin cotton clothes, and, in the cold weather, a blanket 
about the shoulders. The men wear a langotee or dhoti (cloth 
fastened around the waist and drawn up between the legs); a 
turban of limited dimensions; sometimes a cotton scarf about 
the shoulders; a waistcoat; and occasionally shoes. Consider
able country cloth (khaddar) has been used for clothing since 
Mahatma Gandhi began his boycott of foreign cloth and his 
spinning-wheel campaign. People in better circumstances have 
shoes, kurt,.. (shirts), and a warmer and better quality of 
clothing generally. Trousers and "shorts" have become more 
popular recently, and more coats are worn. 

The women wear voluminous pajamas and a short waist or 
longer kurta. In the colder weather a sort of waistcoat is worn. 
A chaddar (head covering) is always a necessity. Shoes are often 
worn. In wealthier homes the women have similar clothes, but 
the materials are better, and the .hoes, chaddar., and clothes 
are often skllHully embroidered. Very young children often run 
about without clothes in the hot weather or wear only a 1curta. 
As they become older, they wear clothes .imilar to their parents •. 

FOOD 

In times of sufficiency the farmer has three meala each day; the 
early morning meal being lighter than the other two. This meal 
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(citHwla) is earried out to the man in the fields between eight 
and nine in the morning. It consists of cu,..Hiu (flat, thiD, UD

leavened bread), pickles or cords, and buttermilk. Between elewn 
and twelve o'clock, be returns to his home to feed and water the 
cattle and then eats his mid-day meal (f'ofi.twla), eoJUIistmg of 
e1uJp.It," with tlal (lentils) and oeeasionally ftgetable curry. 
The evening meal is eaten at about sevea or eight o'clod: and 
eoJUIists of food like that of the Doon meaL Wheat is oftm uaed 
in making the bread, but sometimes millet, barley, or mixed grain 
is 1lBI!d. In the winter maise flour and mustard greens are p0pu

lar. L.a.ri (buttermilk) is the staple drink all the year. There is. 
marked sameness about the diet, and bulk is stressed rather than 
variety and balance. The food is especially lacking in Proteins. 
butter fat, and fresh vegetables. Mangoes and melons are eaten 
in season, but fruit is Dot a regular part of the diet. InsufIic:ieat 
milk is eonsumed, particaIarly by babies and small cbildren. 

Every day the milk is boiled; later it is churned and butter 
and lturi seeured. The butter is uaed for preparing g1&i (clarified 
butter). wbich is usually sold. Vegetable oil, whea cheap, is uaed 
for frying cakes and vegetables. Meat is eaten at times by 
Moslems but most Hindus are vegetarians. A recent development 
in some Punjab districts is the drinking of tea, a habit intro
duced by the returned soldiets. 

There are periods, however, in parts of the Punjab practically 
all the time and in other places during times of searcity. when 
some people must live on a hard and pinching diet, equal to about 
one meal a day. Such scarcity of food is frequently the lot of 
the outeaste, who even partakes at times of carrion in order to 
secu:re some meat. Such under-nourishment makes the people 
snaeeptible to disease and accounts in part for the high mor'
tality in epidemics. 

HoUSEHOLD SAlIlTATIOlf 

Aside from sweeping her house and keeping her cookingvesaela 
clean, the village woman mows little about household sanitation 
aud hygiene. This is seen in the lack of drainage about the house; 
the apittmg in the courtyard and sometimes in the house; the 
neamesa of animals and animal wastes and at times also the 
bodily wastes of children; the indifference to flies, mosquitoes, 
and rats and to the damage they do; the lack of preeautioDB 
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regarding the eating of raw food and the storing of food; care
lessness regarding the sanitary purity of drinking water and 
milk; the lack of knowledge and care regarding the spreading of 
infection (sore eyes, colds, skin diseases, etc.) ; crowded quarters, 
inadequate lighting, sun, and ventilation; lack of knowledge re
garding infants, children and their care; unsanitary conditions 
and inadequate attention at childbirth; a wrong conception of 
disease; and a defective understanding of the need for a balanced 
diet, adequate sleep, and sufficient recreation. 

THE HINDU FAMILY 

The traditional form of the Hindu family is the communal or 
jointfamily. Various causes are now working together to weaken 
and destroy this type of organization, so that there are at 
present relatively few (about one-fourth) families living to
gether in this way. A true joint family is one in which the male 
members, married and unmarried, remain at home and have 
everything in common, all income being put into a single fund 
and all expenses being paid out of this. Joint living emphasized 
the family and social bond; it protected the weak, the sickly, the 
unemployed, and the aged; it distributed the burden of any 
special heavy expenditures, such as marriages, funerals, etc.; 
it emphasized unselfish service for the good of all; and it kept 
the moral sense alive. On the other hand, it often served to in
crease dependence, irresponsibility, and laziness; it complicated 
the bringing up and disciplining of children, and it often put the 
young wife and mother in a very subservient position; it pre
vented one from enjoying to the full the fruits of his own labor, 
and it was not a stimulus to economic progress. Where housing 
accommodation was limited, the congregation of such a large 
number of people also mitigated against health and privacy. 
Whether one regrets it or not, this close communru relationship 
is passing. Competition, the struggle for existence, and the desire 
to be relieved of heavy marriage expenses are serving to break it 
down. 

Individual rur&I famiIies are usu&Ily fairly large, there being 
an average of from four to six members per family.' 

1 Lucu found '-64 In Kablrpur. See TM Be"""";" Lifo of;' P-J<>b Yillago, 
p. 99; Bballa found over '-II In Balrampur. See .4.. Be_ie BtInJ .. of 
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THE WORK 0" THE F AlULY 

The work of the home is done ehiefty by the mother. The chil
dren do practically no work in the household up to the age of 
six. Above this age they give some help. The boys graze cattle, 
looking after them at home to some extent; they also run 
errands. As they grow older they help in the fields, especially 
at busy seasons; but full field work is not expected from them 
until they are about fifteen or sixteen. Help is taken from the 
girls at an earlier age than it is from the boys. They help with 
the housework, carry the cha-welil meals to the fields, dust the 
house, look after the babies, carry water from the village well, 
and work at the spinning wheel. Sometimes they do sewing as 
well. At times they are married and have the responsibilities of 
motherhood at sixteen or seventeen years of age. There is al
togther too little of real childhood in the villages and too much of 
responsibility and labor placed upon children. 

The father, if a farmer, gets up early in the morning, between 
four and five o'clock, and hurries off to the fields without taking 
any food until between eight and nine. At this time the cattle 
are not unyoked from the plough, the farmer usually finishes 
the meal, which is brought to him, hurriedly and then works 
until eleven or eleven-thirty. During the busiest season he also 
eats the noon meal out in the field, but generally he drives the 
cattle home. They are then unyoked, watered, and fed by some 
member of the family. The farmer washes or bathes and then eats 
his meal. Afterward he either rests or goes to the common gather
ing place for a talk and a smoke. He returns to the fields about 
three o'clock or a little later, and then works until sunset. When 
he returns home at night, the cattle are again looked after by 
some member of the family. Boys and men do very little work in 
the home, and so the father rests and smokes until the evening 
meal is ready. After this, with huqqa in hand, he visits some 
neighbor or goes to the place where most of the men gather and 
there cOQverses for an hour or so on all sorts of matters. He re
tires for'the night between nine and ten o'clock. While this is a 
BCliramIHW, p.lS6; Jack found 1.7 for famUleollvlng In comfort and U for 
those In poorer cirCWD8tancea. See Tho B._Ie Lli. 01 II B"'VIJI DIB""",. 
For the whole British Punjab the population baa Increased from 16.9 mIlIlona 
to 20.7 mIlI!ona within the past 40 feara, or abont 22 per cent. See Darling, 
0fJ. 011., P. 2840. 
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fairly busy day, the farmer does not continue this throughout 
the year. There are seasons when there is practically no work in 
the fields, or only enough for part of a day. In total hours this 
has been calculated to be the equivalent of nearly a half year. 

RELIGION IN THE HOKE 

Religion so permeates life and regulates the ordinary inter
ests, activities, and outlook of Indians that it is natural it should 
have a large place in the home. The choice of a bride; the time 
of the wedding; the ceremony itself; the petitions and offerings 
for a son; the rejoicing and ceremonies at his birth; the bestowal 
of the sacred thread; the ceremonies for a dead relative, etc., 
are all intimately bound up with religion. 

In orthodox Hindu homes homage is paid to the household god 
morning and evening. Offerings are made, mantra. repeated and 
bells sounded." Many of these acts are performed with real devo-
tion and religious feeling. . 

RECREATION IN THE HOME 

Villagers are very fond of instrumental music and of singing 
and will sit for hours both listening and taking part in these. 
The instruments are simple, mostly homemade; but much .atis
faction is .ecured from their use. The men sometime. engage in 
folk dances or in extemporized dance •. They have special ability 
in dramatics and they enjoy the drama. which they prepare 
themselves, a. well as the longer and more finished productions 
of traveling actors. The story teller is also very popular, and 
men and women will sit for hours listening to .torie. regarding 
the hiatory of their country, the live. of their great men, their 
religion, and their literature. 

Traveling entertainers are always welcome. There is the 
magician, who is often very clever and do ... eeminglf impo •• ible 
thinga; the acrobats, with their twistinga, turninga,' and hand
spring.; the snake charmer, with hi. deadly cobra, karait, or 
viper kept under control by weird playing and drumming; and 
the performing monkeys, goats, or bears • 

• See Chapter XIII for a dlscuaaioD of the religions of India. 
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FAMILY BUDGETS 

The villager has no idea of keeping accurate records and ac
""DDt&, and he has little knowledge as- to how he is coming out 
at the end of the year. He has no idea of budgeting his income 
ar his expenditures; of planning for the most advantageous 
ways of selling his produce, or of buying the things he needs. 
He usually sells his grain in the village when everyone is selling 
it and the price is low. For part of the year at least he buys it 
back at a high price. In fact, the average villager's knowledge 
af what he has produced or of what his family spends is mostly 
an approximation, but investigators have endeavored to check • 
np the fignres from various angles. 

Family budgets are valuable in that they indicate what the 
farmer is earning; what he is spending his income for; and 
whether he is saving something or getting behind. Even when 
a man has a debt, the essential thing to know is whether he is 
getting further and further behind or is making some progress 
in paying it off. 

A study of family budgets will reveal how hard the struggle 
for life really is. From 60 to over 80 per cent of the villager's 
income is spent for food, which indicates something of the gen
eral standard of living. Aside from food, life is very meagre and 
simple. Investigation has revealed that at least 8% annas (7c) 
is absolutely necessary each day for food if a person is to 
continue healthy. On this basis, two adults would require Rs. 159 
for food each year; and on the basis of 2% annas as a daily 
minimum for children, Rs. 57 would be required for each child 
in the family. A study of the typical budgets submitted will 
show that many of the people are not securing enough food to 
maintain their vitality.s 

OUTSTANDING FAIIlLY TRAITs 

Yet despite the poverty and struggle for existence in most 
of these village homes, one is impressed· with their generous 
hospitality. Even the casual visitor is welcomed, is given a seat 
in a comfortable place and is offered some kind of refreshment • 

• See Appellllm, L 

1. 
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If a relative is in need, hospitality and help are quickly forth
coming, and old age is accorded a respect amounting almost to 
veneration. Another impressive characteristic is the patient 
resignation with which the people shoulder their burdens and 
:arry on the struggle. This is probably a result of their religious 
Jhilosophy, and while it has its weak side, there is also much 
luiet strength in it. Along with this is the communal spirit, the 
wilIingness to pool their fortunes and to work co-operatively, 
to stand or fall together as a family, to combine efforts and 
tunds to a common end. 

The love for children (especially boys) is noticeable, 'and 
though the type of care given may not be the best for their de
.elopment, it is actuated by real affection for the child. If it 
results in failure, it is that of the head rather than of the heart. 

The mystic idealism, the strong religious sense and devotion, 
the firm belief in a spiritual world, the influence of ancient tradi
tions and of religious devotion, combine to form an atmosphere 
in the home which has in it much of worth and many potential 
possibilities. The broad sense of tolerance, the willingness to 
near various presentations of religion and of other controversial 
subjects are also attractive traits. 

VILLAGE HEALTH AND SANITATION 

It has been apparent in the description of the village home 
that sanitary measures are relatively non-existent, and the same 
is true of the village as a whole. 

The village houses are all built facing inwards so that their 
backs form a sort of protective wall about the village. This was 
doubtless necessary in former times when invaders and roving, 
thieving bands troubled the villagers. The houses are built close 
together, and the whole village is made as compact as possible. 
This, of course, makes for lack of both sun and air, and fosters 
the generally unsanitary conditions of village life. • 

Water is secured from wells, which are not always fully pro
tected from surface contamination or cleaned as often as they 
should be. People also drink water at times from canals, irriga
tion channels, tanks, and running streams, because of a tradition 
that running water purifies itself! There is frequent careles ... 
ness with regard to the water used in rinsing out the mouth or 
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washing the teeth, this sometimes being done in the stream or 
tank where people are bathing or even where animals are wallow
ing. The securing of good drinking water is especially di1Iicult 
for people of the depressed classes since they are forbidden to 
use the village wells from which the caste people draw water. 

Most villages have a village tank-a large depression or 
excavated place in which rain water collects and usually the 
drainage from the village a. welL.AJJ the sanitary arrangements 
in the village are most meagre and a. the open ficlda are used 
as latrines, the drainage into this tank is often filthy and 
dangerous. Cows and buffaloes also wade in it; yet despite all 
this, clothes are often washed and people bathe there. This is 
not because their physical habits are dirty, for among mo.t of 
the ca.tes the reverse is the case. The people bathe frequently 
and regularly, but they do not realize how impure running water 
can be, and they do not always put on clean clothes after 
bathing. 

Clothes are usually washed by pounding them with the hands 
or with a .tick or by swinging them over the head and bringing 
them down with force on a :flat stone. Soap is not much used. 
The salvation for health, however, is the hot sun in which the 
clothe. are dried. 

The village tanks, as well as other low places in the village and 
fielda, are breeding places for mosquitoes, and little is done to 
prevent the multiplying of these dangerous pests. 

The main ,street of the village, on which the shops are found, 
is usually about ten or twelve feet wide. It is fairly straight, but 
the narrow lane.; two and a half to four feet wide, twist and 
turn in curious ways. There is usually no attempt at drainage, 
the rain or refuse running out from the courtyards and down 
the middle of the street until it reaches the tank or the lowest 
land about the villa~. In the rainy season the streets are filthy. 
There are few drains, and these are frequently clogged with 
refuse. Even the main street is often littered with rubbish. The 
sacred and stray cattle roam up and down the street, sometimes 
eating the grain and green vegetables displayed in the shops, 
which generally extend out into the street. The foodstuff. for 
sale, including milk, curda, sugar cane, sweets, etc., are seldom 
protected from dust or :flies. 
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Just outside the village there is usually a large pile of refuse, 
waiting to be carted to the fields-an excellent breeding place 
for :flies. Walking about without shoes in this refuse and the 
ground into which it has penetrated, often results in hookworm 
infection. Such unsanitary conditions, along with the methods 
used in storing grain and food, bring many rats, which are al
ways a potential source of danger in villages subjected to re
peated visits of plague. 

There is no village committee or official responsible for the 
sanitation and health of the village. There are, however, in four 
districts of the Punjab, medical officers of health. Elsewhere 
these duties are discharged by civil surgeons and their subordi
nates. In 1913, Government instituted a scheme for the training 
of sanitary inspectors with the purpose of making them avail
able to local bodies. Epidemic disease is dealt with by health 
officers and the medical staff of districts working under the 
orders of the Director of Public Health. Plans are also being 
made now for more extensive medical inspection of school chil
dren. In 1918 a Drainage Board was constituted which is study
ing the whole problem of water-logging and of drainage." 

LACK 0" MEDICAL FACILITIES 

Another difficulty in the health situation in the villages is 
the lack of medical practitioners and of dispensaries. These are 
to be found in towns and large villages, but the smaller and more 
remote places are without such advantages. It is sometimes 
necessary to make a long journey to secure medical help." The 
result is that people rely upon the village barber or some simiIar 
person, or upon charms, offerings, sacred texts, and super
stitious practices to ward off or to cure disease. At times they 
are able to secure a hakim, versed in indigenous medical knowl
edge, who utilizes herbs, vegetable compounds, and medical 
treatments which have been arrived at chie:fly by empirical 
methods. Some of them are undoubtedly very valuable, but there 
is much that is worthless and even harmful • 

• Laad of IA. Fit>. B_" pp. lIS-I .. 
• It 10 estimated that "ooly aD iDslgolj\CBDt _lase of people who die a ... 

caftd for at &D¥ stage of their IIna1 010_ by per&OD8 )JOIIeIOI:Ds adequate 
medical qua1ij!catlOll8."-8...,.".. 0 __ Boporl, 1911, p. 89. 
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Probably the greatest sufferers from this dearth of medical 
facilities are the women and cbildren. Social conditions are such 
that women attendants are largely necessary for the former, 
and often only ignorant, untrained midwives are available. 
Their lack of cleanliness, and of all sanitary precautions, and 
their use of crude metbods make cbildbirth often a most danger
ous event to botb mother and child. Social and religious custom 
adds to the danger, for the mother is regarded as ceremonially 
unclean during these days and is often neglected. The result is 
a very high maternal and infant mortality, which, with better 
medical attention and care, might be greatly reduced. Ignorance 
regarding cbild care, feeding, and welfare, and inability to se
cure proper medical advice and treatment, are also causes of 
children's diseases and deaths." 

In recent years special attention has been given to maternity 
and cbild welfare. This has taken the form of annual exhibitions 
and demoustratious; the training of midwives, the instruction 
of motbers and the better care of babies. However, in this matter 
also, most of the work is now done in the larger centers, and its 
in1Iuence has not as yet been appreciably felt in distant villages. 

TBlI: USB ow ALCOHoL AND nauGs 

A habit which has a vital influence upon the health of a people 
is the use of alcoholic liquors and drugs. In the Punjab the in
crease in the consumption of liquor and drugs as shown by the 
excise and opium returns was very rapid between 1916 and 1920, 
approximately doubling itself. However, due to temperance agi
tation, Mahatma Gandhi's non-eo-operation program against 
drink, and the picketing of liquor shops, together with Govern
ment's policy of reducing consumption and increasing revenue, 
there was a sharp drop in excise from 1920-21 to 1921-22. The 
previous rapid expansion in excise was probably due both to 
increased drinking and to the higher prices and increased duty 
put upon liquors. 

Fortunately the use of liquor is prohibited by the tenets of 
certain religions, notably Islam, and also by ingrained custom . 

• "It baa been ealmlated that ew:ry :rear no fewer than 2,000,000 Indian 
babl .. die, while IIIBII:f othara BDrVIve onJ:v to grow weak and feeble from 
uub:vgleolc ...,....,..,.dInp durIDg Infaney," IndllMa Y.,... Book, 1918, p. 480, 
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It has, however, laid hold on some communities with very harm
ful results, this being clearly evident in the considerable differ
ences in the per-capita consumption in the various districts of 
the Punjab.? 

As to opium and drugs the consumption is also large. In the 
Punjab opium is generally eaten, smoking being rare. It is con
sidered by many to be a medicine and stimulant as well as an 
opiate. It is used to relieve pain, fatigue, and hunger, and it is 
thought to be a cure for cough, stomach, and intestinal dis
oraers. Its most pernicious use is the giving of small doses to 
babies and small children so that they will not annoy their 
mothers. 

The League of Nations committee appointed to deal with 
the problem of drug consumption has laid down an index figure 
for the legitimate consumption of opium (in a country with a 
developed medical service) of twelve pounds per 10,000 of the 
population per year. In the Punjab, the average figure (1922-
1923) is 23.8 pounds, which is nearly double the index figure. 
Still more startling results are secured when an analysis is made 
of the places where the largest amounts of opium are consumed. 
Ferozepur District has the staggering index figure of 120 
pounds; Ludhiana, 98; Lahore, 80; Jullundur, 46; and Amrit
sar, 42 pounds, while some districts have figures as Iowa. 6 
pounds or less. From this it is quite clear that opium consump
tion in the Central Punjab is a vital problem.s 

VrrAL STATISTICS 

A study of vital statistics reveals some interesting facts about 
village health and sanitation. In rural areas the village watch
man is responsible for reporting birth. and deaths to head
quarters every fortnight. These reports and the birth and death 
registers are inspected by tahsildars and naib-tahsildars. Cross-

'"In the two years following the War. the COD81lIIlption of ecnmtry spirit 
reached an average of ftve gall..,. per 100 of the population (of Ferooepur 
District). agalnst a provlnclal average of 2% gallODO; the ... 1..,. feature of 
which Is that the bulk of It was coll811lDed by • lingle eaote ••• In Iadla 
pl"Ollp<rity aad drink agree but ill together, and .. often .. DOt, dissipation 
and crime are the reoult. Tbls district Is Dotorl..,. for both, and many mort
_ are due to gambling and drlnk."-Darllng, op. cU., p. M. 

'WillIam Paton,"ladla aDd Opium," NaUoaal CAIi"ia. C-a_. 
Jao. 1926. 
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checking reveals a reasonable degree of accuracy in the totals, 
bnt the diagnosis of the cause of death is often confused with 
the symptoms, and this probably accounts for the exceedingly 
large number of deaths said to have resulted from fever. Diag
nosis is not likely to be improved so long as millions of people 
live beyond the reach of skilled medical assistance. . 

The following table shows the number of births and deaths 
per thousand of the population and how these compare with 
other areas: 

BIRTH RAu 
I'D TKoVll&l<D 

PuD.iab (average 1881-1890). . . . . . • 59 
PuD.iab (average 1891-1900) ...... 41 
PuD.iab (average 1911-1920)....... 44 
Britisb IndIa (1919).............. SO 
Japan (1917) .................... 52.8 
England and Wales (1919)........ 19 

n .... _ RAD 

I'D TKOVII&l<D 
51 
55 
57 
58 
21.6 
14 

POP1JL&'!I'IO'B' 

19,009,968 
20,880,887 
20,685,0241 

The Punjab, during the past forty years, has had increasing 
birth and death rates. Compared with other provinces in India 
both the rates are high. In 1916, 1919, and 1920, the Punjab 
showed the highest birth rate of the ten large reporting prov
inces; while in 1911, 1914, and 1915 it was second, and in the 
remaining years of the decade, third. The census figures seem 
to indicate that economic conditions rather than salubrity gov
ern the growth of population. The irrigated district of Lyallpur 
with its large increase in population in a quarter of a century 
emphasizes this. In the Gurgaon district during. the decade 
1891-1901, there was an increase of population due to the wave 
of prosperity resulting from the construction of irrigation em
bankments, but the embankments quickly ceased to function, and 
from 1901 onwards there has been a steady decrease. Thus eco
nomic causes, rather than the district's admitted unhealthful
ness, seem to account for the decrease.s 

" 'When goods increase,' says an ancient sage, 'they are in
creased that eat them.' Applied to primitive conditions, this is 
a profound truth, and we have had occasion to remark more 
than once that, in time, every material blessing is neutralized 
by an increase of population. A good example of this is the 

• Land .f IA. PI~. B_., pp. 110, 111. 
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district of Lyallpur, the population of which rose in thirty 
years from 80,000 to nearly a million •••• 

"'If,' says Malthus, 'it were the general custom to follow 
the first impulse of nature and marry at the age of puberty, 
the universal prevalence of every known virtue in the greatest 
conceivable degree would fail of rescuing society from the most 
wretched and desperate state of want.' The root cause of India's 
poverty could not be better expressed, for it has long been the 
custom to follow the first impulse of nature and for fit or unfit 
to marry as near the age of puberty as possible. The awe
inspiring result is the addition of 54. millions to the population 
in 49 years •••• It is therefore something to be thankful for 
that in the Punjab there is a tendency to defer the consummation 
of marriage till well after the age of puberty has been reached. 
Broadly, it may be stated that in the village consummation now 
takes place two years later than it did twenty or thirty years 
ago. This is probably due to the rise in the standard of living, 
which above a certain point appears to operate as a check upon 
population.'''· 
• The increase in the death rate from an average of 81 in 1881-

1890, by gradual stages to 87 in the period 1911-1920 seems 
most deplorable. The high death rate in the past decade is largely 
due to rather severe visitations of plague on two occasions and 
to heavy mortality 'from influenza. In 1915, due largely to 
plague, the Punjab's death rate was the highest of all the prov
inces, and in 1917 it was second. In the other eight years it has 
stood third on the list three times, fourth twice, seventh twice, 
and in 1920 it was ninth." 

EpWEJOCS 

A very large sleerease in the population occurred in 1918 
during the devastating epidemic of influenza. This epidemic 
caused the largest number of deaths which has ever occurred in 
the Punjab in on~ year since any record of vital statistics has 
been maintained. For two months suJfering and death were 
everywbere; terror and confusion reigned; and some of the 
public services were disorganized. This epidemic illustrates how 
dangerous unsanitary conditions, ignorance of hygiene, and in-

• DarilDg, "". cU., pp. 296-9'1. D Land of ".. Pioo BID .... pp. 106-8. 
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adequate medical attention really are. The case mortality was 
less than 5 per cent amongst Europeans; about 6 per cent for 
Indians of the higher classes able to SeeDre medical attention, 
and anything over 50 per cent amongst Indians of the villages, 
who had no knowledge of the treatml!J1t to be adopted, could not 
read the notices about the proper treatment, and could not ob
tain medical aid. In one rural district the death rate reached 96 
per thousand; yet even an· elementary knowledge of the simple 
rules of health and infection would have rendered it much less 
disastrous. 

Plague is another disease which is greatly feared and which 
has caused great loss of life. It first appeared in the Punjab in 
the autumn of 1897 but it was not till 1901-02 that it became 
general over the province. 

:Oy 1911 the Punjab had lost two million persona by recorded 
deaths from plague. :Out the number of unrecorded ones mnst have 
been large, probably quite '0 per cent of those recorded. The disease 
was especially fatal to young women of child-bearing age; who for 
reasons of privacy, were more likely to sleep indoors and therefore"to 
be bitten by plague infected f1eas.a 

Up to 1911 a relatively large proportion of the deaths in 
India from plague occurred in the Punjab, the disease largely 
confining itself to North India, excluding Bengal. This is in 
accord with its seasonal variation, for it usually appears at 
the beginning of the cold weather and disappears with the coming 
of the heat. 

With the exception of a rather severe outbreak in 1915 and 
a somewhat less severe one in 1917-18, plague has not been so 
destructive in recent years, but it has never disappeared and 
seems destined to remain permanently endemic, unless the full 
and understanding co-operation of the people can be secured 
to stamp it out. . 

Just as the Punjab is securing relief from plague, another 
dread disease, cholera, appears, which often means a rapid 
physical collapse and a quick death for ita victims. This disease 
i. epidemic in the province from the end of April until early 
in October when it disappears, the bacillus being unable to .tand 

II Ibid., p. 108. 
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the cold of the Punjab winter. Yet even under these conditions 
it has not been possible to eradicate it, as each year 'it is again 
introduced into the province by travelers. Cholera germs do not 
usually live long outside the human body, and the original source 
of every outbreak is some infected person. From him the disease 
is transmitted either by direct contact, or, more usually, by the 
infection of water, milk, fruit, and other foods. If cholera i. to 
be eradicated from the villages, an improved conservancy and 
drainage, a pure water and milk supply, and better protection 
of foodstuffs must be developed. 

MALARIA 

Disastrous as the above diseases are, the seizure. and deaths 
from malaria normally outnumber those from all other causes 
put together. Besides this, malaria undermines people's vitality 
and predisposes them to other diseases. It has been estimated 
that malaria is an accessory cause of half the deaths which 
occur from other diseases and that it is more responsible than 
any other one cause for the high death rate. When one adds 
to this all the economic loss involved and the suffering and 
misery malaria causes, it is quite clear that it is a truly great 
scourge. In the Punjab during the decade of 1911-20 (omitting 
the influenza year of 1918) the number of deaths per thousand 
of population ranged from 116 in Ludhiana district to 226 in 
Muzaffargarh, with the median at 168 (Montgomery). 

Malarial fever is prevalent in the province wherever there is 
standing or stagnant water. Statistics reveal that those places 
which have'a water-logged soil, irrigation by inundation, and 
a large number of tanks or low lying places, are heavily infected 
with malaria. 

If malaria is to be extirpated from the villages it will be 
necessary to improve the drainage; to clear out all rank vegeta
tion; to get rid of all possible standing water and marshy soil; 
and to spray with 'oil that water which cannot be drained away. 
All breeding places of the anopheles mosquito must be hunted 
out, destroyed, or rendered sterile. People must be educated to 
take small prophylactic doses of quinine, to protect themselves 
from mosquitoes, and, so far as possible, to build up the vitality 
of those who have been fever victims. This demands a strengthen-
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ing diet, proper outdoor life, hygienic habits, and precautions 
against the sudden lowering of bodily temperatures. 

SMALLPOX AND VACCINATION 

Smallpox is no longer so great a menace as it once was, the 
reason being that people are slowly but increasingly recognizing 
the value of vaccination. From time immemorial Moslems have 
practiced inoculation as a protection against smallpox. The 
method used was to insert a few grains of rice (which had been 
in contact with the dry crusts from the postuies) in a wound 
near the base of the thumb. The Hindus of the Southeast Punjab 
did not protect themselves in this way for fear of offending the 
goddess of smallpox, but elsewhere some Hindus made use of this 
inoculation. The Government now has a Central Vaccine In
stitute at Lahore and a vaccination staff, which constitutes a 
provincial reserve for assisting the district staffs when there 
are epidemics or when special help is needed. One great need in 
Punjab villages is to educate people so that they may discard the 
belief that evil spirits, or a goddess, are to blame for smallpox, 
and come to the belief that vaccination is a real protection 
against the disease. In most rural sections it is not fully realized 
how very contagious smallpox is, how rigid the segregation 
should be, and how thoroughly the disinfection of room, bed, 
bedding, clothes, etc., associated with the patient should b~ 
carried out. A considerable amount of blindness is also caused 
by carelessness and inadequate care of the eyes during the 
progress of this disease. 

OTHEIl DIsEASES 

ln6.ammation of the ·eyes and other eye troubies of various 
kinds, including considerable cataract, are widely prevalent in 
the Punjab. The trouble sometimes begins at birth when the 
eyes are not properly attended to. In infancy and childhood they 
are not properly washed, and this fact, plus the irritating effect 
of dust, the very bright and strong sunlight, and the presence 
of considerable smoke in the houses, causes severe in6.ammation. 
This in6.ammation is spread from one to another by contact or 
by 6.ies, which are permitted to rest undisturbed on the affected 
parts. 
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Intestinal diseases are rather common in the Punjab. Hook
worm has been found in 60 per cent of the laborers tested in the 
province. This disease results in anemia, in listlessness, and in 
the sapping of vitality and energy. ''It is spread by means of 
thousands of eggs which pass out with the feces. When these 
are deposited on warm moist soil, the eggs develop into active 
little larvae. These in turn attach themselves to the bare feet 
of some unsuspecting village boy."tS An effective specific for the 
cure of hookworm is now available. For the prevention of the 
disease, larvae-infected ground must be sterilized and a latrine 
or trench used for excreta, rather than the open fields. This 
is especially necessary during August and September when the 
ground is moist and warm. 

Other parasitic infections are roundworm, tapeworm, pin
worm, and dysentery, all of which are caused by unsanitary con
ditions-soiled hands, contaminated, uncooked vegetables and 
fruit, inadequately cooked meat, and the lack of suitable latrine 
facilities. . 

Tuberculosis and pneumonia cause many deaths. They often 
follow prolonged attacks of fever or severe colds. The custom 
of a whole family's crowding into and sleeping in a small room 
with little or no ventilation; covering the head while sleeping; 
expectorating in or near the house by those who have tubercu
losis; lack of fresh air and sunlight; undernourished systems; 
and inadequate exercise and recreation are all predisposing 
causes. Women suffer more from tuberculosis than men, partly 
because of their living more secluded aud shut-in lives; partly be
cause of child marriage and the lack of a wholesome diet and 
adequate exercise. Dr. Lankester in an investigation found that 
in certain places the death rate from tuberculosis was 40 per 
cent higher among women living in yurdah (seclusion) than it 
was among men.I • 

Pyorrhoea is said to be the most common disease in India. 
A conservative estimate is that one out of every three persons in 
the Punjab is suffering from this disease in some form. The 
examination of school children has revealed a very ,high per
centage of pyorrhoea infection. In more advanced stages this 

.. Dr. Douglas Pormao, "The D1-Health of VIIJasno, ft y/lla/T' T_Mr" 
J-..I. Aug.-Sept., 1926. "1-"" __ 01 JlUMu. April, 1911. 
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[Ileana lack of appetite, indigestion, low grade inflammation of 
Ihe joints and muscles, and a general lowering of vitality. The 
chewing of pan, which is conducive to the formation of tartar; 
Ihe use of the d/Jtwm (soft stick for cleaning the teeth) which 
tends to injure the gum margins, the lack of any type of tooth 
powder, and the general indifFerence to hygienic precautions 
have all assisted in spreading this infection. 

Other diseases and physical handicaps of village life could 
be described, but enough has been stated to indicate the tre
mendous sWiering, loss of life, and economic waste which occur. 
The great physical need of village people is clearly seen by the 
actuarial calculations of insurance companies which show that 
the expectation of life at birth for an Indian is but twenty-two 
years, whereas it is forty-six years for an Englishman. More
over, the duration of life for Indians has grown progressively 
shorter since 1891 and 1901, as shown by census records.1G 

UNFAVORABLE INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIAL'ATTITUDES 

The aciual health needs and the improving of sanitary con
ditions are of themselves problems of great magnitude but these 
are greatly complicated and increased by the hampering indi~ 
vidual and social attitudes of the people. One of these is their 
general apathy. They have become so accustomed to disease and 
sWiering that they take it all as a matter of course. This attitude 
i. augmented by a fatalistic belief that what happens is sent by 
God. Moreover, few village people have the vision or information 
regarding the possibility of better conditions and probably be
lieve that the conditions of life aDd health among most people are 
like their own. When to all these conditions are added an 
undermined vitality and a state of grinding poverty, it is not 
surprising that they do not have the incentive to change their 
habits of living and to modify their environment in order to 
achieve health. One of the primary essentials, however, in any 
health programme must be the changing of the general attitude 
and outlook of the village people. 

The chief medical officer of the Punjab speaking of a certain 
cheap substitute for quinine as a specific for malaria, has de-

"c_ ., India, .... 1uarioI B.porl, lUll. 
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dared that "the general population are too lethargic and lazy 
to take the drug, even if it is at their hand, until the attack of 
fever comes along.,,1. 

Probably another reason is that the people do not know the 
need or value of quinine as a preventive, or do not think it right 
to ward off the future in this way. Education is needed to bring 
about personal conviction, as well as mere physical compliance. 

There is also an inadequate social attitude. Village people, 
while communal in their organization, are yet inclined to think 
most of the welfare of their own small group and not so much 
of the welfare of the whole village. Refuse is tossed out of the 
house or compound; drainage passes out into the .treet; a dead 
rat is tossed into the lane with little thought as to the annoyance 
or harm it may be to neighbors. The .ame is true regarding con
tagious diseases. As soon as people who have been ill are well 
enough to be about, they mix with their fellow villagers, not 
because they would consciously bring injury to others, but be
cause of indifference and a fatalistic philosophy that if people 
are to be ill they will be ill anyway. 

There is also the peculiar religious attitude. With some it is 
the fatalism which has been referred to. With others the belief 
that what they now suffer is due to sins committed in a previous 
existence and hence it must be borne patiently and without at
tempts to escape from it. With still others there is the belief 
that disease is caused by malignant spirits or by the "evil eye" 
and that the way of relief is through appeasing these offended 
deities. Little progress is possible until the mind is freed from 
these inhibiting fears. 

The attitude of suspicion also is a hindering cause. Some 
people are inclined to believe that those who come to help them 
with regard to .anitation, inoculation, ete., have some other 
motive than merely disinterested helpfulness. They do not under
stand why anyone should do such things without payor without 
some ulterior motive. In this connection it is most necessary 
for ultimate village reconstruction that things .hould be done 
not merely for people but ...ith them, and that all attempts at re
form should utilize, as far as possible, valuable indigenous prac
tices • 

• Quoted in D.I. PImdng, B_, _lt1ditJ, P. 81. 
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The greatest handicap, however, is ignorance.· This takes 
many forms. There is the ignorance of the fundamental laws 
of hygienic living and of sanitation; of simple remedies and of 
first aid; of the prin!ed page, which prevents the people from 
reading and profiting by the health pamphlets and circulara 
which are issued; and, what is worst of all, the ignorance which 
tends to close people's minds to new ways and methods and to 
keep them satisfied with things as they are. Education is the 
great hope. but it must be vitalized education baaed upon en
vironmental experience and growing out from this to a richer 
life. 

EVALUATION 0 .. VILLAGB HOKB AND HEALTH 

WITH RE.-l!:RBNCE TO EDUCATION 

The Village Home.-It is clear from the foregoing discussion 
that in the village home there are many admirable qualities 
which education should utilize and foster as well as certain 
qualities and conditions which education should set itself to 
correct. On the material side. the favorable features of the vil
lage house are its simplicity and low cost, its ease of building 
and repairing, its adaptation of material to climate, its large 
use of the out-of-doors and of the sun, the economical adapta
tion of furniture to needs, the simple, ingenious contrivances 
used for making butter and ghi, baking bread, cleaning cotton, 
etc., and the exercise of the aesthetic instinct in the making of 
8uch things a8 jars, bowls, juga, furnishings, clothing, and em
broidery. The unfavorable features are poverty, limited accom
modation. which lead to overcrowding, lack of adequate light 
and ventilation both day and night, the unsanitary condition of 
the courtyard if cattle are kept there, the smoke nuisance and 
the danger of an open charcoal fire in the house without ade
quate ventilation, the bringing of goats and cattle into the 
house at night, the incillference to flies, mosquitoes, and rats, 
unsanitary methods of storing food, the neglect of health pre
cautions with regard to drinking-water, milk, raw foods, etc., 
ignorance of the laws of contagion, and generally unaanitary 
sleeping conditions. 

On the social side the favorable elements of the village home 
are: the traditions binding the family together, the spirit of co
operation and of unselfish service, of patient endurance and re-
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nunciation, the importance attached to family life, the venera
tion of motherhood, the love for children, the respect for old age, 
the faithfulness to duty, the willingness to help relatives, the 
spirit of hospitality, the religious atmosphere, the love of tra
dition and of ancient culture, the pleasure found in music, sing
ing, stories, etc., and the larger value placed upon spiritual 
things than upon the accumulation of wealth. 

Among the unfavorable social elements which education must 
strive to correct, are the following: the lack of equality and of 
intimate social fellowship in the home, the handicap put upon 
women, the neglect of childhood discipline and of education, 
especially in the case of the girls, the existence of child labor 
and of child marriage, the unfavorable position of a child wife in 
her mother-in-law's house, the lack of privacy, the hampering 
effect of the communal system upon initiative and independence, 
unproductive expenditure, and general passivity. 

Village Health and Sanitation.-While it is very easy to see 
the many shortcomings in village hygiene and sanitation, it is 
well to look first for those valuable elements which must be 
present in a people's efforts to remain healthy and strong. One 
of the health values learned in the difficult school of experience is 
the content of the average village diet. Such a diet must be 
strengthening and inexpensive. The use of maize and mustard 
greens in the winter months, along with laB8i (buttermilk) and 
sometimes a little pickle, is a fairly well balanced diet for a 
working man. It might have more butter fats (gM, oil, etc.), 
and more of fresh vegetables or fruit, but it is surprisingly 
well chosen. The substitution of wheat bread instead of corn for 
the warmer months and of dal. and curries does not weaken the 
diet, although it does make it more expensive. The way in which 
the dal. and curries are cooked and spiced make them very 
savory without adding much to the cost. The methods which 
have been worked out for cooking this food, serving it, and even 
eating it are usually economical, and with reasonable precau
tions, are fairly hygienic. In fact, some of the present caste 
rules regarding the methods of eating and drinking, of not 
touching the cooking and eating vessels of other castes, and of 
frequent washing and bathing probably in the beginning had a 
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h!ygienie significance. This is doubtless true also of the unjust 
teachings of untouchability. 

Another contribution is the indigenous systems of medicine, 
tthe .Agu.rTJedic among Hindus and the UDMli among Moslems, 
which exercise considerable influence over village people. There 
is undoubtedly much in these systems which is unscientific, but 
what is needed is the search for, and the utilization of, all that 
is good, this to be combined with the best that the West has 
~covered. As illustration of this Sir Pardey Lukis in a leetm:e 
nated: 

I wish to impress upon you most strongly that you should not run 
away With the idea that everything that is good in the way of medicine 
is contained within the ringed fence of allopathy or western medicine. 
[Here the speaker referred to the fact that the East knew long before 
the West that an entirely salt-free dietary was the thing that was bene
ficial in eases of dropsy.] Is it not suicidal on the part of the State to 
leave [these systems] cold and neglected any longer? The duty of 
every patriotie man is to urge the Government promptly to encourage 
and support them in an nnstinted manner."· 

Lord Pentland struck a similar note in his speech at the 
opening of the Ayurvedic hospital in the Cochin state: 

There is aD obvious and promising desire at the present moment 
among the numerous adherents of these systems for closer touch with 
modern scientific methods. In time no doubt they will be able to make 
available for the practitioners of westem medicine the traditional 
knowledge which is of real value &nd will reject as western medicine 
continually rejects, those theories which are mere survivals and cannot 
stand the test of experience. The distinction between Indian and 
western systems of medicine will then disappear."s 

The very early method of inoculation against smallpox prac
ticed by the Moslems is an illustration of an empirical practice 
of considerable value. 

On the favorable side should also be placed the new attitude 
toward certain phases of modern medicine and hygiene. People 
are becoming more willing to be vaccinated against serious 

.. "Rural Medical ReIlef," Indian Social B.,_." Juoe 6, 19211. "Ibid. 
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disease; they are more ready to follow directions when threat
ened with an epidemic; and they are less suspicious of Western 
medicine and hygienic procedure. If, with this, they could be 
induced to· co-operate in bringing about better sanitary con
ditions in their homes and in the village, and if they could be 
led to form more hygienic personal habits, a time of real hope 
and better health would not be far distant. Part of the responsi
bility for bringing about this changed attitude devolves upon the 
schools. Such ideals and habits as will preserve health must be 
developed and applied by the pupils in the care of their persons 
and their environment. 

The unfavorable aspects of village health and sanitation are 
concerned as much with mental attitudes as with ignorance or 
other. deficiencies, and one of the fundamental things which the 
schools must bring about is a changed ideal of health and 
disease. Pupils must be brought to recognize that health is de
pendent upon the observance of definite hygienic laws, that pro
tection against disease is possible, and that when disease has 
laid hold of them, it can best be overcome by helping the body 
in its fight against the invading poisons, rather than by trying 
to secure the aid of extrinsic forces and powers. Along with this 
there must be a forward looking view. of life, an ideal of health 
and cleanliness, a dissatisfaction with things as they are, a be
lief that they can be improved, and a strong social desire to co
operate with others for their successful attainment. The school 
must give the necessary knowledge for this both by direct in
struction and by having the pupils work together to attain the 
desired ends both in the school and in their homes. 

These better conditions must involve personal. home, and 
community hygiene. Regarding the first there should be a better 
balanced and more sufficient diet, with adequate protection of 
water and milk; more suitable food and better care for infants, 
children, and sick people; clean and suitable clothing for vary
ing temperatures; regular and proper bathing; the proper care 
of the eyes and of the teeth; an adequate amount of sleep in a 
well ventilated place with sufficient clean covering. Especially for 
women and children there should be better provisions for fresh 
air, exercise, and recreation. The physical and moral dangers 
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involved in the use of liquor and opium need to be realized more 
fully. 

Regarding the home, there should be more light and ventila
tion, greater cleanliness, particularly in the courtyard, elimina
tion of smoke, better drainage and disposal of wastes, the de
struction of rats and their breeding and feeding places (which, 
for religious reasons, is not popular), better medical care for 
women and children, particularly in childbirth, a knowledge of . 
nursing and child welfare, and a more cheerful view of life. . 

In the community at large there is need for greater cleanliness, 
better drainage, more room and sunlight, sanitary control of 
water, milk, etc., destruction of breeding places of mosquitoes 
and flies, a local sanitary and health committee, a larger utiliza
tion of the health facilities of the district and of near-by cities, 
and a fuller use of their dispensaries and hospitals. 

The importance of education in bringing about better home 
and health conditions cannot be overstated. The study of hygiene 
and health in the schools and the classroom projects in this 
field should have as their aim the correcting of those wrong atti
tudes which have persisted through many generations and the 
developing of those attitudes and habits which make for healthy 
living in the home and in the community. Not only will such 
education benefit the children, but, by re1lex action, it will 
affect the parents and the home as well. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE VILLAGE: CIVIC AND SOCIAL LIFE 

VILLAGE ORGANIZATION 

THROUGHOUT MOST of the Punjab, the villages for hundreds and 
probably thousands of years have been closely compacted social 
and economic units with a common life. The people in each have 
formed an actual functioning community, governing themselves 
and having a communal sense of ownership over the whole village. 
They have had their own officers, employees, and governing 
council (panchayat), these, in turn, being influenced by the in
forlnal village assembly. By this system the community was re
sponsible for each of its members and claimed the right to regu
late his actions. Dr. Radhakumud Mookerji, in his book on 
Local Government in Ancient India claims that in early times 
this system of local government predicated a capacity for cor
porate action in high degree. Yet it differed in kind from that 
evolved by the democracies of the West. It was not an offspring 
of the central government. On the contrary, its organization 
and powers evolved naturally and spontaneously from craft and 
merchant guilds. These guilds, and the village assemblies which 

. were modeled on similar lines, evolved laws by which their activi
ties were governed and protected. Such laws .... ere to be recog
nized by the central government and to be enforced by them if 
necessary. 

Dr. Mookerji gives an interesting account of the constitution 
and working of an early village derived from an inscription 
found in a temple in Uttaramallur, South India, written about 
the tenth century. The controlling body was the village all
sembly, consisting of all persons possessing a certain property 
qualification, together with moral fitness and a definite standard 
of proficiency in legal and religious literature. 

The actual work of the village was entrusted to a number of 
committees, membership in which was open only to persons pos
ses~ing certain qualifications: ownership of a specified amount 
of tax-paying land; residence on one's own property; knowledge 
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of _,draB and BroAfIUJfIM; a capacity for business; and an age 
qualification of between thirty-five and seventy years. The vil
lage was divided into a number of wards, and at the time of the 
appointment of committees, the residents of each ward assembled 
and each wrote down on a ticket the name of the person whom 
he desired to represent his ward. Tickets from each ward were 
made up in packets and placed in an empty pot, which in the 
presence of the village assembly was held aloft by the oldest 
priest present. A packet was then drawn by a young boy, and 
the tickets of this packet undone and shaken up in another pot. 
The name first drawn from this pot by the boy was read out 
and accepted. There were a number 'of these committee_ 
finance, justice, tank and garden. There was also a supreme com
mittee consisting only of persons who had already served on one 
of the other committees and who were advanced in learning and 
experience. This committee had powers of general oversight and 
of supervision. 

This local communal government and control has had re
markable vitality. Vestiges of it persist, despite many vicissi
tudes. Even today it is eulogized by those who have studied or 
seen something of its working, as a survival of that most ancient 
self-governing unit, the village community, from which the demo
cratic city states of Greec.e and Rome developed. 

Of all the Indian provinces the Punj ab preserves this organic 
growth in its most vigorous form--organization of the proprietors of 
land into village communities has e:rlsted from time immemorial, sur
viving the downfall of one kingdom after another. It is the work of 
the people themselves, and not the result of measures adopted either 
by the British or by previous Governments.' 

Whether this communal arrangement is looked at from the 
historical point of view, from that of land administration, or 
from that of local self-government, it is a very striking form of 
social organization. 

Historically, it seems to be the result of an occupation of the 
Central and Southeastern Punjab by special tribes. These tribe. 
did not settle in the sandy stretches of the southwest Punjab, 

1 LatacI of u.. Flo. BiD ... ', p. 89. 
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in the hilly country to the northwest, or in the Himalayan tracts, 
and hence in those regions the same .communal form of ownership 
is not found. 

Indeed it may be suggested that the reason why the first Aryan 
settlers avoided the Punjab plains and settled so far east as the 
Jumna River, was that the Punjab had already begun to be peopled 
by those other tribes, who were chieHy Jats and Gujars. Whatever 
may be the truth as to this, the tribes appear to have come in sufficient 
force to occupy large areas, and to form, by multiplication in tbe 
course of time, a complete network of villages. These were held by 
tribesmen who, being conquerors, left to their descendants that joint 
claim to their several locations which is necessary to the constitution 
of the joint or landlord village.2 

A trihal map of the Central Punjab still shows, even after 
the lapse of all these years, the large areas which are occupied 
by these tribes who still have the fnmily idea of property and 
the same feeling of superiority which results from a landlord 
claim over village allotments. 

When the Punjab Government developed its system of land 
admin~stration, it adopted this strong, well preserved commun
ity ol'ganizntion of the Central and Southeast Punjab as its 
unit. Land revenue was assessed in a lump sum on the whole 
community, because of the owners' strong sense that they, as a 
body (whether lands were held in severalty or still remained 
wholly or partly undivided), had the landlord's right over the 
whole area of the village, and that their holdings were shares 
of a unit estate. Government in most cases recognized this claim, 
altering it only where existing rights were found to be irreconcil
able with the theory of proportional inheritance. 

Considering the old village organization as a self-governing 
unit, one sees that it was founded and continued to function on 
principles which have decided democratic elements: 

The landowners of the village conneeted by common descent, real 
or fictitious, form among themselves a demoeracy wbich rules its 
dependent priests, artisans, menials with oligarchic authority. The in
formsl assembly of the village which has been able to bring consider
able pressure on the body, is presided over by a IambtJrdtJr [bead-

·11nd.. pp. lUi, 117. 
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man]. Often there are several headmen. The headman of a village is 
appointed by the Deputy Com:missioner and if he is recognized by 
the eomnnmity as its Daturalleader, his influence equals his authority • 
• • • The headman transaets the business of the community, inclucliog 
the management of its common fund (fIUIlb .. ) to which all contribute 
aud to supplement which, in many villages, a door-tax is imposed on 
all residents who are not members of the proprietary body.-

In the view of some leaders the British government made an 
unfortunate mistake in making the Tahsil and District, rather 
than the village, its unit of rural government. These districts 
and their Boards correspond roughly to the counties and county 
conncils in England and have no relation to indigenous civic or
ganizations. The result has been that the villages have frequently 
taken little interest in the district Board, since it is to them. an 
exotic organization, far removed from their interests and prob
lema. The commnnal body of the village was left with no status, 
responsibility, or legal powers, and as a result it has become 
weak and in some places has practically disappeared. In other 
places it still has vitality enough to continue to exert social 
pressure, infticting on recalcitrant members of the community 
the loss of caste or social position or refusing to smoke with 

. them (huqqa p .... i lnuul).· The refusal to admit one into the 
community group and to share the smoking pipe with him is a 
punishment still dreaded by a11. 

As the powers of the village commnnity and its representative 
council (panchllyat) have been increasingly encroached upon by 
official administrative and judicial authorities, the conviction 
has deepened among British and Indian leaders that greater 
status and more legal power .hould be given to these indigenous 
bodiea. Without such responsibility it was felt that this "organic 
growth, which had called forth the eulogiea of philosophers and 
historians" might gradually disappear. This has led to the pass
ing of corrective legislation. The first Panchayat Act of 1912 
proved ineffective because it recognized these village conncils 
only a8 arbitration committees. The new Act of 1922, however, 
aims to "restore to the Panchayat its old authority, where it 
still exists, and to revivify it in villages where it has died out 
but where the corporate feeling still.urvive •.••• The panchayat 

"Lao • .u. ·ld ...... llteraIJT that tho pipe and water are .topped. 
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will be elected, though the election will be informal. It will have 
considerable administrative functions and also certain criminal 
(and in some cases civil) powers. In addition to funds such as 
the village malba, which are now allotted to common village 
purposes, it will be able to levy a vil~age rate proportionate to 
the present rate levied for chaukidar8 [watchmen] .'" It is 
hoped that with such powers the village community will have the 
opportunity of once more regaining its old vitality and useful
ness. 

There are at least two officials in most villages: the lambardar 
and the patDlari. The lambardar is the ellief officer. ''He is a 
natural part of the village constitution and is generally a mem
ber of the most influential family. The office is hereditary. He 
often acts as a representative of the village."· His principal 
duty is collecting the land revenue and paying it into the Tahsil 
treasury every harvest. His reward amounts to 0 per cent of the 
total revenue collected from the village. He is also expected to 
report and give information about crime. 

The pat'tDari is the village accountant or registrar. His duties 
are to keep the village accounts and its various records, regis
ters, and maps, and to prepare reports and furnish extracts 
of records upon application. He is expected also to report any 
unusual occurrence affecting the welfare of the village to the 
Tahsil.T 

~e village has its own employees, artisans, and servants, oveT 
whom it exercises a considerable amount of control. They are 
usually paid in kind at the harvest time. The village watchman, 
in addition to his duty of watch and ward, has the power of 
arrest and is jointly responsible with the lambardar for the re
porting of crime. He is further charged with the duty of report
ing births and deaths at the police station where he reports 
fortnightly. A chaukidara tax is levied from all occupants of 
houses in the beat by a rate assessed on the annual value of the 
houses. Custom has also emphasized the liability of all villagers, 
taken in rotation, for patrol service when required. Other types 
of common service for village protection and improvement are 
rendered in times of need. Men will sometimes band together to 

• Land 0/ ''''' Fro. BiD .... , pp. 90, 91 • 
• T"" Bconomic Llf. of II P .... jab ViIla,_, p. 122. • Ibid., pp. 122-23. 
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erect a school or other public building or to help on public works 
for the welfare of the whole community. 

CASTE 

One of the outstanding social institutions affecting village life 
is caste. It determines social standing, it governs one's choice 
of occupation, and it elfectively in1Iuences one's attitude toward 
other people, toward different types of work, and toward various 
modes of living. It has even in1Iuenced other religions which have 
been opposed to caste. Since it is so vital a part of the Hindu 
religion, supported not only by religious sanction but also by 
tradition and custom, it is a force that education must reckon 
with. 

Caste doubtless arose out of the twin ideas of the community 
of blood and the community of occupation, which have ever 
been strong social influences. In every society these two con
siderations have operated, the latter usually gaining in impor
tance over the former. In India, however, the elfort has been 
to make them identical, occupation and social statuI being made 
as dependent upon heredity as are blood or tribal relationships. 
This is supplemented and reinforced by religion. On the one 
hand, the four major castes were each said to have had a dis
tinct origin in God, springing from the mouth, arms, thighs, 
and feet of Brahma. On the other hand wer.e the doctrines of 
transmigration and Karma, emphasizing that "a man is born 
into that caste for which his former actions have prepared him. 
If one is far advanced in spirituality he is born a Brahman; if 
he is a step lower, he is born a Kshatriya (ruling and warrior 
caste); then follow the Vaishya and Sudra castes. '])hus, in 
Hinduism a man's caste is held to be an infallible index of the 
state of his soul,"· and only by faithfully observing all caste 
rules can a man retain the spiritual condition he has won or 
progress in it. . 

Moreover, since the Brahmans were the most spiritually ad
vanced, they were the best fitted to exercise priestly and teaching 
functions, and hence these functions became their recognized 
caste occupations. Next in order came.the Kshatriyas, who were 
considered the best fitted to rule and to serve as warriors; and 

• J. N. Farquhar, Tlu Or ...... 01 Binduilm, p. 1&9. 
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then came the farmers and the business men (Vaishyas). All three 
of these tribes or castes are supposed to be of pure Aryan 
descent. They are called twice-born on account of their origin, 
knowledge of religion, and tradition. They all wear the "sacred 
thread," which is given them at the time of their initiation. The 
lowest caste, Sudra, which was to serve the other three, was com
posed of aborigines admitted to the Hindu community. The fifth, 
or untouchable, caste (outcastes), contained the unclean aborig
ines and the progeny of mixed marriages. These people were 
compelled to live altogether apart from the other castes; to 
keep their distance from them; to engage in unclean and de
spised occupations. They were not permitted to enter Hindu 
temples or to use caste wells. 

The purity of the castes was to be preserved "by the faithful 
performance of the, domestic sacraments, the 8raddha (ances
tral) ceremonies, vedic sacrifices and the prescribed daily devo
tions; also by the avoidance of any breach of caste rules in 
matters of marriage, food, social intercourse, or occupation."· 
Purity was largely conceived of as ceremonial purity, and it was 
to he maintained through emphasis upon the observance of caste 
rules, rather than upon moral rectitude. 

However, in the course of years, through the admission of 
foreign tribes, through migrations, changes in culture, 
marriage, custom, wealth, and inlluence, the main castes sub
divided and differentiated until today there are over 2,300 
castes and sub-castes. Yet only within the bounds of their own 
sub-caste are the orthodox permitted to marry, and this is now 
known to be physically and mentally detrimental. Other forces 
have undermined the religious bases and assumptions of caste 
and have slightly loosened its bonds; so that today there is 
more freedom with regard to social interaction. 

Among the forces working against caste are the non
Brahman movement, especially in the South; the strong popular 
feeling against untouchability, due largely to Mahatma 
Gandhi's campaign; the greater desire for unity between castes 
and religions and the determination to get rid of anything 
which hinders India's progress as a nation; larger freedom in the 
higher castes to adopt the occupation one desires to follow: 

• Ibid., P. 165. 
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and greater opportunities for travel. In the Punjab, Sikhism 
and Islam, with their strong solidarity, the e1Iect of edu",,:tion, 
and of other civilizations, the democratic influences of 
Christianity and of British social and political ideals have all 
been modifying influences. Christian missions have demonstrated 
clearly that the outcaste can be uplifted, and that a rigid karma 
has not fixed his position in life. The Arya Samajh and other 
social, religious, and progressive organizations have also taken 
their stand against caste. 

The war with it. service abroad, foreign study, the growth 
of nationalism, the awakening and self-consciousness of the non
Bralunan and lowest castes, the larger recognition of the rights 
of the individual, the necessities of modern civilized life--all 
have had modifying effects. Even in the villages some of these 
influences have been felt; and while the friction and inertia to 
be overcome are very great, signs of improvement are not 
wanting.'· 

Caste in North India has not been so strong and rigid a. 
in the South, nor ha~ the distinction between Sudra (servants) 
and Panchamas (outcastes) been so clear and distinct. While 
outcastes have been segregated as to living quarter. and wells, 
there is more economic and social contact with them than in 
the southern section of the country. Tribal ties are strongly 
felt and have more influence than caste divisions. This is evident 
in the following quotation: 

Within the caste the first great division of the land-owning classes 
is into tribes; and the tribe appears to be far more permanent and in
destructible than the caste ..•• Wben a family or section of a caste rises 
or linka in the lOCal scale, it often retains its tribal designation while 
it cbanges the name of its easte, the same tribal namel thus occur in 
dift"erent castes. The Chauhan Guj an, for instance, will tell you that 
their ancestor was a Chauhan Rajput who married a Gnjar Woman; 
and that his descendants retained the tribal name, while sinking to 
the rank of Guj ars owing to the infringement of caste regulations." 

.. "In the west of the Punjab the broader distinctions of caste bave become 
liWe more than a tradition or B convenient qm.bol tor .oclal standing, while 
the tribal groups are the practical units of which the community is com
posed. ••• Tbe liberty enjoyed by the people of the w .. tern Punjab is ""
tending to their neighbor. In the east and the old tribal customs OIpeclally, 
are gradually fading away."-Ltmd of llao Flo. BiI> ... , p. S2S. 

D Ibid., p. S2S. 
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Certain convictions regarding caste, however, seem just as 
strong as ever. One of these is with regard to· marriage, for inter
caste marriage is frowned upon, and generally the matrimonial 
rules of caste are carefully observed. Another is the attitude 
toward manual labor. The higher castes regard manual labor 
as degrading, or at least that part of it in which they are not 
directly engaged. It is this belief which has contributed to the 
preponderance of clerks and professional people and has in
fluenced the attitude of landowners, cultivators, etc., toward 
other types of work than the one which they considered dig
nified. Another persistent belief is that certain industries sub
sidiary to agriculture, such as the keeping of poultry, the 
breeding of cattle, dairying, the cultivation of a garden, work
ing in leather, etc., are aimost defiling. Closely allied to this 
is the feeling that one should not do his own simple repairs in 
wood and iron or make his own baskets, etc., for this is con
sidered the work of certain castes and should be limited to them. 
The same principle applies to servants for various types of 
work and to the idea of employing as much help as possible and 
then cutting down on one's own industry. So long as these con
ceptions prevail it is difficult to see how the agriculturist can 
improve his present economic status. 

Not only on the economic but on the social side caste has 
many drawbacks. It prevents free social interaction, free ex
pression, widely shared interests, community co-operation~ and 
that sense of the value of the individual which is the foundation 
of real social and political development. The contempt and dis
dain shown to low caste and outcaste peoples and the indigni
ties and injustices heaped upon them have injured bo.th the 
oppressed and the oppressors. In fact, caste strikes at the roots 
of human brotherhood, and instead of fostering fraternity, 
unity, growth, and mutual service, it engenders hatred, con
tempt, and disunion. In summing up the present disadvantages 
of caste, William Archer says: 

Caste has enfeebled India politically by substituting vanity for 
patriotism. It has impoverished her physically by fostering a marriage 
system which is thoroughly unhealthy, both in its obligations and In 
its restrictions. It has cormpted her morally by making insensate ar
rogance a religinns and social dnty. It has paralyzed her intellectually 
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by forcing her to occupy her mind witb. infantile rules and distinctions 
and to regard them as the most serious interests in life. IS 

When a defense of caste is attempted it usually takes the 
form that a caste is a trade guild, that each caste is a democracy 
within itself. that caste establishes responsibility for relief and 
social service within the caste, that it emphasizes group soli
darity. and that it provides a medium for the preservation of 
the arts and crafts. Indian social and political leaders. -how
ever. are increasingly convinced that caste is a J,iological, 
social, economic, and political handicap and that if India is to 
become a democratic and unified nation, it will need to be on 
other principles than those of caste. Dr. Tagore is outspoken 
on this point: 

This immutable and all pervading system of caste has no doubt im
posed a mechanical uniformity upon the people, but it has at the same 
time kept their dilferent sections inflexibly and unalterably separate, 
with the consequent loss of all power of adaptation and readjustment 
to new conditions and force •. The regeneration of the Indian people 
to my mind, directly and perhaps solely depends npon the removal of 
this condition of caste." 

Lala Lajpat Rai, a Punjab leader, says, "Caste is a disgrace 
to our humanity, our sense of justice, and our feeling of social 
aflinity-a standing blot on our social organization."" 

At the 86th Indian National Social Conference in Belgaum, 
December, 1925, the following resolution was passed: 

'l'his conference reiterates the opinion expressed in previous con
ferences regarding the immediate necessity of discarding the present 
cast-iron caste .ystem, which is the greatest impediment to national 
unity. It exhorts all Hindu castes to eo-operate with one another in 
finding a rational synthesis of their ,social ideals by eliminating all the 
features of the present system which are productive of mutual jealous
ies and are therefore inimical to the solidarity and progress of their 
community. 

Two movements which have gained considerable momentum 
in recent years and which vitally affect the social, economic, and 

" IndIG and II,. P.m. ... p. M. 
"Quoted In Farquhar, TAo Or_ 0' Hiaduilm. p. 175. "L ••. oI'. 
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political life of the' country are the campaign against untouch
ability and that regarding inter-communal unity. Regarding the 
first, Mahatma Gandhi has succeeded in arousing the country 
to some sense of the social injustice which has been done to the 
unfortunate people regarded as "untouchables" and to a con
sciousness of the fact that their larger opportunity bears direct
ly upon India's political progress and the securing of S'fJJaraj." 
So long as there are depressed classes in India so long will the 
force of India's agitation for freedom and racial equality be 
weakened. Many social, political, and religious organization. 
all over India are demanding the removal of untouchability and 
of the disabilities of these classes. Better social and economic 
treatment, removal of physical disabilities, opportunities for 
education, representation in political and legislative bodies are 
all being advocated. This agitation, together with a new social 
consciousness among the depressed groups, promises much for 
the future. The movement has a start in the villages, but much 
more needs to be done through education and public opinion to 
strengthen and extend it. 

Inter-communal unity is needed both among the castes or the 
divisions of a given religion and among the various religions. 
The strong sentiment throughout the country for a unified 
nation, especially for Hindu-Moslem unity, so strongly advo
cated by Mahatma Gandhi, is an indication of how vital this 
matter has become. The whole problem bristles with difficulties, 
for it is closely related with religion, with caste, with communal 
representation in political and government service, and with 
strongly entrenched jealousies, antipathies, and prejudices. 

The Unity Conference held in Delhi, from September 26 to 
October 2, 1923, marked a great step forward, for representa
tives of all distinct religious bodies discussed and took action 
upon such points of friction as cow slaughter, the sale of meat, 
Hindu music, religious processions, places of worship, desecra
tion, right of conversion, and communal boycotts. It arranged 
for an annual unity day and appointed a national panchayat to 
inquire into and settle all disputes and differences. The con
ference recorded its opinion that every individual or group 
should have fullliberly to hold and to give expression to his or 

.. By B_Nlj Is meant political Independence. 
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their beliefs and to follow any religious practice with due re
gard to the rights and feelings of others. In no "ase may such 
individual or group, however. revile the founder of a religion or 
the tenets of another faith. The conference emphasized that all 
places of worship shall be considered inviolable, and on no 
account shall they be attacked or desecrated whether as a 
result of provocation or by way of retaliation. Since the con
ference there have been numerous communal quarrels and riots, 
but these have served to emphasize how great is the need for 
education and for the deVelopment of tolerance and civic co
operation. 

THE POSITION 0:1' WOHEN 

Another part of the socia.l structure which is receiving much 
attention from social and political leaders i. the position of 
women. The efforts for reform have to do with child marriage, 
enforced widowhood, the seclusion of women, their education, 
and their general socia1 and political standing. 

The village woman suffers many handicaps. She is often 
married at a very early age.'" Early marriage is enjoined by 
the Hindu law books and is favored by some castes. Religious 
and social conditions are such that it is considered a disgrace 
for a girl to reach the age of puberty without being hetrothed, 
and parents will go to almost any' expense and trouble to pre
vent such a calamity. Another cause of child marriage is the 
distrust that prevails among the families on both sides. Nothing 
is considered safe and settled'until the marriage takes place. 

Social reformers have endeavllred for many years to raise the 
"age of consent" and to educate the public regarding the dangers 
of early marriage. These dangets include the undermining of 
the child-mother's health, the birth of weak and sickly children, 
the increasing danger of over-population, the economic handi
cap. the inadequate opportunity for a wholesome, natural girl
hood, the limited time for education before marriage. and the 

U "In the Punjab a boy Is normally married at sixteen or seventeen, and a 
girl a year or two ea.rller."-Darling, op. cU., p. OS. Lueaa found in h1a lUl'Vey 
of Kablrpur thet the av ..... ge age of marriage among the shelkhl Is 1 f.l year. 
for girls; among the weavers 12.1, with betrothal between the 8fth and eighth 
yeaH; among the Chumars, 10.' y .... , with betrothal age four to eight y .. ra. 
Boya are usually four to ab< yesH older then the girlo.-TM Bconomlo Li/" • 
0/11 P-Jab VIIItJI/', p. 110. 
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difficulty of educating a large number of children in later 
years." 

Another handicap grows out of a prevailing custom of many 
Moslems and some high-caste Hindus-that of keeping women 
secluded from the public gaze. Nomen except husbands or close 
relatives are 'supposed to look upon their faces. Where this 
seclusion is strictly carried out, it tends to undermine health, 
to make education difficult, to make the woman an economic 
burden, and to narrow and cramp her personality. 

The saddest of women's handicaps, however, is that of en
forced widowhood. This is sanctioned and upheld by Hindu 
custom and is especially prevalent among the highest castes. 
Its most deplorable feature is that the widow is supposed to 
have been the cause of her husband's death, possibly because 
of sins in her previous existence. Because of this her jewels and 
pretty clothes are often taken from her; her head is shaved; she 
is debarred from certain religious ceremonies; she is expected 
to fast and to show her penitence; and she is sometimes made 
the drudge of the household. 

About one-sixth of the women are widows, and of these, over 
25 per cent are under forty years of age. Not all of these, how
ever, are treated in this cruel way. Social reformers are doing 
much to alleviate these conditions, and in certain provinces there 
are progressive societies which make arrangements for the re-

"ID Th. Ti ..... o/India, Oct. 10, 1927, Dr. M. I. Balfonr stated that of 
6,580 cases of mothers with their firat babIes, none was under thirteeD yeaN 
ot age; seven were recorded as thirteen year. old and thirty~ftve as under 
AlteeD yean of age. The average age of 8rst motherhood In Bombay waa: 
18.7 years .... d In Madr .. 19.' years. Both In Madru and Bombay, between 
86 and 86 per cent were over seventeen yean old. 

Dr. R. P. Paranjype, late prlneipal of FergusoD College, collected statlatf .. 
of the age of marriage of his students, who numbered about a thousand, wJth 
ages nmging between sixteen and twenty-three years. He say .. "While 26 
years ago, an appre<iable fraction of the boys In the first year <ilia were 
married, It la DOW a rare exceptfon to ... any marrled boy In that claaa, &ad 
even In the flnal year there are DO more than SO per cent married boys,-

In Angust, 1929, the Age of Conaent CommIttee appointed by Govern
ment recommended that the "age of eo_tO as against strangers be bed 
at 18 .... d that In the marital relatfon It be 15 yean. In October, 1929, tbe 
Sarda Marriage bill W&I pllled, wbleh makes It unlawful for girls to be 
married before " years of age. The age for boys ls 18 yean. The bill goes 
Into elfect April I, 1990. 
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marriage of widows.18 This is done, however, in defiance of re
ligion and custom and with the possible eOllsequence bf social 
ostracism. In an increasing number of places the remarriage of 
, widow does not cause nearly the public commotion that it did 
twenty years ago. 

AB may well be understood, the general position and in1Iuence 
.f women in the home are not simple or easy to describe. On the 
.ne hand, motherhood, especially to be the mother of sons, is 
greatly venerated, and Indian women are faithful and devoted 
in. . this relationship. Mothers are often spoken of with great 
respect, and the symbol for nationality is maternal-"Hail, 
Mother" or "Motherland." Women also have a large place in 
Hindu religion, and in the Hindu pantheon are many goddesses. 
Probably no story in India is more loved than that of Sita, a 
faithful, devoted wife who has been the inspiration and ideal 
of womanhood for many centuries. The most beautiful building in 
India, the Taj Mahal, was built in memory of a queen, Mumtaz
i-Mahal, who was a devoted wife and mother. Indian women are 
outstanding in quiet dignity, repose, idealism, modesty, grace, 
hospitality, courtesy, religious devotion, love of children, and 
in the spirit of sacrifice. 

However, there is another side to the picture. Women have 
llSually not been treated as equals. They have been expected 
to be subject to men all their lives, first to fathers and brothers, 
then to their husbands, and last, to their SOIlS. Since the parents 
of a girl may be obliged to pay a large dowry to her pros
pective husband's people, girl babies are not so welcome as boys 
and are not so well cared for. 

The amount and kind of work the village woman does in her 
home depends largely upon her caste and social position. Purdah 
is considered by some a mark of social distinction, and therefore 
the wivel of wealthier villagers, of aristocratic races BUch as 
the Rajputs, and of many Moslems observe the custom. In this 

,. Widow Marriage AsaoclatiODS have been otarted In various pariB of 
Iudi .. They receive appllcatloua from wldoWII and widow ... deslriDg mar
riage, arrange IUch marriage, conduct publIc meetlDgo, and co-operate with 
other organlaatloua working to IhlI cod. A bill to removc aU legal obstacl .. to 
tbe marriage of Hindu wldowl waa Introduced In the Legislative Council In 
1928 but W&I not II1ICCOI&taI. 

11 
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case the wives can do no work outside the house, and not a very 
great amount is done within it. On the other hand, wives from 
the Jat, Ahir, and Arain tribes work very hard indeed. They 
cook the food morning and evening and carry it out to their 
husbands in the fields; they boil the milk and make curds and 
buttermilk; they bring water from the village well, wash the 
dishes, sweep and clean the house and courtyard, look after the 
children, chop fodder and feed it to the cattle, grind the grain 
into flour, and, in their spare (!) time clean the cotton and do 
the spinning, mending, and sewing. In busy seasons the wife 
will also help to sow, to weed, and to harvest the crop. The women 
of low caste and outcaste groups do considerable work for wages 
away from their homes and try to carryon their home and 
family duties in addition. 

The wife does not eat with her husband, but first serves him 
and then eats afterwards. She is discriminated against in social 
customs and has been denied educational opportunities to such 
an extent that there is but little more than one woman in a 
hundred who can read and write any language. Her Ilot too 
often has been that of a bearer of burdens. If she has been poor, 
she bas endured much sorrow and suffering; if she has been rich 
she has led a life of secluded idleness with all its attendant 
temptations. Her position, as defined by religion, is tersely put 
by Manu, the Hindu lawgiver: "She 'shall serve him [her 
husband] with all her might; obey him in all things; spy no 
defects in his character; nor give him any cause of disquiet." 
The good wife is one who is submissive to her husband and 
shows him every consideration and regard. 

But in spite of their many handicaps, women have exerted 
a remarkable influence in the home, not only over their daughters 
and daughters-in-law, but also over their husbands and sonl. 
They have been the conservers of religion and of ancient culture 
and traditions; the faithful attendants at temples and shrines; 
the ones who minister to Brahmans, priests, and mendicants. 
Although illiterate, they have not all been uneducated, and many 
an educated man looks back with gratitude to the cultural in
fluence of his mother. But, mixed with their knowledge of the 
past, there is much superstition, ignorance, outworn tradition, 
and conservatism, 80 that, although many leaders, both men and 
women, are convinced that women must be educated and emanci-
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pated, the greatest difficulty will probably eOIJll! from the 
prejudices and inhibitions of the women themselves. 

There are many signs of improvement, however. The number 
of girls attending school has steadily increased; purdtJh restric
tions are now less rigid; and reformers are working heroically 
and persistently to raise the age of marriage'· and to bring 
about the remarriage of widows. Indian women leaders have 
recently appeared in politics, in social and educational work, 
in literature,law, and medicine. A number have been outstanding 
in literature and the arts. The franchise has been extended to 
women under certain conditions. Few of them have been elected 
to legislative bodies. In Madras a woman is deputy president 
of the Assembly and recently she successfully piloted a notable 
piece of reform legislation regarding the devidasis through the 
legislature. Mrs. Sarojini Naidu has been a president of the 
Indian National Congress and has been a prominent progressive 
political leader for years. Recently she took over the leadership 
of the non-eo-operation forces following the arrest of Mr. 
Gandhi and his lieutenants. 

Lala Lajpat Rai, in the course of his presidential address 
at the Hindu Mahasabha, Calcutta, said: 

I have the greatest admiration for the Hindu woman. She stand. 
unique in the world in the matter of her selflessness, in her devotion to 
her male relatives and in her purity and chastity. But the condition of 
Hindu women at the present moment is far from satisfactory and that 
is due to the arrogance of Hindu men and to their failure of duty 
toward their women. 

The speaker then went on to deplore purdah, l!'.ck of educa
tional opportunities, child marriage, enforced widowhood, un
.anitary living conditions, and the lack of provisions for the 
physical development and hygienic safety of women. He said: 

• The age of marriage Is steadily rising. The Ceusus of 1911 .howed the .. 
were 461 glrlB per thousand unmarried at the eod of their 15th year. By 1921 
theoe figures had rIaeo to 601 (Ceusuo, 1921, I, IM-66). Mr •• Margaret E. 
CouIina, Honorary Secretary of the Women'. Indian Asaociatlon, baa enumer-. 
ated the different cl.a&lea and eastes among whom marriage later than the 
age of 16 Ia the rule, and ohe eotlmateo that the total Ia about 200 mIIlIcm. 
Thla ... rrespondo roughly with the above eeoous flgureo ot 60 per coot not 
married till the eompletion ot their 15th year~Alden H. Clark In "I. India 
DyIng'- A Reply to Mother India, TA. ~tl""t" MontA"" CXLI (Feb. 
1928),275. See aIBo the Bards Ad, 1929, In tootaoto 11 above p. 2400. 
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I will beg my countrymen to save their girls; to give them suitable 
opportunities for developing healthy bodies· and psychologically iit 
minds. Our girls and women must be freed from all superstitions which 
breed carelessness in life; indift'erence to food; distaste for struggle; 
lack of energy; the habit of "taking things lying down" and a psy
chology of dependence and fear.'· 

The Vidhya Vivah Sahaik Sabha, of Lahore; in its tenth an
nual report states that 1,603 widow remarriages were reported 
during 1924; 1,137 of these occurring in the Punjab, Delhi, and 
N. W. Frontier Provinces. This figure is very encouraging when 
in 1915 there were but twelve, and in 1919 fewer than a hundred. 

MARRIAGE 

Marriage occupies an important place in village life. It is 
considered a religious duty to marry, and every Hindu father 
longs for a son who can perform the funeral ceremonies at his 
death. Marriage is also considered an economic necessity, for 
the cultivator needs a wife to look after his house, to bring his 
breakfast to the fields, and to help at times in the agricultural 
work. 

But marriage is generally a very expensive affair. It is no 
uncommon practice to spend from six months' to a year's in
come on a marriage. In the first place, money must generally 
be paid out to secure a bride. This is partly due to there being 
nearly two million more men than women in the Punjab. This 
means over 20 per cent difference, as the number of males in 
the census of 1921 was 11,306,265 as compared with 9,378,759 
females. Actual cash is not always paid for the bride, the money 
being put into ornaments or cattle or into the entertainment of 
guests. Sometimes, if the bridegroom is well born or well off, 
the bride's father may have to pay. The price paid for a bride 
depends upon the wealth of the bridegroom, upon his age, and 
upon whether he has any physical defect. It has also greatly in
creased within the last twenty-five or thirty years." 

·lndilm Bocial B.!ON1IM, AprlJ 211, 19211 • 
• GeneraJIT lIB. soo (£20) to over lIB. 1,000 (£67) are paid. uA Muham

madan, It aeems, can generally get wbat be wanta for fonr or flv. hundred 
rupees, but the Sikh J at bas to pay on. or two thonaand. n The dlfl'erence Ia 
largely due to the shortoge of girls In the latter community and to the Sikh'. 
greater weslth. North of the Jhelum River and In the Southwest Punjab 
prices are lower...--Darling, Of'. cit., p. II. 
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AIl a result of the high price of brides many men do not marry. 
Bhalla found in Bairampur that there were only nincteen women 
for forty-four men. Counting all the males in the village there 
were 60.7 who were neither betrothed, married, or widowers .... 

In the Rajput village of Shakargarh out of twenty-three men 
of marriageable age, seventeen were unmarried. The six who had 
married had spent an average of Rs. 1,500 each on their 
marriages." Sometimes one of several brothers marries and the 
other brothers serve as helpers in the. fields. By this means a 
higher standard of living is maintained, and there is not so mlich 
pressure on the land. This practice has its moral danger, and 
looseness with menials and even polyandry are not unknown." 

But the most surprising thing of all is that in spite of the deplorable 
shortage of women, female infanticide still persists ••• here and there, 
where caste is high and suitable husbands few. • • • Conditions are 
probably better than they were twenty year. ago, but there are still 
Jats and Rajputs who would rather lee their daughters dead than 
morried beneath their station, and according to trustworthy 
authority, infanticide .till occur. throughout the central Punjab.26 

The methods, however, are usually those of neglect and ex
posure rather than deh"berate acts. 

RlI:CBlr.ATION 

The recreational activities of an Ipdian village are closely 
related to religion or to tradition. Holidays are times of great 
rejoicing and are celebrated with processions, music, fireworks, 
speeiallighting, and dramatic spectacles. There are many re
ligious holidays in the course of the year (Hindu, Moslem, Sikh, 
and Christian), and some of them, such as the Moharrum and 
Daaehra, involve extensive preparation and rouse deep religious 
feeling; others, such as Basant and Dewali, are times of joy 
and merrymaking, while others, like Holi, are characterized by 
considerable buffoonery. 

The villagers are also very fond of wrestling, running, Indian 
group games, camel races, kite flying and kite fighting, and tugs 
of war. They are also engaging more and more in certain West-

• Op. oU., p. 1S9. • Darllng, op. oU., p. 1110. 
• Ibid., p. lUI, and BhaIIa, p. 1"2. • Darllng, op. oU., pp. _8. 
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em games which are gradually spreading out from the larger 
cities into the villages. 

Local fairs of various kinds have great attraction for the 
villagers. These fairs are not designed for the purpose of inter
changing commodities, although sweets and trinkets are sold. 
Sometimes they are held in memory of a holy man or in con
nection with a religious holiday; sometimes they are connected 
with some phase of economic life, as in the case of cattle fairs. 
Whatever the purpose, there are always amusements of various 
sorts-gymnastics, jugglery, magic, trained animals, the weird 
practices of ascetics, singing, and instrumental music. The 
crowds at these fairs are always in a holiday spirit, jostling, 
shouting, and stirring up clouds of dust. 

Large religious gatherings, known as meltU (religious fairs) 
and pilgrimages to some shrine, temple, or river, have great 
attractive power to village people, and they will often borrow 
money or sell their possessions in order to start out on one of 
these journeys. They sometimes travel long distances and endure 
great hardships in order to attend these gatherings and will feel 
repaid if they have bathed in sacred waters or received the 
blessing of a holy man. They have also had the privilege of 
gazing upon the numerous ascetics present, who have subjected 
themselves to various forms of self-mortification in- order to 
overcome desire and attain merit-men with withered arms, men 
lying on beds of spikes, men buried in the ground with only their 
arms and hands showing, men surrounded by fires with the burn
ing sun overhead. All these are objects of veneration to the 
pilgrims. 

People often become sick on these pilgrimages because of im
proper housing, generally unsanitary conditions, and impure 
water; and many of them die. Such gatherings thus become 
breeding places for cholera, which is carried by the pilgrims 
back to their villages. They are quite willing, however, to risk 
these dangers for the sake of the benefits received. 

Characteristic of village life are the informal social gather
ings of women at the well, at the shops, out in the fields, or OD 

the way to and from the temple. The men, too, gather infor
mally at the central meeting place of the village, which is an 
important feature of village life. This gathering place is a 
small compound containing a large tree, or sometimes several 
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trees; it is located in the center of the abadi (residential sec
tion). Here, at the noon rest period or in the evening, men 
will gather to talk over happenings of interest in the village 
or in places farther afield, even in France or Mesopotamia. 
They also discus. matter. pertaining to their work, politics, 
and religion. Sometimes there will be singing or an entertain
ment of some other sort. A visiting Bpeaker may appear and 
talk on Bome phase of village welfare. 

Marriage is a great social event in the home and the vil
lage and involves many guests, many gifts, extensive feasting, 
music, and sometimes dancing. Depending upon the 80cial status 
and wealth of those concerned, a wedding may last from a day 
to more than a week. 

Betrothals, the birth of a first son, the death of an aged per
Bon-all these are occasions for celebrations and feastings. 

Other Bocial and recreational events in the lives of the vil
lagers are the coming of the family priest or of some BWnyasi; 
the visit of a leading official or a national leader ; the presence 
of visiting entertainers-story-tellers, dramatic performers, 
singers, musicians, dancers, snake-charmers, magicians, jug
glers, etc. When none of these is at hand, the men of the village 
themselves get together for conversation, singing, amateur 
dramatics, and story-telling. 

EVALUATION 01' Crvrc AND SOCIAL LII'E WITH 

REI'ERENCE TO EDUCATION 

The history of the evolution of the village community is not 
only interesting but it also provides definite guidance for the 
social and moral development of children in school. These ancient 
rural groups had a strong community sense because they had 
common social bonds and interests; they were desirous of 
reaching the same ends; and they had definite responsibilities. 
They usually had the bond of blood or of tribal relationship. 
They jointly owned the land. They were banded together for 
protection and for supplying the needs of life. They had a voice 
in public affairs and in selecting their representatives. This 
community life, with its co-operation for common ends, is great
ly needed in our schools. The discipline of social disapproval 
(taboo) in the social training of the individual is also suggestive 
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for school discipline. The panchayat and communal assembly 
are valuable civic organizations, and, as has been shown in a 
previous chapter,'· they have been beneficially applied in cer
tain schools. 

The tremendous Bocial organization known as caste is a good 
illustration of an institution which was once a useful tool in 
governing and helping people but which has become a social 
handicap instead of a benefit. Caste enabled the early Aryans 
to live peaceably with the aboriginal inhabitants and to impart 
to them some measure of their higher civilization. It thus helped 
to preserve the Aryan race and culture and its developing 
civilization. It formerly acted as a sort of trade guild; it secured 
a division of labor and preserved the ancient arts and crafts. 
It supported and preserved Hinduism through the stress of re
pea ted invasions; but the coming of competing religions, civili
zations, and other fOJ;"ces and movements tended to undermine it, 
and now it has become a heavy burden upon the social and eco
nomic structure of India. The whole attitude toward life caused 
by the underlying religious principle of Karma and caste, that 
one is in the place where his past life and deeds have justly 
placed him, results often in complete lack of effort. Where such 
a belief holds full sway, there is serious question as to whether 
progress is really possible. Education must take full account 
of this situation and must seek to develop in pupils a more 
dynamic and democratic conception of life. 

Education must also set itself to the task of creating more 
favorable attitudes with reference to women, particularly as to 
child marriage, purdah, and enforced widowhood; it should do 
all in its power to improve the attitude toward girl babies; to 
exalt the dignity of all labor, to teach hope. ambition, thrift, 
broad social sympathy, and unselfish social service. The em
phasis upon asceticism, upon the necessity of ridding oneself 
of desire and of the fruits of activity; upon thinking of the 
world as illusion and all struggle as vain; upon living in the past; 
upon a fatalistic conception of one's position in life as absolutely 
fixed-all these cut the nerve of progress. 

The recreational life of the village contains much that educa
tion should build upon and extend. It should also increase the 

• Chapter VIIL 
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recreational opportunities for all and shonId so guide them 
that they will have true educational value. 

The needs of the village community are undoubtedly very 
great and varied, but the basic need, is a hopeful and purposeful 
outlook that will make for a dynamic, progressive society, rather 
than for a static one. It is education's great task to help bring 
this about. 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE VILLAGE: RELIGIOUS LIFE 

Op THE many religions represented in the Punjab, the four 
largest are Hinduism, with 6.6 million followers, predominant 
in the eastern and southeastern parts of the Province; Sikhism 
(an offshoot of Hinduism), with 2.8 million adherents, mainly in 
the central Punjab; Islam, the most numerOU8 of all, with 11.t 
million, strongest in the western and west central parts; and 
Christianity, with .3 million adherents rather widely 8cattered 
and centered chiefly in the outcaste sections of the villages. It 
would be impossible within the bounds of a single chapter to 
give adequate treatment to the great religions of India, and 
therefore only a few of the main features will be de8cribed, with 
8pecial reference to those ideals, attitudes, and appreciations 
which education must take into account. 

HmDUISU 

Hinduism is a most composite religion noted for its wide 
tolerance and elasticity, its emphasis upon ceremonial and out
ward conformity, its -deep philosophy and mysticism, and its 
readiness to accept principles and practices from other creeds. 
Originally the Indo-Aryan gods were identified with natural 
phenomena: the sun, the sky, the storm, the dawn, etc., and 
there was a time when it seemed possible that an ethical theism 
would develop. The inclusion of many of the beliefs and prac
tices of the aboriginal tribes, however, led to a new social and 
religious organization, which gradually became elaborate and 
complicated. This was still further influenced by religioUB think
ing and reforms, by contact with other religions, and by natural 
popular development. The number of gods and goddesses multi
plied greatly, but only three of them stand out prominently~ 
Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. Behind all these was the idea of 
one supreme divine Being, Brahman, spiritual, eternal, imper
sonal, and unknowable. Brahman only is reality, all else is maya 
(unreal). Brahman is found in all things and all things are in 
Brahman. Brahman is the great Unity; and the ultimate goal of 
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nan is to comprehend that fact and to become immersed in the 
~t Spirit. Although the cause of all things, Brahman is action
less and so free from Karma, which controls all things. With 
these attributes, Brahman cannot be worshiped or known or 
involved in any activity. 

Very deep systems of philosophy dealing with this compli
cated belief have been painstakingly developed, but the villager 
nas no real knowledge of these. In fact, the average villager is 
not well acquainted with much more than the names of the 
major gods of the Hindu Pantheon. His familiar salutation is 
''Ram, Ram," but he knows little of the meaning and philosophy 
behind these names. He will probably not enter the temples more 
often than twice a year, and t:Dany villagers will not go at. all. 
He does, however, pay considerable attention to the host of 
deities who are supposed to regulate the affairs of agriculture, 
health, and general welfare, and he is careful to observe the 
necessary offerings and ceremonials, for he would think it UD

safe to neglect them. When pressed for his inward conviction, 
he will usually state that there is but one Great 'One and will 
seek to explain away and excuse the worship of images and 
shrines.1 He will probably argue that the many gods are inter
mediaries through whom one reaches the ear of God, and since 
Brallman is manifested in all the gods, anyone of them may be 
worshiped. 

All this has led to a tremendous multiplicatioR df gods, god
desses, and godlings, each of whom has many devotees. The 
principal gods have images and symbols, and the orthodox be
lief is that the gods live in them. "Hc lives in the temple among 
his people, receives from their hands the food by which he BUb
Bists, welcomes them to his presence and makes them his guests. 
He hears and speaks, eats and Bleeps, moves and acts.'" Fear 
is aBsociated with the worship of many of these gods, for they 
are thought to have power over disease, calamities, material 
well-being, birth, etc. Primitive demonolatry and crude animism 
also prevail. The outcaste's world, especially, is peopled with 
demons and Bpirits which need to be constantly propitiated, for 
they are greatly feared. Disease, melancholia. a bad temper are 

• Lasd 01 'IY li'IrI. Bill .... , pp. 88_. 
"Farquhar, TA. ar- 01 a_11m, p. S17. 
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attributed to the evil eye or to possession by evil spirits, and 
many weird ceremonies are performed for protection against 
them. These superstitious practices have influenced caste Hindus 
also, but to a lesser extent. "The number of Hindus who are 
altogether free from demonolatry and who put no trust in the 
village goddesses, must be very small indeed"" 

All this idolatry and the belief that religious power resides 
in things, together with the superstitious fears which have grown 
up about them, have greatly injured the character and outlook 
of the villager. He sometimes fears that it is not even right to 
try to eradicate an epidemic. He argues that since it is a punish
ment from a goddess, it must be borne. The same logic, applied 
to his position in life, accounts, in part, for his negative attitude, 
his poverty, and his lack of ambition. 

In Hinduism there is no regular united public worship. The 
village temples are usually small, containing merely the image 
and objects of worship. A dwelling for the priest is located 
near by. There is a platform or open space in front of the temple 
for the worshipers. The Brahman priest rises early, bathes, 
and performs. his own morning worship. He then washes the 
shrine and awakes the sleeping god by beating a drum, ringing 
bells, and blowing a conch shell. The god is then washed by 
pouring water, milk, curds, and ghi over it, and offerings of 
food are made. Sacred marks are put upon the god and he is 
garlanded. Incense is waved, the temple bell rung, and sacred 
texts are repeated. The worshipers (who are usually very few 
and mostly women, unless it is a special religious holiday), 
throw flowers, count their beads, and repeat sacred words and 
texts. They also remove their shoes, bow to the god, ring the 
bells, and beat the drum. Sometimes they receive a portion of 
food offered to the god, which is supposed to bring additional 
protection. 

One of the strongest and most distinctive doctrines of Hindu
ism is that of Karma and the closely related teaching of trans
migration, or rebirth. In Hinduism souls are thought to proceed 
from the divine spirit and to be incarnated in a body. The soul 
is affected by its own acts. If these be good (goodness being 

• Ceosus, 1891, I, Part I pp. 19. See also LarJ4 of 1M PiN JUwr. &DC! B .. 
qo/opHiG of ~Ii,;o. _ BUoie., VI, 710. 
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argely concerned with the observance of ceremonial, ritualistic 
Inties and prescriptions, emotional adoration, austerity, and 
elf-mortification), the soul tends to be released from the world 
If sense; but if actions are bad, the world gets a greater hold 
Ipon the soul. It is also believed that all action, good or bad, 
nust work itself out in retribution in another birth. .As fast &8 

the "clock of retribution" runs down because of good actions, 
it'winds itself up again, because new actions form new Karma. 
Oepending upon whether the tendency is up or down the seale, 
• man may be reborn a god, or a member of the highest caste·; 
>r he may be born an animal or even an insect. The position one 
~as in life, as well as all his joys and sorrows, is considered to be 
the just recompense for deeds done in earlier existences. Due 
1;0 the teaching that action causes Karma, it was later devcloped 
that the quickest way to secure release from rebirth was to be
.ome altogether inactive--to shut out the world of sense, desire, 
and activity, arid to give oneself to meditation UpOB God, to the 
practice of austerities, and to self-mortification. All this still 
appeals tremendously to the pious Hindu and is a potent cause 
of the retarding attitudes of fatalism and pessinIism. 

The doctrine of Karma is fundamental in Hinduism. To the 
believer it offers a theory of the life and development of the 
soul; the explanation of natural phenomena; the justification 
of the caste system; the source of fatalism and of asceticism; 
the explanation of suffering and calamity; and the reason for 
the careful fulfillment of caste duties and ceremouial obliga
tions. Although the philosophical aspects of the doctrines of 
Karma and transmigration are neit fully understood, they exert 
a powerful influence upon the lives and characters of village 
people, who at least have thl! conception that Karma is a force 
working in the world, which fixes man's position in life and de
termines his destiny, and that it is useless to attempt to resist 
it. Much of the villager's inertia is obviously due to this belief.' 

Another important element common to all forms of Hinduism 
is the predominance of the Brahman or priestly class. Only 
Brahmans can conduct worship and minister at the temples. 
They are the custodians and interpreters of the Vedas, which 
are regarded as the one eternal and divine revelation. They are 

'See Farquhar. 0fI. oil .. P. lIS. 
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to be considered holy, to be venerated, to be obeyed, and to re
ceive the alms of the people. This veneration for the Brahman 
is one of the great connecting ideas which run through and bind 
together the many diverse forms of Hinduism. It is true, how
ever, that, while the caste occupation of the Brahmans is re
ligious and pedagogical, an increasing number of them are en
gaging in other occupations, and while they still have great 
prestige, their influence and wealth are less than formerly. 

Reference has been made to the very great importance of 
ceremonial laws and regulations. These regulations are known 
as Dharma and cover almost every phase of the Hindu's life-
marri~ge, food, social life, occupation. There are a very 
large number of these regulations, the minor ones and the ones 
inapplicable to modern life being usually neglected or forgotten. 
The strictly obligatory ordinances which a Hindu must obey 
fall into three groups dealing with family, caste, and religion: 

An orthodox Hindu must have beeu hom in a Hindu family; must 
have undergone all the necessary ceremonies as a child and young 
man; must continue to live as a member of his family, obeying all the 
regulations and ful1illing all the duties of a householder. These duties 
include the domestic sacraments; the veneration of ancestors, the wor
ship of the family gods, and the observance of the annual feasts and 
ae&sons of worship. 

An orthodox Hindu must have been bom into a Hindn caste; 
must have undergone initiation • • • and must continue to obBe"e 
the roles and regulationa which are traditional to his own caste re
garding marriage, food and drink, IOCial intercourse, travel, etc. 

An orthodox Hindu must worship the gods; he must acknowledge 
the Vedas as the one revelation and he must employ Brahmans for all 
priestly duties, whether in his home or elsewhere. 

The liberties of the Hindu are outside this circle of Dharma. A 
man may remain an orthodox Hindu without believing in any god or 
any theology and without knOwing or reading any &Scred hook.. ••• 
No question Is raised 10 long as he conforms to usage." 

This principle of emphasizing outward conformity has doubt
less had its effect upon the villager. Certain it is that his life 
and actions are largely controlled by custom; that he tends to 
follow what public opinion and social usage approve; that even 

• Farquhar, "p. oiL, P. 217. 
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vhen he 'cannot possibly afford any large expenditure for a 
narriage, he will yet do what tradition emphasizes, although it 
nay involve mortgaging his whole future. 

True asceticism is held in high regard in India. That man is 
regarded as the highest product of Hinduism who leaves the 
world; who by rigorous self-mortification, self-torture, and 
penance seeks to subdue desire; who by discipline of mind and 
body rises above action and illusion; who seeks to gain an insight 
into the real and eternal; and who by his asceticism seeks to se
cure power with the gods and over men and nature. Villagers 
will gladly take the dust from such a man's feet and place it on 
their heads. In ancient times this ascetic movement was a great 
intellectual and religious force, for it attracted some of the 
ablest and best men, who produced a lofty literature and philoso
phy. "As long as the world lasts, men will look back with wonder 
upon the ascetics of India; ••. For nearly three thousand years 
they have stood forth, a speaking testimony to the supremacy 
of the spiritual."· 

The present ascetic movement, however, is of very different 
character from that described above. The spiritual and cultured 
men of intellectual gifts are few, while the mediocre and un
worthy are many. Many ascetics are now ignorant men who 
often know little about their religion and are content merely 
to use the sectarian mantr/J '(watchword) and the symbols of 
their order. Yet even when moral irregularities, ignorance, and 
lack of spirituality are known, the villager still regards the 
mendicant highly. "The ascetic conviction is so ingrained in 
the Hindu mind, that let a man but wear the mendicant's garb 
and profess contempt for the world, he is at once installed as a 
spiritual guide and worshiped as such.'''' In the Punjab alone 
there are 277,000 Fakirs by caste (Moslem and Hindu), 86,000 
Madaris, and 69,000 Jogis. Probably a considerable number 
of these are not members of religious orders, but even when 
IUch allowance is made, the burden of so many economically 
non-productive people in a province is great. 

Harmlessness (ahims/J) is another principle which is strongly 
emphasized in Hinduism. This is based upon the idea that all 

• Ibid., p. 2'1S. 
'Pandlt S. N. Baatr!, MI"lon ."M Brahmo Bama;, pp. _9. 
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life is sacred and that no holy man can take life. This applies 
not only to animal life but also to insect and vegetable life. It is 
this idea which 'lies at the basis of the begging of food by holy 
men and the emphasis upon a vegetarian diet. 

Salvation, according to the Hindu conception, is thought of 
as release from individual existence and not as release from sin 
followed by the gradual growth of a transformed character. 
Hindus emphasize three ways in which this salvation m .. y be 
obtained: (1) Through Dharma, virtuous action. This is con
ceived of as the strict observance of Hindu ritual and caste ob
servances. (2) Through Bhakti, devotion to God, which is large
ly thought of as ecstatic, emotional adoration. (3) Through 
Jnana, attainment of knowledge of the true nature of things, 
through self-mortification, discipline, and meditation. The la8t 
is beyond the mental capacity and training of the villager; the 
second involves more time than he can give; 80 that he is largely 
confined to the first-to securing merit by being faithful to out
ward observances of ceremonial and caste. He has a strong be
lief in the value of ''merit'' and thinks there is practically 
nothing it cannot accomplish. Merit is secured by going to the 
temple; bathing every morning; counting beads; repeating the 
name of God or some sacred mantra; going on a pilgrimage; 
fasting; feeding the Brahmans; being kind to animals; venerat
ing the cow. The cow, as might be expected with an agricultural 
people, is held in high regard because it is so necessary to their 
life; but it now has deep religious significance, and orthodox 
Hindus look upon cow slaughter as one of the greatest of sin •• 

It 'is striking what a little place ethics and morals have in 
popular Hinduism and the extent to which social service and 
progress are neglected. This is probably due to several in
fluences. One of these is that the root of evil is believed to reside 
in the intellect and not in the will. It i. ignorance and not moral 
fault which prevents the soul from realizing its oneness with the 
Absolute. Moreover, when full knowledge is attained, it is be
lieved that the desire. will not be trained towards either good 
or evil, but rather that the root of desire will be cut. The moral 
ideal is thus not fulfilled but transcended. The conception of 
Brahman as the only reality and all else as illusion, also tend. 
to undervalue the reality of right and wrong. The emphasis 
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1lpOII asceticism indicates a goal incompatible with that of in
dividual and social progress. Thie probably accounts for the 
emphasis upon the passive virtues, such as harmlesl'Dess, morti
fication, patience, purity (eeremonial). aeIf-eontrol, humility. 
devotion. The positive virtues emphasized are: hospitality. lib
erality, valor, fidelity, worship, and c'ereIIIonial cleanliness. 

The ~ger'8 conception of sin is that it is wrong to take 
life-any kind of life, for an life is part of the Supreme; that 
it is wrong to steal, to cheat, to remove a aeighhor's landmark, 
or to take his crops; to weigh with a false halance; that it is aD. 
evil thing to lie or to bear false witness;, that' it is wicked to 
east an evil look upon another. Losing one'. temper, worldlinesa, 
lack of hospitality, and breach of ceremonial observance are also 
eviL 

Some reference has been made to the large place superstition 
haa in the'life of the villager, but it needs more specific emphasis 
because of the way his life and work are influenced by it. The 
cultivator waits for a lucky day to begin his agricultural work;. 
often before ploughing or taking the first water from a well 
there are special ceremonies. Ceremonies and charms are used 
to prevent the destruction of his crops or the death of his cattle, 
Great spiritual value is attached to the repetition of the name 
of God or of a sectarian _"II (watchword). Sacred marks 
are worn on the forehead; the twice-horn castes 'Weal' sacred 
cords; .acred necklaces of berries or the stem of the tnlsi plant 
are worn; children wear a cord with an amulet attached to ward 
oft the evil eye; there must be auspicious days for weddings and 
family ceremonies, etc. In lome parts of the Punjab magic is 
.till preferred to inoculation for preventing disease. In Rohtak 
a favored remedy for cattle disease i. a rope strung across the 
entrance to the village with little tin boxea containing charms 
suspended from it. In the lame district to chew a peacock's 
feather is regarded as sufllcient remedy for a cobra bite. In some 
backward parts of the province very curious, superstitious prac
tices are resorted to in order to bring rain. Starting a quarrel 
or beating someone 80 that his cries and tears will attract the 
attentioD of the godS to their plight, is one of the methods. In 
another place the pouring of many waterpots of water over ~ 
official is believed to have brought a much needed rain. 

17 
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The reform movements within Hinduism and many of its 
present educated leaders are advocating a living, spiritual re
ligion rather than a superstitious, idolatrous, formal religion 
of outward ceremony. These movements are gradually having 
their influence in the villages, as are also the faithful, persistent 
efforts of social ,,:orkers, educators, publicists, and missionaries. 
One of the most active of these religious reform movements in 
the Punjab is the Arya Samaj. This movement emphasizes early 
Aryan beliefs and practices. Its advocates regard the Vedas as 
the onIy true revelation and contend that since these are God's 
wisdom and knowledge, they contain all the truths of religion and 
even those of science. Their interpretation emphaoizes that there 
io one personal God and no other; that transmigration and 
Karma are the laws that govern human life, and that forgive
ness io impossible. They deny the existence of polytheism in the 
Vedas and condemn all worship of images. Although the founder 
of the Arya Samaj condemned caste, the Samaj has not been 
able entirely to rid itself of caste influence. Despite the belief 
in Karma, the Arya Samaj io now earnestly seeking to uplift 
the depressed classes from their degradation. 

SrxmsM 

Baba Nanak was the founder of the Sikh sect, a reform move
ment growing out of Hinduiom. He was a disciple of Kabir and 
like him he would have nothing to do with idolatry. He taught 
that there io one God, the God of the universe, of all mankind, 
and of all religions. He revolted against a religion which made 
ceremonial and social restrictions a grievous burden for the 
people, and he taught that salvation lay in repentance and in 
pure, righteous conduct. He believed in transmigration but 
held that the successive stages were but purifications and that 
at the last the soul, cleansed from its sin, went to dwell with its 
Maker. He prescribed no caste rules or ceremonial observances 
and indeed condemned them as unnecessary, but he made no 
violent attack upon caste. He was very tolerant and lought to 
bring Hindu and Moslem together by drawing men's minds away 
from the unimportant and the external to the deeper things of 
the spirit. 
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Under the fifth guru, ArjaDll, A.m,itaar was made the religious 
_ter of the Sikhs; the Sikh aeripturea, the ar_u., were c0m

piled; the Sikh religious iD1Iuence and preatige were strength
ened; and CODSiderable wealth,.... accamulat.ecL 

Because of religious persecutions, the Sikhs later organized 
themselves as a military society, and this affected some change 
in their belief ............... and courage became ways of securing .aI
vation, and the eating of flesh was encouraged to produce physi
cal m-gtb. A brotherhood free frOm caste, to which an castel 
were to be admitted, W&l organized. A ceremony of initiatimi 
served to admit one to this society. Five outward signs pro
eIaimed the faith: 1IIIIhom hair, iron bangle, eomb, short steel 
dagger, and short drawera. A sacrament of union and fellow
Bhip was introduced. All were inspired with the hOpe of social 
&eedom and of _tional independence. The title of Singh (lion) 
was given to each one; all were to abstain from tobacco; they 
were to bow to nought viD"bIe save the ar_fA, and their watch
word and greeting were to be, "Hail, Guru." mtimately the 
Sikhs conquered nearly the whole of northwestern India, but 
their defeat by the British in two campaigns brought an end to 
their political power. 

At the time when Guru GoWid Singh admitted people of all 
castes into his organization and emphasized ita military pur
POle, quite a number of the higher classes left his leadership and 
reverted to the teachings.of Baba Nanak, the fOUDdin-, and JlOW 

the two groups are to be found in the Punjab. The latter are 
very closely allied to the Hindus. In faet the tendency has been 
for Sikhs and Hindus to drift together, and it is not uncommon 
for some members of a family to be Sikh. and others Hindu, or 
for Sikhs and Hindus to worship in the eame gvrtlfllM'tl. In 
1920 a movement took definite shape in which a religious re
form party, composed of the Singhs under the leadership 
of Akalia, sought to obtain possession· of the Sikh gurtl
fIIMa •• Violence and serious conftict 1'e.ulted, necessitating ef
forts by Government to maintain order. The matter became a 
political as well as a religious issue and wu a very serious mat
ter un1;il1925, when a compromise wal finally reached. 

Through such close contact with other religiona and through 
historical developments, changes in the principle. taught by the 
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gurus have occurred. Caste has more of a hold than it did for
merly; certain groups of Sikhs are not free from idol worship; 
some Sikhs go on pilgrimages to visit Hindu temples; and the 
sacred book is treated with such great veneration that to the 
ignorant it becomes almost an image. 

The Sikh reform movement already referred to has stirred the 
Sikhs tremendously even in remote villages, and has brought 
about a great revival of interest and enthusiasm so that the 
"Singh" section has gained in numbers and prestige. 

isLAM: 
The religion with the largest number of followers in the Pun

jab is Islam. The outstanding conviction of Islam is its belief 
in one God, who is transcendental, almighty, just, all-knowing, 
and all-merciful. Ninety-three intellectual and metaphysical at
tributes are ascribed to God, but the average Moslem does not 
emphasize God's immanence or agree with the Christian that 
God is love. The Moslem believes that God has created man and 
rules his destiny and all that occurs is God's will; all things are 
predestined. This attitude of fatalism rules the Moslem's life 
and often serves not only as an explanation of events but as an 
excuse for lack of enterprise. Moslems are rigid monotheists and 
ate bitterly opposed to idolatry or to any representation of 
God. They also assert that there can be no incarnation of God, 
but that God does send prophets and teachers, of whom Moham
med is considered the last and the chief. This fact is constantly 
brought to the believer's attention in the brief, effective creed 
and in the call to prayer. Mohammed as the prophet of God 
claims the obedience and loyalty of his people. 

Moslems believe that God has revealed himself in a book
the Koran. Such revelation has been direct, verbal, and mechan
ical. "God spoke to Gabriel and Gabriel to Mohammed." The 
Koran, with the "Traditions," provides the Moslem with his 
guide for life and conduct. Quite a number of happenings and 
injunctions in these, which are out of accord with present-day 
ethics and ideals, have been allegorized and spiritualized by 
Moslem leaders. 

Worship is carried out according to prescribed forms at 
definite times. Great emphasis is laid upon the ritual's being 
accurately followed. Prayer must be onered five times each day, 
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with the face turned towards Mecca; certain washings must pre
cede prayer; definite postures are used as the prescribed prayer 
is repeated. Congregational prayer is carried through with 
clockwork precision and regularity, all worshipers responding 
automatically. The rhythmic, sing-song .call to prayer seems 
appropriate to a desert religion-to wide spaces. 

Islam also constitutes a great hrotherhood of believers. No 
one is barred on account of race, caste, or position. All are wel
come and once within the faith they form a united group, not 
only locally but nationally. In fact, the bonds of Islam often 
transcend the bounds of nationality, and despite the Moslems 
remaining faithful to Great Britain in the Great War, succeed
ing events have shown to what extent their sympathies were with 
their religious brethren in the post-war settlements. The one 
outstanding denial of this brotherhood and equality is the treat
ment of women, who have been kept secluded, have been kept 
in ignorance, and have su1fered other disabilities. Moslems have 
often been bigoted and severe with non-believers, but this has 
not been evident in recent years in the same form as previously. 
The Hindu-Moslem jealousy and antipathy have been very 
prominent recently, however, and have caused much concern 
to the well-wishers of India. 

Moslems believe in forgiveness as an arbitrary act of God; 
they believe in a future existence--1 heaven containing- the 
pleasures of this world greatly magnified; they believe in a resur
rection and final judgment. They approve of fasts and pil
grimages to Mecca. They observe a number of holidays, most 
of these being of a religious nature. Islam has always been a 
missionary religion, and it is 80 in India, especially with regard 
to the lower classes. Missionaries are also sent abroad. 

In the villages of the Punjab, Islam has been affected by its 
contact with other religions and peoples, especially in the eastern 
part of the province. Here there is a larger tolerance; early 
marriages are emphasized, and sometimes Hindu holidays are 
observed. Caste has also exerted its influence, as have also some 
superstitious practices, and there are heavy expenditures made 
for marriages and similar social observances. 

The .o-called Muaalm",,! of the villagea [in the eastern Punjab] 
were till quite lately Muaalmans in little but _name. They practiced 
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circumcision; repeated the Moslem profession of faith and worshiped 
the village deities. But after the mutiny a great revival took place. 
Moslem priests traveled far and wide through the country preaching 
the true faith and calling upon believers to abandon their idolatrous 
practices. And now almost every village, in which M usalmaus own any 
considerable portion of land, has its own mosque, (often of adobe 
only) while all the grosser and more open idolatries have been dis
continued. But the villager of the East Punjab is still a very bad Mus
alman. A peasant saying his prayers in the field is a sight almost un
known; the fasts are almost universally disregarded and there is still 
a very large admixture of Hindu practice. The M usalman of these 
villages has been said to observe the feasts of both religions and the 
fasts of neither. And indeed it is hardly possible that it should be 
otherwise. Conversion was seldom due to conviction, but was either 
forcible or made under pressure of the fear of conDscation.8 

In addition to this, Hindus and Moslems often live in the 
same village; they are sometimes members of the same families 
and this close relationship and a common tradition has led to a 
mixture of religious practices. 

In the Western Punjab, Islam has been for a much longer 
time the religion of the majority of the people. Along the frontier 
the Moslem faith probably dates back to the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. The people of the Western plains very 
generally attribute their conversion to Baha-ul-Haqq of Mullan 
and Baba Farid of Pakpattan, who about the end of the thir
teenth and early in the fourteenth century attracted many fol
lowers to themselves. These Musalmans are more orthodox in 
their belief and in their attendance upon the weekly service at the 
mosque. However, the observance of the five times of daily prayer 
and the long annual fast are not general. They are loyal to 
their faith, as they understand it, and enthusiastic about it. As 
a community they are heavily involved in debt, and have until 
recently been backward in education and conservative in out
look and practice. The common saying about untoward hap
penings is that it is God's will, and this blind conviction that 
man is ruled by fate dominates their life. Hence there is a 

• IAa4 ./ u.. Filo. R ...... , p. 8M. 
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tendency to underestimate ambition and to regard lawa, Ctlstoms, 
and traditions as fixed for all times and places. The many ten
dencies toward reform in the Islamic world----educationaI, politi
cal, social, and religious are certain in time to react upon the 
viI1age, much'more than they have done in the past. The en
larged output of Islamic literature and newspapers "as people' 
become literate will also have its eJfect. In the Urdu language 
alone, there are now U9 papers and magazines edited by Mos
lems. 

A very regrettable phase of the religious situation is the 
antagonism, antipathy, and jealousy which exists in some parts 
of the province between Hindus and Moslems. The causes of this 
friction are many. The following are illustrative points of dif
ference: The Hindu venerates the cow and has strong convictions 
about the taking of life, while the Moslem requires the sacrifice 
of animals in connection with his worship. Hindus desire music 
in their processions, while music is an abomination near a Mos
lem place of worship. The Hindu images and idolatrous practices 
are a deep oft'ense to the strong monotheism of the Mos~ 
Sometimes religious festivals of each of the communities are ob
served about the same time and especially if one is a joyous 
aft"air and tII,e other a time of mourning there is likely to be 
some conflict. 
" Socially, in rural sections, the communities are kept apart; 

there is practically no eating together, little intimate BDcial 
fellowship, and nC) intermarriage. Separate drinking water and 
food are necessary in public places. There are also di1ferences 
in language, both colloquial and classical. Economically, the 
Moslems of the villages are usually in debt to the Hindus. 
Politically, the two groups have separate representation, and 
communal rights have been carefully safeguarded. Very close 
watch on each other is kept by these communities, so that 
neither one shall receive political or economic benefits in excess 
of its share. The outlook for harmony and cO-operation is not 
hopeless, however. Education, the National Movement, the 
Hindu-Moslem Unity Campaign, social service, co-operative 
organizations, and the work of far-sighted leaders are agencies 
which give promise of future unity. 
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EVALUATION OF RELIGIOUS LIFE WITH 

REFERENCE TO EDUCATION 

It cannot be stressed too strongly that religion is a supreme 
fact in Indian life, and no progress in education or in any other 
phase of life will be possible without taking it into consideration. 
Religion molds the activities, attitudes, outlook-in fact, the 
whole life of the people. The unseen world is very real to them; 
they do not dift'erentiate between the secular and the spiritual. 
Otherworldliness dominates their actions. Religious leaders, tra
ditions, and authority exert a powerful influence. The life of 
asceticism, of repose, of meditation, of renunciation, of a per
sistent search after God still appeals to the heart of India. 
Religion continues to mold not only the home life, the economic 
life, and the social life, but it is also a motivating force in politics. 
There is thus ample evidence of a deep-seated capacity for 
religious feeling, self-sacrifice, meditation, devotion, and mys
ticism among the people of India. Contact with the more dynamic 
civilizations, larger educational opportunities, greater ec0-

nomic, social, and political responsibilities, and contact with 
other religions and ideals may alter the form and expression of 
religion, but its vital inxportance in the life of the Indian will 
remain. 

The task of education, therefore, is to help in directing' re
ligious development so that it may foster the highest type of 
individual and of soci<!ty. This may be done only if education 
recognizes those elements in the religions of India which make 
for 'retrogression and decay and which should therefore be 
abolished or transformed, and those elements which, because 
of their fineness and spirituality, deserve to be used and d'e
velope«L 

To the former belong the prevalence of idolatry, fear, and 
superstition; the mechanical but dominating force of Karma and 
the frustrating belief in transmigration; the absolute rule of the 
priest; the emphasis on outward ceremony and conformity; the 
fatalistic attitude and the lack of effort; the inadequate social 
ethics and social service; the belittling of life and effort and all 
the pessinxistic, 'static, negative attitudes that result from it; 
the prevailing religious antagonisms. All these prevent progress, 
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and education must set itself to abolish them in every way that 
it can. 

To the latter class belong the longing and the search for God, 
wbich is the central fact in all the re1igions'of India; the religious 
feeling and devotion developed in the Indian by his religion; the 
qualities of patient endurance and renunciation, of mysticism 
and imagination, and of meditation. India's life haa been per-' 
meated with these qualities of her religiona, and education should 
make use of them, build upon them, and develop them. 

Further than this, education should teach the great religious 
lessons thai God is concerned with each individual's need and 
desires the fullest and richest growth of his personality; that 
there is hope for each individual no matter what his present 
position in life; that in losing one's life in the service of others 
one truly finds it; and that through fellowship and co-operation 
with the Divine there is promise of a real democracy of God. 

In other words, the great need of the Indian people is a social 
and spiritual dynamic which will uplift and transform life and 
bring vision, growth, fellowship, service. No worthy curriculum 
can be made that does not recognize this fact. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE VILLAGE: ECONOMIC LIFE 

AGlllCULTlJRE 

MOST Oil' the residents of the villages in the Punjab are asso
ciated with agriculture; even those that do not till the land gain 
their livelihood chiefly from those that do. The whole village 
economy rotates about agriculture, and hence its condition is 
of primary importance to one who would understand village 
life. 

Of the sixty million acres in the British Punjab, twenty-seven 
million are cropped and eighteen million consist of cultivable 
waste and fallow, leaving a balance of fifteen million acres. Of 
these, five million consist of mountain acres and river beds, which 
have little worth for agriculture. 

The largest and most valuable crop in the Punjab is wheat. 
Nine million acres (five million irrigated and four unirrigated), 
are sown, which produce 2.8 million tons. Other grain crops 
maturing in the spring are barley and oilseeds, and the chief 
autumn crops are rice, maize, bajra, jowar, sugar cane, and 
cotton. About three-fifths of all the crops belong to the spring 
harvest. 

The major portion of the province contains a deep alluvial 
soil of great natural fertility. It varies from a rich to a light 
sandy loam, with very little clay. It requires little artificial 
drainage, and only a small expenditure of capital is needed to 
bring it under cultivation and to maintain its crop-bearing 
capacity. 

The meagre rainfall' is supplemented by an extensive system 
of canals tapping the rivers of the Punjab and turning what was 
formerly waste land into fertile fields." Wells are also nsed for 

'See_I8&. 
'In 1922 teD and • half mUlIon __ .. _ Irrigated by eaoaI, and _ wm 

be iDcrea&ed by five mUlIoo __ (two mUlIoo In British territory and three 
mUlIon ill Dative Illata) ",beD the DeW Satlej VaDey IrrIgatlOD project II eom
J>leb:d.-;-1. CoatmaD, IIItJitJ iolllU-n, pp. IU-2II. 
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irrigation and their number has been increasing rapidly. Where 
the water-level is not more than thirty-five or forty feet below 
the surface, the water is raised by means of Persian wheels. 
Further south, where the water-level is lower, the Persian wheel 
is replaced by the less efficient rope and large leather bag • 

.AJJ a general rule the agriculturist works with primitive 
methods and tools. He !mows what he can accomplish with them 
and he is loath to try out the new. He is content with his primi
tive plow, consisting of a wooden tongue and iron point; though 
it only scratches up the soil. After plowing, he goes over the 
field with a 60Mga (wooden clodcrusher). The resulting tilth 
is not bad in a light fertile soil, but aeration extends only three 
or four inches. Besides the plow, the clodcrusher, and the simple 
bamboo yoke held in plaee on the oxen's necks by wooden or iron 
pins, the farmer's tools are only light hand implements. There 
is the Kahi (spade), the baguri (hoe), the daln (sickle), the 
karah (earthboard for moving earth and leveling), the ~k1uJj 
(oId-fashioned winnowing tray used when the wind is depended 
upon to remove the chaft' from the grain), the gMUltua (crude 
chopper), the fanguli (wooden fork), and the khurpa (small 
hand hoe which requires one to squat in order to use it). The 
cost of all these implements would not be more than Rs. 80 ($10), 
and the annual cost of replacement would 'be about Rs. 9 
($3.00). 

Improved plows," hoes, drills, rakes, reapers, and iron sugar
cane presses are now available at prices within reasonable reach 
of the agriculturist's financial resources, they are not too far 
removed in their nse from the type of implement he is aCCUlt
tomed to, and they are based upon the fact that human labor 
is more abundant and cheaper than mechanical power. Yet their 
adoption is extremely .low for a number of reasons, among 
which are iguorance, inertia, conservatism, lack 'of capital, 
dearth of strong plow cattle, the inability of village people to 

• Several ohtap ouuI elr_ modem plan (for IIsht 1OIIa) are DOW avall-. 
able. The Katon (at lIa. 11), wbleb will tum up a 8" to .,. fIlnow Ia wIDnlDg 
Its -AT Yfl7 IIDwI7 over the ordIDary iIIdIgeuou variety. Out of 2% mUIIon 
plan to the pJ'09l.o<e, J»Obabl7 _ more thaD 40,000 are of a modem type.
Darling, 011. eit., pp.l'1"7, Us. Also BeJ>on Of eM D __ of ... ",-,.,... 
P-Jab, 1m .. , p. foG. 
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repair strange tools, the small holdings, and the extensive frag
mentation of these holdings.' The use of improved methods and 
implements in the study, demonstration and practice of agricul
ture in the schools is obviously one of the best methods to hasten 
the adoption of improved methods and implements in the agri
cuItura) life of the people. 

One of the greatest hindrances to successful agriculture is 
the lack of fertilizers. There are several reasons for this lack. 
First, cow-dung is made into cakes and used for fuel even in 
districts where wood is abundant, partly because of custom and 
partly because of the belief that cow-dung is better and cheaper 
for use in the huqqa (tobacco pipe). What little manure is used 
for fertilizer is collected in large heaps outside the village or in 
small heaps in the fields and allowed to stand 90 long that much 
of its value i. lost through seepage and fermentation. It has 
been estimated that the average cultivator with a pair of oxen 
does not secure manure for more than two acres, whereas he 
should have enough for much more than that. Second, many 
materials having fertilizing value, such as urine, night soil, and 
vegetable wastes, are not utilized; bone meal is seldom used 
because of the religious prejudices of the Hindus and also be
cause of the great difficulty in preparing it. Third, chemical 
fertilizers are seldom purchased because it is believed that they 
cost too much for the benefits resulting from their use. In lome 
places ashes of bumt leaves and plants are used, and sometimes 
herds of sheep and goats are tumed into the fields for several 
nights. When the soil is very poor, green manuring is tried, hemp 
being plowed under when the plants are young and green. 

As to methods of cultivation, the number of plowings made 
depends upon the soil, the crop to be sown, and what crop has 
preceded it. It also depends upon the character of the cultivator, 
the Jat and the Arain generally plowing oftener than the mem
bers of other tribes. R. L. Bhalla, in a careful study of the plow
ing of a Jat and a Rajput in the same type of soil and with 
similar oxen and plows, found that the former plowed deeper, 

• In the three y .... before 1922 OD!y I, 2li11mprovocl barrowo &lid 4S2 rotat-
ing fodder eotte ..... ere sold, cJeaplte the fact that the prloe ..... kept _~ 
Bo,on 01 lAo D __ ol.ll"w.lttwo. P_iab,l961.a. p. 40. 
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made more furrows, and more thoroughly covered the whole 
field. The Jat also plowed oftener before casting his seed." 

For wheat, if it follows maize, four or five plowings are made 
in a sandy loam soil. H only one crop is sown in a year, from 
eight to twelve plowings are made. The seed is either scattered 
or is dropped through a tube behind the plow. The quantity used 
depends upon the quality of the soil and the character of the 
soWer and varies from ten seers to forty seers per acre." The 
field is weeded only once or twice, little being done after the crop 
has been in two months. After sowing, water or rain is needed 
three or four times at intervals of from twenty 'to twenty-five 
days. Little or nothing is done to conserve moisture. When the 
wheat is ripe it is cut by hand with a sickle and is then gathered 
and tied into sheaves by hand. The grain is threshed by bullocks 
treading it out and dragging after them a rather heavy wooden 
cradle. The winnowing is done by lifting the wheat and chaff 
high above one's head in a basket and letting it fall to the ground, 
the wind separating the chaff from the grain. Considerable loss 
results from growing various kinds of wheat in the same field 
and making no attempt to separate the different types. Wheat 
and other grain are also grown together, especially in unirri
gated tracts, because it is felt that less moisture is demanded 
by this arrangement and that at least one of the crops, even in a 
bad season, will give a fair yield. This mixture of crops is a 
common practice in the Punjab. 

Similar methods of cultivation are used in connection with 
other crops, the only differences being matters of detail. The 
type of crop sown on unirrigated tracts is usually well selected 
on the basis of the smaller amount of water needed, but little is 
done to keep the soil open and thus eonserve the moisture. 

Pests and diseases of plants are rather common, especially 
in the dry season. The agricultural research department of the 
Government has done considerable investigating along these lines 
and has sent out to cultivators necessary information for dealing 
with plant disease. Demonstrations of the benefits of the sug
gested treatment have also been made. The illiterate farmer is 
again under a disadvantage in not being able to read the cir-

o ~ .. B.onomID 8....,., of BIlIram_. pp._ . 
.. A ...,r II • varllbJe we!ght-about 2 lbo. 
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culars and bulletins, and there are also great difficulties in per
suading him to use the treatment. The commonest rotation in 
ordinary loam soils is to put in a spring and an autumn crop in 
succession and let the ground lie fallow for a year. Some lands 
dependent on rainfall entirely are SOWD only in the autumn, as 
the hot weather following the spring planting so frequently 
dries up what is planted. 

On the whole, the value of leguminous crops as fertilizers is not 
realized. The cultivator does not wish to exhaust the soil and, 
so far as his knowledge goes, he tries to follow a good rotation 
with rather long fallows, but here, as in other things, he depends 
upon traditional rather than scientific procedure." 

The agriculturist, when prosperous, will try to keep over for 
seed that portion of the crop which he considers the best. If no 
seed has been preserved in this way, he will often at the time 
of sowing purchase seed locally from the shop-keeper, or, what 
is more frequent, will promise to repay Ilh or 1% times the 
amount of seed borrowed at the time of harvest. This amounts 
to interest at a rate of 50 per cent to 100 per cent. Such local 
seed is usually of mixed varieties and of poor quality, much of it 
often infertile. It probably has value as food, but used as seed 
it simply rots in the ground. The shop-keeper is not concerned 
with the germinating power of the grain, being usually only 
desirous of securing the highest price for the cheapest article. 

Pure seed, both of wheat and cotton can now be obtained from 
the Lyallpur and Montgomery Canal Colonies at reasonable 
rates. Cultivators appreciate this service increasingly, for good 
seed yields larger returns probably faster than any other im
provement. In the past three years an average of 227 tons of 
selected wheat seed and 440 tons of selected cotton seed have 
been sold each year by these colonies • 

• Lu<&l found In his observation of four flelda ("",,!alning • Bandy loam 
soil) over a perfod of four yean that wheat 11'&8 eultivated four times and " .. 
followed by fodder crops. Wheat and grain mixed were 8OWO eight tim .. and 
maize ten times. Four times the land Was allowed to remain lallow and sugar 
cane and cotton were each sown onee __ Th. Economic Lil' 0/. P.,.jab Va""If., pp. 87-88. Bhalla found that the percentage of the area left fanow to 
the whole area (on aaody loam) was 26% per cent, and that fodder. wheat, 
barley. fallow was the order used.-.... Be_ a ....... 01 Bair ..... "..,.. 
pp. n-79. 
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In recent years, due to Government experimentation, much 
better varieties of wheat and cotton seed have been discovered. 
These have not been thoroughly acclimated as yet, hut they have, 
on the whole, a good record. At present, country wheat yields 
about It bushels an acre, whereas, ''Punjab 11" and ''Punjab 
SA" "yield from 1% to 40 bushels more per acre. The re
snIts with cotton have been very striking. A larger yield per 
acre, with a longer staple and a quality bringing a higher price 
npon the market have been produced with the new sced. In 1908 
there was but a single experiment with the improved seed, but 
in 1920 it was sown over 700,000 acres. It is estimated that in 
1918 alone it put an extra 120 lakhs of rupees (£800,000) of 
gross profits into the farmers' pockets. 

The cost of cultivation and the net profits are dilIicult to 
calculate, because the cultivator seldom measures his crop yields 
or keeps account of costs and profits.' But a study of available 
statistics shows that "the cultivator at present has as his goal 
mere subsistence and not profit. His average production is very 
low; he is wasteful in his dorts; his aim is largely to supply the 
immedia1le needs of himself and family and he generally rests 
content when this is accomplished. 8 The relatively small number 
of days he works each year is significant. Lucas and Bhalla have 
both calculated this for the villages they surveyed in the Hoshi
arpur District. Bhalla found, in working out the annual time 

• AecordiDg to the It&tiatI"" gathered In Bmampur It w .. f01lDll that the 
av_ Income per acre of fodder W88 Ro. 21.8. while the exp ...... including 
the feeding of the ox .... In_ OIl their value Bnd OIl Imp1ements, together 
with depreclatlcm, WBI Ro. 10.9; ....... the net Income per &ere, Bfter feeding 
live head of eattle, W88 Bbout Ro. 11 (:£O-I..a). With regard to wheat, the 
groas Income per acre .... Ra. M.5 for wheat and Ro. III for Itraw or Ra. 85.11. 
The __ .. e .. Ro. S2 per acre, including an .... ta. The net Income ...... rd
IngI,y w .. Ro. 1iS.II per acre for wheat (:£9-11-6). For sugarcan .. the Income on 
the fIW prepared from the ...... was Ro. 1S4.S per acre, while the COlt of 
cultlvatlcm, cruahing the ....... and hoWng the asp w .. Ra. 85.8, leaving au 
Income of Ra. ti9 per acre for sugareane. (4-12-0.) In theae _ .. are 
Included the _t of 1&bore1"tI employed for aeedIng, ha"estJng, preparing fIW. 
etc.-BhaI1a, op. "" •• pp. 120-28 • 

• "There 18 an enormowo dllrerence hetween the reaulta produced by the 
various cultivating ... teo; yet the dllrerence hetween the best and the worst 
18 nothing to the dllrerence wblch could he JDBdo In the beat by the IntrodUetiOll 
of aclentUle methoda and eontinUOUl 1&bor."-LaU 01 1M , ... BID .... pp. 
28HI2. 
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table of two brothers cultivating 13% acres of land, that they 
were busily employed for 2,785% hours, or, considering ten 
hours as a day's work, they labored the equivalent of 278% 
days. This means that 86% days of the year were not utilized. 
Those who have smaller holdings are not so busy as this.' 
Lucas found that a cultivator working four acres of land put 
in only 1,566 hours per year, or 156% days. Farmers with such 
small holdings are doing little of economic value for 200 days 
of the year, even though they may do a little work each day.'· 

Another reason for the small income of the farmer is the fact 
that he is prevented by pride of caste from engaging in any 
other manual labor than his own. In other lands where the hold
ings are small, the cultivator carries on a very intensive, diversi
fied type of farming. He plants those vegetables and crops which 
bring a large return compared to their bulk and he carefully 
manures and cultivates his soil, so that he can secure as con
tinuous a harvest as possible. This practice is not followed in 
the Punjab, where the small holdings are still cultivated by the 
wasteful extensive method. Caste debars the cultivator from 
market-gardening and also from stock-breeding. He accordingly 
grows the traditional crops, which are profitable only on large 
tracts of land where the work must be carefully organized. As 
Mr. Calvert says: 

He is at present attempting the impossible task of making • living 
out of a small holding or an allotment, by methods adapted to exten
sive areas. He ignores all the elements of BOecess •••• He follow. 
methods of cultivation that could ouly pay lrith • holding of several 
hundred acres.11 

Moreover, it has been found that, partly beeause of the culti
vator's general philosophy of life and partly because of his 
agricultural tradition, he is averse to doing any more than is 
necessary for subsistence. Many farmers would rather reduce 
their wants than increase their exertions. If anything occurs to 
lessen the necessity of labor, crop production decreases." 

• ...f. B."""""" s..-, of B_".... pp. 111-114. 
»TTw B."""""" Mf. of II P_;ab v;u.., •• pp. 17-/19 • 
.. TTw W...uA _ W.'f,..,. of ,.. p..;.w. P. 82. 
.. It bas been estimated that with • boIding of 11ft)' ..,..., eDItiftted 

dIcIalti,y. 8,127 boon per yea •• fir SIS daya, will be required. Yet Itt,. _ 
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The Punjab province is often spoken of as the province PM' 
u:cillettce of the cultivating proprietor; "yet out of a total cul
tivated area of twenty-nine million acres in 1918-19, nearly fif
teen million acres were cultivated by tenants."11 Moreover, the 
area under tenancy in the Punjab is increasing, the last Census 
showing that the number of persons living on agricultural rents 
has increased from 625,000 to over a million'" It is feared that 
one cause of this is the high prices received for produce, which 
have enabled cultivators to rent out part of their lands and thus 
to satisfy their modest requirements by living on these rents and 
the proceeds from their smaller cultivated areas. So far as this 
is true, it is a decided economic loss. On the other hand, in the 
Canal Colonies and the Central Punjab more work is being done 
and high prices have only acted as a stimulus to greater interest 
and exertion. Tenants are increasing their holdings, are becom-. 
ing small owners, and are taking advantage of present conditions 
to improve their status." 

In the Punjab there are three classes of tenants: (1) Occu
pancy tenants, where the holder has an hereditary right to culti
vate the land on payment of a fixed rent to the owner. This rent 
may be an economic one but is usually merely nominal. So long 
as this rent is paid, occupancy cannot be disturbed. Such tenants 
also have a pre-emptive claim to purchase land in the village. 
About 11 per cent of the cultivated area in the East and West 
Punjab is held by this class of tenant; (2) Those who cultivate 
land under decree of court, lease, or special agreement; (8) 
Tenants-at-will, who are only so far protected that they cannot 
be ejected save aft.es issue of notice through a court of law. 
These notices are issued only at particular seasons of the year, 
and opportunity is given to any tenant either to contest his 
ejectment or to claim compensation for unexhausted improve
'ments, provided he can prove he had the assent of his landlord 
to make them-a dillicult thing to prove. 

Government lands in canal area. have been given to settlers 
on a modified form of occupancy tenantry. Certain conditions 

fa _red a large holdiDg In the Punjab, and for cultivating It _ help 
wODld probabIT be employed or part of the holdiDg wODld be pen to, 
tenanta.--Lucu, op. oiI.. p. 116. .. Lawd of 1M _. BiD ..... Po 123. 

.. P_;aI> C_ B.p,,". 1911. paragraph 22S. 
• Darlln& op. riI., pp. 16f, 168. 

18 
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or standards have to be fulfilled, and after some years of satis
factory occupation, the majority of those who do not hold the 
land on special conditions, are allowed to purchase proprietary 
rights in their tenancies. 

Statistics show that the area cultivated by occupancy tenants 
and the average area cultivated by tenants-at-will are increas
ing.'· 

According to an inquiry carried out by Inspectors of Co
operative Societies, it was found that 

tenants generally take less care in preparing the land for crops, 
plough it less often, manure it less and use fewer implements upon it 
than owners. They grow less valuable crops, especially avoiding 
those involving capital; they make little or no ellort at improving 
their fields; they keep a lower type of cattle; they avoid perennials 
and bestow no care on trees. They show a stronger disinclination than 
even small owners do to have their children educated and have not yet 
grasped the importance of organizing themselves for the more profit
able eonduct of their industry. The system of paying a proportion of 
the crop as rent (batai) which is steadily supplanting cash rents, ac
centuates most of these tendencies and militates against a proper 
rotation of crops. This system also favors extensive cnltivation and 
discourages intensive work, owing to the law of diminishing returns. 
The evil is increased by the bigh price of land, which is rising faster 
than rentals and so making it not only impossible but unprofitable for 
tenants to become owners; while mortgages and sales are steadily 
adding to the number of fields cnltivated under tenancy eonditions,11 

Remedies for the above evils would seem to be the giving of 
greater security of tenure, a fair cash rent, free sale of tenancy 
rights, and larger holdings. A holding of fifty or more acres held 
on the above terms, on which a tenant would put his energy, 

,. Lu .... fouud the same thing In hIa study of Kablrpur. Forty-sls and 
three-tenths {46.8} per cent of the area was cultivated by the owners, "blle 
1iS!1 per cent was cultivated by tenants. Of these only .8 per cent were .,.,. 
cupaocy tenants, the remainder being tenants-at-wIIL Twenty and ftv.,.tenths 
{20.II} per cent paid their rent In kind; '.7 per eent paid no rent {poor 
land}; the remainder paying cash rents. Tenants-at-"llI bave only eon
dltional freedom to earry out Improvements; no ftxlty of tenure; and im
perfect protectlon against enbancement of rent or metlon, when they 
Increase the productivity of their 1Ields by .lnkIng capital Into tbem..-Tlu 
Be_ Llf. of a P""jab Villa" •• p. 66. 

ft Calvert, "". ""~ pp. 92-9S. See also Tlu p_. AlIababad, December 
S, 1917. 
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skill in farming, and efficient management would mean much to 
the individual, to the community, and to agricultural progress. 
However, at present, holdings in the Punjab, especially in well
irrigated regions, are very amall.18 The districts of Jullundur, 
Gurdaspur, Kangra, Hoshiarpur, and Rawalpindi average less 
than five acres, while only five districts (outside of the Canal 
Colonies) have holdings averaging more than ten acres. These 
are Hiasar, Ferozepur, Gujranwala, Attock, and Multan. Some 
of these districts have low rainfalla and little in the way of irri
gation benefits. In the Canal colonies no peasant proprietor 
starts with less than 12% acres and usually with more than this 
amount. Even now, after a whole generation, the average holding 
in the Lyallpur colony is eighteen acres.'" 

It is estimated that to support his family in comfort a Punjabi 
requires from ten to fifteen acres of irrigated land." Such an 
estimate is, of course, a very general one, for the fertility of the 
land, the uses to which it is put, the nearness to markets, the 
standard of living implied, are all variable factors. However, 
if this is only approximately correct, it means that the great 
majority of cultivators must use much greater enterprise, knowl
edge, co-operation, and capital in order to make their eight 
acres or less, yield a proper living. But cultivation is handi
capped not only by the smallness of the individual holding but 
by its excessive fragmentation. The laws of inheritance demand 
that each son receive an equal share of his father's land.> This 
,equality is not only one of quantity but also one of quality. 
The various pieces of land left by the father are split up into 
as many fragmentr as there are different soils, so that each son 
may get an exactly equal share of every kind of land-good, 

.. The average ho1diDg In auch .eetlona Is between • and /I acres, but If 
only cultivable land is eonsidered, then the bolding is about. ""res.-Lucas, 
op. eiI., p. 62. Bballa found that of the 18 cultivators In Balrampur, ... or 
116 per eent cultivated I ... thau three ""res; 10, or IS per cent cultivated 
from 8 to /I aeres; 20, or 28 per .... t betw .... /I and 8 "" ..... and only .. or 
/I per _t cultivated more thau this amounL-OI'. eiI., pp. 28, 29 • 

.. It Is dUlicult to determine the average holding for the whole province. 
Sir James WilBon estimated that the average area owned per owner was 
11 acra, but the average area cultivated by tenants was a acres.-B.a.td 
Be.,....,.1<> D..,./opmftoto It> IA. P_;ab, 1910. DarliDg, In a study of the 
Land Revenue Report and of the _ retorno, came to the cbnclualon that 
the average cultivated hoIdiDg In the province, was not more thau 8 acreo __ 
Op. oU., pp. S, lL .1bitJ., p. 1408. 
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bad, and indifferent. This "repeated partition leads to more and 
more scattered holdings and it is not unusual to lind an owner 
of no more than three 'acres, with thirty or more separate fields 
scattered about over an area of two or three square miles." 

The more fertile the land the more it is split up, as fertility and 
popnlation go together. Accordingly, the greater the popnlation the 
greater the evil, and nowhere is it worse than in the more thickly 
popnlated parts of this area [the fonr submontane districts] and the 
central Pnnj ab." 

The evils of such fragmentation are self-evident. The obvious 
solution is to bring about consolidation ot holdings. However, 
despite the obvious advantages, the work proceeds slowly be
cause villagers are averse to change, but despite the difficulties 
a real and valuable movement for consolidation has been started 
through the agency of the Co-operative Consolidation of Hold
. ings Societies: 

By 1927, 3141 societies with 16,387 members had been formed with 
the sole object of consolidating the holdings of their members, and 
in six years 88,710 scattered parcels of land, measuring 60,01ll 
acres, were consolidated into 16,458, ••• In Jnllnndur, the cradle 
of the movement, rain water is conserved on the larger blocks by 
building embankmenta, wbich the tiny size of the fields formerly 
made impossible; and in the same district 47 new well. bave been 
sunk, and 1,750 acre. of waste land, previously too minutely par
celed to be worth cnltivating, have been brought nnder the plough." 

Several methoda of disposing of the cultivator's grain crop 
have been in vogue. In former day. when the farmer was heavily 
indebted to the money lenders, much of the produce was carried 
away by this person at a buying rate which was often unfavor
able to the cultivator. But as the cultivator prospered 
or transferred his indebtednes. to the Co-operative Credit 
Society, he refused to sell to the money lender and carried his 

• Bhalla fouod the viIJage Jaods of Bairampur to be divided Into 1,698 
lIelds averagiDg about ooe-llfth of an acre each. Tweoty..,lght per eeot of 
the holdinga had from 91 to SII fragmenta In each holding, and In three ..... 
plota were 00 omall-the omaIlest w ... 016 acre-that they had been loot 
light of by their ownero and had p&&sed Into tbe bauds of othen.-QI'. eU., 
pp. ss, M. • Darllng, "p. eU., p. 29. • Ibid., P. 273. 
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produce to the open market and sold it. As he was a bad bar
gainer and was often ignorant of the conditions of the market, 
he was frequently a loser in the transaction. Another stage 
was marked when the cultivator visited certain markets and 
inquired for himself at what rate various commodities were 
selling. Then, when the grain dealer's agents came to the vil
lage to purchase, he was prepared for them and insisted upon 
ftceiving a price only a little below the market-town rate. 
Occasionally, even then, the cultivator lost through short 
weight, which he did not trouble to check. The most progressive 
cultivators are now selling eo-operatively, often storing their 
crops until the condition of the marlret is such that they can 
secure a good price. The grain elevator at Lyallpur, completed 
in 1922, provides for the storing of pure grain until it ie 
ready to be .exported. 

In Europe the breeding of beef cattle is an important re
source for the small farmer, but in the Punjab only Moslems 
may utilize this resource, for religion forbid. Hindus to take 
life. The latter, however, keep a considerable number of cattle 
for draught purposes and for milk. Indeed, cattle seem almost 
indispensable in India: 

Without them the fields remain unploughed, store and bin stand 
empty, and food and drink lose half their savor; for in a vegetarian 
country what can be worse than to have neither milk, butter, nor gTli' 
Indeed, it is difficult to have anything at all, as all cooking is done with 
cakes of manure. The very hookah, beloved of the rustic, can hardly 
be smoked without the cow-duug fire that is almost universally used 
for the pnrpose. • 

It is not lurprising then that India probably contains more cattle 
to the square mile than any other large country in the world." 

Many of the cattle, however, are of very poor quality and 
are kept alive only because of religious sentiment or the inhibi
tions of tradition. Both drought and disease cause a heavy 
mortality among them. Since 19140 the number of cattle in the 

• Darllng. 07'. cil .• p. so. In 1920 India hod IOU bovine cattle, horsea, 
mol.., donkeys, and eamolo to the lquare mile, agalnst only 81.2 In the 
United States~T'" PlotM .... A!lahsbad, Jnne M, 1922. In the Punjab the 
latest cattle eenms (1919) indicates a .tIIl higher 1lgure-160. If yonng 
otock are connted, while there are 7.000.000 sheep and goats, or ahout 7S to 
the aquare mile. 
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province has decreased by nearly two million, the specific 
causes being disease, fodder famine, and certain economic 
causes leading to a decrease in the number of cattle kept for 
breeding purposes"· Such heavy losses of cattle, practically 
all uninsured, cripples the cultivator financially for years and 
is one of the important causes of debt. The Civil Veterinary 
Department of the Punjab has done a great deal to check the 
spread of contagious diseases and is investigating their cause 
and cure. Much has also been accomplished by supplying stud 
bulls of known pedigree from the Government Cattle Farm, 
Hissar. There are also breeding farms in the Lower Bari Doab 
Colony for the improvement of milking strains. 

But even when a preventive or a remedy for disease is secured, 
it is often difficult to get the cultivator to use it; in time of 
trouble he prefers to revert to magic and to other superstitious 
practices. Bhalla found that when an epidemic broke out near 
Bairampur, and the veterinary surgeon came out to help, the 
villagers to a man Hocked to a quack fakir whose charms were 
said to make the cattle invulnerable against disease, and they 
were all so fully agreed about it that the fakir was paid out of 
village funds.28 

INDEBTEDNESS 

The greatest curse of the Punjab cultivator is indebtedness. 
Most of them are born in debt, live in debt, and die in debt.21 

Debt is not confined to any special area or to any particular 
tribal group. ''It is lowest in the poor but hardy N orth.,,2B In 
the prosperous districts of the central and submontane areas 
and in the arid South and 'West, where the harvests are very 
uncertain, the amount of debt is about the same, but the reasons 
for it are very different. In the prosperous sections, while the 
necessity for borrowing is not so great, the opportunity i. 
greater, and the temptation to extravagance is often present. 
So far as the money is spent in raising the standard of living 
or in other productive ways, it is ultimately a gain, but un
fortunately in some prosperous sections money is borrowed and 

• "As recently .. 1921, Sirsa (HiBsar) loot 40 per ..... t of Ito .Iock, and in 
the lame year eatt1e In Jhelum were sold fm a few _ a head. "-DarliD& 
0fI. eU., p. sa • Op. eU., p. 1St. 

• See Appendh, II, fm a detaned study of the total debt of the proviDco 
and Ito distribution. • DarliD& 0fI. eU., p. 2111. 
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spent on dissipations, extravagant social festivities, and litiga
tion. This is not true, however, in the prosperous Canal Colonies, 
where settlers, aided by canal irrigation, have literally turned 
the desert into a garden. 

Mr. Darling makes clear the different effects of prosperity in 
different regions by comparing what are probably the two most 
prosperous districts in the Provinre--Ferozepur and Lyallpur. 
In both districts poverty has been followed by wealth. In Lyall
pur this wealth has been due to endurance and effort; in Feroze
pur, it has been showered upon the inhabitants without muCh 
effort on their part. The results are what might be expected: 

Ferozepore recalls the spendthrift who dissipates a fortune that 
he has done little to acquire, Lyallpur, the self-made man who has ac
quired his wealth too laboriously to throw it recklessly away. In 
Ferosepore drink, dissipation, gambling, litigation, bribery and ex
travagance are all rampant, and nowhere is more spent upon marriage. 
Hence a vast increase in debt, which in the ten years ending 1926 was 
probably as much as five crores.211 

In Lyallpur debt is small and a substantial portion of it is 
due to agricultural development. In Ferozepur there is little 
of such progress and education hardly exists, but in Lyallpur 
education is everywhere in demand, and in one or two 'areas, it 
has been made compulsory. "The difference is vital. Without edu
cation, prosperity demoralizes, but with it a new and better order 
of things may be started." These two districts are typical of the 
in1luence of prosperity in the Punjab. "In so far as it springs 
from effort and leads to education it is good; but in so far as 
it comes as a windfall to men who are too uneducated to apply 
it to their advantage, it is a disaster.'''o 

Darling, in his thorough investigation into debt and its causes 
in the Punjab, eomes to the conclusion that there are four basic 
factors which compel the cultivator to borrow: (1) The small 
size of the ordinary holding and its grotesque fragmentation. 
These conditions make it almost impossible for him to live with
out getting into debt, unless he is exceptionally frugal and indu.
trious or has some subsidiary Bource of income; (2) the con
stantly recurring losses of ciLttle from disease or drought, 

• Ibid., pp. 2IICH5'1'. A crore Ia 100 Iakhe. or 10 mllI10D rupeeo. 
-lblti.,p.2111. 
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without the protection of insurance; (3) the ingrained im
providence of the cultivator, 'the effects of which are greatly 
aggravated by the insecurity of agricultural conditions in a 
considerable part of the province; (40) extravagant expenditure 
upon marriages and other domestic ceremonies, largely due to 
custom and a desire for prestige.81 

In addition he found two causes which facilitate borrowing: 
first, the great expansion of credit due to high prices and the 
inHated value of land, both factors being very marked in recent 
years; 'second, the money-lender and his vicious system of 
business. 

The four principle causes stated above explain ''why the 
peasant proprietor mud borrow, and the last two, how he can 
borrow, and it is the combination of 'must' and 'can' that ex
plains the great increase of debt in the last fifty years. Or, ex
pressing it differently, the first four causes explain the existence 
of debt, the money-lender and his system, its continuance, and 
the expansion of credit its volume.' .... 

The dangers of present conditions are apparent in the fact 
that in the last thirty years cultivation has increased by 25 per 
cent while p,rices have risen by over 100 per cent. The standard 
of living has risen; the population is growing. The serious 
factor is that debt has grown by 300 per cent, only part of 
which is due to productive expenditure. If this wasteful borrow
ing and expenditure continue, the danger is that the standard of 
living and the needs of a growing population will clash." 

THE MONEy-LzNDz'a 

The money-lender is an important factor in the problem of 
debt. He is one of the most energetic and enterprising residents 
of the village and is usually a shop-keePer and grain broker. 
He is the one who is feared in the village, the one about whom 
hard sayings are made, and yet the one upon whom most of 
the villagers are dependent. Though secretly despised, the 

-1bi4., pp.. 141, 25S. -Ibid., P. 2M. 
·II>id.. pp. ~9. Mr. Darling states that the remedy for tbIo Ia _ 

~ucatiOD both by the school aDd by the wid .. education of eo
_tlem. 
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money-lender, especially in the past, has filled a necessary place. 
in the 'Village 'economy. He has financed the village, marketed 
its prodnce, and supplied its necessities. Although he frequently 
has charged exorbitant rates of interest, robbed his customers 
of their independence and self-reliance, and practically made 
them economic slaves, still without him, especially in times of 
scarcity and famine, they would have been without food and 
without life'. necessities. He has even trusted them when they 
had no security. 

There are certain Hindu money-lending caste.: the Banias, 
chiefly in the Southeast Punjab; the Khatris, in the central and 
particularly in the northwest portion; and the Aroras, in. the 
Southwest. All of these groups are noted for thcir skill in trad
ing, their capacity, shrewdness, subtlety, enterprise, greed, and 
hard business sense. There are, however, characteristic differ
ences: the Bania is known chiefly for his craftiness, the Khatri 
for his enterprise, and the Arora for his tenacity and thorough
ness. 

With the coming of British rnle, two things occurred which 
made the money-lender more powerful. One was the gradual 
weakening of the vigorous communal strength of the village, 
which had been strong enough to hold the money-lender in par
tial check; and the second was the setting up of courts of justice, 
which, in their rigid application of the law, often lost sight of 
the human elements of the situation and worked hardship upon 
the indebted eultivator. These conditions, along with a series of 
famines in the seventies, gave the money-lender special oppor
tunities, and he soon firmly established his position of power 
and influence. Later, with added prosperity due to better com
munications and markets, many cultivators, desiring to gratify 
new wants, yielded to the temptation of easy credit offered by 
the money-lender, who gradually tightened his hold over them. 

So profitable was this business with its high rates of com
·pound interest that the number of bankers and money-lenders in 
the province (including their dependents), increased from 
53,263 in 1868 to 193,890 in 1911. The latest census figures 
suggest a decline in numbers. This is marked in the central dis
tricts of the province, but in Rawalpindi, Ferozepur, and Kar
nal there has been an increase of over 10 per cent, and in Rohtak 
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and Hissar of over 50 per cent." It is still the case that at least 
one out of every four income tax payers is a village money
lender and that the percentage of money-lenders to the whole 
population is three times as great in the Punjab as it is in the 
rest of British India." 

The present money-lender is often subtle and ski11ful in trade; 
enterprising and ambitious for gain; hard in driving and follow
ing up a bargain; and not backward in taking advantage of the 
ignorance and improvidence of his customers. His object usually 
has been to get people into debt and to keep them in debt. The 
rates of interest in India have always been very high. They vary 
with the amount of money available and with the type of security 
which the borrower can offer. A common rate of interest is 183,4 
per cent for cash and 25 per cent for grain payments. In the 
years 1920-23, due to a scarcity of money in rural areas, rates 
rose abruptly. In some districts they actually doubled, and in 
Hazara they more than doubled. These rates are for unsecured 
loans, those made against jewelry or land being much less. 

Most people will recognize that the handicap of paying even 
15 to 25 per cent compound interest on money is a severe one, 
but few realize how rapidly such interest accumulates." 

But grain loans mount up even more rapidly than cash loans. 
It seems a small thing to promise 1% maunds'" of wheat in June 
for a maund given as seed in October, but when the interest is 
figured out, it is found to be practically 70 per cent. Moreover, 
the money-lender also makes his profit as a merchant on the 
wheat, and he often gives poor wheat and insists upon getting 
good wheat in return. 

In the Lndhiana Bel. in March, 1918, villagers whose supply of 
food was exhausted, in return for a mannd of Indian com valued at Ra • 

.. TM P .... jab c ....... JUporl. p. 561 • 
• TIN p.,.jab 1",,_ T ... JUporl. 1_. p. S . 
• Darliug gives some """"'pies which .... UlumlDatIDg. 10 189fJ • .....u plot 

of hmd In Hissar .. as mortgasod for Ra. 28 at 81% per .... t. By 11108 the 
debt without fnrtber I.,.." bad swelled to Ra. Il00. Another eult1vator b0r
rowed RI. SI50 and In the """ .... of 20 years repaid Ra. ~ but otUl ow .. 
Ra. 1,000. 10 still another case Ra. 2,Ii6O .... borrowed OYer 10 yea .. begiD
DIng with 1901 at 2Ii per .... t. By 1918 It bad become • debt of Ra. ,,tOO~ 
Op. eU •• pp. 216-11. At Ant light thIa aeema Ineredlble, but .. Prof ...... 
Marshall paint. out. • debt of £1 at GO per eent. If aliuwed to aecamulate, 
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t, were binding themselves to pay 1% maunds of wheat in June or, 
failing that, alA! maunds of Indian com in January. More ~ntly in 
M nzaffargarh, under the stress of prolonged drought, there were 
eases of seed being advanced on condition that a quarter of the crop 
should be given in retum!"' 

Furthermore, the loose system of keeping accounts and the cul
tivator's inability to read or to understand figures, lend them
selves to sharp practices and even to dishonest dealing. 

But the worst result of this system of money-lending is its 
eHect upon the characters of its victims. A borrower may 
struggle at first and try to payoff his debt, but conditions are 
generally too much for him. He finally becomes bopeless and 
settles back defeated. He is practically in economic bondage, 
and he knows it. Life is no longer a struggle to get abead, but 
merely to bold body and soul together. Independence and self
reliance are gone; improvidence is increased; the hope for the 
future is darkened. The debtor's great desire is simply to secure 
enough to maintain his waf (dignity) even though in the end, all 
that he owns may be lost. In this demoralization of character 
the money-lender has not escaped; his hardness, selfishness, and 
greed are the prices he has had to pay for his wealth. 

TBJI: LAND ALmNATION ACT 

There have been at least two outstanding efforts on the part 
of the government to keep the money-lender in check and to help 
the cultivator. The first of these was the passing in 1901 of the 
Land Alienation Act. This prevents the money lender from 
taking land in mortgage from the sramindar for a period of more 
than twenty years; it makes it di1Iicult for non-agriculturists 
to purchase land; it makes it impossible for the cultivator to be 
evicted, to be arrested for debt, or to have his movable property 
attached. If he is brought into court, interest charges can be 
examined and, if necessary, reduced; and when he dies, his an
cestral property can be neither attached nor sold. The Act has 
been a boon to the small peasant proprietor, but it has also 
kept urban people from putting money into land and helping 

will become £100 10 eight yean.-Manbsll, ltodtulf7 and TrGCI., p. 711, 
quoted 10 1bltI., p. 2lf. .. Ibid., p. 218. 
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in its development. Capital is greatly needed for agricultural 
progress, and the most hopeful source for this is the city. The 
Act has also been criticized because it has tended to make the 
zamimdar dependent, rather than to help him to stand upon his 
own feet. It has undoubtedly kept the town and country apart, 
when the great need is to bring them together. 

The Land Alienation Act, depriving, as it did, the profes
sional money lender of the security of land for his loans, put 
him in a position where he was able to lend only up to the limit 
of what could be repaid from the produce. This situation 
brought into prominence the agriculturist money-lender, who, 
through large holdings, high prices, or money secured through 
soldiering and emigration, had funds which he desired to invest. 
This type of money-lender has increased rapidly in recent years, 
and in some places he has displaced the professional one. His 
methods, on the whole, are no more merciful than those which 
have existed, and the testimony from some quarters is that 
while he is less cunning in his devices, he is usually harsher in 
his means. He is certainly more formidable, for he has it in his 
power to press a creditor till he is compelled to sell or tum over 
his land to him. His growing influence, which is largely the re
sult of the Land Alienation Act, "can only be regarded with 
apprehension and incidentally illustrates how difficult it is to 
cure economic evils by legislation."" 

THlI: CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT MOVEKENT 

The greatest challenge of the money-lender's power and posi
tion, however, is the co-operative credit movement which was 
started in 19041. It offered money for worthy purposes at 12% 
per cent interest, instead of anything up to 75 per cent demanded 
by the money-lender. It offered a way of escape from -the money
lender's clutches and a chance of economic stability and 
progress. Yet because of the cultivator's ignorance, isolation, 
and suspicion, comparatively little nse was made of the organi
zation until the Great War. Service in the War gave the culti
vator a new vision, and since then the growth of the co-operative 
credit movement has been remarkable. From 706 societies with 

• Darllog, op. riI., p. 228. 
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89,000 members in 1910, the organization has grown unt.l1 early 
in 192. there were 9,978 co-operative societies with a member
abip of a quarter of a million. In 1922 these societies. had a work
ing eapital of nearly 2/50 lakhs of rupees. Central co-operative 
banks, as secondary financial institutions, have also been started. 
there being in 1922, 37 Central banks and 69 credit Unions with 
a working capital of Rs. 1641 lakba. These central financing 
bodiee have advanced loans during the last ten years of over 
two crores. Practically all this has been lent to primary societies, 
which, in tnrn, have advanced nearly 4% crores to their mem
bers. The gain in eash benefits in a single year may be reasonably 
estimated at 20 lakhs of rnpees, while of the interest paid by 
the borrowers, over nine lakba is annually added to their re_II 

In the Punjab the pure Ra.i1reisen type of co-operative society 
has been deparled from to the extent that a considerable portion 
of the funds needed by members is contributed by them in the 
form of small shares. These are paid up by installments, in the 
course of ten years. Durm, this period all profits are indivisible. 
At the end of ten years, the shares may be returned and the 
profits voted indivisible forever; or the shares may be retained 
and three-fourths of the profits disQibuted as permanent capi
tal, in proportion to the shares held. 

The result of this share system and indivisible profits, is that 
after ten years most societies are nearly sell supporting in the. 
matter of funds. In 1922 the members owned RI. 521akhs as 
share capital and Rs. lllakhs more as indiviu1,le profits in their 
societies, 10 that it is only a matter of time before all villager. 
POSless a COJDDlon fund, from which all the legitimate needs of 
their members may be met. foG . 

This excellent progress has been the result of hard work and 
the surmounting of many c:lliBculties, such as suspicion, apathy. 
fear that money once given would be forever lost, waning en
thusiasm as it became necessary for people to pay. over their 
money, ignorance of financial matters, heavy arrears of interest, 
and unreliable local committees. . 

The general benefits of co-operation are strikingly apparent. 
Old debts are being paid off and lands are being redeemed from 

• LGJId of 1M lHo. Bk> .... pp. 271·78. -Loa. oil., 
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mortgage." Co-operative societies have helped to control credit 
and to educate people toward putting their money to truly pro
ductive uses. The money-lender, if the borrower's credit was 
good, seldom asked the purpose of a loan; but the credit society 
will generally lend money only for a necessary or productive use. 
It strives to provide the cultivator with a sound, well controlled 
system of credit, which will reduce and gradually exterminate 
waste. Even if it is deemed advisable to give a man a loan for a 
wedding or a funeral, etc., the amount is generally kept very 
low. The educational advantages in this with regard to con
trolled expenditure and thrift are most beneficial. 

Thrift is one of the great needs of the Punjab villages, and in 
promoting thrift_the co-operative societies have done one of their 
most valuable pieces of work. This is a very constructive side of 
the movement, the villager being guided and helped in building 
up his own capital. This is being accomplished by attracting 
deposits and inducing members to contribute toward buying 
shares of stock, which cannot be withdrawn till the society has 
completed ten years of service. In 1922 there were 52 lakhs of 
rupees of share capital. 32 lakhs of deposits, and a reserve of 
57 lakhs of rupees. Seventy-two thrift societies with the special 
object of encouraging saving have also been organized. To any
one knowing the general improvidence of the villager, these re
sults are most remarkable. 

Probably the most striking material improvement due to co
operation is the consolidation of agricultural holdings. As has 
already been shown, the small scattered holdiJgs all over the 
village area have been one of the potent causes of poverty. It 
was not considered wise to attempt consolidation by legislation, 
but rather to educate the land owner and persuade him that such 
consolidation was to his advantage. In the years since 1920 
much has been accomplished, and there is doubtless a great 
futur~ for this type of endeavor. In one village an owner who 
had hiS land scattered in two hundred different fields now has it 

.. "Figureo are a.,ailable for 1,119 village banks wltb 15,000 member., which 
ha.,. CDDlpJeted 10 years. In thla time 89 lakha (8,900,000 rupees) of debt 
have been repaid; 20,000 acres ha.,. been redeemed; 15,100 acres takm III 
mortgage for 54 lakha and 18,100 acres purdlued for 52 Jakha of rupees. 
Forty-on. lakha ha.,. been """"",oJated III shares and nndJatributed proftto 
and SS per .... t of the members (18,000) are entirely free from d.bt."
P..;ab OtHJJ>fInI'''' Bodo_ Bopovl, 1918, P. lI1. 
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in one, and five more ownen have Bingle plots whue before each 
had over a hundred. 

Other forms of commendable co-operative effort are the 1OCie
ties whOle memberS are pledged to settle their disputes by local 
arbitration instead of going to IlOnrt; the compulsory sehool 
BOcietiea whose members bind themselves under penalty of Re. 50 
to .... their ehildreD. to ec:hool for the full primary C01Il'IIe; 
aocietiea for the breeding of eatt1e and sheep; for the insurance 
of cattle; for the purchase of implements and seeds; for the 
storage and Bale of produce through eliminating the middleman; 
for the ftClamatioa of waste Jauda by better irrigatioa; for im
proving the craft of the weaver and dyer and aeeariDg better 
markets for their goods. 

MOlt hopeful of alI are the signa of progress and of new hope 
and ambition. Self-help ill being emphasized and along with it 
mutual help for the welfare of the CODIIIIIJlIity. Cultivators are 
learning to manage their own afFairs and to show more industry, 
self reliance, and integrity. Some c:o-operatora are raising their 
standard of living, promoting adult edneatioa in eveaing aDO1&, 
improving their methods of work, and showing themselves ready 
to listen to proposals for the improvement of village conditions. 

There ill undoubtedly a great ru.Fre for eo-operatioa in the 
Punjab, for there are few rural needs to which it cannot eon
tribute. 

Since the very essence of eo-operation ill sell-help, alI good 
co-operatora eameatly desire to see edneatioa of the right type 
brought to every 'rilIage--e.n educatioa that will make the vil
lager sell-reliant, provident, honest, and public-spirited. 

LrrmA'I'lOlr .um ~ FOBII8 o. W AII'r.8 

People in certain parts of the Punjab are inordinlltely fond 
of litigation, and a little extra moaey o1Fera .. stroag temptatioa 
to spend funda in _tion with lawsuits which ultimately canse 
much 1088 and often bring about debt. Ludhiana, Amritsar. Jul
hmclur, and the West Punjab (alI down the Indus) are sections 
where litigatioa and debt are cIoaely c:onnected." 

-"In the tmee _ 181~ the 1III1Dber of 1I1I1t11l1led III the PanJah 
• ..,....,. ... 18l1,000 ..... the IPIIIIber of _ IRNIaaM to bIal lII8,OOO. 
Of the latter, 18l1,000 ...... aapltte4 ... dlochsraed. which IIhowa tlJat _ 
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Moreover, there is a great social and moral loss from such 
litigation. Hard feelings and even feuds develop; rival parties 
are formed; witnesses are hired; money is spent to secure in
fiuential support; petty officials have to be propitiated; false 
testimony is often given, and efforts are made to pervert justice. 
In fact, the whole atmosphere is demoralized. 

Marriage and other social ceremonies are regarded by leading 
authorities as one of the great sources of debt. Marriage 
especially involves heavy expenditure. Besides the cost of a 
bride, jewelry and clothes must be bought, and in the central 
Punjab from one-half to two-thirds of the expense of a wedding 
is due to the purchase of jewelry. This jewelry must usually 
be of gold, for if one is not lavish in a wedding, it is taken to 
indicate poverty and debt, and with such a reputation it is 
difficult to secure brides for other sons. There is also the cost 
of feasting, which varies from a single meal for the guests to two 
or even more days of entertainment. Then there are gifts of 
money to be made to the various village and personal servants, 
to laborers, to the witnesses, and to the one performing the cere
mony. Singers and professional dancers are also engaged, and 
sometimes instrumental music as well. The friends of the family 
pay in some money (neunda dalna) as a token of friendship. 
The usual amount is one rupee each. People will often strive 
to be more ostentatious than their neighbors on an occasion like 
this in order to gain prestige and will not hesitate to go into debt 
to achieve their ends.48 

Besides marriage there are many other social ceremonies, such 
as betrothals, the birth of sons, circumcision, the bestowal of 

and the erimlDal complaint have little In common, and that to • great extent 
the crimlDaI courts are but another braoch of the dvU. "-Darling, Ofl. cU., 
p. 77. For all types of court CIIBe8 It Is estimated that 2% millIoo perlODl (4D 
per cent of the adult male population) attend the courts every ,.ear, either 
as partJ .. or wito...... Counting the loss of time and espendItorea of .U 
kinds, between S to , erorea (Ra. SO to 40 millIoo) are wasted aonnally 
in this wa,.. "Tbe capitaJiaed nine of this apendllnre would _ to 
redeem the whole mortgage debt of the province. ThIs sum devoted to rural 
education would elfect. revolution; devoted to medical relief, It would bring 
skilled aid wlthJu the reach of every village. "-Calvert, Ofl. cU., p. 006. 

-Lucas llgurea that the moat ordinary marria8e would coat 11& 240 (£18) 
above what had been paid for the bride. ThIs Is ouIy allowing 11& 100 for 
jewelry and clothes and Rs. 80 for feasting, wbereas many tImea this IUDD1lJlt 
Is often apent.--TM Be"""""" Lif. 01 • P-JaI> V/ll4", p.1I1. 
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the sacred thread, and the funerals of elderly persons, all of 
which involve the giving of presents and feasting. Betrothals 
cost from fifty rupees up; funerals cost more than the other 
ceremonil!8-Dot less than hrenty-five or thirty rupees (£2). 
This indicates something ot the great financial burden due to 
social ceremonial. If a man attempts to marry three or four 
children well, he probably will find it neces$ary to bind himself 
with debt for life. 

The waste resulting from present methods of agriculture has 
already been indicated. The causes of such waste may be sum
marized as follows: poor use of time, misuse of credit, lack of 
organization and foresight, poor judgment in the choice of 
crops, antiquated methods of buying and selling, the waste 01 
by-products such as cotton seed, the loss of cattle through dis
ease and poor selection, the wl'ste of vegetable refuse, grasses, 
etc., which would make good silage. or manure, and the neglect 
of valuable fibrous plants growing wild about the village. 

Other important forms of waste are caused by various social 
and religious attitudes, which are discussed more fully in other 
connections.'" 

VILLAGE INDUSTRIES AND MAHATMA GANDHI's CAKPAIGN 

In former times the splendid work of the village artisans and 
weavers was known far and wide, andthcir products were widely 
lought aftcr. The competition of manufactured goods and the 
unfavorable tamr policy, however, almost destroyed these in
dustries, and many of the skilled artisans have now taken to 
agriculture. 

It is clear that where holdings are small, not only must culti
vation be carried on intensively but agriculture must be suppl"," 
mented by subsidiary industries. These are the methods which 
have been used successfully in other countries to supplement" 
a limited agriculture, but village industries in India thus far 
have been carried on by separate castes, and the agriculturist 
thinks it beneath his dignity to engage in them in his spare time. 
Even for ordinary repairs which require little skill, he will call 
an artisan rather than attempt the work himself. The cultivator 
in times of Icarcity or crop failure, will go into the city to work 

.. See pp. lIS6. 2ts, 2IlS, lIM. 2M. 
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in a factory, returning in time to sow his next crop; or he will 
join the army. But as yet he has not seriously given his attention 
to cottage industries, which can be carried on in his home, with
out any harm to his agricultural work. There are many waste or 
local materials which can easily be utilized in the making of 
marketable articles. These, while involving little in the way of 
skill or of implements or of first costs, would add to the culti
vator's scanty income. Such possible industries are the making 
of rope, baskets, reed furniture, bricks, cloth, rugs and blankets, 
shoes, clay or brass vessels, ordinary wood and iron work, mat
ting, porch screens, and similar things. There are also the rear
ing of silk worms; the raising of bees; the keeping of poultry, 
goats and dairy cattle. 

Mahatma Gandhi's campaign for the weaving of khaddar 
cloth and for the fuller utilization of the spinning wheel has in 
some quarters, especially foreign, been greatly misunderstood. 
In the present economy of the village, when poverty, labor, and 
natural conditions are such that electrical power and machinery 
are not feasible and when the cultivator often has much spare 
time away from his fields, some hand or cottage industry seems 
essential to supplement his income. Spinning and weaving are 
possibilities, which might be introduced. Mahatma Gandhi's 
emphasis upon the vital place, dignity, and importance of 
manual work (even urging that it be a qualification for the 
franchise) should have far-reaching importance. 

The marketing of cottage industrial products of artistic 
merit is facilitated by the Arts and Crafts Depot in Lahore, 
where articles are collected and oft'ered for sale. In addition to 
the above stimulus for profitable marketing and the efforts Mr. 
Gandhi is making, there is another movement which may in time 
favorably affect the extension of cottage industries. This has 
to do with the occupational castes' adopting agriculture as an 
industry subsidiary to their own. Many carpenters, weavers, 
and shoemakers have small plots of ground which they work in 
addition to their regular 'vocations, thus utilizing more fully 
their spare time. This matter of the importance and dignity of 
any kind of useful labor is a lesson which must be learned by all 
classes of people. 
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VILLAGB hTIBAll'8 AND SERVANTS 

Another way of earning a livelihood is that of the village serv
ants, such "&8 the sweeper, the water-carrier, and the washer
man, who work for various families and also receive their wages 
in produce at the harvest time. They are given special gifts at 
times of betrothals, marriages, or other important ceremonies. 
Other villagers who receive special gifts and also grain at the 
harvest time for services to the family are the singer, the jester, 
the drum-beater, the family priest, and the barber. The last 
is the chief go-between in the performance of domestic cere
monies. He informs the relatives and friends of births and special 
ceremonies and calla them together; he visits the bride's house 
and helps to make wedding arrangements; he looks after the 
huqqa. and sees that the food is prepared. At funerals he ac
companies the bier to the cemetery; he shaves peoples' heads 
in ceremonial functions; he takes the place of a doctor when no 
ham or physician is available. His wife often assists him and 
sings at the festivities. "The guchi [barber'. bag], containing 
razors, scissors, ete., carnes a charm as great as the compass 
among freemasons!oU . 

Another curious village servant1s the beggar who sometimes 
looks after and repairs the village guest-house and keeps a fire 
of dung cakes burning for the huqql.l, so that guests may smoke. 
He too receives grain at the harvest time and gifts on occasions 
of domestic ceremonials. 

Still other village servants are the carpenter, the smith, the 
weaver, the potter, the leather-worker. the tailor, the teacher. 
the priest, and the singer. All these receive grain and sometimes 
money. They serve the community &8 they are needed. The car
penter and the smith make farm implements, carts, etc., and 
repair them. They also set up the sugar press, sharpen sickles 
and other tools, and make the necessary materials for harvest
ing. The carpenter sometimes assists in building houses and in 
repairing or making furniture. The degree of skill required is 
not very great because most of the work is rough, no fine finishing 
~g heing required. 

• LBcao, "P. of'¥ P. 'J2. 
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There are not many opportunities for industrial 'Work in a 
village, for few things are made at present for a wider market 
than the village itself. W ea vers, shoemakers, and tailors, how
ever, often work for a near-by town or large village. 

The village weavers at present make khaddar (homespun), 
other kinds of cheap cloth required by the villagers, and tur
bans. The leather-worker cures hides, makes water-bags, country 
shoes, and the various other leather pieces and articles used by 
the villager. The potter makes the clay vessels and pots re
quired in the home and shop. The work of the other occupations 
is self-evident. 

The shopkeepers sell various food-stuff., milk and curds, 
sweets, tobacco, and personal and household necessities. More 
manufactured and imported articles are rapidly appearing ~ 
his stock. Lanterns, kerosene oil, matches, cigarettes, machine
made cloth, glass bangles, etc., are now to be found. Certain' 
types of clothing, bedding, farm implements, well materials, and 
larger articles for the house, must usually be bought, in neighbor
ing towns. It is also oftentimes necessary to go to a large 
village or to a town in order to secure adequate medical aid. 
The shopkeeper often acts as a grain broker or as the village 
money-lender and as such has upidly increased his wealth. 

The descriptions given of the many village servants and 
artisans who are to be given grain at the harvest time, indicate 
something of the heavy demands made upon the cultivator and 
the way he is ''bled'' by many who claim 'to have ... rved him in 
one way or another. The following is a description of what 
actually took place in a village in Dera Ghazi Khan: 

••• after he [the village chieftain] and the village menials had taken 
their share, the following had to be satisfied: the money lender who 
wanted his dues for the year; the local shopkeeper, for the goods 
supplied "on tick"; another trader, for the hire of the well-gear, ••• 
the village mullah for his many calls to prayer; the local fakir, for the 
glory of God; the landlord'. agent, for the glory of man; the two 
village aceountanta ••• for the glory of the Si.kM [government]; the 
lamb ... ""r'. [headman'.] assistant, for doing the lambardar'. work; 
and finally, the canal bhilty [water carrier] for watering trees. Some
thing, too, had to be sent to the father of the girl betrothed to the 
semindar's boy. When almost nothing remained, the emindar was 
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~ what ..... the good Gf it aIL "God has preserved m7 honGr" 
(8l1i.1'.' r.Ui), was the expreaaive ~epl7 •••• " 

TJDII LAlmLBII LDoBBa 

The landi_laborer, who is the e:nu: of every landlord syatem, 
often leads a very precarious existence. He is largely dependent 
upon the doles and generosity of those for whom he works, so 
that his condition of life partly depends upon the part of the 
promce in which he works. In prosperous sections his food 
and housing conditions are fair, but in backward sections he. 
leads an almost animal-like existence, limg in miserable hovels, . 
eating almGst aDy kind Gf fGGd he can get, aDd often going with
out. An ofIiciaI. of Dera Ghazi Khan tella of meeting an agricul
turallabo:rer carrying home a .man quAntity of stolen, unripe 
peas fGr the evening meal of three adUl~8 and ~ child. He waS 
attempting to IUppGrt these peop-" on !'-!D0llthly\wage of Re. , 
and a "two-leg share Gf a buIlGCL ..... ~1n'1lte W~tern Punjab 
the usual wage is only 41 or IS rupees .; 1Il0n\:h. with a blanket 
and a pair of shOles thrGwn in at the endGft{te year; Gr the 
laborer reeeives his food aDd then gets .a rqpee a month for 
everything else. 

In more prosperGus sections, ca.suallabGrera receive frGm IS 
to 8 annas a day (1 to i rupee), and they sometimes receive the 
early morning meal. When they eannot secure, field work they 
cut gr ... and sell it, make rope, or engage in sOlDe home in
dustry, or emigrate to the city for temporary work in factories. 
At harvest time they usually prefer to receive their wages in 
grain, as they find this more profitable. 

The pl!l'lll8llent field laborers are paid in produce and not with 
cash. They also receive presents of grain and lometimes money 
on the occasion of imPGrtant dGmestic ceremGnies. At thia time 
they are expected to do eztra wGrk. They are alsG given special 
allowances of grain at the harvest time. The dead cattle, botli 
the meat and the hide, belGng tG them. When harvest. are good, 
their family budgets indicate that with supplementary indul
tries they make both mils meet, but in periods of lcarcity they 
~ hard time. They are considered to be ceremonially un-

• DarIlDg. lip. ""', pp. 113-140 
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clean, are compelled to live in a separate part of the village, and 
socially and religiously are outcastes. (See pages 234, 288.) 

A striking movement in India at present is the way these 
laboring and depressed classes are banding together to demand 
more just, considerate Bocial and economic treatment. They are 
airing their wrongs and grievances, such as being debarred from 
the use of wells; forced-labor; low wages; unfair conditions of 
tenure; exclusion from temples and schools; lack of political 
representation both locally and provincially. They, along with 
other classes, are attaining to self and group consciousness; 
they are feeling after unity and are clamoring for the redreu 
of their grievances. 

COMMUNICATION AND TBANSPOBTATION 

The description of the village up to this point has conveyed 
the impression that it is' isolated and remote, Cllt olf from the 
main currents of national life. In the past this was largely true. 
The village communities were self-contained and self-sufficient, 
even using a system of barter instead of money. They were able 
to Buppl y their own simple needs, and they wished to be let alone. 
The visit of an official to collect the revenue or a wandering 
mendicant or a marauding band was the measure of their con
tact with the outside world. But the developments of recent years 
are changing these conditions, and villagers are now being 
brought into touch not only with their own country but with 
the entire world. Many factors have contributed to this, among 
the most important of which are undoubtedly improvements in 
transportation and communication. 

Previous to the annexation of the Punjab by the British in 
1848, there were several trade routes from Central Asia across 
the Punjab, and the Moghals and their -predecessors had marked 
out dirt roads bordered by trees. There were also ,era;' (inns) 
for travelers, about twelve to fifteen miles apart. Later these 
were allowed to fall into disrepair, so that when the British 
entered the Punjab, road communications were poor. The early 
years of their occupation were marked by considerable activity 
in surveying and laying out roads and metaling some of them. 
The location of these roads was determined chiefly by military 
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needs.' By 1872 there were a thousand miles of metaled roads, 
2,750 miles of canals, and over four hundred miles of railway." 

The first railway was opened in 1861 and connected Amritsar 
and Lahore. This railway necessitated the construction of feeder 
roads, but these were 'Dot connected up into any system. In 
fact, the growth of railways led .ome to think that roads were 
unnecessary and road construction was neglected considerably 
for a number of years. The coming of motor transportation, 
however, changed all this, and it was recognized that both main 
trunk-roads and good feeder roads were necessary. A Provinci,al 
Board of Communication was appointed with responsibility for 
studying and planning the development of all types of com
munications. 

By 1920 there were 4,441 miles of railway in the Punjab, 
2,938 miles of metaled roads, and 19,664 miles of canal. Seven 
rivers had been bridged, some of them more than once. Through 
communication with Calcutta and Bombay had been established 
in 1883. 

The railways for the most part enter and leave the Province 
at the four comers, there being no through line from west to 
east. There are about 650 railway,t.ations or approximately one 
to every fifty villages and towns. The railway facilities are good 
except in the West and in the rapidly developing Canal Colonies, 
which have outgrown their railway service. The road situation is 
not 80 favorable; at present there are less than five miles of 
metaled road to every railway station, or about one mile to ten 
villages." Efforts are being made to discover a cheap, durable 
surface for unmetaled roads, which will make them usable for all 
types of traffic. The extensive canal system, especially the main 
lines, supplements the roads not only because of supplying 
water transportation but also because of the inspection road. 
along the banks. 

These various improved systems of transportation have had 
great influence upon the villages. By making markets for a sur
plus available, they have encouraged production and made 
specialization possible; they should, in time, lead to an intensive 
cultivation of certain vegetables, fruits, and other products . 

• DarllDg, op. oU., p. 205. • Calvert, op. oU., pp. SUO. 
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They have supplied a choice of markets, so that the cultivator 
is able to sell to the best advantage. Thiey have increased the 
value of land. They have stimulated travel, interaction, and 
association among villages, towns, and cities. They have fur
thered trade and progress, and have been sepecially beneficial 
to the more remote villages.·· 

The impressive result has been an increase of wealth, a rising 
standard of living, and a broader outlook. Unfortunately, asso
ciated with these benefits, there has been an increase of debt, 
because the increasing value of land provided a substantial basis 
of security, and the cultivator was not sufficiently versed in 
financial matters to resist the temptation to borrow upon it. 
The force of this temptation may be seen in the fact that while 
in 1866 land was worth about Rs. 10 per acre, in recent years 
it has sold at an average of RI. 198 per acre. 

While many villagers have come into contact with motor 
transportation, it has not yet made its way, to any great extent, 
into rural regions. The usual type of village conveyance is still 
the ox-cart. For riding, the camel or the horse, the latter not 
often a very vigorous type, is used. 

The village messenger, the village post office, the telegraph, 
and the postal money order system have all aided to bring the 
villager into touch with the outside world. It is true that only 
the large villages have post offices; others have a part-time 
employee, sometimes the teacher, and still others have mail 
service only at stated intervals. There is also at least one per-

. son in or near the village capable of writing letters for illiterate 
people at a small fee. 
~e social benefits of improved transportation and communi

cabon are many and important. In the process of marketing 

-In the p .. t IIfty yea .. oultlvatlon bas In~ by 110 per _t, and the 
value of produce from SII crores to over 120 erores (£80 mD1Ioo). M for 
trade, In 1812 the Punjab rece\.,ed oDly , Iakba (about £80,(00) for IbI ...... 
plus grain; In 1918 the amonut .......... 24. ... rea (£18 mD1Iou)~Darllng, 
op. cit., p. 2SII. 

For all kincla of .. n-borne trade the exports In 1882 were 10,soo,OOO 
maanda, whereas In 1920 they were 41,800,000 maundL Valoa are neD more 
striking. In 1882 exports .. ere valDed at S% erores (about £2% mD1Ion), 
.. hile In 1920 they .. ere" erores (£29¥.o mD1Iou). Imports abowed • IimUsr 
Inereue from 6,SOO,OOO manncla vaJDed at 7.1 erores (about £4% mD1Ion) 
In 1882 to 85,Il00,000 manncla .. alued at 112.9 crores (about £SII% mD1Iou) 
In 192O.--caIYert, op. cit.. p. 117. 
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his grain, the cultivator naturally visits various grain markets 
and comes to know something of national economic conditions. 
The good roads and railways also offer easy facilities for travel, 
and many villagers now use them frequently to journey to the 
court, to district offices, to some religious shrine or _la, or 
simply to visit friends or to make purchases. The cumulative 
efFects of these contacts will undoubtedly react favorably upon 
village life. 

bCllEABED INTEREST IN POLITICS AND PUBLIC b:rAIRS 

Some years ago the villager knew little about political prob
lems. He was indifFerent to political and to government policies. 
He knew he had to pay his land revenue, and the local tax and 
to bide by the customs and regulations of the community. Now, 
due to the i-eforma, the land owner has a civic place and a greater 
political responsibility, and his interest in provincial and even 
national politics is increasing. Newspapers are eagerly read 
by those that can do so, and the illiterate often gather around 
to hear the important news. The increase in interest in printed 
matter is a hopeful sign for the future. 

Perhaps the most important factor in this increased interest 
in politics, was Mahatma Gandhi'.!' campaign. He was the first 
to do what others have since done with far-reaching efFects
carry his campaign into the villages. He laid special stress upon 
boycotting foreign cloth, abolishing liquor, doing away with un
touchability, and striving for Hindu-Moslem unity. He also em
phasized the wearing of khaddar (homespun) cloth and the 
spending by each person of some time every day in spinning and 
weaving. He advocated non-co-operation and non-violence, and 
he taught that spiritual and moral force was superior to physi
cal force. This campaign stirred the villager's political con
.ciousness in a way that haa probably never occurred before. 
Mahatma Gandhi was greatly respected and loved and was 
looked upon by many as a saint. The Gurdwara Movement re
cruited considerable of its following from the villages, and it 
.eems almost certain that village people will more and more 
become involved in political, commercial, and social affairs be
yond their own boundaries. These will include events connected 
not only with the district but also with affairs of the nation and 
even with matters of interest in other parts of the world. 
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OTHER BROADENING FACTOIL8 

Several other movements have contributed to this wider vil
lage outlook. One has been the emigration of villagers to varioul 
colonies for a term of years. In some case. these Indians have 
not been well treated; they have been discriminated against, and 
the resulting publicity and agitation have reached the villages 
and stirred sections of rural life. Another movement has been 
the more local migrations to new lands such al the Canal 
Colonies, where there are larger opportunities for prosperity. 
The farm worker's seasonal migration to city factories in the 
slack season has also had a broadening decl. When the crops 
have failed or when young men could be spared, certain of them 
have joined the army and have seen service both in India and 
abroad. Members of some of the Punjab tribes make excellent 
soldiers, and many have most creditable records. All these move
ments out into the wider world have had their reBa in1Iuence 
upon the village in modifying its conceptions of life. 

The greatest influence of all, however, has been the Great 
War and the service in it of large numbers of Punjabis. 

When the war started, there were about 100,000 Punjabis 
(including men from the Native States) serving in the Indian 
Army, of whom 87,000 were combatants. The Punjab'l response 
during the course of the War was to contribute another 380,000, 
of whom 231,000 were combatants, making a total of 480,000 
who served in some capacity, two-thirds of these being in the 
fighting forces. This was a magnificent contribution, and most 
of these soldiers came from the villages. The total represents 
over one-third of the entire contribntion of India towards the 
fighting forces of the Empire. Of the male population of the 
Punjab, one man in twenty-eight was mobilized; in the rest of 
India one man in 150.11 This force gave a good account of itaelf 
both on the Indian frontier and on the fighting fronts abroad, 
one indication of which is the large number of awards and cita
tions received for bravery. These men also received a new vision 
of rural life while abroad and realized that it might be made 
healthier and more satisfying than it has been in India: 

• LaW 01 CM ,.,. BifJor., p. 28. 
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Since the war a new spirit is abroad and there are 1U1IDiatakable 
signa that the peasant is awaking from his sleep. ••• Bewildered but 
ecmscioua, he is beginning to take stock of his sUHouudings and finds 
them less satisfying than before. In Franee he saw an entirely new 
order of rural life, and realised with surprise that the rillage can be 
as civilised as the to ..... The sight of the French peasant, educated, 
prosperous and independent, roused in him a discontent with his 
own mrrcnmdings that will DOt be easily allayed. Though still a 
fataliat, he DO lcmger beIievea that change is impossible but he has 
little idea of how to effeet it. ••• The rillage is, in fact, atirring with a 
new spirit, which manifesto itaelf in many different ways ••• but all 
iuapired by an underlying deaire for better couditiou of life. • • • 
Everywhere the age-loug isolation of the Indian rillage is breaking 
dDWD, and, as intercourse with the outer worId is eatabliahed, a new 
aelf-couciouaneaa is dawning. Never has the province been more 
proaperous or ito people more alive.1IlI 

EVALUATION o. VILLAGE ECONOKIC LIn: 
WlTJ[ Rz.zUNCI!: TO EDUCATION 

With regard to agriculture, which is the basic economic factor 
in the Punjab, the favorable conditions are: a good soil in moat 
aectious of the province; the possibility of extended irrigation 
systems; the availability of improved implements, good seed, 
and tested methods; professional guidance in combating plant 
and auimal disease; growth of co-operative orgauizations to aid 
in credit and marketing; the eGnsolidatiou of small holdings; 
the campaign for developing subsidiary industries; the widening 
outlook of rural people; the orgauization of laborers to secure 
better _ditiou for themselves; and the example of agricul
tural prosperity furnished by the Canal Colonies. 

The elements unfavorable to economic development are the 
"following: danger of drought and of animal and plant disease 
in some parts of the province withont the protection of in
surance; the force of custom and tradition which prevents the 
_ of improved implement. and methods; the small size of 
holdings and their excessive fragmentation; the lack of diversifi
cation and intensive farming; the lack of budgeting and account
ing; the lack of capital and cheap credit; the ease with which 

• DarJiDg, 0, • .u., pp. -.aoo, m. 
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people enter into and remain in debt; extravagant and unpro
ductive expenditure due chiefly to social custom; poor methods 
of marketing and the excessive use of middlemen; the hindering 
attitudes of fatalism and contentment with things as they are, 
which lead to working merely for a subsistence; the control by 
caste and religion regarding occupations and the use of cattle; 
and the prevailing litigation, gambling, dissipation, and an
tagonisms between communities and castes, especially in some 
parts of the province. 

Concerning the industrial and commercial activities subsidi
ary to agriculture, they share in the benefits and disabilities of 
the agricultural situation, but the encouragement now given 
to skilled craftsmen in carving, inlaid work, fine weaving, etc., 
and the central marketing of their products, may mean a larger 
development of these arts and crafts in the near future. 

Pupils in rural schools need to understand these economic 
problems in order to appreciate, on the one hand, the handicaps 
under which the cultivator works, and, on the other hand, the 
need for making use of all available help and guidance both from 
local organizations and from national and foreign source~. This 
will involve free discussion, criticism, and experimentation until 
the best results are secured. 

The school will be greatly aided in its work by the increased 
transportation and communication facilities, and as much use 
as possible should be made of the travel experience of others, 
as well as of the villagers' own trips to shrines and meltu. Use 
should also be made of the various contacts with the outside 
world, such as the post office, the telegraph, newspapers, maga
zines, books, pictures, and the activities of the co-operative 
society and of civic and social reformers. 

There should also be a distinct effort to bring about better, 
closer relationships between urban and rural groups. The gen
eral relationship between these two groups is not all that could 
be desired. The former expect the cultivators to supply them 
with foodstuffs at low prices, while the latter naturally desire 
the best price they can secure. Capital, educational equipment, 
social and political prestige are largely found in urban sections, 
and these tend to bring about a social gulf between the two sec
tions. The larger political opportunities now enjoyed by lome 
villagers will have some influence in altering this. The town and 
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country need each other; the former e&n supply capital, guid
ance in finance, organization, markets, etc., which the latter 
Il'eeds, and the city·certainly cannot progress without the raw 
products of agriculture. One great aim of the school must there
fore be the bringing about of harmony and co-operation betWeen 
these two groups. 

Here, as in previous chapters, it is clear that the handicaps 
to progress are due partly to mental attitudes. The rural school 
must face, and contribute to the solution of, this problem. Its 
curriculum must furnish not only the iaformation and skills 
necessary to the improvement of village life, but also the means 
whereby pupils may be inspired by ideals of progress and 
service. 



PART IV 

MODERN SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL IDEALS WITH 
REFERENCE TO CURRICULUM-MAKING 



CHAPTER XV 

MODERN SOCALPROBLEMS AND IDEALS 

Tlm WOBLD A NEIGHBORHOOD 

IT HAll already been made clear in this study that education 
lIlust not limit itself to the teaching of mere facts and skills, but 
that the aim should be the development of socia1ized personalities 
who are able to make real contributions to the welfare and 
progress of their own communities and of wider groups. For 
education this means that it is not sufficient to provide merely 
for existing conditions in the villages or even for present ten
dencies in India, but that pupils should study world opinions 
and ideals and the direction in which world affairs are moving. 

This is necessary for two reasons: First of all the world 
has become a neighborhood; the old barriers of time and space 
have broken down. The old isolations are rapidly disappearing. 
What is spoken or done in one part of the world is known in a 
few hours in a very distant part. No region can live long unto 
itself. Indian villages, hitherto remote and self-contained, are 
now finding themselves in the stream of the world's lif~ and 
thought. Hence the ideals, the opinions, the activities of one 
part of the world are vital to every other part, and educators 
are increasingly concerned that the attitudes developed in 
schools throughout the world shall be such as will make for 
peace, good-will, and co-operation. 

Secondly, new international problems are constantly arising 
and new causes of friction developing. Thoughtful people see 
that if civilization is to survive at all, the peoples of this world 
must learn to live together in close contact; they must appre
ciate the contributions to human welfare which every race has 
made and is making; they must understand the customs, ideals, 
and cultures of others and seek common interests and pur
poses. The demands upon the coming generations in these par
ticulars will be greater than those upon the present generation, 
and it is the duty of education to enable the boys and girls 
of today to meet them. 

10 
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The present chapter will accordingly deal, in very brief 
fashion, with some of the outstanding social ideals and trends; 
with world problems and their significance to education. 

THE DEMAND FOB SELF-ExPRESSION 

One of the most evident of these social trends is the increas
ing self-realization of peoples and their demand for self
expression. The whole history of man's struggle for political 
liberty, religious freedom, social equality, and economic justice 
is an inspiring record. It indicates that the spirit of man is 
essentially dynamic and progressive. 

But, although the pagan practices of murdering prisoners, 
of human sacrifice, of cannibalism, of slavery, and of the ex
posure of infants have either disappeared or are gradually 
becoming horrors of the past, yet in parts of the world, life 
is still regarded cheaply. The high death rates and the appall
ing amount of sickness and suffering are too lightly thought 
of by people who are not directly concerned. 

The same is true of the struggle of many of the world's workers 
for bare existence. In some parts of the earth nine-tenths of a 
man's earnings go for food, which even then leaves him and his 
family hungry; while the small balance must provide all the 
other necessities of life--clothing, shelter, tools, utensils, bed
ding, etc. Other sections of the world increase their comforts 
and luxuries with little thought for those living on the hunger 
line. Yet the lesson must be learned that we are now more a part 
one of another than ever before. UndemIined vitality, epidemics, 
sickness, low values of life and of personality no longer affect 
only the part of the world in which they are most evident, but 
they reach out to pull down life in other sections of. the globe. 
That no one is really safe until all are safe is a lesson which is 
being taught not merely by idealists but by practical, every-
day events. . 

If one looks back over the road traveled, he sees children re
ceiving increased recognition; women more nearly approaching 
sex equality; the laborers of the world regarded as having 
rights; somewhat more democratic forms of social organization; 
the weakening of authoritarianism; the larger opportunity for 
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creative thought and endeavor; the passing of absolutism and 
the birth of democracy; the increasing of religious freedom. 
But all these merely furnish incentives to pres. on to the greater 
things which are yet to be. The outward aspects of the struggle 
have changed somewhat but the basic principle of the supreme 
worth of each personality and of its right to grow and develop 
in ways valuable to self and society still remains. 

The specific problem of the present is how to maintain and 
develop personality in a highly complex society, where the 
emphasis is upon large organizations, production, and stan
dardization of product. In the larger aggregations of people in 
cities, in combinations and trusts in business, in great social and 
economic groupings with their tendency to greater complexity, 
the individual tends to become submerged, to seem of less value, 
to nave fewer elose social relationships, to become more self
centered. to develop a feeling that he is but a cog in the machine 
and that he does not count for much. There is often a lessening 
of civic and social responsibility and service. Mass production 
tends to destroy initiative, self-reliance, self-expression. Original 
thought, creativeness, and even self-direction are at a discount. 
Such repression of personality, during the many hours of the 
working day, often leads, after working hours are over, either 
to mere excitement and dissipation or to a crushed. plodding type 
of existence. The remedy for the unrest and dissatisfaction on 
the part of so many workers is not to be lound merely in higher 
wages or in better living conditions but in larger opportunities 
for self-expression. 

In the Orient the factory type of production is rapidly in
creasing, often with alm!lst complete disregard for personality, 
and the schools and society must be prepared to meet this con
dition. There are also indications that the oppressed,classes are 
organizing to demand their rights in political, economic, and 
social life. 

This would in itself be encouraging, had not history and ex
perience .hOWD that even those movements which have been based 
upon Bound social and individual rights have not been content 
with merely securing those rights. Rather, such movements, when 
successful, have sought to dominate and control others, and a 
new injustice has taken the place of the old. Society must see t!). 
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it, therefore, that the rights of individuals and groups are 
balanced with those of other individuals and groups, so that all 
may have social justice. 

With an increased sense of inter-dependence, has come in
creased emphasis upon good-will, tolerance, co-op era tion, and 
mutual service; upon the removal of those social sins which de
stroy the ethical character of a nation or a society; upon the 
prevention of those contemptuous and superior attitudes which 
undermine social and international relationship. 

There is more and more questioning of social institutions, 
more testing of long-entrenched social sanctions and of authori
tarianism in any form, together with the demand that all social 
institutions fulfill adequately their proper functions in society. 
Individuals are striving for more freedom of thought and speech 
and for more leisure time. 

In all this questioning of the past and demanding of rights 
for the future, there is real danger that contentment may be 
found in merely material advantages, instead of in higher social 
and spiritual values. There is also danger that rights and privi
leges may be emphasized without the full realization that these 
involve increased responsibility. Such responsibility to society is 
needed in order to prevent antagonisms between groups: 

Every group, class and nation that seeks to liberate itself talks only 
of its own rigbts, as if there were only individnals and no societY.. This 
one-sidedness expressed in the principle of self-determination, is re
sponsible for much of our present misery •••• Self-determination 
alone is not enough; we must respeet the same right in others.' 

The core of the matter for education is that the school must 
help to build up a proper sense of values between individual 
freedom and social responsibility; between individual expression 
and creativeness on the one hand, and :social adjustment and 
progress on the other. 

NATIONALISM IN INDIA 

The discussion of the enhanced liberties of individuals and 
~ire for self-realization and expression has made elear 

1 Prof. F. W. Foerster, "The Euence of the Ptaent Crisis," 7'M L/PIIog 
.4.111, VoL Sill, No. '129 (Aug. 211, 1928), p. MIl. 
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how these goals are dependent upon society. In fact, the realiza
tioD of the self comes only in the interaction with other selves. 
In a very true sense the wider self is the result of the infiuence 
of many other selves, and it, in turn, infiuences those other selves 
and groups. It is a commonplace to speak of man a. a soeial 
being and to note how he seeks association with his kind. Yet 
the wider development of this social impulse is of relatively recent 
origin. 

In primitive times, men were drawn together because of blood 
ties, similarity of occupation, or desire for protection. Groups 
were small, and while there was conformity and cohesion within 
the group, there was no thought of duties toward anyone out
side of the group. In fact, outsiders were usually regarded with 
hostility and even looked upon as legitimate prey. From this 
stage man moved forward by extending his interests, inter
actions, and obligations to larger groupings--the tribe, the 
caste, the race, and the nation. All of these soeial groups are 
elearly discernible in India, but the one now exciting the most 
comment and interest is the remarkable National Movement. 
This is, however, only part of a greater movement which is 
violently agitating the whole Orient and Near East. 

In India, the National Movement began many years ago and 
has gradually gained in strength and power. Its roots are em
bedded in the cultural forces and past achievements of India. Its 
political phase goes back to the founding of the National Con
gress in 1885. This movement originally was one carried on 
largely by Indian. who had received a Western education, and 
it was first neither widespread in its influence nor radical in its 
demands. Its emphases were upon enfranchisement, reform, and 
more responsibility within the British Empire. Gradually a 
more radical wing developed within the Congress, especially 
after 1905, which nltimately secured control and which pursued 
a more aggressive policy. The National Movement first began 
to take hold of the imagination of the people in 1905 when Lord 
Curzon and his government carried through a legislative 
measure, partitioning Bengal into two administrative divisions 
against the wishes of many people. The Indian pres. was out
spoken in its criticism, and meetings and movements of protest 
were widespread. The SflJade.hi movement was inaugurated, a 
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boycott of British goods instituted, and considerable support 
for these reprisals secured from the city population. The 
Nationalists declared their aim to be absolute autonomy. 

Some very capable leaders came forward, and as a result the 
National Movement spread, gaining in strength and cohesion. 
Great emphasis was laid upon India's past greatness, upon her 
culture and religious traditions, and upon the place of these in 
her national development and expression. 

Besides this desire for a revival of indigenous ideals and cul
ture, there was a reaction against the excessive westernization 
of the country and the mere imitation of English habits and 
characteristics. Indians desired to show forth the best in their 
life and racial inheritance. A passionate love of country, of its 
history and traditions, developed. The emotional richness of 
the Indian character was poured out for "Mother India," and 
Indians claimed unusual accomplishments for their country. 

This strong patriotic feeling was especially evident in Indian 
leaders and among her students. Some idea of its warmth may 
be gleaned from the following words of Narayan Tilak, the 
Indian Christian poet: 

Bran shall I eat and rags shall I wear for the sake of thy love, my 
Motherland, and I shall throw in the dust all that passes for glory 
and happiness. Sooner or later my sonI must quit this mortal house 
and go, hut has death power to take me away from thee? Thou knowest 
he has not. To he horn of thee-how hlessed is the privilege. Who is 
there to roh me of iH Is there any rohber so daring? Time? Death? 
No, none. My hody will I sacrifice, myllfe will I lay down in thy serv
ice, my nohle land. Some will laugh and some will cry at this ecstasy 
of love. But I heed them not. Born to fnl/ill my relationship as a son 
to thee, I will fnl/ill it. May God help me." 

Many Indians were ready to suffer, to make large sacrifices 
for their country. They desired that Indi~ might occupy a larger 
place in world affairs and might be more -free to make the con
tribution of which she was capable and which they felt the world 
needed. 

Numerous other factors increased this strong national feel
ing, some of them even accounting for its origin. Among these 

"I. C. wliwow, Bar"" ... V ........ Tilalo, TM 01&""_ Po", of Jla1&MalTl
IrG, p. M. 
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were a common language (English) among educated peoples; 
an education which dealt with Western institutions and with the 
long, successful struggle for liberty; the lives of great emanci
pators such as Garil?aldi, Mazzini, Lincoln, Shaftesbury, and 
writers like Burke, Byron, and.Mills; the teaching of the Bagh
avad Gita; the influence of the teachings of Christ; foreigu 
travel; the acts of repression and the personal attitudes of 
foreigners, especially if these involved disrespect, contempt and 
injustice; the treatment of Indians abroad (indentured labor), 
especially within the British Empire; and lastly, the advocacy 
in various parts of the world of principles of liberty, equality, 
fraternity, and self-determination. India was also greatly im
pressed by the success of Mr. Gandhi's long struggle with the 
South African government-a struggle in which he secured 
greater economic and social rights for Indians through the 
practice of non-co-operation and non-resistance. The victory 
was essentially a moral one and was won only after much suffer
ing, patient persistence, and self-sacrificing endeavor. 

The strongest influence, however, making for. widespread 
nationalism was that resulting from the Great War and the 
events which followed it.· Soldiers who had been gathered from 
many parts of India fought side by side as representatives of 
one country and came into touch with the strong national feel
ing and patriotism of soldiers and peoples from other countries. 
India's leaders also imbibed much of the political and social 
idealism which prevailed during the struggle. They expected 
much in the way of political progress and responsibility after 
the War, and the King-Emperor's pronouncement in August, 
1917, of the gradual bestowal of responsible goverument upon 
India brought great satisfaction and joy. 

The good effect of this, however, was dissipated by the pass
ing of the Rowlatt Act! which seemed to many a lessening of 

• "MallY th""",nd Punjab fannen have.een France and returned greatl,y 
impreaaed by & """"try, which with Ito 8IIl&II boldlngs and Industrloua peas
antry, raombled the Punjab, but In which every ID&II, WOlD"'" and cbild 
ean read and write. They have IeeD that In a """"try where all are literate, 
the money leod.... power Is dlmlnlsbed and subordinate oftIclala are I ... 
rapaclou."-CI"u """ MiIitGrg G_tt. (Lahore, PnnJab), Nov ... 1923, 
p.l' . 

• The Rowlatt Act, pa .. ed In 1918-19 by an official majority of the Im
perial Legislative CouncU, aimed at the prevention of political agitation 
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their freedom, their expression, and their political status. Great 
unrest and agitation followed this, with people showing their 
displeasure by hartals, rioting, the cutting of telegraph wires, 
etc. The terrible happenings at Jallianwala Bagh (Amritsar)' 
roused India from end to end. The non-eo-operation campaign 
of Mr. Gandhi gained in strength; its extension to village com
munities tended to unite India politically and to bring about a 
stronger national feeling than had ever been known before. 
People in remote sections, who had previously thought of them
selves only as members of a village, a tribe, a religious group, 
or, at most, a province, now became conscious that they were 
Indians; that they were concerned with the social condition of 
their countrymen in other sections; that they could do some
thing for Mother India; that they could have a voice in her 
political life. 

Mr. Gandhi's political program took account of the needs of 
rural people and they quickly recognized him as their leader. 
His plan involved considerable self-control, sacrifice, and high 
moral ideals. These included faith in the superiority of moral 
over physical force; in the power of self-sacrifice and suffering, 
especially on behalf of others; in non-violence (harmlessness); 
in non-eo-operation; in indigenous hand industries; and in the 
removing of great social and moral evils which had become a 
part of religious and social tradition. Many uneducated people, 
however, were unable to grasp fully the real significance of these 
standards, with the result that hatred and strife developed, and 
disorderly outbreaks were numerous. 

The world was impressed, on the one hand. with Mr. Gandhi's 
peaceful political program. backed up by strong moral and re-

and disorder. Indian leaders _ted thIo legWation _ they telt It 
eurtaIled their liberti .. with ..,f_ to the f.....w.... of the press, freedom 
of opeech, and freedom of assembly. Tbq felt It .... unduly restrictive and 
Ineompatlble with the spirit of the Rdonna and of the greater llbertIea they 
bad been led to e.peet. • 

• On April IS, 1919, Brigadier General Dyer of the Julhmdur Brigade 
opened fire at clO8O range on a large group of people assembled In the 
Ja1lianwaia Bogb, because be claimed a maaa meeting was being beld In dil
regard of an order Issued by him wben the city .... nnder martial law. The 
military bad taken over ..... trol of the city because of previoDs rioting and 
vIolenee. Firing was ..... tlnned on the defenodeas erowd, nosa1t1ng In the 
death of 979 persons (olI!cla1 figures), and the wounding of • large nmnber 
of others. 
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ligi-. ideals; bat on the other hand, it .... with miIIgiviDg the 
disorder. brought about by those followers who did Dot fully 1111-

clentaacllUld earry oat:Mr. Gandhi's plaus. h this atatemeat an 
fOllDd iDdieatioas of both the good and the eril sides of Natioul
ism, which will be disea-' later. The important tbiug D_, 
however. is to realiR how widespread and powerful this mo_ 
ment has '-'me aDd to 1IIUIentaad the Dew' emotiOllB and am
bitions which have beea stined iD the harta of the ~Je. 

F_ tIUoga ia 1IistDI7 .... ~ to tile p-.t aitaIdiaa ia 
Iadi&. An a~ is taIdDg ~ ia that YUI; -m-.t. ..... 
-...kbul 'Iritaesss ssJ'Cely _ in. thoaaaDd yean. ••• So profOlllld 
is tile c:IJauge in spirit _.-Jook that is beiDg deeled _ 10 rapidly 
is the ~ taIdDg pJ-. that ... ""'JII&iIdaDc with India 
c1atiDg farther baek tIwa the last sill: ,-or ..... WODld .ppear to be 
of......,.. _ in ~ the -me of the preaeDt spfritaal upheaYa1. 
W'"dIaot daabt India is ...... Iioday as abe ltasllllt IIeea ...... __ 
tile decIiDe of _ IIIIIOIeDI: emJiatUm. But; wfIat fa IIIDnI aigDIDeaDt is 

that the 1'e9Olt is strIag rise to aD idealism wtu. JI1D1ICI'II' goes much 
......-tIwa theDeeiagofthe.......tlJ''- thepalitbl_..-Dic 
-mul of BritsiD; that JI1D1ICI'II' behIg iDdealto f_1Ddia _ ,.,.... 
IIaps the whole world &am the materialism which tlueaIeDa East and 
W .. aliIre.· 

Bernard HD1I£htoD, in TTae Bet10lt of ,rae EMf, speaks of this 
spirit of _tioulism .. a will for ae1f.......-ihe, a ..... for the 
greabl_ of their. _try, aD awabaiDg to great _tioaal 
possibilitie. and maity; and he says that·this spirit has trau
formed and exalted the liYea of the ~Je. 

NA'IIORAl\mK III TBB War 

While _tionalism iD the East is a ftlaliYely DeW' -to 
it has been a dominant fo.ree in Europe for maul'· years; it is 
therefore from the history of _tioaalism in the West that 80me 

guidance may be aeeund for Indian edueation, especiaD.y with 
reference to the fa'VOrabIe and mafavorable aapects of _tioul
ism in the development of human society. 

Nationalism rose out of the demands of oppressed peoplea 
~ rights of ~ III&IIhoocl. It was a naetion agaiut 

·w. w ....... le4iJh ... ---.. Po L See ..... ~. "..; .. 
Bfnr ...... Y_. Po 181. 
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privileged courts and classes and against a feudal serfdom. To 
achieve their goal men banded together; and gradually love for 
their cause and devotion to their country tended to supersede 
the lesser loyalties to family. and to feudal lord. Narrow sym
pathy, limited vision, and circumscribed devotions were changed 
to more comprehensive loyalties. Men became capable of self
sacrifice in the interests of high causes; they learned to co
operate in large units. In time, they came to glorify their country 
and were ready to die for it. 

This development was a natural outreaching of social con
sciousness and, as such, was a mark of individual and social 
progress. Development, however, should not stop here, as it hal 
tended to do. Emphasis should pass from the rights and dig
nities of groups to their wider duties and responsibilities. The 
individual identifying himself with the nation thinks of its rights, 

. privileges, and prestige and not of what the nation owes its 
neighbors. The nation is in danger of being like an unsocialized 
individual, unconscious of or inditrerent to the fact that it is a 
member of a family of nations. 

In the history of the growth of nationalism, the nation grad
ually came to be a supreme object of devotion and loyalty, and 
its welfare was placed not onIy above that of all other nations 
but also in competition with them---1lometimes even above the 
recognized standards of right and wrong. "My country • • • 
may she ever be right; but my country, right or wrong!" 

The organizing of the vital elements of social life on a nation
alistic basis has greatly increased the dangers inherent in ex
treme nationalism. Our politics and statesmanship have been 
so nationalized that the goal of endeavor is frequently the ex
alting of one's own country at the expense of others, and cease
less persistent eft'orts are made to see that one's nation does not 
lose its relative prestige in any phaSE! of life. Our financial and 
economic interests have been so organized and eo-ordinated that 
they have frequently been able to involve the nation in disputes 
and competitions which result in war. Their operations have 
often led to such expansions, such commercial privileges, such 
policies of exploitation and imperialism as have impoverished 
one group of people to bring wealth and luxury to another. 
These outreaching. for wealth and power have, on the one hand, 
set up a standard of values which exalts the material and 
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mechamcal at the upense of the moral ud spiritual, ud 0110 

the other Jumd, have iIlculcated.pride. arroguee. and eontempt 
for other peoples rather thIUI sympathy, brotherliness, ud co
operation. They haft exalted, not the prhaciples of right, of 
justice. and of aenice, but those of patronage, force, and re
preasion, which have hindered the development of, ud, some
times even iIlcapacitated, other races. 

Education itself baa been nationalized by developing, under 
the guise of patriotism, unsocial attitudes in children, which 
have brought about auspiciou and distrust of other nations ud, 
arroguce and pride regarding one's own country. National 
history ,has been so written and taught as to give the impression 
that one's native lIUId was always right ud all others wrong; 
that all the atrocities and injustices were eommitted by opposing 
countries. Even religion baa been uaed to support national claima 
and ambitions; and sach propaganda baa been used as would ' 
appeal to religiously minded people and secure their support. 
So succesafulbaa this been at times that the real centre of loyalty 
for some people has been a tn"bal or national God. 

All this indicates that the very nationalism which once en
larged loyalties baa DOW so h~ them ill that severe mental , 
and emotional struggle will be necessary before men can attain, 
to a more sympathetie view. Yet nationalism is IIoOt inherently 
evil, for it is • neceslary step in those eoncentriccirc1es of loy
alty which begin with the family and widen out to take in larger 
groups until they compass the whole of humanity. l.ove of 
country and patriotism are certainly not to be weakened but 
rather to be guided, until men perceive that progress, in the long 

, run, is to be found only ill international peace and prosperity. 
Considerable space has been given to this subject of national

ism because it is at present a powerful force in llldia ~d the 
Orient and because it is the bdluence which baa given rise to so 
many of the Berioul problem. which face the world today, III the 
light of this aituatiollo it is all the more imperative that the spirit 
of nationalism should be so guided in llldia &8 to bring about 
the belt results, both within the nation and in llldia'. relation.: 
ahips with other nations. Some of India'. leaders realize this. 
)laJJ.atma Gandhi lays, "Hatred is Dot eaaential for natioDaIism. 
Race hatred will kill the reallloational spirit ••.• I want the free
dom of my country so that the resources of my country may ~ 
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utilized for the benefit of mankind.''' Dr. Tagore says, "The 
principle at work is not the ultimate glorification of the Hindu 
or of any other race," and Mr. C. R. Dass sums the matter up as 
follows: 

The nationalism of wbich I am speaking must not be confused 
with the concept of nationality as it exists in Enrope today. N ational
ism in Enrope is an aggressive nationalism, a selfish nationalism, a 
commercial nationalism of gain and loss. The gain of France is the 
lOll of Germany and the gain of Germany is the loss of France •••• 
I contend that each nationality constitntes a partienlar stresm of the 
great unity, but no nation can fulfil itself unless and until it becomes 
itself, and at the same time realizes its identity with humanity.s 

For education this means that history and other social sub
jects need to be presented in the schools from this point of view. 
Pupils should be guided to secure adequate facts on both sides 
of controversial questions, to evaluate the worth of these, to 
study their data impartially, to understand sympathetically not 
only their own country's ideals but also the eKect of their 
country's activities upon other nations and the whole world. 
Pupils should be led to see both the strong and the weak phases 
of their country's history and should be stimulated to work for 
the improvement of its short-comings. They should be led to 
recognize that the very strength of their country constitutes a 
responsibility with reference to the furthering of the welfare of 
humanity. 

Till!: RACE QUESTION 

Closely allied to the problems associated with nationalism are 
those of race, which are probably the most urgent. widespread, 
and diflicult facing the world today. This matter of racial re
lationships is a good illustration of how social dispositions and 
antipathies govern conduct and how 'they become more power
ful than intellectual reasoning and Bo1!er judgment. Even when 
the causes of distrust have been removed, the bad feeling often 
persists, all of which indicates that education has an imperative 
duty in this connection • 

• H. X. GandhI, no ~. Sept. S, 192IJ. 
"Quoted In Van T1De.ltldia .,_, p. 2Sto. 
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The race question illustrates how the more intimate cimtacts 
of diveree peoples cause eerious friction, especially when large 
numbers are thrown into competition or when they occupy posi
tions of marbd difference in social and political status.· This 
has recently been aggravated by the way in which races, and 
civilizations have impingled upon each otheraa a result of 
modem transportation. Such contact, on diverse social 1eveIa, 
has resulted. not in co-operation but in competition, in aploit&
tion, aDd in those feelings of auperiority, contempt, fear, and 
hatred which now poison the atreama of intemationallife. 

For this aituation the white maD is chie1ly to blame. In his 
desire for larger territory, for national prestige, for trade 
privileges, for more raw products, for wealth and power, he has 
frequently reached out aDd laid hold of territory and resources 
in other conntries, with little or DO regard for the inhabitants 
of these lands. In fact, in lome cases the members of backward 
races have been looked upon aa mere tools in the production of 
wealth for their employers. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the white races have secured 
control of eeven1ighths of the earth'. aurface and have used it 
to increase their own wealth and to raise their already high 
standards of living, they, in general, resent the migration of 
peoples to their lands because they fear this would mean a 
lowering of wages and of standards of living. This attitude is 
deeply reaented as a racial insult in conntries where nationalism 
is strong. and though such economic conditions are not due to 
racial differences, they are aggravated by the racial factor. 

There are also likely to be racial tension. in eases where there 
is political domination of one race over another which' is just 
coming into national cousciousneu. The result is quick resent
ment over any attitude of luperiority, a ready 8U8picion of 
motives, and a sensitiveness to the slightest olfense. Again, this 
tenaion is not inherently due to race, but rather to the political 
positions of the two parties. 

Still another cause of racial friction is the difference in racial 
cultures and ideala. The West emphaaises. production, wealth, 
llUUry, physical conveniences, speed; the East stresses con
templation, peace, harmony with nature, simplicity of life, re
ligious thonght. These cultural differences are often very 
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marked. The important thing to note, however, is that one of 
these is not superior to the other but complementary; that 
humanity can be enriched only by a synthesis of the various 
contributions. The East would profit greatly by a more dynamic 
attitude to life, a greater progressiveness, a larger use of the 
scientific method, and by a freer, less rigid social life. The West, 
on the other hand, needs the emphasis upon the spiritual side 
of life, upon placing values on things which are lasting and 
eternal, upon contemplation and serenity of spirit, upon greater 
simplicity, upon toleration and catholicity of spirit, and upon 
a larger unity and co-ordination of life. 

It is these economic, political, and cultural diJrerences rather 
than racial diJrerences themselves which tend to interfere with 
world fellowship. Accordingly, the problem of race today is not 
merely one of inherent racial diJrerences but of finding a solution 
to economic, social, and political problems which have tended to 
follow racial lines. Fundamentally, the solution of the problem 
involves an appreciation of humanity as a family, of the worth 
of each individual in that family, and of an ability to put one
self in the other man's position. It involves the appreciation of 
even the· humblest contribution and a larger sense of brother
hood and of mutual dependence and service. Unless religion, 
education, or other social institutions can build np these atti
tudes, the future looks dark indeed. 

Other sources of friction which are more clearly racial could 
easily be mentioned. One of the greatest of these is social custom 
and habit. Each race has personal habits regarding cleanliness, 
sanitation, adornment, methods of living, of eating, of -social 
fellowship and courtesies, of social customs and taboos, which 
appear not only strange, but even revolting to others, and when 
races are thrown into intimate contact the.,e often become 
barriers to fellowship. 

In the school two points regarding these need to be empha
sized. First, at some point in the race'. history there was prob
ably a good reason for the inauguration of a certain custom, 
and second, that many of these antipathies to personal habits 
and social customs are mutual. The member of the other race 
is probably just &8 shocked and revolted by what we do &8 we 
are by his actions. Moreover, it needs to be made clear that these 
social antipathies do not follow racial lines only, but are found 
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within races. 'The CIIlItom. and manner. of a eultured member 
of any race are very dilIerent from those of an ignorant. UIl

socialized member, which indicates hOW' these custom. are an 
subject to change through educatioD and trainmg. 

As to inherent physical and mental dilIerencea in rli.ces, there 
is Dot so much divergence ... has coJllDlOllly been IUpPOsed. At
tempts have been made to dilIerentiate races according to the 
shape of the akull, the facial angle, the color of the hair, and the 
pigmentation of the skiD. The preaent teacleacy is to mDUmize 
rather than'magnify these dilIerences, for there are iDdicatio~ 
of cIumgea in physical characteristics, .. heD races have :tJeen 
tranap~ted to other environments and among other peoples 
for many generatiODB. In fact, it would be dilIicalt to 6nd pure 
or UDIIIixed races in the world today. A far greater truth than 
racial diversiilcation is the flUldamental unity of mankind. 

As to dilIerences in mental capacity between races, much more 
investigation is Decessary in this lield, as in that of ethnology, 
before any absolute statements can be made. However. even with 
the use of intelligence teats based UPOD European CODceptiODB 
and standards, there are no classes of intelligence so high that 
representatives of the colored races are Dot in them, or 10 low 
that white people are not there. No.race, as a race,is to be found 
only in the big. or the lower end of the intelligence seale, and 
the dilIerences between the extremes of intelligence in anyone 
race are greater than thOle between races • 

.All these facta aroe encouraging from the standpoint of those 
desiring to _ the races drawn together and co-operating for a 
better world order. While physical dilIerences exist, they are not 
of nch a nature as to separate people into diatinct and isolated 
groups. There is much more overlapping than is usually COD
ceded. Moreover. there is DO proof of instinctive racial antipa
thy, and most of the evidence seems to be against it. Even white 
racea and individuala within any race diller greatly in their 
attitudes to other races. If these attitude. could be analyzed, 
it is quite likely that they would be found to be baaed, Dot on 
inherent racial characteristic. but OD outward circumstances 
which have become &BIOciated with race. 

The idea of the races as a human family is not a mere gen
erality or a golden dream. It fulIills mating, fundamental COIl

ditiODB, and it merely carries a few steps further the enlarging 
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social contacts and groupings which have marked the recent 
past. Even in a family members are not all the same: they differ 
one from another, but each has a contribution to make through 
which the life of all is enriched. Moreover, they learn how to 
talk over their differences; to settle disputes; to respond to 
social guidance and pressure; to work together for common 
ends; to improve standards of conduct and ideals of life. This 
is largely possible because of the realization that they are mem
bers one of another; that they must stand together; that good 
will and reasonableness must guide their conduct; that each per
son, young or old, must be treated as a reasonable being and 
must have the opportunity to make whatever contribution he 
can for the welfare of the group. It is not expected that the 
contribution of each one should be the same but that he should 
merely do the best he can. The weak or immature one is not held 
in contempt because of his present position, but, rather, the 
other members of the family help in his development and growth. 
All oUhese conditions and results should apply to larger group. 
and to nations. They also define the goals toward which educa
tion must guide children. 

Unless education and religion can build up these "family" 
ideals and ethical attitudes toward other groups and can bring 
about a spirit of understanding and co-operation to worthy 
ends, there does not seem to be much hope for a new day. Dr. 
Tagore emphasizes this in a recent article: 

What I want to make clear is the fact that since, as in the present 
age, the human races have come out of their traditional reservation 
fence into mutus! contact, the reliance on a universal ethical stand
ard is the only means which can save humanity from disruption into 
barb~rianism or death. The late war ••• is merely an indication that 
in the hurry of the scientific progress of the West, which has made 
the human world physically almost one country, the cn1tivation of the 
ethical ideals needfnl for this condition has been overlooked. 0 

All this is vital to India, for silk is faced not only with for
eigners who are in her midst in the capacity of rulers, manu
facturers, traders, missionaries, etc., but she has within ber 
own social structure many diverse races, cultures and religions 
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which, with a caste system which has perpetuated social dis
tinctions, constitute a unique racial problem. Probably the most 
urgent questions are those of Hindu-Moslem unity and un
touchability, but numerous other relationships must sooner or 
later be adjusted, and education should help in preparing dis
positions and attitudes to solve these. 

ECONOJ(lC CONDITIONS 

Mention has been already made of the economic factpr as one 
of the causes of class and racial tension, and recent events indi
cate that. with the present industrial organization, this will con
tinue to be a source of social and international strife. 

The industrial revolution and the consequent increase in pro
duction necessitated wider markets and larger sources of raw 
products. The more effective organization of industry, rapid 
transportation, economic competition, and enlarging capital 
only increased this necessity. Nothing less than world markets 
both for produce and for capital must be found and raw 
materials sought for in more and more distant fields. These needs 
led to extensive colonial expansion and often to the securing 
of control of lands and raw products for little or no payment. 
Moreover, cheap labor was needed, and it was often exploited, the 
employer frequently caring little for the welfare and improve
ment of the human beings involved but emphasizing strongly 
increased production. Not all employers and traders "are of this 
character, and conditions for those who labor are being some
what improved; yet it is true thatehe wages paid in most of 
these industries bear no adequate relationship to the profits 
involved. The workers have not shared as they should in the 
increased productivity of industry. 

Not only regarding wages but in housing, adequate physical 
protection, opportunities for development, for recreation, for 
self-expression, workers have often been neglected. In many 
countries women and children are employed and both they and 
the men work for long hours, sometimes under unhealthy and 
unsafe conditions. Moreover, standardized production has fre
quently meant the mechanical performing of one small operation 
hour after hour and day after day, the monotony of it all causing 
unrest and the drying up of any gifts of creativeness and origi-

n 
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nality the worker possessed. Goods, wealth, power, mechanical 
progress, and organization have heen the goals of endeavor, 
and the methods have often been those of exploitation, competi
tion, and repression, which have so frequently brought about 
strife and even wars. Free competition necessarily means that 
the weak, the ignorant, the poor must go to the wall, be they 
individuals or nations. The rights of individuals, the opportunity 
to progress, the development of mind and spirit, the free inter
action of workers and employlers all tend to be neglected and 
sometimes suppressed by these complicated organizations and 
mechanisms. This leads to the exaltation of materialism above 
ethical and spiritual values and to the erecting or strengthening 
of the barriers dividing men one from another. 

Many believe that this system cannot endure, that it is not 
only productive of injustice, inequality, strife, the loss of human 
rights and of self-expression, but that the present rate of ex
pansion, of production, and of consequent demand for raw 
products will in time lead to a lack of markets on the oll'e hand, 
and of raw materials on the other. 

In the minds of some, the solution lies in an extension of the 
ideas of co-operation and service, in the exaltation of social and 
ethical principles over selfish and materialistic ones. These co
operative principles are already being recognized within certain 
groups of employers, workers, and consumers, but as yet they 
do not operate as among these groups. The employer has his co
operating directorate, his organization of superintendents, fore
men, etc., to work together for increased production. The work
ers have their labor unions or craft guilds. The consumers have 
their purchasing associations. Small groups see even now that 
the interests of these three are one, and so they are willing to 
co-operate in the reaching of these ends. Yet their vision is not 
yet large enough to see that humanity'is one family; that its 
races of men, whatever their variety, comprise but one species; 
that the gain and exaltation of one group at the expense of 
another can never result in anything but dissatisfaction and 
strife. We have grown accustomed to seeing co-operation mani
fested in a family, in a primitive social group, in a class organiza
tion (trade union, marketing association, ete.), but as yet we 
have not succeeded in persuading large aggregations of people 
that they too should have socially valuable, common ends. 
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There is, however, a growing tendency toward economic c0-

operation, and some promising attempts have been made along 
social, religions, and politicallines.lO 

While elementary education cannot do much to alter present 
economic practices, it can accomplish a great deal in building up 
shared interests, in causing pupils to co-operate for worthy 
aims, in developing confidence in other nations and a sense of 
service toward them, in bringing about an appreciation for all 
who labor, and in sharing the aims and ideals of wider groups 
working for social welfare. U 

THE FuTJLITY o~ WAR 

In times past war has been considered an important method 
of settling racial and national dUFerences, jealousies, and rela
tive supremacies. The recent Great War, however, has done much 
to deepen the conviction in many minds that war is now suicidal, 
that reliance upon force and violence defeats itself, and that 
modern war results in retrogression. The impoverished condition 
of both victor and vanquished, the aftermath of social, economic, 
and political problems, the suspicion, fear, and resentment which 
still remain--all these indicate that war is now an enemy of 
mankind. As one writer has stated, "War in a su1liciently inte
grated world is social suicide."12 Consider the ten million dead 
soldiers, three million missing, thirteen million dead civilians, 
twenty million wounded, fourteen million war orphans and 
widows, ten million refugees. Consider the enormous expense in
volved, the burden of debt, the impiverishment of lands, the de
struction of buildings, the dislocation of industry, of morals, 
and of society; the suft'ering, the unrest, the bitterness, and the 
hate. Nothing has been settled by the war; nothing made safer. 
In fact some nations have continued practices which encourage 
strife, and it continues to be a difficult matter to keep down com
petition in armamellts and preparedness for war. Modern war
fare haa clearly shown itself to be a colossal calamity, a great 
scourge of modern life, and yet the attitudes of national fear 

-Federal Councll of Churc:beo, 1.,_ Bon>io. (J ..... 2, 1926), p.1. 
"G. A. GoIJ.ock, HA New Era of MlssIoDary Co-<>peratlon,n I..-cionaJ 

B_ ., Mil ...... , Jan. 1928. 
"WID. H. Xilpatrlck, BduDGlioD for II ClumgVolI O",",""IioD, p.21. 
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and rivalry are so strong that elaborate, expensive, and even 
more destructive preparations continue to be made for it. 

The conviction is growing, however, that war is not inevitable; 
and this being so, it is essential for mankind to find ways by which 
war can be outlawed and eliminated. Those who have maintained 
that war is necessary have often based their contention on the 
fact that th:e instinct of rage in man demands an outlet. Yet 
we know that the combative instinct (or any other tendency that 
is harmful under modern social conditions) can in time be suc
cessfully sublimated to valuable social uses. Moreover, the ex
istence of the instinct of rage does not mean that every sO often 
it must be aroused to activity in harmful ways. In fact, its dis
use, or its redirection, will make the original tendency less and 
less ready to act in combative ways. Few, if any, wars have been 
due to the spontaneous expression of the nation's combative 
tendencies, but rather to the encouragement of war by the group 
in power, usually after considerable thought and deliberation. 
The combative tendency is considerably less responsible for the 
inauguration of war than are the love of prestige and power; 
the desire for economic imperialism; belligerent nationalism; 
acts of aggression; secret diplomacy; military preparedness, 
fear, suspicion, jealousy, and insidious propaganda. 

An examination of these causes indicates that they are all self
regarding, that they do not go beyond the satisfying of selfish 
ambition. The remedy, many believe, lies in the extension of the 
area of good-will and co-operation, so that not only individuals 
and organizations but governments as well will recognize their 
superiority over force and violence. The old standards of terror 
and force must be relinquished for the more fruitful ones of un
derstanding, friendship, and co-operation. The League of 
Nations, the Permanent Court of International Justice, the 
various dorts to lessen armaments, to :reduce causes and areas 
of friction, to promote education for world peace, to secure an 
international treaty outlawing war, to' promote international 
understanding and friendship are all attempts in the right di
rection. 

Education plays a very important part in all this. Not only 
must it guide pupils into an understanding and evaluation of the 
different ways of bringing about world peace, but it must also 
actively develop the disposition and purpose to enlarge the areas 
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of good-will, sympathetic understanding, and hearty co-opera
tion. It must also build up an attitude against violence and 
brute force and an active appreeiation of worthy efforts to out
law war. 

INTEBNATlONALISll[ 

Practically all of the foregoing discussion is vitally related to 
the subject of internationalism. All that has been said about the 
world's becoming more compact, relatively BQlaller, a large 
neighborhood, indicates how natural obstacles and boundaries 
have been broken down; how even racial and national limits are 
found to be inadequate; how peoples everywhere are faced with 
the problems of getting along with representatives of almost all 
the other races. Some years ago, relatively few people had the 
vision and broadness of sympathy which enabled them to take 
in a world in their thinking. Today it is becoming necessary for 
all people to grow in world-mindedness. This need is not confined 
to anyone phase of life, but is found in all interests and activi
ties. Mankind is becoming more and more interdependent, and 
this not only makes for the enrichment of life but also results 
in many serious and intricate problems. Most people are aware 
of this in physical and material ways. They recognize that much 
of our food, clothing, and house furnishing comes from remote 
parts of the world and are the fruits of the labor of a large 
variety of races. In fact, anyone product probably passes 
through the hands of the representatives of many races before 
it reaches us. But not only is there this interdependence regard
ing material needs; there is also a tremendous multiplication of 
personal and national contacts, both face-to-face and by cor
respondence. All these involve social adjustments, for the eco
nomic, commereill.l, and social standards of races differ, and 
there are many potential sources of friction. 

Even deeper than these, however, are the intellectual, moral, 
and spiritual contacts, which are the fundamental elements of 
people's beings. These need to be understood if, on the one hand, 
frictions are to be avoided, and, on the other, the mind and life 
of the world are to be enriched. These deeper, spiritual elements 
of races are not to be understood by superficial contact but in
volve study, a sympathetic attitude, an ability to put oneself 
in the place of others, a habit of mind which looks for meritorious 
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things, and, finally, an attitude of respect and good-will which 
rejoices in finding anything, from whatever source, which will 
enrich the life of the world. Such an outlook does not involve the 
underestimating of the contribution of one's own race or nation, 
but rather the development of this along such lines as shall en
rich the world's stream of experience. 

World consciousness, responsibility, fellowship, and co-op
eration will not be possible for many adults without severe 
mental conflicts, but only as world consciousness is developed in 
the younger generation will there be the largest possibilities for 
peade and social progress. The present situation demands these 
adjustments and lays upon education in every country a great 
responsibility. The social and economic problems which the 
younger generation must in time face will practically all bave 
some world significance, and their solution can be satisfactory 
and lasting only when it is just and equitable for peoples every
where. Many world-minded thinkers see this need., Dr. Rabin
dranath Tagore says: 

Man will have to exert all his power of love and clarity of vision to 
make another great moral adjllBtment which will comprehend the 
whole world of men and not merely the fractional groups of nation
ality. The call has come to every individual in the present age to 
prepare himself and his surroundings for the spiritual unity. of all 
human beings." 

And Mr. J. H. Oldham thus states the types of attitudes which 
the school and other social agencies must build up to meet the 
new world conditions: 

Reverence for life; an interest in persons as persoDS; the spirit of 
jllBtice and fair play; sympathy with one's fellow men and the desire 
to serve them; and the purpose to seek first the Kingdom of God are 
the quslities which, expressed in the live. of individuals, promote 
racial understanding and good-will. If the home and school succeed 
in forming these dispositiol}B, those .. ho pos .. ss them will not he fouud 
wanting, .. hen the time comes to apply the hahits acquired in a more 
restricted environment to wider relatioDS. An ounce of humor, of hu
man understanding, of the sense of fair play, of the instinct for deal
ing with men may often he worth more than pounds of admirable racial 
theory." 

• N..u...au.., pp. 121. 12S. .. Cl..uu....u, _ 1M &e. Prob'- p. M4 
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While these goals of education are stated in adult terms, the 
basic principles are nearly all applicable to elementary educa
tion and should be utilized there. Too early a start cannot be 
made in these large loyalties, which may eventually mean world 
peace, co-operation, and service. 

DBKOCIlACT 

To many people democracy promises a solution of some of the 
most perplexing problems of government and of social and 
economic life. Originally democracy was thought of simply. as 
a theory of government, but it has now become a philosophy of 
life, "a conscious effort to found society on an ethical basis." 
On this broader basis, democracy has been defined as "the right 
of the masses to a participation in all the essential satisfactions 
of life and the right to control the means and agencies by which 
such satisfactions are distributed in society."u From the stand
point of government, the notable definition by Mazzini, similar 
to that of Lincoln, is rich in meaning: Democracy is the govern
ment of all, by all, for all, under the leadership of the wisest 
and best. 

In these conceptions of democracy several elements are promi
nent. The first is the largle and important place given to the 
people. In this is involved the idea of the value of each human 
personality. The responsible participation of all persons is em
phasized, and with this the right to share in the fruits of co
operative effort and in all the satisfactions of life. Natural re
sources, social institutions, cultural resources exist for man, 
to stimulate his creative expression, to enrich his life, but always 
with referenc~ to the rights of others. 

This responsible participation of each person in public affairs 
implies several things. First of all, it means such individual 
freedom as wi)! 'enable one to realize his best self, for only so 
can he make his unique contribution to society. This involves 

""One of the great objects of clvIllzatlon Ia to IDPpr ... force and to exalt 
the rule of reasoD. Thet'etore as men come under the Influence of democratic 
Ideals and .plnt, they find larger individual and community IIbertyl fewer 
and fewer forcible .... trlctlons are put npon their life ••• and the individual 
Is led ont Into a larger IIf., which Ia the life of the mind, of the lou!, and 
of the oplrlt, which the trained and healthy body Ia educated &I the Inotrn
mont to .. rv .... -PreoIdcnt N. H. Butler, Ad~ at International Honse, 
April 2'1', leu. 
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the right of the individual to think independently, to express his 
opinion, to purpose and carry out his activities, to have free
dom of worship--in short, to direct his own life as long as this 
does not interfere with the rights of others. Each person hn a 
right to life, to liberty, to self-development, to happiness, to a 
voice in the political and social life. 

Only that individual is truly free, however, who has achieved 
freedom from his own worst self, from ignorance, from prejudice, 
from selfishness. Freedom is not mere absence of restraint but 
the willing and purposeful identification of oneself with what 
makes for individual and social welfare and progress. The true 
goal is the development and expression of each person along such 
lines as will be for the best interests of all. 

Democracy also involves the seeking out of the wisest and best 
for leadership. Since these leaders are to come from no particu
lar class but are to be the wisest and most capable available, 
it is necessary to give to all persons large opportunities for de
velopment and then to select the best. 

Again, since all persons are to have the right of suffrage, to 
bave some personal responsibility in government, in selecting 
leaders, in belping to determine policies, it is imperative that 
all sbould bave a sufficiently basic education to enable them to 
perform intelligently the civic responsibilities devolving upon 
them. 

It is thus clear tbat democracy does not emphasize merely 
rigbts, but responsibilities as well. Each individual has responsi
bility for the governm~nt, and for tbe general welfare of society. 
This social responsibility is of various kinds. In the first place, 
the individual bas ... responsibility in belping to make and to 
obey the laws, not only with regard to govel"1!ment but in social 
and economic ways as well. According to democracy, laws sbould 
be framed in accordance with tbe will ot those who have to obey 
them; for liberty is to be found in the social approval of and 
the willing obedience to such laws. Each should inform him
self and keep himself informed as to the legislative needs of 
his community and of the nation. He should be able to determine 
what is for the social good. A. to the criteria which the average 
citizen may use in order to determine the social worth of any 
measure, we turn for guidance to Woodrow Wilson: 
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••• ew:ry program, ew:ry IIIeII81Ire in ew:ry program, muat be tested 
by this question and this question only: Is itjuat; is it for the benefit 
of the average man, withont inJIuence or privilege; does it embody 
in real fact the highest eonception of social jnatice and of right deal
ing withont respect of person or class or partienlar interest?'8 

In a democracy laws are conceived as agreements made by the 
majority of the people to control conduct for the best good of 
all. So far as these are generally recognized as essential safe
guards of life, h"berty, and social welfare, they are likely to be 
generally obeyed, and there will be little consciousness of con
straint. In the ease of a strong minority, there is always the 
possibility of the utilization of the press, platform, and other 
agencies for educating public opinion in order to bring about 
a desired change in the law. The essential principles are: that 
the control should come from within and not from superimposed 
and autocratic authority; that laws which serVe personal or 
class interests at the expense of other people are undemocratic; 
and that there must be obedience to the authority constituted by 
the people and exercised by their consent. 

One of the striking trends of the present day is the questioning 
and challenging of external authority. People are no longer 
content to submit to beliefs, theories, customs and laws sanc
tioned merely by age or prestige. They desire to know the actual 
facts, the practical value, the real truth, the motive behind these 
things. Along with the "divine right of kings," submission to ex
trinsic authority is passing away. Tradition, crystallized, 
static religions and moral codes, !'ond inherited social institu
tions are all being questioned. People are insisting upon their 
right to think and to have a voice in these things which control 
and influence their lives. So far as this demand leads to con
structive thinking and social reconstruction, it is a hopeful 

"manifestation of social responsibility. 
As a result of this participation in the important affairs of 

mankind, the individual has a very definite responsibility to im
prove himself, 80 that he can contribute his best to the welfare 
of all. This involves trained intelligence, healthiness of body, 

"liIareb, 1918. 
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clean living, economic contribution, cultured tastes, social help
fulness, and high ideals •. 

To SUlD up, then, democracy involves the co-operation of all 
for the common good. It emphasizes that no man liveth unto 
himself, that we are all members one of another. True freedom 
implies working with and for one's feIlows. In the present stage 
of civilization effective organization is necessary in order to 
achieve this. The organization approved by democracy is a 
fraternal, co-operative one, in which each person does the thing 
he is best fitted to do, which contributes to and furthers the con
sciously chosen social end. 

Co-operative organization of this type demands expert guid
ance. This is not opposed to democracy, either in government or 
in social and economic life, but democracy requires that all have 
a share in the choosing of the expert who shaIl guide and the right 
to recall him when his work and conduct are not approved. 
Democracy is best served in this whole process when the inter
ests of the group are widely shared by all its members and when 
the group freely and fully interacts with many other groups." 

Such interaction should be expansive, reaching out to more 
extensive international relationships and yet ever governed by 
the great ideals of the worth of each individual and the brother
hood of man. It must take a long look ahead and value the 
growth and development of man more than it values his product. 

A democracy, therefore mnst be fraternaL The highest ideal of • 
democracy is a real hrotherhood. If the spirit of brotherhood be not 
present in full measure there ean be no democracy. In fact, troe 
democracy is spirit rather than form. If you cannot feel right toward 
your fello .... , feel the dignity and ... orth of each man, feel glad wben 
he sncceeds and .orry ... hen he fails, feel angry ... hen injnsUce pre
vails and be eourageons to insist on a square deal for every man, feel 
amons that every man have his chance as ... ell as that you have 
your_if you have not this attitude, you are by that much short of 
being a true democrat.18 . 

Democracy such as has been described is largely an ideaL It 
probably does not exist anywhere today in its fullness. Yet it is 
the goal toward which many a~ striving and which they be-

"John Dewey, D ......... ae" _ BdueaUoto, p. lIS. 
-IL L Butterfield, Tho Fa ....... _ 1M N_ Dav, p. 2111. 
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lieve would transform many of the present Unsatisfactory social, 
economic, and political conditions. 

The inferences for the school, with regard to the relation of 
teacher and pupils and of pupils with each other, are probably 
obvious. Suppression of personality, mere I!Xtemal authority, 
stereotyped procedure, the ignoring of pupils' interests, ideas, 
plans, etc., must give way to a real classroom democracy, in 
which self-control, the social stimulation of each individual, 
social sharing, self-direetion, evaluation, co-operation, social 
service and creative expression are given full opportunity to 
develop. 

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 

One other modem development which influences education will 
be discussed, namely, the scientific method and attitude. To many 
people the widely known and tested truths of astronomy, geol
Pgy, geography, physics, chemistry, applied science, and natural 
history seem to have been handed down to us through long 
periods of time. As a matter of fact, however, they practically 
all date from comparatively recent times. Although there have 
been many scholars and thinkers through the centuries, their 
efforts were mainly devoted to metaphysical and philosophical 
thinking which was not tested by experiment and which was not 
applied to the practical everyday affairs of men. Thinking was 
but mental speculation, largely apart from life and social needs. 
There seemed no need or inclination even to tryout in a practical 
way what had been handed down from earlier times, and to doubt 
the ·statements of the ancient sages would have been deemed 
heresy. 

But with the daring voyage of Columbus and the other dis
coveries and expansive movements which followed, together with 
the revolutionary discovery of Copernicus, a great intellectual 
change came into being. Men's minds became more open; a spirit 
of inquiry was awakened; there were keener observation and 
closer study of cause and effect; more value was attached to the 
evidence of the senses, to the collecting of data, and to tested 
thought. New ideas in one department of life gave rise to new 
ideas in another. Gradually superstition, prejudice, and belief 
in magic were broken down, and men built up a technique of 
investigation; of collecting pertinent facts; of organizing these 
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and arriving at tentative conclusions; of collecting more data 
by experimentation to test repeatedly the hypotheses; and, 
finally, of reasoning through all the tested results to a correct, 
inclusive judgment. 

This thinking through to correct conclusions, carefully 
tested, on the basis of facts, we speak of as the scientific method. 
It is to this emphasis upon objective data; upon the acceptance 
of only those things which can be verified; upon using tested 
conclusions as a basis for yet further investigations and insight 
into nature's life and operation, that the great inventions and 
scientific advances of modern times have been due. It is also 
this experimental technique and this reliance upon tested 
thought which have been among the outstanding contributions 
of recent times. to This scientific method has resulted in a new 
conception of the universe. It has demonstrated that the uni
verse is orderly, that things do not just happen but that they 
are the result of causes and that these can be studied and reduced 
to laws. It has shown that such things as the motions of the 
heavenly bodies, the recurrence of seasons, the alternation of 
day and night, etc., are absolutely regular and can be computed 
with mathematical precision. Science has also shown that life 
is characterized by development, that it is not merely a fixed, 
mechanical thing, but rather a growing organism not marked 
by steady, regular stages of growth but tending in general up
ward. It has also told us that there are some indications that 
this development is not merely aimless but purposeful. 

Through its inventions this scientific method has resulted in 
breaking down the walls of social separati~n, in bringing the 
peoples of the world to our very doors. It has made us dependent 
upon one another and has made it necessary for us to attempt 
to work out a world organization and fellowship. It has not only 
resulted in marvelous discoveries, grilat industrial progress, 
better health and living conditions, an integrated world with 
wide social interactions, but in a changed intellectual outlook, 
and it is probably in this fact that there is much hope for con
tinued progress. 

Yet despite the very great contribution the scientific spirit 
has made to the material and intellectual phases of life, it has 

.. XUpaUlok, BdtJoal"", for G ClumgiRlI CivIUzaUots, P. 9. 
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within it potenti&!. dangers. Seientific invention has served to 
ncrease production and we&!.th; to increase comforts and luxu
ries; to increase leisure time; to multiply wants and to raise the 
,tandard of living. All of these are of great v&!.ue but they are 
largely on one side of life, the materi&!. and physic&!.. When to 
t.his is added the use of science in perfecting gases, poisons, and 
lIlecbanisms as instruments of destruction, it becomes apparent 
that more thought and effort must be expended in accelerating 
the pace of mor&!' and social adjustments, so that there may be 
less divergence between these and materi&!. progress than is now 
apparent." Moral and spiritual development have undoubtedly 
lagged bebind material progress to such an extent that many 
social leaders are seriously troubled about present conditions. 

VarioDS writers have made us familiar with the conception of 10cial 
lag. Progress is seldom uniform .••• Perhaps the most interesting in
stsnce of this is where through mecl>anical inventions new ways of 
liviag are introduced and the regulative social-moral outlook and ways 
of behaving lag behind. Thus at the present time industrialism has 
greatly ehanged American living but our general legal and moral out
looks remain mueh the same as wheu life was largely rural and agri
cultural. If meehauical inventions come with ever increasing fre
quency and our ways of living ehange accordingly, surely our moral 
outlook must keep abreast of other ehanges or society may sder 
greatly. Not a few very sober thinkers judge that we are now luffer
ing in just this way. Our moral vision and grasp seem practically 
unequal to the new situations that have arisen. 21 

Nevertheless man should no more be overwhelmed by the mag
nitude and complexity of these problems than he has been by 
those of the physical universe. The same courageous attack, the 
same objective study of cause and effect, the same type of 
analytical thinking, planning, and careful testing of outcomes 
should yield hopeful results, even though this moral problem is 
more complicated and less susceptible to objective testing than 
the other. 

In fact, the development of moral and spiritual life and 
character is absolutely essential, if man is not to destroy him-

-T. Vebleu,'lmp.riGI G_ """ U..lftdwlrial B..,oIuUon. p. 104 • 
• KUpatrlclr, Gp. oil •• pp. _. 
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self by the very science he has so skillfully built up. The war 
clearly indicated this danger, and the growth of materialism in 
some quarters since then, together with the discovery of far 
more destructive gases and appliances, show even more clearly 
than before, that mankind's only hope is in building up spiritual 
and moral power which will keep in control the destructive pas
sions and forces which can so easily be let loose. In the words 
of Dr. Ernest Barker, of King's College, London: 

It is not scientific l\lchnique In itself that matters; it is the power 
of the human spirit to control that technique for the highest purposes. 
In the absence of control, technique may be a danger; granted the con
trol, it is an Instrument of progress. Everything depends ullon the 
control of that technique.22 

A RAPIDLY CHANGING WORLD 

Mention has been made of the large number of inventions and 
of the industrial expansion due to 8cientific thinking, investiga
tion, and their practical application. These have led to tre
mendous changes, not merely in the shortening of 8pace and 
time and the integrating of the whole world, but in intellectual, 
social, and moral life as well. Not only have there been more 
inventions in the past hundred years than in the previous thou
sand, but there have also been more intellectual and 80cial 
awakenings on the part of groups, races, and nation8. These 
changes have meant extensive adjustments, and many peoples 
have not been able to make them either rapidly enough or in 
a satisfactory manner. The result is unrest, instability, and 
even violence. 

Further inventions and even more rapid change in the future 
will make necessary more tested and more organized knowledge 
and more tried and effective techniqUes of investigation. This 
will mean a still more complex civilization, a dynamic 80ciety, 
where one caunot expect the same situations to recur frequently. 
In such conditions, fixed habits, trained responses, and gener
alized solutions will not work. Since we cannot foretell what 
those who are now children will probably meet later in life, we 
must emphasize in school the techniques of sensing difficulties 
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and Jacka in adjustment, of analyzing them, of IeC1l1'ing the 
necessary facts, of organizing and utilizing these facts for the 
securing of lolutioaa that will work. We must get ehildrea to 
Bee the need for modifying BUch outcomes &I society cha.ngea 
and to be readily adaptable to the· changed Bituations. Only 
in BUch attitude .. foresight, reIlective and tested procedures,· is 
there hope for meeting an.eveD more dynamic cirilization than 
we now have. 

While science has helped to make the world one, while it has 
helped in showing the essential unity of man and in indicating 
the orderlineas of the universe, it has remained for &Ii. Indian· 
scientist, Sir J. C. BOle to emphasize the essential unity of 
science itself. Profeaaor Bose thinks that the _am speeializa
tion of the Weat may lead to the losing sight of the fundamental 
truth that there are not scienees but a Bingle science that in
eludes alL He says that in his investigations into the action of 
forees upon matter he found houndary lines between organic 
and inorganic matter tending to vanish and to discover 'points 
of contact emerging between the living and the non-living. 
Professor Bose can conceive of few greater contributions to 
knowledge in the realm of science than the establishing of the 
underlying unity of all nature, amidst its great diversity,lI Thus 
acience may itself point to the solution of some of the clliIicultiea 
which science has raised for men. 

If there are those who feel that education, in the presence 
of these problema created by a rapidly changing world, faces 
an impossible task, and that what has been advocated in this 
chapter is impossible and idealistic, the plea is made that what 
is advocated is baaed upon lound moral and social principles 
which are increasingly laying hold upon the imaginations of 
mea. These principles include the conception: of the worth and 
infinite possibilities of each individual, the realisation that all the 
interests of mankind emt in eommoa---that no person or group 
can be kept down without ezerting a downward pull on all the 
others, that mankind is one, that in deed and truth we are 
brothers, that the testimony of history bears wilDen to the fact 
that nothing is settled until it is settled justly and that -elSah, 
unjust projects ultimately fall, while moral and spiritUal ideala 

.'. 
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gradually and persistently win their way. Who can deny that 
children, growing into a conviction of these principles and 
equipped intellectually, morally, and socially to put them into 
operation, constitute our richest promise of a better world? 



CHAPTER XVI 

MODERN EDUCATIONAL IDEALS AND 
CURRICULUM PRINCIPLES 

Ttm MODEllN ElIlPlIAIII8 

LEADING EDUCATIONAL thinkers in Europe and America have 
already in1luenced Indian education and will doubtless do so 
to an even greater extent in the future. Much of what they teacj!. 
has been scientifically tested, and India may profit greatly by 
this body of educational truth if she relates it intelligeDtly to 
her own life. It is the purpose of this chapter to give a brief 
outline in simple. UDtechnicallanguage of the leading principles 
in the philosophy and methods of education as developed by 
Dewey, Kilpatrick, Thorndike, and Bons~ of whom have 
had great inlluence upon modem educational thought and prac
tice. 

It is now generally recognized that education, to be effective, 
must be based upon a sOUDd educational philosophy, an ade
quate psychology, and a dynamic sociology. A sOUDd educa
tional philosophy Is necessary in order to determine objectives 
and procedures and to evaluate present methods and results. 
Adequate psychology is necessary in order to UDderstand the 
instincts, capacities, interests, and gradual development of the 
child, who is the center of the educational process. A dynamic 
sociology is necessary in order that education may utilize the 
valuable elements of the race's experience and may train the 
child to be a force for good in the social order of the present and 
of the future. 

Even a cursory survey of present tendencies in these three 
fields, however, reveals that while no one field is neglected, a pre
dominant emphasis in each one is npon the social side. This 
emphasis is doubtless an outgrowth of the psychological study 
of the child, which has revealed that practically from the very 
first day. of his life, his development proceeds through the inter-
action of his instinct. and tendencies with his immediate en
vironment. This process of interaction is often UDguided, and 
yet it results in remarkable progress, and an UDderstanding of 

18 
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even the very early stages of the child's life provides principles 
of vital 'importance to education. 

Every child comes into the world with an equipment of in
born tendencies and capacities which tend to call forth certain 
responses to certain stimuli. The baby will cry out because of 
discomfort Or pain; he will in time reach out for a bright object, 
grasp it, manipulate it; he will make exploratory movements; 
he will move his arms and legs vigorously; he will manifest anger, 
fear, or cuddling tendencies, depending upon the stimuli used. 
Moreover, these tendencies are highly modifiable, and they are 
quickly conditioned by environmental contact. He learns to as
sociate the milk bottle with food. If, when he cries, the bottle 
is given to him, he associates food with crying; if, upon making a 
definite sound a certain satisfaction is secured (and this re
peated often enough), the child will give the sound whenever 
he wants that satisfaction. In this way a whole series of new 
responses may be built into the child's mental (nervous) 
mechanism, the stimuli generally being environmental objects 
and persons. 

In this process two things are clearly involved-the child and 
the environment, and in their interaction changes take place in 
both. Those within the child have already been spoken of, but 
the environmental ones often escape notice. Manifestations of 
the child's anger or fear or cuddling tendencies affect also his 
human and material environment, bringing pain, anxiety, or 
pleasure to his mother, or destruction or special care to objects. 
Both of these phases of the experience are vital to education, 
and each needs to be studied. 

The matter, however, is not so simple as building a single re
sponse to each stimulus. Environmental stimuli are constantly 
changing and so is the child. New adjustments need to be made. 
The tendency may be to respond in a certain way to an environ
mental situation, bq,t when it is foOOd that the situation has 
slightly changed and that the old response does not fit, it is 
necessary to modify the old response. These modifications and 
interconnections become more and more complex as life con
tinues, especially if the person retains in large degree the power 
of adjusting himself to new situations, ideas, and contacts. The 
modifying of these tendencies and responses in an individual is 
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what is known &8 education, and the process of making such 
changes, &8 learning. 

This educative proaeBs is so important in human develop
ment that its steps should be given in Dr. Kilpatrick's own 
worda: 

Some on-moviDg actirity is muler wa7. Some inte..,.t has been put 
in jeopaM7 and the agent is moring to make it secure. Some hindrance 
or obstacle intervenes. The movement is thwarted. The old suPpI7 of 
!e8pOnseB working in aceustomed wa71 does not 811ftice. Something new 
or di1ferent is needed in kind or degree of response. The agent sets 
to work to get tbia new kind or degree of response. His procedure ma7 
va'7 from the most original and independent scientific search, to the 
most barefaced acceptance upon unsupported authority of the l'roper 
!e8poDBC to make. The agent applies his newI7 got response to the 
removal of the hindrance with the consequent resumption of the balked 
actirity.l 

Now the child's experiences vary greatly in their value to 
him. Some may simply be repetitions of previous ones, through 
which the response becomes strengthened and more fixed as a 
habit. These may involve little thinking or conscious dort. 
Others, &8 he becomes older, may require not only the calling out 
of all pertinent past experiences but the securing and using of 
information from books, observation, inquiry, and experimenta
tion. Such an experience has important effects on mind and 
character and tends to lead to other closely related activities. 
Experience has shown that those activities will probably be of 
most value which are entered into purposefully; which possess 
a gripping interest to children; which challenge their resources 
but are still successfully realizable by them; which are psycho
logically complete, being carried through over all difficulties 
until the end-result is secured. They will be activities which are 
definitely related to life and to the child's needs ; which are varied 
in comparison with other experiences, bringing about growth 
in physical, mental, social (including character), and aesthetic 
values; which are shared with others; which lead to other rich 
experiences. Practically all of these qualities are recognizable 

"'What Is the Educative Proc:eaa?" S.ligiow B __ • XVIII (Feb. -
1928)._ 
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to a greater or less extent in much of the children's out-of
school experience, which is rich with possibilities both for mental 
growth and for character results. The main thing it lacks is 
guidance by a sympathetic intelligent person, in order that the 
experience may be kept on the highest levels of social ideas and 
of learning, and this is the real place and work of the teacher 
and of the school. One of the most important lessons for educa
tion to learn is the very great potential educational value pos
sessed by the spontaneous play activities and experiences of 
children outside of the school, and the need for continuing the 
most valuable of these in the classroom. 

THE LEAllNING PaocEss 

It now remains to analyze more in detail the learning process 
which has been described, in order to see the philosophical. 
psychological, and sociological bases underlying it and to un
derstand more fully its classroom implications.' 

The central place of purpose in play and life activities has 
already been emphasized. The most effective life is generally 
recognized to be the life animated by a worthy purpose, and the 
most fruitful activity to be one carried through on a high level 
of purpose, which genuinely grips the pupils and supplies the 
motive power for the whole activity. "The purpose defines the 
end to be attained, guides the whole activity toward this end, 
furnishes the energy to carry it on, and it is in part the basis 
for measuring the success finally achieved." While the pupil is 
primarily interested in the end to be attained, the purpose makes 
available a stock of energy to pass through the necessary inter
mediate steps; it makes ready the required mental responses 
pertaining to the activity, and checks those which would tend to 
interfere with the successful consumm .. tion of the end. An illus
tration will probably clarify this process. 

Suppose a group of children has a genuine, gripping purpose 
to present a short drama before the whole school They see 
clearly the end to be attained; they come to see that in order 
to reach the end they must assign the various parts; those 
selected need to learn their parts; costumes need to be decided 

• For thls aoaIysls I am especl.ally Indebted to Prof........ Dewey ADd 
KDpatriek. 
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npon and prepared, rehearsals carried through, criticisms made 
as to strong and weak points of presentation, and finally ar
rangements made for the public presentation of the drama. Each 
of these 'elements presents problems and di1Iienlties; they re
quire thinking and the working out of a technique; but even 
though they mean hard work, they are entered into heartily by 
the children because of the attractiveness of the end. This ''mind 
set" toward attaining the end makes ready all the pertinent 
mental (nervous) iresourees, which find satisfaction in acting 
vigorously, and would be in a state of annoyance if they were 
prevented from acting. That is to say, pupils in this frame of 
mind are ready of their own accord to put forth intensive, 
mental dort in order to learn their parts in the drama, just 
because they are vitally interested in the end-result. If methods 
are used in this learning which do not bring adequate results or 
if unsatisfactory methods are utilized, these tend to drop out, 
while the successful ones tend to be fastened in the nervous 
systems as new responses. These successful responses are well 
diHerentiated from the f .. ilures and through repeated use be
come fixed as an abiding acquisition. Again, such a ''mind set" 
tends to make hindering or inapplicable ment .. l responses un
ready to act, satisfyingness being found in their quiescence.· 

Activities carried out as above fulfill the accepted laws of 
learning: (1) They take advantage'of the fact that under cer
tain conditions certain centers of the brain .. re alive, charged 
with energy, ready to act, and if given an opportunity they 
act with forcefulness. Such "readiness" is due to native instincts 
and c .. pacities or to acquired interests and responses; (2) when 
such centers of the brain are ready to act and are permitted to 
do so, satisfyingness results; the mental connection is strength
ened and it is desirous of .. cting again. If hindered from acting, 
annoyance results and also a weakening of the connections; (3) 
these mental connections become strong from repeated use when 
followed by s .. tisfyingness and weak from disuse. Learning 
necessit .. tes doing (self-effort) by the learner. The only way to 

• "Psycbology wal'1'&llto the added ltatement that within reasonable HmIto 
the stronger tbe mind was aet on the end and tbe grester tbe obstacles aue
.... fulIy 0""""""'" the grester was the oatlsfaetloo of auCeeBI and 10 coo- -
aequenee the more abidlog tbe lesrolog."-KIlpatrlclr, "What Is the Educ:a
\:km Proeeul" B,UgiooJI B __ , XVIII (Feb. 1928), S8-402. 
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learn to speak well is by speaking; to think well is by thinking, 
and the only way to present a good drama, is by practising 
until the required standards are achieved. "Practice makes per
fect" and ''We learn by doing" are popular sayings which con
tain the truth enunciated in this law, provided the practice is 
purposeful and intelligent. 

Again, in an activity carried out by students because of a 
real, gripping purpose of their own, there are at least two types 
of learning; one, which might be called primary, has to do with 
the direct educational results obtained in carrying through the 
activity; the other, which is secondary, has to do with the atti
tudes or appreciations which are built up in the course of the 
experience. The first has been commented upon. The children 
preparing the drama were faced with problems, deficiencies in 
technique, etc., but the dynamic power of their purpose, along 
with the intelligent guidance of their teacher helped them to 
secure the knowledge, the skills, and the habits which these situa
tions demanded. But this is not all. If the work for these primary 
results proceeds on a high level of interest pupils are almost un
consciously registering attitudes and appreciations--likes and 
dislikes toward people, objects, processes, and environment. In 
the ease of the drama, the pupils may come to like certain kinds 
of literature or music or other artistic expression; they may 
form likes or dislikes for their fellow performers or for the 
teacher; they may learn to value criticism, public approval, 
social fellowship. In the same way they may develop creative or 
imaginative gifts in certain fields; initiative, seU reliance, a 
sense of responsibility, a spirit of service, etc. Most of these 
moral qualities will be developed by such concomitant or by
product learning more effectively than they will by direct teach
ing, because the activity involves the actual use of such traits, 
not merely information about them. . 

Moreover, as pupils engage in interesting, purposeful activi
ty, new ''leads'' or subsidiary interest ... develop, and they may 
decide to follow some of these or to make note of them and 
carry them out at a later time. For example, in the children's 
drama, discussions of the historical background may lead pupils 
to desire a more thorough study of this at another time; or the 
designing of the costumes or of the scenery may serve to de-
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'9ielop an interest in some phase of art; or the drama itself may 
lead to a further study of the place that drama holds in the 
lives of nations, or perhaps to a desire to write a play. Besides 
these large issues, there may be many smaller ones, such as the 
designing of costumes, stage settings, programs, and invitations. 
These constautly developing accessory purposes are what make 
life rich and full of interest and possibilities. Such virile interests 
with constantly expanding possibilities, along with the emphasis 
upon reconstructing one's own experiences toward higher and 
richer levels, tend to continuous readjustment of behavior and 
to that modifiability of response which is the essential element 
of an abundant, dynamic life. 

TYPES o:r ACTIVITIES 

In this discussion much emphasis has been put upon purpo,e
ftdl activity, and it has been stated repeatedly that we leam 
best through what we do. The best way to acquire any fact, 
attitude, habit, or skill is to make use of it in its natural setting. 

Activities are sometimes thought of, however, as only those 
experiences which involve manual effort and constructive work. 
The content of the word is much broader than this. It involves 
any mode of realizing a whole-hearted purpose. Listening with 
appreciation and interest to a story or to a piece of music; 
thinking through a problem to secure a solution needed to 
achieve some end; practising with the object of reachlDg a de
sired skill, are all activities. Dr. Kilpatrick, in an address on 
''The Project Method," given before a Teachers' Conference 
at Columbia University, distinguishes four types of life ex
periences actuated by a dominating purpose, although these 
sometimes merge into one another or appear as subordinate pur
poses under any of the four types. "The first type represents 
those experiences in which the dominating purpose is to do, to 
make, to embody an idea or aspiration in material form." This 
type of activity includes things made from any type of material, 
and also literary, dramatic, artistic, and musical productions. 
The criterion of value is the character of the purpose which 
"fixe. the aim of the activity, guides its process, and furnishes 
its drive, its inner motivation." The second type is defined as 
"one which involves purposeful enjoyment or appropriation of 
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an experience." This includes those things which, through the 
various senses, bring pleasure to the individual. Such an activity 
when dominated by a purpose i. not passive but involves the 
active appropriation of the experience in as many meanings as is 
possible to the agent. The third type is "one in which the domi
nating purpose is to solve a problem; to unravel some intellectual 
difficulty." The problem has its natural setting and origin in 
the pursuit of some end. It implies first a felt difficulty, a prob
lem, and, second, a purpose to solve the problem. The fourth 
type includes ~experiences in which "the purpose is to acquire 
some item or degree of knowledge or skill; or, more generally, ex
periences in which a person purposes his own education at a 
specific point." The dominating purpose here is to learn to se
cure command of essential knowledge and skills 80 as more 
easily and effectively to reach desirable goals. Such a purpose 
results in learning which is both more efficient and more rapid, 
for it has behind it an inner urge to reach a self-imposed goal. 
Dr. Kilpatrick later divides these pupil activities into four 
somewhat more inclusive groups: (1) Producer's Projects, in
cluding all that pupils produce; (2) Consumer's Projects, or 
those things pupils use or enjoy; (8) Problem Projects involv
ing the solving of difficulties and the overcoming of hindrances; 
and (4) Specific Learning Projects including the formation 
of skills and habits, memorizing, etc.4 The relationship of this 
classification to the earlier one will doubtless be clear to the 
reader. 

Collings' and Meriam' emphasize four types of purposeful 
activities: Story, Hand, Play, and Excursion, corresponding 
roughly to Communicative, Manipulative, Play, and Explora
tory experiences. According to Dr. Kilpatrick's classification 
the Story and Play activities would belong to the second type 
of experience, (Consumer's) while the Hand activity would 
come under his first type (Producer's). The Exploratory activi
ties would be one form of "Problem Projects." However, in the 
course of working out these activities, need would probably arise 
for the solving of other types of problems and for the building 
of habits and skills, i.e., "Specific Learning Projects." 

'P""ndalionl of Jl.,Iaod, pp. 941-48, SM • 
• Collings, .f." B"'porifMIIl ...ul II Pro; •• , CtwrictIItom, p. 48. 
'lirlerlam, (J1ail4 Llf. '""" 1M ~, Chapters XIII-XVL 
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EDUCATIONAL PBOCED1JBEII 

The educational procedures to be followed in working through 
these activities will dift'er to some extent with the type of 
material dealt with. However, the essential steps in many of 
them will involve the following: purposing of such a nature 
as will drive the pupil on to satisfactory accomplishments; the 
gathering of the information necessary to achieve the purposes; 
the organizing of this (along with pertinent past experience), 
through reflection, into a workable plan; the executing of this 
plan to secure the end desired; and lastly, judging the character 
of the result achieved and comparing it with the original pur
pose. In the case of the purposeful enjoyment of an experience 
(second type of activity) the method of procedure is not 80 
clear and definite. Besides the element of purpose and that of 
judging the result, there would also seem to be 80me understand
ing, mental imagery, analysis of the experience, and comparison 
of it with other similar experiences. In the Problem Projects 
the steps involved would include: a felt difficulty and a purpose 
to solve it; the location and analysis of this difficulty; the secur
ing of additional facts; a hypothesis (tentative plan of solu
tion) ; suspended judgment; testing the result. In the Specific 
Learning Projects it would be best to follow a psychologist in 
the diagnosing of specific weaknes8es and in the development of 
a plan to remedy them. 

The initiating of the activities described, class discussion of 
them, and the method of carrying them through, contemplates 
considerable freedom for the pupil, 80 long as bis conduct does 
not interfen. with the welfare of the group. It also puts con
siderable responsibility upon him to initiate purposes, 8ecure 
the necessary knowledge, and develop the plans necessary to 
complete them successfully. The question now arises .as to the 
place and work of the teacher. 

TEE PLACE 010 THE TEACHBB 

The place of the teacher in this plan is even more important 
than in the old one. It is he who must keep the purposes of the 
pupils on as high an educational level as possible. This may 
be done (1) by guiding the pupils to evaluate the various 
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purposes suggested by the group; (2) by stimulating the put
ting forward of worthy purposes and by arranging the class
room environment so as to suggest them; (3) by bringing to 
the pupils' attention a long list of valuable activities and having 
them choose the ones they are most interested in; (4) hy sug
gestions of activities to the group, in their discussion period, 
when pupils are endeavoring to determine what they should do 
next. The essential point is that the purpose chosen, from what
ever source it may come, must be accepted wholeheartedly by 
the pupils and made their own. The teacher is also responsible 
for so directing the work, that pupils may be led out into wider 
interests and accomplishments and to a broader social outlook 
and larger co-operation. The important principle is such se
lection of the interests and activities of pupils as will minister 
best to their immediate and continuous growth and at the same 
time keep the general movement of their activities directed 
toward definitely conceived higher levels! 

SOCIAL AND MORAL AsPECTS 

Something further needs to be added about the social and 
moral phases of this educational process. Sociologists are more 
and more emphasizing the influences of both the passive and the 
dynamic aspects of environment as an important explanation of 
racial traits and of the dift'erent stages of racial progress. Both 
of these aspects need to be emphasized in the classroom. The 
former should consist of such equipment and of such an atmos
phere as will stimulate valuable social purposing and will make 
possible effective social organizations. This does not imply ex
pensive classroom equipment, for some of the most valuable 
things for arousing pupils' interests are the ordinary things 
of the natural and acquired environment. Regarding the socially 
dynamic phase, the best results are likely to be secured if the 
group is organized on a democratic basis, with the teacher a8 a 
member of the group and each mem~r of the group having 
definite responsibilities to contribute to its welfare and progress, 
all being guided as to conduct with reference to the well-being 
of the group. The sharing of social relationships and of the 

• F. G. Bonser, "The Fundamental Character of the Project MethocI,
PrOF""''' B_u."., JulT-8ept., 1_ 
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nteraction of mind upon mind, with the gradual building up and 
""" of standards and of widened contacts, offer larger possi
~ilities for the development of moral character. The force of 
10CW approval and disapproval is very effective in the control 
of conduct, and under the guidance of the teacher pupils should 
gradually build up higher standards of conduct and social re
lationship. The responsible freedom enjoyed by the pupils; the 
stimulus to initiating worthy activities and methods; the en
couragement given to originality; the feeling of responsibility 
for the ultimate success of the activity, depending largely upon 
one's self for securing the needed information; the thinking 
through of plans of procedure; the sticking to the activity until 
the desired end has been reached; the necessity of helping one 
another; the growing dynamic outlook upon life and the belief in 
progress-&ll are possibilities of great moral worth in this type 
of classroom organization and procedure. In and through it 
teachers should be "concerned that children get a goodly stock 
of ideas to serve as stimuli for conduct, that they develop good 
judgment for selecting the idea appropriate in a given case, and 
that they have firmly built such response bonds as will bring, 
as inevitably as possible, the appropriate conduct, once the 
proper idea has lJ.een chosen."s These ideas when joined with 
tendencies to put them into operation become ideals, and ideals, 
attitudes, and appreciations are definite goals to be sought as 
much as or more than, knowledge and skills. 

The outstanding emphasis in all this philosophy and method is 
the growth and development of children in and through a series 
of life activities purposed by them, guided to valuable educa
tionallevels, and carried through in a dynamic, uplifting social 
environment. 

MODERN PruNCIPLES 01' CURRlCULUH-lILuuNG 

One of the greatest fields of interest and research in education 
in recent years has been that of curriculum construction. Out
standing educationists in both Europe and America have written 
on the subject and have carried out investigatioDs and experi
ments in order to determine more effective curricula. This in-

• KIlpatrick, "The Project Method," T.tJtJ" ... , 0011'/1' B.e .. ". XIX (Sept., 
1918),829. 
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creased interest has been aroused by a conviction that education 
based upon the prevailing curricula was not providing the 
essential and most valuable life experiences for children or fur
nishing the opportunity and stimulation for their fullest indi
vidual and social development. It has been felt that the average 
curriculum contains much that is merely academic and tra
ditional-matter which does not function in the life either of the 
child or of the adult, and which leaves out much that is needed 
for the child's growth and welfare. 

In the past ten years an unusual number of curriculum studies 
have been made, and many books have been published on the 
principles, content, and ob.iectives of curricula and on methods 
of constructing them. A study of the theories basic to curriculum 
construction was made some years ago by Professors Mossman 
and Hansen.8 They stated the varying points of view concern
ing curricula as follows: The conservative position was repre
sented by those who advocated that the curriculum should have 
as its objective the preparation of pupils for adult life. This 
was to be secured by training the mind through acquiring knowl
edges and abilities of increasing degrees of difficulty, with the 
social ideal of preparing pupils to fit into the existing social 
order. The subject matter was largely that approved by tradi
tion, logically organized, with fixed-in-advance assignments. The 
method was either memorizing or securing verbal control of 
textbook material with the aim of disciplining and training the 
mind. The teacher was in authoritative control and believed that 
good discipline consisted in the suppression of such self expres
sion of the pupils as did not fit in with the established and 
approved routine. From this position, up through five inter
mediate stages, the opposite viewpoint was reached. Its advo
cates believed in no organized, prepared curriculum, but only 
in the spontaneous interests and activities of the children, guided 
so as to bring about the best results "from each activity. Em
phasis was upon life, immediate, without reference to any fur
ther objectives, and only such subject matter was learned as 
was needed in furthering the prevailing activity. The social the
ory was that of lau.ez !awe, based upon absolute respect for 

'Lola Colley 101...",...., -An AD&IyoIa of Tbeoriea Bu'" to Conlealum 
Constmd:Ioo,n T_1IHo cou.,. Boe_. XXVI (May. If1211). m.39. 
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fl"!'Sonality on a basis of individualism. The procedure was, of 
,ourse, most lIexible, as lIeD.Dle as nature itself-almost inci
ientaL 

From the philosophy of education discussed in this chapter 
it is evident that neither of the above extreme positions is ap
proved. The former is repressive, formal, and autocratic; while 
the latter may glorify children'. whims and exalt inexperience 
and incidental procedure. The first gives the teacher entire con
trol and undervalues the child, while the latter does just the 
reverse. In this chapter those principles of curriculum con
struction will be discussed which are advocated by those special
ists who take an intermediate position in their theory of educa
tion. Their aim is that already expressed in this chapter. They 
believe that the most productive activity will be the natural 
outgrowth of children's interests, purposes, and experiences, 
but they also believe. that this activity should be guided by those 
wbose years of experience have given them better judgment and 
a truer sense of values than the children can possibly have, in 
order that the activity may be kept upon a high plane and may 
lead to the best educational results. 

Four fundamental considerations for curriculum-making 
emerge from this educational philosophy. First, a series of care
fully determined aims and objectives must be secured which will 
furnish guidance for the selection of pupil activities and for 
their deVelopment so as to bring about the desired changes in 
conduct, individual and social. Such objectives must be both 
general and specific, and 'should be secured from a careful study 
of the social and economic conditions of the environment and 
of wider social trends, from a study of personal characteristics 
and needs (especially children's), and from ali analysis of edu
cational principles and practices. 

Second, the curriculum should be thought of as a series of 
experiences (activities) purposed and carried out by the pupils. 
These will be of two kinds: (1) suggestive activities which have 
been tested and found to be of value in achieving individual and 
social objectives. Such activities are not to be slavishly followed 
but are to be merely suggestive of what pupils are interested in 
and desire to do. They are not under any circumstances to be 
imposed upon pupils. If the teacher desires to use one of these 
activities, the classroom environment should be so arranged that 
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the pupils' thought and interests will be turned in this direction 
and they be led to choose and to carry through the activity. It 
cannot be too emphatically stated that without real interest and 
purpose these activities are of little or no value. Whenever an 
activity is carried through by successive classes in just the 
same way and with the same outcomes, it is likely that the 
teacher has been too dominant, that the procedure has become 
mechanical and stereotyped and has lost its effectiveness for 
creative expression, growth and development. (2) Other activi
ties should be a part of the curriculum which are the immediate, 
spontaneous, valuable interests of the pupils and which are the 
result of local experiences and conditions. These are not usually 
foreseen by the teacher because they arise from local interests 
from day to day. In a curriculum they can simply be referred to 
and suggestions made as to ways of stimulating them and of 
so guiding them as to secure the largest educational values. 

Third, subject matter (racial experience), is not thought of 
as matter set out to be learned or memorized, but as way. of 
behaving. Accordingly, the curriculum should contain such Bub
ject matter as is required for adequate, satisfying behavior in 
the activity in which pupils are engaged. It should also not be 
confined to information, habits, and skills but should include 
attitudes, appreciations, and ideals. Desirable .ubject matter 
which is not likely to be needed in the activities outlined in the 
curriculum should be stated separately, so that teachers may 
know what other responses are desirable in children of a given 
age and may seek to bring about a need for some or all of this 
material. 

Fourth, stimulation for valuable purposing and the succes.ful 
executing of educative activitic. demand a classroom environ
ment and social procedure which should be described in the 
curriculum. This will involve a .tatenient of the "materials and 
equipment likely to prove valuable and also of the best social 
organization of the cla •• room-its freedom, social interaction 
and sharing, intelligent guidance, and relation to the outside 
environment. Individual diJFerence. should also be cared for. 

Each of these considerations, a. well a. the whole general 
method of curriculum construction, will now be discussed in 
greater detail, emphasizing especially what curriculum special
ists advocate in each of these fields. 
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Professor Franklin Bobbitt emphasizes an analysis of human 
.ature and of human affairs as a first Btep in curriculum con
truction. The curriculum maker must discover the total range 
,f habits, skills, abilitiea, forma of thought, ambitions, etc., 
,eeded for the effective performance of private and social dutiea. 
rnowledge is not the fundameuW thing aimed at but rather 
ocial attitudea and valuations. 
In his curriculum work in LoB Angeles, Dr. Bobbitt first de

ermined without reference to subject-matter couraes, a com
lrehenaive list of human abilitieB and characteristics needed by 
nen anil women. From this comprehensive list were Belected those 
.hich are most generally needed and which have to be developed 
:hrough school education. These were evaluated and judged by a 
rroup of competent people. The principle waB then applied that 
Wuost every objective of education can be stated as the ability 
~ do Bomething, whether Bubjective or objective. The final list 
If objectivea was then classified under ten headings, having to 
10 with the physical, mental, social, civic, economic, religious, 
ODd recreational pha8e& of life.'· The next step was to plan' 
leveral typea of pupil activitiea and experiencea for each of the 
~adea through which the chosen objectiveB could best be 
achieved. The function of subject matter in modern community 
li1Ie was clearly defined in terma of individual abilitiea to meet 
numan needs. Differences in individual capacity were taken care 
of by a different set of minimum essentials for each ability clasB. 

Dr. Bobbitt BummarizeB the steps in curriculum construction 
as follows: (1) determination of objectives; (2) formulation of 
guiding principles; (3) selection of pupil experiencea; (41) 
selection of needed materials; (5) placing experiences in proper 
sequence aB determined by maturity; (6) experimentation to 
test the placing of experiences; (7) welding the experienceB 
found suitable for any particular year or term into a thoroughly 
correlated instruction; and (8) constant revision in the light 
of experience and experimentation." 

This procedure has in it many advantages. It keeps education 
cloBely related to life; it preparea pupils to adjust themselvea 
to the adult environment; it provide. definite goals to guide 

.. PnmIdIn Bobbitt, H"", 10 M .. I:. II a • .......,.."., pp. 7-11. 
"'s .. _ YIM Book, N,,_ BduoaUotI .d,,,,oIa,,,,," (D~ .f 
~.).l_ 
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educational procedure; it aids in the checking up of method and 
textbook materials; and it assists in the choosing of valuable 
pupil activities. The greatest weakness is that it emphasizes 
preparation for future living and richer adult experiences. 
While education should be tested as to its contribution to future 
living, the more important thing is that the activities of pupils 
should be an outcome of their 'environmental interests and needs 
and should make for richer present living. 

Professor W. W. Charters emphasizes that the shift in the 
aim of education from the securing of mere information to that 
of the modifying of behavior carries with it a new theory of 
curriculum construction. This involves a closer relationship and 
interdependence between pupil activities and the objectives and 
ideals which it is hoped to build up from them. Hitherto, he 
says, 

While writers on the curriculum bave begun with the statement of 
aim, none has been able to derive a cnrriculum logieally from his 
statement of aim. In every case he has made an arbitrary mentallesp 
from the aim to the .abJect matter, without providing us with adequate 
principles sueb as would bridge the gap--without presenting steps 

, whieb irresistiblylesd us from aim to selection of materisl.12 

Dr. Charters believes that in order to determine properly the 
content of the curriculum, the aim of education must be stated in 
terms both of ideals 'and of activitie_ideal objectives and 
activity objectives. Good citizenship as an objective is easily 
analyzed if we see that it means the ideals of the good citizen and 
the activities of the good citizen. These are determined by dif
ferent methods. Three ways are suggested for determining 
ideals: (1) choosing ideals by consensus of opinion and then 
selecting activities with which to connect them; (2) listing 
activities and then determining which.ideals are most efficient in 
carrying them out; and (8) preparibg a comprehensive li.t of 
ideals and submitting these lists to a ~rge number of teachers. 
Each teacher should then think of one pupil, checking the ideals 
which need to be stressed with him and so on for all pupils. 
Ideals would then be listed in importance according to their 
frequency. The curriculum exercises deliberate control over 
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:hese ideals which it has chosen as its goals, by utilizing them 
LS the criteria for selecting, rejecting, and evaluating cur
riculum items, and by making clear the specific functiou of ev~ry 
item in accomplishing these objectives. 

A satisfactory curriculum should coutain both project actiVl"
ties and subject matter. The acceptance of conduct rather than 
information as the end of education, however, necessitates a 
far wider use of the project method. As to children'. normal 
activities, these are thought of as being in1Iuenced and guided 
by adult activities. The teacher should present adult activities 
to children at a psychological moment and in skillfully modified 
forms, so as to render them suitable to the learners' ideals, 
&bilities, and &ctivities. In thus touching a great r&nge of adult 
&ctivities, the normal activity of children is improved. 

Dr. Charters advoc&tes the following steps in planning a cur
riculum: (1) determine the ideals and activities which constitute 
the major objectives; (2) analyze these and continue the 
analysis until working uuits (within the comprehension and in
terests of children) are obt&ined; (3) arrange these units in 
order of importance; (40) raise to positions of high rank in these 
lists those ideals and activities. which are of great value for 
children, even though low in value for &dults; (5) determine the' 
number of those important ide&ls and activities that can be 
mastered in the time allotted to the school, &fter elimiJiating 
those which can be learned better outside of school. 

Professor F. G. Bonser emphasizes that the curriculum is 
vitally related, on the onll h&nd, to the aims &nd activities of 
life and, on the other hand, to the nature and needs of children. 
As early as 1913 he emphasized these two basic principles in the 
Speyer School Curt'iculwm: 

(II) The cOl"riculum of the school shoold represent the needs aod 
interesb of present-day life in oar own immediate environment and 
the world at large (the social factor). (b) The work at aoy given stage 
of the child'. development shoold he that which is adapted to the im
mediate eorichment of his life, as measared by his individual needs 
and capacities (the psychological factor). In method of procedure, 
provision shoold be made for active participation in the processes of 
real life • • • and in content offered, the school shoold be really 
democratic; providing material and means for the development of aU 
types of children. 

38 
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In his book on The Eleme'Rtarg School CurricuZwm the same 
emphasis appears; and he says further that the educational 
value of any experience may be measured by its effect on con
duct. He holds that the curriculum should be composed of three 
parts: suggestive projects; the subject matter necessary to 
carry out these projects; and a brief organized summary of 
the essential methods, skills, ideals, attitudes, and appreciations 
which should be developed in children.'8 

As to steps in making a curriculum, Dr. Bonser recommends: 
(1) Determining the objectives of life in terms of definite needs; 
(2) finding the forms of activity best adapted to meeting the8e 
needs; and (8) presenting these as experiences graded to the 
natural impulses and abilities of children and in an enlarged, 
enriched environment. 

In an official report to the Department of Superintendence 
of the National Education Association, 19240, on the reorganiza
tion of the curriculum, Dr. Bonser advocated six e8sential ele
ments in such a curriculum: (1) experiences through participat
ing in which children will form habits, skills, attitudes, and 
methods of behavior making for efficiency in life itself; (2) the 
fullest possible use of questions, problems, and interests of the 
children themselves; (8) full use of race experience and subject 
matter needed to carry forward the activities; (40) mastery of 
the tool subjects as need for them becomes apparent; (5) such 
organization of work as will prevent duplication and will make 
for economy of effort; (6) lIexibility to provide for individual 
differences of children and environment. 

ProfessorJ. L. Meriam advocates an analysis of child life and 
of present-day economic and social activities &8 bases for cur
riculum construction, with the aim of so developing the children 
that they may be able to carry on the latter successfully. He 
gives five principles for curriculum making: The curriculum (1) 
should aim to make for the children's present efficiency and only 
secondarily for their future efficiency. (2) should be selected 
from real life; (8) should be lIexible enough to provide for indi
vidual differences; (40) should have an elastic organization 80 

that shifts may be made from day to day and from grade to 

:II pp. BO, 86, 8'1, lIJO...M. 
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grade; (5) should lead children to appreciate both work and 
leisure.1' 

Dr. Meriam .believes that the pupil's life in the school should 
be like, yet better than, the life of the children outside of the 
school, better because they are helped to know how to play and 
work correctly and to do it with other children. 

Dr. Henry Harap, in his Technique of Currictdwm Making, 
emphasizes the following steps: Defining the aim of education 
and determining the major goals and the .subsidiary objectives. 
These should be secured from analyses of children's activities, 
project curricula, job analysis, social needs, and existing ob
jectives. Following this comes grade placement of these ob
jectives, then the needed activities and materials for the teaching 
units, and finally, care for individual differences and for com
pleteness of learnings. 

Dr. S. A. Courtis in discussing teaching through purposeful 
activity says: 

The ideal curriculum would consist (1) of a series of social projects 
in which there woald be need for the use of fundamental skills in 
meaningful situations, (2) of a series of self-instruetive, self-apprais
ing practice exereises so elosely correlated with project work that 
children could avail themselves of drill exercii.es as they became con
scious of the need.1S 

Similar ideas are expressed by Mr. H. C. Pearson1• and Dr. 
George A. Coe. Dr. W. H. Kilpatrick establishes the thesis 
that the educative process is good and sound, first, in the degree 
that learning is intrinsic; that is, is demanded now by life and 
functions now to further present life; and second, in the degree 
that what is learned serves to raise life continuously here and 
now, to higher and richer levels." 

As to the curriculum he states: 

The basis on which I would found the curriculum and curriculum 
making is growing, on the part of the child and of the teacher. I should 

... Merlam, Ohild Llf. IIJId tho 0""""""""; pp. IS7, fl. 
"B •• _ Y_ B •• ". N"UonaI Bduoo ...... .A. ... _ (Department of 

SUperlnteod ..... ). 1924, p.lIIO. .. B ....... M ...... 0_1f .f Btud,l • 
.. "How Shall We Select the Subject Matter of the Elementary School 

Curriculum," J.........J .f EduD,,1iona/ M.th.d. Sept., 1924.. 
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like to admit into the curriculum no deferred values, and to have sub
ject matter viewed and valued primarily as a means for growing .••• 
A suggestive list of traits found by competent judges to have been 
useful in the past for growing, primarily concerned with better ways 
of behaving and emphatically not to be 'taught' except in such manner 
and at such time as promise to meet the criterion laid down in the 
preceding paragraph •••• A detailed description of typical activities 
that in the judgment of competent critics had under other condition. 
re.ulted in desired growing .••• A list of many more activities that 
might be used, with appropriate reference materials in the way of 
books, pictures, ete ..•• Some typical results that have been achieved 
so presented as to afford a basis for testing progress, keeping alway. 
in mind that it is signs of future growth that most concern US.18 

Dr. Kilpatrick emphasizes the principle that the school pro
gram should consist of socially conditioned activities, which are 
gripping, challenging and varied, yet not beyond attainment, 
carried on under the wise guidance of intelligent, informed 
teachers. 

In a tentative statement (unpublished)19 of the foundations of 
curriculum-making by a distinguished committee of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, the following considerations 
were considered as basic: 

1. The curriculum should be conceived in terms of G me
ce88ion of ezperlence" project., or enterpriae. htwing G 1II/J~ 
mum of life-likene'8 for the ZeGmer. To the extent that these 
experiences, projects, or enterprises do not give adequate con
trol of the tools of learning, provisions should be made for exer
cises designed primarily to provide in the most economical way 
for developing the necessary skills in these tools. 

2. The curriculum should be selected and organized with a 
view to giving the Zearner thGt development most helpful in med
ing IJ1Id controlling life "tuGtion,. To. this end, the experiences 

"w. H. Kilpatrick, "Method and Currleuium,- Jt>fIf'1IGI of Bdw .. tloaal 
M'!Md, I (May, 1922), S'/S • 

.. The final published statement of this """"';;ttee will be found on pagel 
11-28 of the 7VJ ... tl/-S;.,tla Yeorbook, Part II, of the National Society for 
the Study of Education. ThIs statement was a eompromiae or synthesis of 
the views of aU the members of the committee and as such was not tully 
aatlofactory to many of them. It is aIoo not very consistent In some of the 
positions It advocates. The paragraph. deaUng with the topics listed In 
the tentative statement are 11-8, 11, 28, 28, 31, 31, 38. 
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which in early childhood must be largely local and intimately 
related to immediately felt needs, will have, from year to yee.r 
as the learner advanees, an increasing proportion of values 
understood and accepted &8 valid by the leamer but deferred in 
respect to their realization. 

3. The method by which the learner works with these ex
periences, projects, enterprises, or drill exercises should be such 
&8 ealls for II mtJmimum of .elf-direction. of aB8umption of re
sponsibility, and of the exercise of choice in terms of life value. 

4. The committee feels that there is 110 fItIce8811rll conflicl 
bel7tJem proper child ZellnWng tmtl adeqluJfe prepllrlltioD for 
ZIller li'Ding. Each period in the growth from childhood to old age 
is to be considered equally as life. Each period should leave the 
individual best prepared to live the next period and through this 
to all the rest. The curriculum can best prepare for e£rective 
participation in adult life by providing a present life for the 
child, rich in experiences which increasingly identify him with 
values derived from the analysis of the aims and activities of 
life al a whole, inclusive of adult purposes and activities. nata 
from adult life go far to determine what is appropriate for 
education at each period of the child's development. The essen
tial skills and much of factual knowledge of the curriculum can 
be discovered by analysis of people's activities, of what they are 
and do. The ends of education and the more fundamental in
sights, problems, and principles, however, will be discovered only 
by a study of expert thought and feeling. 

5. It is of great moment that all our educational agencies 
be organized for the task of bringing children to II ,_ wnder
dllnding of contemporllrlllife; of its merits and deficiencies and 
to give them practice every day of their school careers in think
ing about them; in developing attitudes of understauding and 
tolerance; in developing a desire for progress and improvement; 
and in perfecting habits of creative self-expression. The school 
must consider problema and issues of economic, political, and 
social life. Only through constant practice in thinking about 
these problems, in seeing their true ,{alues, can children grow in 
power to meet them. 

6. In the organization of curriculum materials there must 
be II DeDI 'lIDtheris of 'Du.lue •• The materials of instruction should 
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be assembled from the starting point of the modes of living, of 
institutions, and of problems of contemporary life, irrespective 
of boundaries of existing school subjects. 

7. Tke ordinary .ckooZ ... bject u increanngly conBidered 
wn,ati'factory a, tke wnit of curriculwm cOnBtroction, for, as on 
the side of instruction we wish to make increasing use of pupil 
experience, so, on the side of organization we wish increasingly 
to stress function in the activity. Subject matter is considered 
as both subsequent and subordinate to some normal life activity 
or experience already under way. Subject matter is called for 
when and because this life activity has been balked for lack of 
a certain way of behaving, and its function is to aid in finding 
and acquiring the behavior which will enable the balked activity 
to proceed. 

S. As to the organization of the curriculum, tke part ,.,kick 
.kould be made in advance includes: (a) statements of ob
jectives; (b) a sequence of generic experiences shown by 
analysis to be reasonably uniform in value in achieving ob
jectives; (c) subject matter found to be reasonably uniform as 
the best means of engaging in the generic experiences; and (d) 
statements of immediate outcomes or achievements to be derived 
from the experiences. These activities, desired outcomes, and 
materials should be so arranged as to give direction to the learn
ing process. The pupil must regard the activity as his own, 
organize the materials, and think and work it through to a satis
factory conclusion, for only so does satisfactory learning take 
place. Part of the curriculum cannot be made in advance. This 
consists of the valuable interests and spontaneous natural 
activities of children. 

9. In the selection and validation of the curriculum, full fUll 

,kould be made of aU tke .pontaneoru intered. of ckiZdrllfl which 
. are identified with the objectives of :education. These spon
taneous interests are starting points but unless an expressed 
interest is in something desirable or may be easily directed 
toward some activity that is desirable, it should be eliminated 
by disuse. To validate any experience for a given grade level, 
both interest and value in the control of behavior should be used 
as tests. The large aim is the need for a rich present life for the 
learner. 
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Dr. Bonser states the following specific curriculum objectives: 
health and sanitation; practical efficiency; citizenship; recre
ation." 

Dr. Thomas Jesse Jones maintains that the whole curriculum 
shonld be dominated and humo.nized by a knowledge and a con
sciousness of community life and that elassroom activities shonld 
be rated according to -their contribution to citizenship and to 
the development of personality. In seeking to define the claims of 
the community, he draws upon observations of life -in an African 
village and believes that what is fundamental to the simple, 
primitive life there, is basic to more highly organized and chii-
1ized societies. In the most highly developed city as in the most 
primitive village, he finds that there are four essentials or 
"universals" on which our education must be based. These are: 
(1) IUalth and Sanitation; (2) Appreciation and Use of En
vironment (both material and human) ; (3) The Household and 
the Home; and (4) Recreation and Cnlture, including Re
ligion."' If education, however limited in apparent range, pro
vides for these four assets, it is a success. Unless it provides 
them, however pretentious its display of knowledge and science, 
it has failed. -

Dr. Bobbitt in his Los Angeles Course of Study arrived at 
the following objectives: (1) Development and maintenance 
of one's physical powers; (2) Development and maintenance 
of one's mental efficiency; (3) Social intercommunication 
(language); (4) Activities involved in one's general social 
relationships and behavior; (5) Parental activities and the 
maintenance of home life; (6) The activities of the efficient 
citizen; (7) The labors of one's calling and unspecialized prac
tical labors ; (8) Leisure occupations and recreations; and (9) 
Religious life and activities. These naturally group themselves 
into health, mental development, social life and activity, citizen
.hip, practical or vocational skill, recreation, and religion. 

The objective. as approved by the Committee on Rural 
Education of- the American Country Life Association in a -
tentative report are these:" education for health; education 

• The BII ...... t<w, B.M.I a_""". pp. 12-18. ·'ow B .... eiaJI 01 Bdt"ustioft, pp. 19, if . 
• T_Iit>. 0._ of .4 • .4tJ.qv<l1o B,d.". of BurGI BtJucaUtm, Columbus, 

Oblo,l92fr. 
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for citizenship; education for leisure; education for personal 
and social dynamic attitudes and activities; education for life 
occupations. 

The Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Edu
cation appointed by the National Education Association gave 
as its opinion that the main objectives of education are: (I) 
Health; (2) Command of fundamental processes; (3) Worthy 
home membership; (4) Vocation; (5) Citizenship; (6) 
Worthy use of leisure; and (7) Ethical character. 

A committee of a large religious organization, after some 
years spent in careful study and investigation, advocated the 
following ten objectives of education as the most vital ones: 

(1) Physical hcalth and fitness; (2) Mental efficiency and sound
ness; (3) The ability and disposition to make all kinds of social con
tacts properly; (4) The power to maintain right economic or bnsiness 
relationships; (5) Vocational efficiency; (6) The disposition and 
ability through wholesome avocational pnrsuits to conserve leisure 
time, snrplns energy, spare money and non-vocational talents; (7) The 
ability to maintain rightfamily relationships; (8) The ability to carry 
one's share of the larger social and civic responsibilities; (9) The 
ability and passion to build. fraternal society on a world basis; (10) 
The active personal appropriation of God'. grace and the maintenance 
of a living religions experience. 

With regard to many of these objectives several principleo 
must be kept in mind. One is that these objectives are not equal 
in value to children because of the immaturity of children, and 
that some objectives need more attention in school than others, 
the amount depending upon hoth personal and community 
factors. Also vocation considered as a preparation for a defi
nite occupation has no place in an elementary school. Pupils of 
this age are neither able physically no.:" are they mature enough 
to select and successfully master the skills requisite for trade 
work. The school, however, should bring pupils into under
standing of various occupations and appreciation of what they 
contnoute to community life. 

These objectives also need to be analyzed into their com
ponent elements and definite goals of achievement in each of 
them set up for each grade or group. 
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As regards the dift'erentiation between rural and urban cur
ricula, the goals of elementary education should be the same for 
town and country; otherwise distinct social cleavages may be 
formed. So far as possible the same educational opportunities, 
breadth of vision, and culture, should be provided for rural 
people as for urban. Anything dift'erent from this is undemo
cratic. However, the organization of the content of elementary 
education and especially the method used in presenting this, will 
dift'er in city and country owing to the dift'erences in the environ
ments and the dift'erent experience content which the two groups 
of pupils have on entering schooL The present dift'erent atti
tudes and ideals of the two groups necessitate adaptations re
garding projects and their development. 

Moreover, in most rural schools a teacher has more than one 
class, sometimes three or four, under his guidance and the 
organization of the curriculum must be such as to provide. for 
this administrative situation. In most cases the pupils of rural 
schools have been organized into groups, either according to 
age, interests, capacities, or merely by combining two adjacent 
grades. The curriculum should, accordingly, be organized for 
such rural schools by groups rather than by grades. 

Finally, the curriculum should be a growing one, developed 
and formulated by all those who are directly concerned with it. 
lt should be a co-operative procedure. The pupils, the teachers, 
the supervisors, the administrators, and the specialists in cur
riculum construction all have important contributions to make 
from their educational experience. The curriculum should be 
revised as classroom experience indicates changes which should 
be made; or other more desirable activities which should be 
added; or closer and more effective adjustments to the environ
ment which should be brought about; or new discoveries of better 
educational methods which should be used. In fact, the cur
riculum which is regarded as thoroughly satisfactory and com
plete is the one which is most likely to become outworn and un
adaptable. Only as an experimental attitude is maintained and 
as the pupil's present life and development, hi. fuller adjust
ment to, and improvement of, the environment are kept as para
mount aims, will the curriculum continue to be dynamic, flexible, 
and socially useful. 
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GzlO:RAL SUMMARY 

A careful study of this chapter will reveal that the principles 
of curriculum construction advocated by the specialists quoted, 
are almost entirely in harmony with the philosophy of education 
and the educational ideals outlined in the first part of this chap
ter; also that they support and justify the general standard for 
judging educational values which was assumed in Chapter I, 
i.e., all that makes for the development of each individual in 
personal and socially beneficial ways is of educational worth, 
so that the judgment made upon education in India, both present 
and past, was made upon a basis approved by many of the most 
eminent educational thinkers. 

Moreover, it has been shown in this chapter that the central 
educational aim, growth directed toward social objectives, is 
in accord with modern educational psychology; that it fulfila 
the demands of a dynamic sociology; and that it is the central 
theme, the scarlet thread which runs through educational 
philosophy. It provides for the fullest development of each indi
vidual, yet always in such a way as to bring about social im
provement and progress. It makes very clear that self and 
society are vitally interrelated; that one cannot develop without 
the other; and that the richest results are secured when there is 
large and effective interaction on high levels over wide areas. 

It does not make either the mistake of going to the extremes 
of rabid individualism or that of subordinating and confining 
the individual to the dominant social order, but rather it strikes 
the mean which provides for leadership, democracy, and 
progress-the fullest development of each for the service of all. 
It alao does not make the mistake of merely hoping that present 
education will prepare for such development, but it so organizes 
its curriculum and classroom procedure that these are lived 
out in the classroom from day to day. It maintains that only as 
children live abundantly and are socially helpful from day to 
day, will they be most likely to do so in the future. 

If society expects pupils to reveal initiative, purposefulne.s, 
reflection, co-operation, social responsibility, high ideala, and 
progressiveness later in life, the one certain way of achieving 
this, is to see that these qualities are exercised and developed 
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each day in the classroom". With such conditions prevailing, we 
have substantial grounds for expecting the gradual develop
ment of attractive, capable, socially minded personalities whose 
vision, purpose, and effort will mean a better social order. 

This is what is needed in India and especially in the villages. 
A mere command of the tools of literacy will not change the 
attitudes, appreciations, and. ideals of the people. It will not 
bring about better economic, social, and health conditions. It 
will not unite village people with urban people. It will not lead 
to a united India. Only as village education results in changed 
attitudes, larger outlook, constructive social purposes and the 
knowledge and ability to carry these out, will a more satisfying 
form of village life and a better village environment be brought 
about. 



CHAPTERXvn 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FOR 
CURRICULUM-MAKING 

IN A study of this scope it has been necessary to deal with a 
number of diverse, though related, fields of study and inquiry. 
In Part I a review of education in India and tbe Punjab was 
given in order tbat past experience might be available for cur
riculum construction. In Part II an account of present-day 
educational practices was presented for the same purpose. In 
Part m a social study of the Punjab was made in order tbat 
environmental elements might be available for curriculum con
struction, and in Part IV modem social and educational ideals 
and tendencies were outlined in order that the wealtb of world 
experience and world thought might be brought to bear upon 
India's educational future. 

In this concluding chapter an attempt will be made to syntbe
size tbe material presented in previous chapters and to focus it 
upon the specific problem of curriculum construction for India. 
For ease of reference an outline form will be used, witb crOS8-
references to sections of the book in which tbe topics mentioned 
are more fully discussed. 

WEAltNESSES 011' PRESENT-DAY EDUCATION IN INDIA1 

The weaknesses of education in India will be grouped under 
tbree heads: those revealed by a study of educational history 
and present practice; tbose revealed by a study of environment; 
and tbose revealed by a study of modem educational tbeory. . 

I 

Revealed by II Study of Educ~'iontJl Hutory 
ontl Pre,ent Proctice" 

1. The taking over from other countries and otber times of 
systems of education which have proved satisfactory in tbeir 

• Suggested remedies for these weaknesses will be found OD pp. 8, It, SO, 
d, M. • See Parts I and II. 
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own times and places, )Iut which are not adapted to the India 
of the present, such as English education and forest asrams. 

2. The domination of elementary education by higher edu
cation, to such an extent, that, beginning with higher institu
tions of learning based on foreign models, lower schools have 
been regarded chie1ly as tributary to the higher schools and 
their curricula determined accordingly. This has resulted in 
developing a relatively small group of educated people who are 
more or less denationalized and are therefore out of sympathy 
with native ideals and needs. 

S. The exalting of administrative efficiency and standardiza" 
tion at the expense of effective learning and pupil development. 

41. The lack of a definite policy of expansion and growth, 80 

that the course of study has resulted from the exigencies of the 
occasion; subjects have been added when there was a demand 
for them or eliminated when the course became too heavy. 

5. The attempted simplification of elementary education by 
confining the work to the three R's and to informational reading, 
which has not really simplified education for the child. 

6. The over-emphasis upon outward trappings and the 
mere machinery of education--such as standardized equipment, 
set examinations, degrees, etc. 

7. The narrowness and specialization of the curriculum, 
which has aimed to prepare pupils for government service, 
elerical work, or the demands of higher education. 

8. The dual attitudes leading toward the disorganizing and 
disintegrating of personality which have resulted from divided 
aims-Eastern and Western systems of education carried on 
side by side without co-ordination; literary and vocational 
aspects of education separated; etc. 

n 
Re"tJeo,led by 0, Study of Enflironment· 

9. The development of the elementary course of study en
tirely apart from out-of-school experience, so that pupils often 
do not know what the subject matter is for or how and when 
to use it; the emphasis upon formal subject matter and a text-

• See Part IlL 
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book to the neglect of the life situations in the pupils' &nd com
munity's daily experiences and needs. 

10. The insufficient attention to racial culture and aspira
tions, to colloquial languages, traditions, and community ex
perienc~ neglect which has hindered creative thought and 
expression &nd has prevented wide enrichment of Indian life. 

11. The insufficient attention to the large social and scien
tific developments which have brought world-wide changes and 
have affected, and will increasingly affect, the whole texture of 
Indian life. 

12. The restricting of educational opportunity on account 
of sex, caste, religion, economic status, domicile (rural or 
urban), etc., which perpetuates social cleavages, in the home, the 
community, and the nation, and hinders the social, civic, and 
political progress of the country. 

13. The neglect of such phases of education as will bring 
health and happiness to the communities from which the children 
come and to which they should return fully equipped for civic, 
social, and economic service. 

m 
Rf/'Oealeil by a Study of Moiler,. Educational Theory 

141. The persistence of lifeless uniformity and conformity 
and the lack of investigation and experimentation, resulting 
from a negative, unprogressive attitude. 

16. The strict, mechanical, rigid type of classroom disci
pline, which has encouraged the domination of the teacher and 
has repressed the individuality of the pupil. 

16. The neglect of the social aspects of the classroom and 
of the larger environment. 

17. The neglect of the valuable luggestions and purpose. 
of the pupils themselves. . 

18. The use of repetition, drill, and memorizing as methods 
of learning, to the neglect of the more important aims of learn
ing effective techniques in life situations, developing socially 
valuable habits and ideals and of stimulating creative expres
sion. 

19. The use of the analytical method of learning-beginning 
with the simplest forms &nd proceeding to the more complex, 
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instead of beginning with that which is familiar to the child even 
though it be complex. 

20. The lack of character development due to the emphasis 
upon subject-matter courses, formal methods, rigid disci
pline, etc. 

BASIC PRINCIPLES "OB CUBBICtrLtrK-MAxING 

The following basic principles for curriculum construction 
embody the conclusions deduced from a careful study of India'. 
educational history, of environmental elements in the. Punjab, 
and of modern educational ideals: . 

I 

Initial COI1rideratioraa 

1. The pupil should be kept central in the curriculum and 
in the educative process. His interests, experiences, and needs 
should be evaluated and the most worthy of these so utilized and 
guided in the classroom as to secure his best development toward 
social ends. Both in making the curriculum and in the way it is 
utilized in the classroom situation, the child and his fullest ex
pression and progress should be the supreme consideration. 

2. It is believed that the fullest and best development of the 
pupil will be brought about when he works reasonabll near the 
limits of his resources at valuable activities which are of real 
interest and worth to him, especially when these are carried to 
completion in their natural setting under intelligent,sympa
thetic, adult guidance, in a stimulating social environment. 
Such activities may be those of either the individual or the group, 
but in either case the pupil should have definite responsibility 
both for the procedure and for the results. 

8. The curriculum should take the child's out-of-school play 
and work interests and experiences and should s\lpplement, ex
tend, elevate, and guide these to secure the best educational re
.ults. All that is undertaken in school should have definite rela
tion to the life of the pupil and the community. Th~ pupils' lives 
and experiences should be raised progressively to higher levels, 
but the tap-roots should be back in their previous experiences ' 
and relationships. There can be no sudden jump from one level.w· 
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of experience to another but only gradual progression, with 
plenty of inter-associations with all that has gone before. This 
is true "simplification of the learning process." 

4. Learning should be thought of as new ways of behaving
as changes in conduct and in ways of responding. Learning is 
not the mere storing up of information to be released upon de
mand, but it is the actual reorganization of experiences to se
cure more satisfying and effective types of response. The posi
tion is definitely taken that the only way to learn to be healthy 
is not merely to increase one's information about health but to 
live in a healthy way. Not only the information but the utiliza· 
tion of it in natural situations is necessary to fulfill the learning 
process. This is equally true of the larger aspects of education 
such as democracy and social service, and of the practical skills 
like handwriting and arithmetic. 

6. Education is not merely the preparation for a distant 
future nor is it merely emphasis upon the past; it is rather the 
guiding of the pupil into richer and more effective living here 
and now. It is believed that the best preparation for the futurE 
lies in the most effective living at each stage of life, when this is 
vitally related to, and organized with, what has gone before. 

6. The curriculum should be dynamic, /lexible, adjusting 
itself to pupils' needs from day to day and from grade to grade. 
This will involve constant observation of all the elements that 
enter into curriculum construction.' As changes occur, the cur· 
riculum should be revised to keep it in harmony with changin~ 
social conditions and with the developments of educational 
philosophy, psychology, and method. This puts considerablE 
responsibility on the teacher, because it involves frequent check· 
ing up of the value of the present curriculum and frequenl 
evaluating of all the new possibilities suggested from many dif· 
ferent sources. . 

7. The curriculum, though of ·fundamental importance, 
should be thought of as only one part of the total educatiVE 
process, and it should be of such a character as will help all thE 
other factors to do their best work. This will mean utilizatiom 
of all means of improving and extending the work of the school 

• See below. 
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through dorts of pupils, teachers, and parents, and also 
through such administrative aids as diagnostic tests, super
vision, etc. 

IT 

A_ 
8. The aims, objectives, and ideal goals of the curriculum 

may be determined: (/I) by a personal analysis of the life and 
attitudes of the pupils; (b) by a social survey of the benefits 
and Iacks of the environment; (c) by an analysis of the favorable 
and unfavorable influences and movements in national and inter'
national life; (/I) by determining what are the desired results 
of classroom activities; (e) by accepting those aims which have 
been shown to be of real educational value in other times and 
places; (f) by including those phases of knowledge, techniques, 
habits, attitudes, appreciations, and ideals, which will enable 
pupils to fit into and improve their environments. 

9. These aims should be stated not only for the specific out
comes of knowledge but also for desired changes in behavior, 
habits, attitudes, appreciations, and ideals. There should be 
recognition, too, of the need for open-mindedness and critical
mindedness, for a broad, progressive, democratic outlook; for 
tolerant, unselfish attitudes, and for enriched appreciations. 
These are necessary if India is to keep abreast of a rapidly 
moving civilization and to make the contributions of which she 
is capable. . 

10. On the basis of approved criteria, aims should be ar
ranged in the order of their relative importance and analyzed 
and classified 'according to the possibilities of their accomplish
ment by different age groups. 

11. The ultimate aims and ideals for the elementary school 
curriculum should be general-the same for boys and girls and 
for people of differing social status and locality. There should 
be at least a common level of educative experience which will 
prepare all people for intelligent social and civic responsibility 
and for the nobler satisfactions of life. This does not lessen 
the need of caring for individual differences of pupils with refer
ence to their capacities, dispositions, needs, and experience back- • 
grounds. 

" 
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m 
.A.ctWitiea 

12. Activities may come from at least six different sources: 
(a) the spontaneous interests and activities of the children 
arising from their school life or from their out-of-school life; 
(b) those arising from an analysis of the life and needs of the 
pupils; (c) those arising from a study of the community; 
(d) those arising from observation of and contact with nature; 
(e) those arising from wider social contacts and relationships; 
(f) those which have been proved of value in other places and 
school systems. All these activities should be evaluated and 
classified for pupils of different ages. Many more activities 
should be available than the pupils of any given grade can under
take, so that there may be opportunity for them to choose those 
of most interest and value. 

13. Purposeful activities are emphasized as the fundamental 
units in the successful attaining of objectives; purpose provides 
the readiness and the "drive" to carry forward useful work. 
It defines the end to be attained; it guides and directs the 
process; and it brings about degrees of satisfaction as the 
various subsidiary objectives are successfully accomplished. 
Interest, wholehearted, purposeful activity, satisfaction, and 
the desire to continue related phases of the activity fulfill the 
essential conditions of effective learning. The teacher should 
see the special educative possibility of each activity, but to the 
child it is largely interesting and enjoyable living. The activity 
side, manual, mental, social, is emphasized because one learns 
best through motivated self-effort and through actual participa
tion with others in accomplishing valuable ends. 

H. In terms of environment, classroom activities might in
clude those related to "the home and it~ associations; to the out
standing needs of life-food, clothing, shelter, utensils, tools, 
machines, records, social, civic, and religious needs; to play and 
various other forms of recreation; to health, hygiene, and sani
tation; to the farm and to various other occupations; to the 
village-its life, work, and relationships; to the various social 
and civic institutions; to scientific progress and invention; to 
nature, beauty, and the aesthetic side of life; and to the wider 
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social, economic, and cultural relationships of the nation and 
the world. Full consideration should also be given to the short
ages in environmental attitudes, such as negative views of life, 
lack of initiative and progressive effort, mechanical fatalism, 
over-emphasis upon the past, passivity, conservatism, etc. 

15. In terms of types, these activities will involve construc
tive or creative work; investigative, observational, and problem 
activities; games, stories, music, literature and dramatic art; 
other recreational activities; social organizations and extra
curricular activities; and lastly, activities for developing skills, 
habits, and time-saving operations which are found to be neces
sary to attain desired ends. 

16. In terms of procedure, these activities will involve the 
utiliZing of the children's valuable experiences and suggestions 
and supplementing these by additional information gained 
through ·guiding their inquiries, investigations, discussions, ob
servations, and reading; also guiding the children to discover 
relationships and to organize facts, to think through an effective 
plan to co-operate in carrying it out, and to evaluate results. 

17. Specific activities should be cho~en from among those 
listed, which will advance anyone desired aim. In addition to 
these activities, chosen in advance, ·there will be spontaneous 
activities (and objectives) arising from the unforseen interesting 
happenings in the environment, which will also contribute to the 
desired objectives. These spontaneous activities, from their very 
nature, cannot be determined in advance, but time and space 
must be left for them in the school curriculum, and for this 
reason the curriculum is never completed but is always in 
process of formation and adjustment. Both teachers and pupils, 
therefore, have the opportunity and the responsibility for con
tinuously improving and extending both the activities and their 
aims, and in this very process lie large possibilities of growth 
for both pupils and teachers. 

IV 

Cltu.room E1I'IMOnment and ProceiltJ.re 

18. The atmosphere, environment and procedure of the, 
elassroom should be 8uch as to encourage pupils to put forward 
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their interest, purposes, and problems; to initiate and carry out 
original creative activities as nearly as possible in their natural 
social settings; to bring into the classroom the results of their 
observations and investigations of various types of environ
mental life and activities and to evaluate them, the most valuable 
being carried to completion in their natural relationship to life 
outside and in such a way as to enrich environmental usage. 

19. The classroom environment should be free enough to 
stimulate pupils to formulate classroom standards and rules 
of conduct. Pupils should have responsibility for the observance 
of such rules and for adjusting breaches of discipline. There 
should be responsible freedom, self control, group responsibility, 
wider sympathies, and social service toward environmental im
provement. 

20. The teacher sh~uld ever be on the alert to sense educa
tional and character-forming opportunities in this social pro
cedure and to use it to the best possible advantage. The teacher's 
place in such a classroom is one that involves an ability to make 
himself a real member of the group, not dominating it but 80 

guiding it as to utilize and enrich the best interests, experiences 
and capacities of its members and to release these in socially 
beneficial ways, at the same time stimulating the pupils to im
prove what has been poorly done, to feel realsati.faction in their 
worthy accomplishments, and to see new interests and ''leads'' 
in the activity just completed. 

21. The teacher should also realize that pupils seldom learn 
merely one thing in a given learning procedure. Knowledge of 
some sort may be the teacher's aim but in the process of securing 
it, the pupils are probably registering their attitudes for or 
against that subject or that teacher or the using of their time 
for that pUrpose. They may gradually be building up an antago
nistic set against books or against go4ig to school, or against 
a particular subject of study. Moreover, their attention may be 
divided, or fixed upon other things, and-this often involves un
desirable learnings and the building up of bad habits such as 
deception, dawdling, etc. In every activity or experience some 
such additional learnings are going on, and out of these, to a 
considerable extent, come the attitudes toward, and the choices 
of, life. However, if the activities are vitally interesting, as de
scribed in preceding paragraphs, all this incidental learning 
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will be of inestimable value in building up such traits as initia
tive, concentration, self-reliance, social responsibility, etc. 

22. From this the teacher will-see that character develop
ment is most effectively secured in the natural need and utiliza
tion of attitudes, appreciations, moral traits, and ideals, in use, 
as described above. However, to secure these character results, 
efFectiye teacher guidance is necessary throughout the school 
life so that religious and moral guidance and inspiration will be 
available as -the situations arise which require them. Direct 
moral and religious instruction have their place, but they will 
be most valuable in the influencing of conduct if they are utilized 
and learned in the actual life experience demanding their appli
cation. 

v 
Subject Matter tJ'Ild the Teding of Learning Outcome. 

23. Subject matter in this type of curriculum is thought of 
as vital experience definitely needed in order to carry forward 
and enrich the activity in which the pupil is engaged. As the 
pupil undertakes an activity, he tends to recall the ways in 
which he has responded to similar situations before. If these 
are found to be inadequate, he must secure further knowledge 
and more effective plans. When such further subject matter 
is actually needed, the pupil is ready to put forth every effort 
to secure and master it. Moreover, he appreciates the enlarging 
and enriching of his activity through additional subject-matter 
materials, if these add to his sense of satisfyingness. If the 
activity demands a certain degree of skill in the subject-matter 
tools (the three R's, etc.), the pupil is usually willing to prac
tice these when he sees clearly just what they are for and realizes 
the time and annoyance they will save him. Drill and practice 
under these conditions are not distasteful but bring latisfaction 
because they help the pupil to carry out activities in which he 
is deeply interested. It is for this reason that a curriculum 
Ihould contain sets of carefully graded diagnostic "practice 
exerciaes," to be used when pupils recognize the need for them. 
It should also be rich in reference materials, so that pupila can 
find pertinent information needed to carry out their purposes 
and to provide material for thinking. 
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240. While the best of the world's culture should be available 
to anyone who can profit from it, education, for psychological 
reasons should be rooted not only in the pupil's experience, but 
in his racial culture. It should be indigenous, not foreign; it 
should utilize Indian folk-lore customs, and environmental con
ditions; it should deal with local and national institutions, and 
from these may proceed to more cosmopolitan conceptions. The 
best Indian and Oriental culture may then be co-ordinated with 
the best of Western culture. Such a union will enrich social life 
and improve the relations between East and West. 

25. The checking of learning outcomes by means of tests, 
measurements, examinations, etc., should be educative in charac
ter, not only revealing the pupils' weaknesses but analyzing the 
causes of these and following them up with the necessary 
remedial measures. Pupils should have the opportunity to 
measure their own progress and should be guided in the kind 
of practice required to meet their needs. Individual differencel 
should ever be kept in mind and both the ultimate requirements 
and the methods of securing them varied accordingly. AlIO, tho. 
measurements and checks made should not merely be concerned 
with the testing of subject-matter information and skills, but 
should analyze other learning outcomes as well, luch al atti
tudes, appreciations, etc. Moreover, these testings should not 
dominate the educational process, but should be used merely 
as a means of checking up and diagnosing results. 

SUGGESTIONS ~OR A GRADED lliTHOD O~ PROCEDURE 

It is recognized that not all of these suggestions can be carried 
out at once in the elementary schools of India, nor would it be 
wise to make such drastic alterations immediately, even though 
it could be done. One must begin where things are; but as rapidly 
as possible the present hindering conditions, snch as type of 
teacher and teacher-training, fixed code, fixed examination re
quirements, finance, existing textbooks, etc., should be modified, 
so that they will in time assist rather tban retard the securing 
of the valuable educational goals of the curriculum. What is 
needed is gradual adjustment so that pupils, teachers, head
masters, and parents may 8ee the greater values of 8uch educa
tion, may understand something of its underlying principles, 
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and may realize their privileges and responsibilities in carrying 
it out in the elassroom. 

It would obviously be fatal for schools to shift immediately 
from repressive, autocra.tic discipline to democratic freedom 
and self-expressiou of pupils; from a rigorously outlined class
room procedure to one of purposed activities; from a strongly 
individualized organization to a freely functioning social group. 
There should also be time and opportunity for teachers to be 
educated up to their new fuuctions and to understand the educa
tional philosophy which lies behind them. This does not mean, 
however, that nothing can be done at once; it means rather that 
a carefully thought out program or policy must be gradually 
evolved in consultation with teachers, that the whole program 
be divided into sections to be adopted in the order in which they 
can probably be best introduced. In such a procedure-carefully 
thinking through the whole plan and each separate part; doing 
this with the teachers and carefully preparing them for the 
work they are to do; supervising the undertaking and checking 
up the outcomes; proceeding only at a rate justified by the re
sults--surely there is no cause for alarm or any possibility of 
danger to learning outcomes, but rather every possibility for 
improvement and educational progress. 

The following are definite suggestions for the gradual in
troduction of a curriculum made in accordance with the prin
ciples outlined above: 

1. An easy way of beginning is to set apart one elass period, 
or about an hour each day, as a "free period" in which pupils 
may put forward the ways in which they should most like to 
spend their time. Let reasons be given for the value of the sug
gested activities, and then let the pupils choose which one of the 
group-approved activities they would like to undertake during 
that hour. Special emphasis should be placed upon creative work 
and individual expression. Teacher and pupils might set up 
standards of conduct to govern this period, and special guidance 
and training should be given in so conducting oneself and his 
work as not to interfere with any of the other children. Various 
experiences should also be shared with the whole group. Later, 
as pupils gain in self-control and social adjustment, more free
dom might be given to work on individual interests and activities, 
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2. Another possibility would be to select one of the most 
valuable of the pupils' out-of-school activities or a project of 
vital interest to them, regarding which the teacher has con
siderable knowledge and experience. The preparation for this 
project should be very carefully made, the teacher arranging 
his classroom environment, planning his procedure, and guiding 
the pupil.' preparation, discussion, and work, so that much of 
interest and educational value may be accomplished. Pupils will 
thus learn to talk, plan, and work together, and to bring social 
pressure to bear upon those who are not inclined to respect the 
rights of others. The teacher should arrange also that such 
satisfaction will accompany and follow each phase of the activity 
that the pupils will strongly desire to continue it or to undertake 
a related activity, and will be eager to give more of their time 
to this kind of work and play. As to the time to be devoted to this 
activity-education, the free period, along with that school period 
whose subject matter is most needed for the project, might be 
utilized. As the pupils develop capacity to use this amount of 
time profitably, it should be increased gradually until all of the 
school time is so utilized. 

3. Another way of beginning would be to work out OD a 
project basis the preparations which are made in some form 
in many schools for the observance of holidays: symbolizing the 
change and characteristics of the seasons of the year; making 
plans for chapel periods, class worship, entertainments, school 
exhibits; getting ready for important school visitors; working 
out dramas, musicals, etc.; working in school gardens and in 
manual training; and participating in extra-curricular activi
ties. These things should be carefully planned by pupils and 
teacher, and so carried out and supervised as to secure the maxi
mum learning outcomes and so to be a real preparation for 
more extensive activity education. 

4. Pupils might be stimulated and guided in carrying out 
the interests, activities, and duties of their homes on & higher 
educative and social level. The various types of constructive 
exploratory and recreational work and play in which most chil
dren engage might be used. Also home duties and chores, home 
gardens, the care of pets and other animals, various hobbies, 
might be included. These should be proposed in school, discussed 
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and planned in the best way, records kept of the results secured, 
and the whole experience shared with one's classmates. 

Ii. A list might be made of all the activities which might be 
of interest and value to pupils in the subject-matter field best 
known to the teacher, where his possibilities of 8UCCesS will prob
ably be the greatest. The pupils, after consideration, would then 
select from this list, the activity which appeals most to them, 
and, in co-operation with the teacher, would discuss it, secure the 
information needed and make the necessary plans to carry it to 
completion. After a number of such activities have been carried 
out, an attempt might be made at permitting pupils to divide 
into groups, 80 that each of the various groups might .under
take the project which appealed most to them. Later, activities 
could be developed in the other subject-matter fields in similar 
ways. 

6. A further beginning stage would be to work out carefully 
the detailed objectives of a given school subject through a 
social survey and analysis: a study of the interests and needs 
of pupils; the accumulated experience of teachers; the possible 
goals to be reached through the chosen schoolroom activitie8; 
and the findings of specialists in this subject of study. These 
objectives should then be arranged in their order of importance; 
subdivided into objectives for knowledge, habits, attitudes, and 
appreciations and then graded for use in the various school 
grades. Educative activities of real interest, usableness, and 
need to pupils should then be collected. These could be secured 
through the observation of pupil's interests and their spon
taneous purposes; through a survey of the things which in
terest them within and outside of the school; through discover
ing what things the community expects pupils to know and to 
do and also those that are required by the wider environment; 
through activities in this subject which other teachers and 
schools have found to be worth while; and lastly, through at
tempting to 8tate a8 activities, essential knowledge., attitudes, 
and other desired outcomes of the chosen subject of study. This 
plan has the advantage of utilizing a modified form of an activity 
curriculum without seriously changing the subject of study 
organization. However, it has the decided disadvantage of cone 
fining the activity largely to one subject-matter field, and this 
is very different from ordinary life activities, which usually 
cut across and ignore subject-matter divisions. 
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7. Much more rapid introduction of an activity curriculum 
can be secured where the teachers meet regularly with someone 
who is well versed in this more modern philosophy of education 
and work out in detail valuable classroom activities and the best 
methods of carrying them out in the school. Also where the 
teachers have the benefit of such a leader's supervision and dem
onstration, where the problems which arise in the classroom and 
the weaknesses in teaching procedure can be directly and 
definitely analyzed and solutions worked out, rather rapid shift. 
can be made from the old to the new procedure until all the school 
work is on an activity basis. Even then this meeting of the 
teachers and the mutual sharing of their experiences and tech
niques should be continued. These teachers should also keep 
careful records of the learning outcomes of the various activities 
and at least every month these should be checked against the 
requirements of the syllabus for that month. Where less has been 
accomplished by the pupils than was required, some special at
tention should be given in the succeeding month to those activi
ties which provide the necessary practice, so as to make up the re
vealed shortages. Also, at the end of the school year each 
teacher should pass on to the teacher of the next grade a full 
statement of what has been accomplished of the required ob
jectives and content. In this way the purposefulness of the 
activities is maintained and yet adequate provision is made for 
safeguarding the accomplishment of the required goals and 
objectives by a given grade. 

8. In the case of experimental schools having capable lead
ership and a well prepared staft', these suggestions and recom
mendations can be tried out more rapidly, new activities steadily 
introduced, and the results measured. After considerable valu
able experience and data have been so obtained and these care
fully tested and found worthy, the activities and the method 
can be passed on to other schools, with' confidence and certainty. 
In this way, through the experience of many teachers in many 
schools, some very valuable activities and methods of procedure 
can gradually be built up .• 

'Such belp CAn be oeeured from 7'1l<I Vill<z/l' T .... ,..,. .. J"""",,, Mop; M.,_v, (OA .... """) B_Uoa; varloaa _f ...... "" reporta (N'atlono1 
Chrlotlau Council) and material and deacrlptlODll oeeured from the oat-
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CoNCLUSION 

. Teachers and schools should not he satisfied with degrees of 
success in these ''introductory'' phases of project work. As 
rapidly as possible they should move forward to more extensive 
purposed activities, to a more developed activity curriculum, and 
to hetter equipped teachers and supervisors, capable of securing 
the largest educative outcomes from this work. Small heginnings 
and graded procedures are necessary, but each of these should 
he used only so long as they are essential to getting on to the 
next higher stage. 

Dr. F. G. Bonser emphasizes this same point of view: 

The curriculum must grow as a really living thing and the teachers 
must grow with it, if it is to he eft"eetive. Since the ultimate source of 
the projects is in the children and the lociallife of which the1. are a 
part, the teachers eannot impose any hastily constroeted eurriculum, 
without destroying the very spirit .nd means of growth, which a 
revision is desigued to promote.' 

In all this, the emphasis is upon starting gradually from the 
school situation where one finds himself; upon courageous ex-
perimentation; upon a desire for improvement, yet moving only 
as rapidly as results seem to justify; and upon the groWth and 
development of the teachers in harmony with the changes and 
developments in the curriculum. The important things to ascer
tain are that one's goals and one's directions are right; that 
adequate preparation for each step has been made; that the 
pupils are manifesting initiative, creative expression, and eo-, 
operative social action; that the outcomes are carefully tested 
from stage to stage and vitally related to life; and that one 
persists in moving forward regardless of the difficulties which 
are certain to he met in every school system and which must 
ultimately be overcome. With such a spirit, such tested pro
cedures, ouch sharing of experiences, such continuous growth 
of pupils and teachers, and such gradual and carefully planned 
introduction of new techniques, under supervision, there is much 
reason for hoping that a more effective elementary curriculum 
and education may he successfully deVeloped in India. 
standing ochoola described In thII .toIIy. Suggested projects can b. secured 
from th .... _ and &lao from the boob Usted In th. Bibliography. 

• Tho BIotnoAtar, S.h.ol 0_-, p. 62f. . 
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L FAMILY BUDGETS 
L Alnru .... F£JIJL ... B_ ar ~ J~ .. w F .......... (_ ................. _ 

lIII0')' 
(Owns fourteen ..,.." of cultivable 1aDd) 

1_ BuJI ... 
GraIn crops 

wheat, 18 1D&1IIlIIs" ............................ &. 290 
maioe, 19 mauncla ••..•.........•...........•. &. 76 
gram, 10 maunda ....•.........••........•.•.. lis. 10 

Gar (crude, ..... sugar), S2 mauncla @ ••••••.••. &. 8 
Cottoo, I maunda @ ............................ &. IS 
Dal (lentils), lID _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 
Fralt IIDId ................................... .. 
Other..,....,.. ................................ . 

fIS· 
2IIS 
16 

I 
8 

211 

Total .............................................. &. 771S B.,, __ .. 

P_t. to Iahoren ........................... &. 152 
Land revenue, Ioeal ...... and malha ..••....••.. &. 68 
Purchaae of iron or Implement. .........•....... lis. 8 
Purchaae of ... We (non-rec:urrlng) ..••..•••.•... &. 80 

Foodatnlf. produced at home 
wheat, 68 mauncla ............................ &. 2SO 
other foods (gram, make, pr, and dal) ...... &. 188 

188 

-----
618 

C10thIDg produced at home... ..• . . . . . ... •. . . . ... 80 
Food purd>aaed from tho market 

sugar, tea, &pI .... tohacoo 
veget&bleo (In exdumge for grain)............ III 

Medlclnes .••..•.......• . • . . . . . . • . . .. . . .. . . . . . . 20 
I\epsIring bonae and utensJls. .. .. . • • . .. .. .. . • • . . IS 
Edneatlon and hooks. • . • .. . . . . . . . . . . .. • • . • • . . . . • , III 
Soclal_ 

giving of nenndas (gifts) ..................... lis. 40 
performanee of funeral rita ................. &. 1211 

-----
161 

Litigation (including bribea).................... 11 
MIaceIIaneowJ •••.••..•••••....••..••.••.••...•. lID 

Total •......•........•.........•.....•.....•..•....... lIs._ 
Defld.t for year ......•...•.•....•..................... lis. 169 

'BhaIIa, ~ .. B __ 1e 8twrJs1I of B"' ....... ,...... p. In • 
• A maund Ia oqnal to 78 ponnda, and a rnpee Ia DOrma1J;y SS .... ts. 
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NOD. The above agrees with the Jat'a statement that he had to borrow 
Ro. 160. In this budget Ro. 1611 are devoted to the burden of social custom 
and Ro. 15 to litigation I The money spent for wheat III rather high and the 
diet III poorly balanced. 

2. AlflnJ'.A.L FAKILT BlJDOZT 0 .... WUTD (JU..Jf AlfD WIPB)' 

l""Dm' Ro. .. • 
Income trom weaving . ............................ . 146 
Ineome from other sour... (fruit, fteld work). . . . • .. 11 

18 8 
9 I ----

Total ...........•............................ 1640 10 

E"".Mitur. 
Land revenue and Cbaukidara (watchman)......... 7 5 4 
Wheat and malu eonsumed (26 maunds) .......... 105 :I 0 
Gur and lUgar.................................... 7 11 I 
Tobacco ................................... 1. • • • •• t • 6 
Dal (palse) .................•.................... t 
Mustard oU and .pl ............................... 2 

• 6 
14 8 

Cloth .......•........•..••....................... 18 9 1 
Kerosene oil ...................................... 2 4 7 
Miscellaneous ........•.....•..................... 12 4 7 ----

Total ........................................ 169 12 S 
Deficlt ..•••••.•........•.......••........ I 6 10 

N 0'1'1':. The standard ot the weaver 11 much lower than the previous land· 
owner. and yet he finds It difticult to make both eods meet. The only bope 
here is for an Incr .... In earning eapacitT. for It III di1licult to see how 
OlqlOIldltures could be reduced. Nothing III Included In this budget for 
implemeots, medicines. house furulshlngs, and the diet III simple aod meagre. 
It should be DOted how large a proportion of the Income III used for food. 

S. AlrlnJAL F.um.r B_ .... C ........ (Looua)' ( ......... OJIII 

WOIlAll', ~ I'OW CHILDUlJ) 

1""..... IWp.H 
Produced &8 • cultivator.............. . . . . . . . . . . . .. IS 
Earned &8 a laborer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81 
Ramed. .. a reaper in Bess ................................. SO 
Sale of ghi............................................... 60 
Sale of. cow •.•...•.............. : ....................... SO 
Earnings of woman at odd Jobs ....•.....................•. ~ 
Earnings of c:hildreo plc:king cotton........................ ~ 
Earulogs from making rope............................... ~ 

Total .........••...............•...............•...•. 227-3-4 

B._tur .. 
Wheat (24 maunds). maize, and rice (8) .................... 160 
Our.S .................................................... II 

• La .... T1u B .... .- Llf. of II P .... jGb Yil/ag., pp. 112-18. 
• Bha11a, op. cU., p. 17L 
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Dal (lentils) •.••..•...•••.•••••••.••••.•••....••••.•••... s 
Salt IUId splcea......................................... . . . 2 
Tobaem ...••••••••••.••....••••••••••.....••••.•••..•.•• I 
Medlcines .••.•.. . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • 2 
on ....................................................... B 
Clothes .•.••••••••••••••••••..••.•..••••••..••••••••••••.. !IO 
.MlseelIaneoua •• '. . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • .. .. • • •• 10 

Total ................................................ 2111 

N..... This budget indicates how dlftU:ult the eeonomlc struggle lB • .101 ..... 
WODl&ll, IUId children work, and yet they barely make entia meet. Food IB 
very almp1e IUId poorly balanced. Probably some _ eaold be laved by 
_tilting cheaper gra!Da for wheat. 

II. INDEBTEDNESS IN THE PUNJAB1 

The total debt of proprietors in the Punjab is about 55 crores 
(Rs. 550,000,000, or £36,666,667). Many believe that the 
actual figure is higher than this, as this figure is about twelve 
times the land revenue, whereas when figured on the basis of 
mortgage debt, the index works out as 15%. Since land revenue 
absorbs about one-fifth of the net income of the land, this means 
that the average proprietor's debt is equal to about three years 
of his net income. 

In a study made by Darling in 1918 of 48,788 Punjabi pro
prietors, it was found that the average debt per indebted pro
prietor was Rs. 468. He also found that the larger proprietor 
is more highly indebted than the smaller, but the latter is more 
heavily involved. Only 17 per cent of the proprietors of the 
province are not in debt. 

Debt is almost as widespread among tenants as among pro
prietors; but it is much lower in amount, averaging Rs. 150 per 
family. Since there are somewhat over a million tenants, farm 
servants, etc., dependent upon agriculture, it means an ad
ditional burden for the province of 15 crores (Rs.150,000,000). 
This is about 8% times the land revenue, giving a total agri
cultural debt of 15% plus 8%, or 19 times the land revenue. 
This equals nearly 90 crores of rupees (£60,000,000). Per 
cultivated acre this amounts to Rs. 81, and to Rs. 76 per head, 
counting all those who are supported by agriculture. The annual 

• For the following f&eta I am chiefly Indebted to .101. L. Darllng'a excellent 
book, XM P .... jab p .... ,...e .. Pr.., .... ~ ..... D.be. pp. 9-111, 20. 21, 2I4t 
219, and _rim. 
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interest charges on this debt amount to over IS crores 
(£8,666,667) or nearly three times the total land revenue of 
the province. 

"Moreover, mainly owing to the inflated value of land and 
the consequent expansion of credit, this debt is much greater 
than it was 50 years ago and its rapid increase is depriving the 
cultivator of much of the benelit he might otherwise derive from 
the growing prosperity of the province." This debt is also wide
spread, for probably in no district are more than one-third of 
the cultivators free from debt and in some the percentage is less 
than 10 per cent. It also varies considerably in amount in the 
various districts. In the submontane area the total agricultural 
debt is 241 times the land revenue (Sialkot, 28; Ambala, 241; 
Hosbiarpur, 241; Gurdaspur, 20). In the Central Punjab it is 
22 times the land revenue, but there are some districts having 
very heavy indebtedness, such as Amritsar, with a multiple of 
SO times the land revenue, and Ferozepur, with S8. In the North 
Punjab the average multiple is IS (Rawalpindi, 8; Jhelum, IS; 
Attock, 18), while in the Southern Punjab the total debt as a 
multiple of the land revenue is 15 (Gurgaon, 19; Rohtak, 17; 
mssar, 15; Karnal, 11). In the Western Punjab the average 
multiple is 15 (Mianwali, 28; MuzaJfargarh, 22; Dera Ismail 
Khan, 22; Multan, 8). In the Canal Colonies, the total debt is 
only twice the land revenue. An examination of these ligures, 
together with a knowledge of the fertility of the soil and the 
amount of irrigation in these districts, shows that debt is allied 
to prosperity and to poverty alike, and that while its existence 
is due to poverty, its volume is due to prosperity. 

m. SCHOOLS IN WmCH WORK SIMILAR TO THAT 
OF MOGA IS BEING CARRIED OUT UNDER 
THE AUSPICES OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS' 

PUNJAB.-In addition to the American Presbyterian Mission 
School at Moga, there is, in connection with the same Mis
sion, the beginnings of a farm school for boys and girls at 

'From M ADawen tendered on behalf of the N aHonal Cbrlotlan Coundl 
of India, BIU'IIIAI, and Ceylon 10 the QuesHonnaire of the Royal Agrlenltural 
Commlaalon on VIUase EducaHon," by llliso E. A. GonIon and 111-.-.. 
Paton and Phlllp~N .. """", CArirl10a C .... nri/ B_. February, 192'1. 
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Shahdara (near Lahore). At SangIa Hill, Sialkot, and Pas
rur, work of a simiIar nature is carried on by the American 
United Presbyterian Mission. [There is also the Methodist 
Commnnity School at Raiwind.] 

UNITED PROVINCES.-The Methodist Episcopal Church 
has begun such work at Ghaziabad, Lodhipur, and Muttra. 
At Moradabad the Society for the Propagation of the 
Gospel is developing commnnity middle schools of rural type. 
In the same province the Church Missionary Society is about 
to develop a rural commnnity middle school on new lines. 

CENTRAL PROVINCE.-At Dhamtari the American Men
nonite Mission is beginning the training of rural teachers and 
devoting a missionary entirely to this work. The Canadian 
Mission at Kharwa, in Central India, is developing work along 
these lines. 

BOMBAY.-In Gujerat the Methodist Episcopal Church at 
Nadiad and Godhra have training work and middle schools 
on the newer lines. The Irish Presbyterian Mission has a train
ing school for women teachers at Ahmedabad, and one of the 
most notable pieces of work is that of Ankleswar, under the 
church of the Brethren. At Manmad the Church Missionary 
Society has established an important commnnity middle 
school, with both agricultural and industrial sides. In Ahmed
nagar the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel is doing 
progressive work in the training of girls, and in the same town 
a nnited teachers' training institute (begun by the American 
Marathi Mission and now supported by four other societies), 
is doing work of the highest value. 

BENGAL.-At Bhimpore,. under the auspices of the American 
Baptist Mission, most valuable experimental work has been 
done, to which special referenc~ has been made in the report 
of the Director of Public Instruction. At Asansol and Pakur, 
under the Methodist Episcopal Church, schools along modem 
lines have been established; and in Darjeeling the Church of 
Scotland proposes to initiate work of this type. At Chapra 
plans have been formulated for developing a training school 
for teachers and a rural community middle school for Bengal, 
through the joint agency of the Church Missionary Society, 
which already has a middle school there, and the United Free 

II 
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Church of Scotland [who now have a promising school at 
Kalna]. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA.-At Patna, Ranchi, and Hazaribagh, 
schools are experimenting with modern methods and good re
sults are achieved. 

MADRAS.-At Dornakal an important community middle 
school has been established under the Bishop. At Ongole, and 
in other parts of the Telugu country, the American Baptist 
Mission is undertaking rural education on modem lines. At 
Medak, in connection with the Wesleyan Methodist Mission in 
Hyderabad State; at Salem, in connection with the London 
Missionary Soci;ety; at Guntur, under the American Lu
theran Mis.ion; at Nandyal, under the Society for the Propa
gation of the Gospel, the new ideas of rural education are 
being put into action; and at Vellore, where a training school 
for teachers, begun by the American Arcot Mission, is now 
supported by three other societies. The school is soon to be 
removed to a rural centre and developed on new lines. 

BURMA.-Both the American Baptist Mission and the So
ciety for the Propagation of the Gospel are renovating their 
work in the sphere of rural education along new lines. 
"Moga has been inspiring not only missions, but also the 
Government Educational Department, to new ventures in 
rural education." In the Report on tke Progrea. of Education 
in tke Punjab for tke Year 19£6-£6, we read: 

The Punjab is fortunate to possess a most admirable model in 
the school and training class maintained by the American Presby
terian Mission at Moga, which owes so much to Mr. W. J. McKee 
and to the present principal, the Rev. A. E. Harper. In the training 
class young Indian Christians are being trained not merely to be 
effective teschers, but also to be the mainstays of their community 
in its battle for progress. Two very importsnt experiments have 
therefore been started at Gakhar and' Gurgaon, very largely in 
imitation of Moga. The former used to be a training institution of 
the ordinary type, but its scope of activity has now been expanded 
very largely by praetical training in those matters wbich sbould 
promote the well-being and progress of the Indian village. The 
School of Rural Economy, Gurgaon, is very similar in its scope, ex
eept that its pupils are teachers who have already received their 
training and have been especially selected for a further training in 
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CIIIDDl1lIIity work. It is significant that the students at Gakhar showed 
the best results in their training aaminations, and therefore go to 
premo that the fuller and wider training is not only good in itself 
but that it also improves the eftieieney of the ordinary training for 
the tesehing profession in a limited senae. Steps are now being taken 
to extend this form of training to all training institutions.-N lltiotaal 
Clarid;'. Coaacil Bet>ietII. April, 1927. 

IV. BRIEF OUTLINE OF SUGGESTED PROJECT 
ACTIvITIES OF THE SECOND GRADE 

This indicates what might be undertaken in a year in one of 
the Primary Grades. The pupils at Moga would be 8 or 9 years 
old. Due to the lack of space only a few of the first activities can 
be briefly described, the others merely being listed by title. 
In the same manner aims, objectives, outcomes, materials, con
tent, and procedure should be stated for these activities, but 
these also, under present exigencies, must be omitted. (All of the 
above will be included, however, in a series of articles which are 
to be published soon in the Village Teac1aers' J ou.moJ" Moga.) 

A. CEJfTJlAL PlW.Jl!:CT--MAlmrG A VUoLAGE GARDEN OR "ARK 

I. PupiU' intered MIi/, purp08e aroweil by visiting a farm; 
discussing this work; playing farmer; what work does father 
do; hearing stories and finding pictures about farm work; free 
activity with implements, tools, seeq, etc. When the pupils' in
terests have been aroused and they want to make a little farm 
of their own, the following problems (through the teacher's guid
ance) may arise (see also the investigative activities, p. 889): 

1. Laying out t1ae gu.rilm. Measuring the available land; 
~king the measurements. Drawing it on paper. How shall 
we divide it-? Shall each pupil have a plot or several work to
gether on one? Decision as to number of plots. Working out the 
dimensions of each plot. Checking these by plotting on the paper 
map. Also by measurement on the ground itself. (See activities 
Nos. 2, S, and t.) Marking in the various plots. Have we enough 
room left for irrigation channels? For places to walk across 
the plot? Redivision of the plot in the light of these necessary 
adjusbnents. 

2. Rwming G ItrtJiglat line. How does the surveyor or 
patwari do this? Inquiry and observation. How can we do it? 
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Securing three straight sticks and sighting along them until 
they (placed at considerable distance from each other) are in 
a straight line. Checking this up with a string or rope. Why 
does this make a straight line? 

3. MaHng a Mea,uring Tape jive feet long. Examining 
such a tape. How is it divided? Yard, feet, inches, parts of an 
inch. Studying these relationships and learning them through 
use. What material is the tape made of? What type of material 
must be used? How are the markings made? How checked? How 
shall we make ours? Discussion and choosing of materials and 
methods. Arranging to make the tape. Using it to measure our 
plot. Making other necessary measurements. 

Brief title. of other activities are: 

4. Making a "Builder's Square" (Gunia). 
5. Observing a farmer plowing a field and getting it ready 

for sowing. 
6. Preparing our plot and seed bed. 
7. Putting in our irrigation channels. 
8. Keeping a record of our work in making a village farm. 
9. Selecting the seed. 

10. Making a seed sowing plan. 
11. Changes taking place in the seed. 
12. Cultivating the plants. 
13. Making supports tor our pea and bean plants to climb 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 
18. 
19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 

on. 
Making a collection of seeds of various kinds of vege

tables and flowers and labeling these. 
Study of the various gardening and agricultural im

plements through using them. 
Reading stories to find out what kind of agricultural 

tools the people in olden times used. 
Harvesting our vegetables. . 
Cooking some of these vegetables. 
Making split peas (or dal) from some of these vege-

tables. 
Making the best use of the stalks of our p~ts. 
Planning a harvest thanksgiving service. 
Preparing a harvest drama. 
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23. .A sand table illustration of a harvest seene in Bible 
times. 

2t. Planning an exhibit of our work in the garden project. 

n. Yaluable SI'OfIttmeOtU Cre(Jfroe .Admtie. SuggedeiJ. by 
the P .. pila which concern the local environment and its interests 
should be added. 

m. IfI'tHIdig(Jtioe or Problem .Admtie. for the Second 
GrtJt!.e (suggestive of those which might arise as pupils' interests 
and purposes in their village garden project) : 

1. W1atJt l'Za.ce or rife i",tJ1J. 'lflii .elect for our garden' In" 
quiring as to what sites are available. Need of visiting and ex
amining these before making a choice. What shall we look for 
and ask about on our observation trip? Nearness to school; 
possibility of securing water; type of soil; general level of 
the ground; drainage; protection from wandering animals. 
Report of the trip; information secured; diseussion plan and 
decision; application and proceedings necessary to secure its 
uses. What further investigations do we need to make? 

Brief title. of other problem tJCtWitie. (Jre: 
2. What is the best soil for a garden? 
3. In what direction does the water run with regard to 

this plot? 
t. How many sources of irrigation water are there? 
5. How is a field prepared for sowing? 
6. Where do most of the farmers secure their seeds? 
7. What do we need to do to help the seeds grow best? 
8. What provision is made for these vegetable plants (pea, 

bean, lauki) to pull themselves upward or along the 
ground. 

9. Finding out how the Bowers of these three vegetables 
compare? 

10. How can we protect our vegetables from destructive in-
sects? 

11. How can ft conserve moisture in the soil? 
12. Finding out how the farmer harrows his field. 
13. What work does the sun and rain do in making plants 

grow? 
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H. What shall we do with our harvested vegetables? 
15. What does the shopkeeper do with the vegetables he 

buys? 
16. Finding out how many different varieties of peas, beans, 

lauki (pumpkin) are there? 
17. Why are fresh vegetables better for one's health tban 

dried ones? 
18. What changes take place in the plant when the growing 

season is finished? 
19. What shall we do with the proceeds received from our 

vegetables? 
20. What shall we do with the land after the vegetable 

vines are removed? 
21. What does the farmer contribute to the home? to the 

village? 
22. What does the village owe to the farmer? 
23. How can cattle be kept out of our plots? 
24. How many different vegetables are eaten by village 

people? 
25. How do people in cold countries secure vegetables dur

ing the winter? 

IV. Recreative Activitie. for the Second Grade 

Storie, told by the teacher.. Further stories from "The 
Treasure Chest," from "The Village Teachers' Journal," from 
"The Phul," and other children's magazines. Stories secured 
from the books listed in grades 1 and 2, supplementary books, 
and also folk tales, geographical and travel stories, hygiene and 
sanitary stories, nature stories, Bible stories, temperance 
stories, etc. 

TeUing of storie. by children. There should be a discussion 
of the interest of the story, standards of why pupils liked or 
did not like it, something of its quality and literary appeal and 
judgment of the way it was told. In Christian schools many 
Bible stories will be emphasized. 

Storie. read by the pupils. Stories from many different 
sources including the reading of directions and othu informa
tion which pupils need for their work. 

Indian ringing and mtuic. Increasing appreciation of both 
vocal and instrumental music. Singing simple folk songs and 
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music for action games. Creative music on Indian instruments 
(Play level). 

Wor8hip Gnd Seroice. Preparation for periods of worship 
and for opening exercises. Development of reverence, under
standing, praise, and fellowship. 

Dr41lJlJ8. Growing understanding, appreciation, and enjoy
ments of dramatics. Utilization of these in classes, school 
assembly, and evening worship. 

Pictures. Special attention to home and child scenes; the 
beauties of nature; farming and occupational life ; and animal 
pictures. Building up appreciation of the beautiful and stimu
lating creative expression in this field. 

Social FeUo'lll8hip. Class discussion regarding interest, 
ideas, and activities; working and playing together; group or
ganization to accomplish social ends. 

GtJmes. These involve indoor and outdoor ones; imitative 
and advancing movements, folk dances and dramatic expression, 
breaks, and the working out of a balanced program. 

V. Acfmities to Secure Habill, Skills, Gnd Attitude8 

Testing the achievement of each pupil in each subject with 
reference to his speed and accuracy as these are related to ob
jective standards. Diagnosing of weaknesses and providing such 
remedial practice exercises as will best assist the pupils to reach 
the accepted standards. 

VI. Subject Matter Outcomes 

For those who are fearful that the requirements of the official 
course of study can not be attained by this activity work, a 
brief resum~ of the possible subject matter learnings is given. 

Reading for information to carryon the activity (from 
books, papers, and the blackboard); reading for pleasure; 
"'"ting signs, invitations, brief letters and requests. Picture 
writing description of the work in the book (Our Village Farm), 
labeling seed envelopes, exhibits, etc.; arithmetic in measuring, 
dividing up the plot, making a straight line, a right angle and 
a measuring tape; keeping simple accounts; figuring costs and 
profits; thrift work; seed problems; construction problems; 
buying and selling; weighing; use of proceeds received from 
.elling vegetables; related arithmetic problems for other gar-
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dens, farms, and markets. Measnrements of weight, length, 
time, and money. Also simple fractions, countiog by 2'., 
41's, 6'., 12's, countiog money and makiog change (simple). 
There are also large possibilities for language 'fI)ork in class 
discussion and telliog and retelliog of stories. In geography. 
there is emphasis upon the sources of food, utensils and 
tools, markets, the local environments; weather conditions 
and adjustments to them; geographical forms and makiog 
plans and ground maps. Nature dudy is abundantly cared for, 
and hygiene is emphasized io the selection, preparation and 
eatiog of food, bodily cleanIioess, pure water, clean surround
iogs. Besides these, there is emphasis upon Bible dudy, wor
ship and service, upon indu.trial and fine arb and upon ideal., 
attitude., and appreciation. for both iodividual and social de
velopment. 

B. FlT&THER CREATIVlI: ACTIV1T1ES FOR THE SECOND GB.Anz 
I. Central Project-A cotton and cloth project 
25. Planniog to grow some cotton to make a shirt. 
26. Selectiog the plot and prepariog the seed bed. 
27. Selecting the cotton seed, and sowiog it io the best way. 
28. Careful cultivation of the cotton plant. 
29. Keepiog a record of the development of our plants. 
30. Gatheriog the cotton from our plot. 
31. Removiog trace. of the pod and plant fiber. 
32. Cleaniog the cotton. 
33. Fluffing the cotton and prepariog it for spioniog. 
34. Hand spioniog. 
35. Hand weaviog of cloth. 
36. Kiods of cotton cloth. 
37. Dyeiog of cloth. 
38. Observing how a shirt is made, 
39. Care of our clothiog. 
40. Makiog a series of charts illustratiog the process "From 

a Cotton Seed to a Khaki shirt." 
41. Makiog a collection of pictures of clothiog worn by 

people io other parts of India. 
42. Makiog a booklet for the Class Library on "Cotton 

Growiog and Manufacture io Other Countries." 
43. Doiog some spoollmittiog. 
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tt. Making an exhibit of knitted products. 
j5. Sand table model of a pastural scene. (Representation 

of "David Watching his Sheep" or "The Parable of 
the Good Shepherd." 

416. Observation of a flock of sbeep and of the way they are 
eared for. 

417. Making a sling shot and a shepherd's crook. 
ta. Washing "raw wool" and dyeing it. 
419. Learning how to make dyes. 
50. Making a color chart. 
5L Getting the wool ready for spinning. 
52. Twisting a wool sliver into a thread. 
53. Making a hand loom. 
541. Making a collection of wood products. 
55. Making a booklet illustrating "The Story of WooL" 
56. Making a collection of different kinds of fibers which 

may be DIed in weaving various articles. 
57. Making some thick rope from "san" hemp. 
58. Making a chart showing the making and use of rope. 

II. F..,.tker IWDedigati'De or Problem Activitie. for t1ut 
Second GraiU (for the Cotton and Cloth Project) 

26. What is the most suitable soil for cotton? 
27. Are there different kinds of cotton seed? 

. 28. What is the most favorable kind of weather for pro-
ducing cotton? 

29. How is the temperature of a place measured? 
30. How ean we cause wind? 
31. How can we measure the amount of rain which falls? 
32. Comparison of different types of cotton plants and 

contrasting these with fodder or grain plants. 
33. What damage does the boll weevil do to cotton? 
340. Watching a cotton drill at work. 
35. Observing the bullocks which draw this drill. 
36. Finding. out how bullocks are eared for. 
37. How doe. the smith put iron shoes on a bullock? 
38. How is cotton cleaned in our village? 
39. How long hal cotton been spun and woven in India? 
400. How much cotton cloth would it take to make a shirt? 

How much to clothe the people in our family? 
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401. Visiting a weaver at work and learning how he weaves 
cloth. 

402. Where is the cotton shipped to from our village? 
43. What are the different uses of cotton? 
440. What is done with the cotton seeds? 
45. What can the Hexible cotton branches be used for? 
46. What was used for clothing before cloth was known? 
407. Observation of a great natural weaver (the spider). 
48. Observing how the Heavenly Father clothes the birds, 

and the fields with grass and Howers. 
409. Where do birds get their food? What foods do birds 

like best? 
50. How is water brought from the canal (river, tank, well) 

to our cotton fields? 
51. Observing the habits of a village shepherd's Hock of 

sheep and goats. 
52. What stories or pictures of sheep have you seen? 
53. What interesting Bible stories are there about sheep 

and shepherds. 
540. How are sheep washed? How is the wool sheared from 

them? 
55. Inquiring as to what other materials are secured from 

sheep. 
56. Securing the information necessary to make a wool 

product map of the district. 
57. Watching someone spinning with a spinning wheel. 
58. How did the people of olden times utilize sheep's wool 

in clothing? 
59. How can we tell woolen cloth from a mixture of wool 

and cotton? 
60. How should woolen cloth or garments be washed and 

cleaned? 
61. What eats the little holes in ;voolen goods? How pre

vent this? 
62. How should holes in woolen cloth be repaired? 
63. Examining rugs or woven products to see how this 

work is done. 
640. Studying pictures of sheep raising and the shearing of 

wool in other countries. 
65. Where is the wool from our village (or district) sent? 
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C. FUllTHER CREATIVE AcTIV1TIEs POlL THB SBCOND G:&ADB 

I. Central Projecl-A Milk and Dairying Projed and 
Mucellaneoru Activities 

59. RaisiDg and caring for goats. 
60. Testing milk. 
61. Boiling some milk. 
62. MakiDg some butter or ghi. 
63. MakiDg a churn such as is used iD the home. 
640. MakiDg dahl and lassi. (Curds and whey). 
65. MakiDg cottage cheese. 
66. Listing the various products of milk. 
67. Preparing a drama showiDg the kiDd of food a child 

should eat. 
68. MakiDg charts, 'posters, and pictures to explaiD the 

value of milk as a food. 
69. Collecting pictures and makiDg an album on ''DairyiDg 

iD Other Lands." 
70. WorkiDg out a booklet on an Indian farm and pastural 

scenes. 
71. MakiDg a bird charlo 
72. MakiDg a product map of the way the land about the 

village is used. 
73. DramatiziDg a harvest scene. 
740. BuildiDg up a class library. 
75. BuildiDg up a class collection of pictures. 
76. MakiDg Christmas cards and greetiDgs. 
77. MakiDg a temperature, wiDd, and weather chart. 
78. MakiDg a weather vane to find out the direction of the 

wiDd. 
79. MakiDg a map of an observation trip the class has 

taken. 
80. MakiDg preparations for celebratiDg Christmas. 
81. Preparing a hygiene drama on "A Small, but Dangerous 

Enemy" (By). 
82. ConstructiDg a By swatter. 
83. MakiDg a sand table model of the cattle fair visited by 

the class. 
840. PIannmg and preparing a service of worship to be held 

out of doors for the whole school •. 
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85. Planting a tree near the school to shade our room from 
the sun. 

86. Washing our heads and caring for our hair. 
87. Keeping a health and hygiene record. 
88. Making a takhti (wooden tablet for writing). 
89. Making pens in order to have good writing material •. 
90. Making a bulletin board for the classroom. 
91. Listing what we have learned of the work which fathers 

and mothers do. Also what we can do to help them 
and make home a bright, happy, healthful place. 

II. FURTHER INVESTIGATIVE OR PROBLEM ACTIVTrIES IrOR THS 

SECOND GRADS (FOR THS M,Ll[ AND DAIRYING 

PROJECT) 

66. Visiting a farmer having a number of cows or goats. 
67. Observation of how cows are milked. 
68. Finding out whether cow's or goat's milk is better and 

which is cheaper. 
69. Observing what are some of the main difference. be

tween cows and goats and which is harder to care 
for. 

70. Why should we drink some milk each day? 
71. What are the things we should eat each day in order to 

grow strong? 
72. How should milk be cared for and stored? 
78. What other things besides milk does the cow supply for 

man's use? 
740. How many different types of cows are there in our vil

lage? 
75. What other milk producing animals are there in the 

village? 
76. What are some of the official regulations about milk? 
77. What can we do to make our p.arents and others realize 

that only pure, unexposed milk should be given to 
children? 

78. How can we secure and sell milk to the pupils at recess? 
79. What effect does changes of season have on cultivation 

about the village? 
80. What adjustments should be made in one'. clothing to 

meet changes in temperature? 
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81. What are the harvest customs of the village? 
82. How can we help a poor family in the village have a 

happy Christmas? 
83. Learning how we can best care for our eyes. 
841. Finding out what birds are most helpful to the farmer. 
86. How can we secure some interesting things for our class 

bulletin board each day. 
86. Visit to a letter writer. 
87. Examination of the maps of farm and village lands 

which the patwari has. 
SS. Visiting a weaver of tape or cloth. 
89. Finding out how the work of the various village occupa

tions provides us with food and clothes. 
90. Finding out how we can select really good, interesting 

books to read out of school hours. 
These investigative activities (or rather such of them as are 

accepted by the pupils) ikooltl be ,..pplementeil by activitie. 
tmd inquirie. which mterest pupila tmd '/IIhich they actually neeil. 
Tbey should also be supplemented by many recreational, ex
pressional and practice projects (See A, IV, V.) .AJJ stated pre
viously the pupils of the class along with the teacher are really 
the makers of the curriculum, and the activities given here are 
to be considered as suggestions and as guiding posts to the type 
of pupil interest and activity which has real educational and 
character forming power. 
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currlenlnm objectiVes, 860. 

Committee of Public Instruct!oD, 
mr. 

Committees, In government of early 
village, 2281f.; on curriculum o~ 
Jectlveo, 869-60. 

Communal organblatloD, 228ft. B .. 
vIlloge organization. 

Communal ownership, 229, 2S0, W. 
CommunlcatlOD, modes of, 296, 291. 
Community center, school proposed 

.... 109ft.; school at Moga used .... 
181. 

Community middle &chooL B .. Edu
cation, secondary. 

Community spirit, 12'1. 
Compnloory educatloD, S9, 4.40, 48, 

fil-11S, 99. . 
Conferences on educatiOD, 121, ISS ... 

B .. Reform. 
Consolidation of 8choola, 48. 
Constltntlon of early villose. 228. 
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Control of schools. B .. Schoola, man

agement. 
Cooking at Mog&, 148lf. 
Co-operation, among nations neces

sary, 80lS, 806; of all for common 
good as Ideal In a democracy, 822, 
880. 

Co-operatlve Conaolidatlon of Hold
ing Societies, 276. 

Co-operatlve credit movement, 2M-
287. 

Co-operatlve Credit Society, at 
Mog&, 169, 170; In village lite, 276. 

Co-operatlve selling, 217. 
Co-operatlve stor ... school, 127. 
Copernicus, and the Jncrease of the 

spirit ot inquiry, SSI. 
Cost per pupil In GurukuIas, 940. 
Costs In farming, 271, 272. 
Cottage plan In girls' school at ChIt

toor, 129, ISO. 
Cotton project at Mog&, ll18lf. 
Course of study. B •• Curriculum; 

Subjects of study. 
Cousins, Mrs. Margaret E .. 24So. 
Courtis, Dr. S. A .. on curriculum.

making,SliG. 
Cow, sacred in Hindu religion, 266ft'. 
Cow-ciung, used as floor wash, 202, 

208; nsed as fuel, 288, 277, 291. 
ere a t 1 v e work in experimental 

scboola, 86-1~ 
Crops In Pnnjab, 266. 
Crores (100 Iakbs or 10 million 

rupees), 2811. 
Culture, of Eaat and West con

trasted, 29, 811, 818; Indian not 
used iD schools, 21ff., ""; value 01 
use of iDdigenou stressed, 80, as; 
of ancient India empbaalsed In 
Nationalist movement, 810. 

Curriculum, inferences, 18, SO, 81, 42, 
M, 66, los, 104, 198; out of date, 
86; more practical attempted, 86, 
S1, '1, 48; subjects expanded. 40; 
unimproved. ·U; more claan«eSt 4'1; 
need of study, lS8-U; functional, 
M-89; criticisms of, 59, 60, 66-'18;' 
present elementary olIici&l, 69-78; 
in experimental schoola, 88-106; 
recommendations of CommiuiOD 
of Inquiry, 109-11; evaluatJon ot 
these reeommendatioDB, 111-19. 

Cnrrlenlum-maklng, concinsioDB, _ 
S79; principle&, S4.7-62, 367-7" 

Cnrrienlum objective&, stated by 
prominent educational Ieadero, 
S69, 360. 

Cnrzon, Lord, 36, 809. 
Customs, raclal, as source ot friction., 

SI8, 819. B" Caate; Races; Tribes. 

Daily procedure, at Gurukula 
Kangri, 91; at Adyar, 96; at 
Dornakal, 98; at Mog&, 160lf. 

Dalhonsle, Lord, S4.. 
Darling, M. L., 190n., 1980., 194, 

214n., 216, 289, 2440., 261n., 218n., 
2160., 2160., 2180., 219, 2840., 
296n., 888, 884. 

Du, Dr. Mathr.. cataract opera-
tions by, 141, 166. 

Dass, C. R.,23, 25, S16. 
Datta, Blbhutlbhusan, 26n. 
Dayanand Anglo Vernacular Col .. 

lege, 81, 82. 
Death rate in Punjab, 215, 216. 
Debt, of villagers, 112; caU!e8 of, 

288, 289. B" Indebtedness. 
Delh~ Sanskrit College at, 17. 
Democracy, in village government, 

2S0lf.; a modem ideal, 827. 
Demonaltry, 251ft'. 
Demonstration work among farmers, 

181. B .. Extenalon; Scboola, dem
onstration. 

Department of Education. 8e' Cen" 
tral Department of Education. 

Department of Public Instruction, 
ss, S6, 36, 48, "'. 

Depressed classes, education tor, 41, 
M.B .. Caate. 

Deputations. B .. Reports; Commit-
tees; Commissions. 

Dewey, John, 88OD., SS7lf. 
Devldaals, 24:1. 
Dharma, 2Mlf. 
Dlalecla of the Punjab. B •• Vernacu-

Ian. . 
Diet, of studenla at Santlnlketsn, 87; 

at Gnruknla Kangrl, 90, 91; at Ad
yar, 95; in home, 224. 

Dignity of labor. B .. Manual work. 
Director of Public Health, 212. 
Director of Public Instruction, 46; 

In the Punjab, 68; statement of 
aims, 69. 

Discipline In schoola, 66, 90, 96, 168. 
Discrimination between Indian and 

Government teachers, 51. 
DIseaaea, among people of the Pun-

Jab, 219-21. 
DIse&&e& of planta, 289, 270. 
Dispatch of ISM, lIS, Sl. 
DIspatch of 1882, S6. 
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Dispensary project at Mogll, 165-6f. 
DissipatiOD, am<mg people of the 

Punjab, 2'19Jf. B •• Alcohol; Drago. 
Distriet Board Schools, S1. _. 
Dogan, a tribe of Indians, 192. 
Domakal, Manual TraIoiog Instl-

tute,96-t9. 
Drainage, 10 viJlagea, 210-12. 
Dramatics, 88, 89; far backward 

student. at Medak, 182. 
Drawing. 81. 
D ...... of student.. 8 •• Clothing. 
Drags, use of. 218, 21~ 
Dull. AI_nder. 11. IS, 1011. 
Dnratlon of life, twenty-two yean, 

22L 8.. Death rate. 
Dyer. Brigadier General, 10 eom

mand of British troopo which fired 
on defenseleu crowd, SI2n. 

Dynamic IIOeiology needed 10 ed"..... 
tiOD, 881. 

Eut India Company. 16-18. 
Eating .... toms, UlI. 
Eeonomle bondage, 280-88. 
Economic IdealJ, 821-2S. 
Economic reform, agr!eulture, 2'140, 

215. 8 •• Reform. 
MuestlOD, adaIt, 50. 9. 51; anelent, 

Sll.; British, 16-56; in Canal Colo
aI ... 298; ChristiaD; 105-840; and 

. eo-operatlve eredit, 2_'; criti
cism of preoent elementary. l1ll.; 
and democracy, SM-61; early, vil
lage, 9fr.; and eeonomie lite of a 

village, 299-801; In Ferozepur, 218; 
fint milsionary college, 11; free 
and compulsory first proposed, 
S9; and Gandhi'. campaign, 290. 
297; In Lyallpur, 21'8; among Moe
lems of Western Punjab, 292; and 
Nationalism, S15; Nationalist, 19-
104.; pr&-Brltish, l1ll.; and .... 
ligion, 264-&'1; and tranoportatlon 
and communication" 294-91; un-
• ailed to need8 of people, 69; and 
village home, 24'1-49; and war ~ 
vention, 324, 825; weaknesses of In 
India today, 86"-61. S .. ' RetOJ'lD.; 
Schools; Carrlealum. 

Elementary education. 8" Schools, 
primary. 

Elmhlrst, 1. X. 89. 
Emergency edaeation at Medak, IS2. 

ISS. 
England, Indian &ehool population 

compared with, '1. 

EngHah, taught 10 schools, 16ll.; 
langaage of eoarlB, 21; limited 
teaching. 68; at Garalmla Xangr!, 
91; at Adyar, 96; In Visvesvaraya'. 
program, 99; 10 vocational middle 
achoo!, 116; period of Instruction 
n ....... ry. 119; required of stu
dent. going beyond Middle Stand
ard, 199. 

Enrollment 10 achools. boys. S6-S8, 
'1. 41. 49. 10; girls, S6n., S1u, '1. 
49; adaIto, 50. 

Enrollment 10 ela88 ... 16. 
Entertainmentl of villagen, 2406-4'1'. 
Environment, Importance of 10 edu-

cation of child, SS6, sss. 
Environmental effects of democratic 

orgaaisatlon 0 f clusroom 0 n 
pupils, _. 8401. 

Epidemics, 212, 216ll. 
Equalization of education 10 back

ward communities. B.. Govem
mont aid; Grant.-Io ... ld. 

EquIpment of achools. 66; at SantlaI
ketan, 81; at Adya •• 96; of mission 
schools, 108. 

Ewing broth ... 10 Lahore and .All&
hahad, 1011. 

Examinations. officlal, 66. 1Sll.; 0p
posed at Gurukola Xangr!, 91; 10-
fluence of on experimental .chools, 
101; at Mogll, 171. 182. 

Experience in edueatlug the child • 
SSS. MO. 8,. ExperImental Schools. 

Experlmento, 10 education, 8S-I04.; 
need of more, 128; need of on pro».. 
lema of moral development, sss. 

E"Per!mental rural achools, 121; 
rural mission schools, 126-89. 

Experimental teclmlquo developed 
by modern Ielenee, 882. 

E"PorlB, lucreue of. 296n. 
Extension work of schools. lSI; work 

of MOgB school, 182lf. 
Extra_nee 10 the Punjab, 278ll. 
Eye and Ea. dIs ...... 219 • 

Fairy storl ... 88. 
Fair •• local, 2406. 
FamUy. Hlndn, 206; budgeto, 209. 

SSI-llS. 
Farming. at Ashaba .... 128; methods 

Improved, 191; at Mogll, 176-18. 
8,. Agrlealtore; Gardening. 

Fa ...... split up due to laws of 10-
herltance, 2'15. 216. 

Farquha •• J. N.28Sn. 
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Fasting, among Moslems, 261. S" 
Asceticism. 

Fatalism, In family IIf., 210; e1l'ed 
of on health, 221, 222; in Hindu .. 
Ism, 262ff.; in Moslem religion, 
26011'. 

Fees, in ancient schools; flrst In 
British schools (I860), 96; raised, 
98; abolitIon, 89; paid by students 
at Jaloa, 12'1. 

Female education. Be, Girls. 
Fergusson College, POODa, 82. 
Ferozepur, effect of prosperity, 218. 
Ferrera, Agnes, '4. 
Fertilizers, used in the Punjab, 268; 

use of leguminous crops, 270. 
Finance of schools. 8 •• School funds. 
FIsher, F. B., 60. 
Fish net, making of, 125. 
FIve-Year Progra.m, 1918-1923, 44; 

results of, ~O; aims of, 10. 
Fleming, D. J., 91, 98, 1000., 101, 

108n., 122, 183, 222. 
Flies, dangerous menace to village 

health, 211, 212. 
Foerster, F. W., 808n. 
Folk dan.,.., 89, ISS. 
Food, eaten 10 Pnnjab vIlla_ 204, 

206; evaluation of average diet, -. Forest schools (as .. ms), S1I'. 
Formal education, criticised, 10-18, 

111-19. Se. Curricn1um Infenneea; 
Traditional education; Reform. 

Forman, Dr. Douglas, 220. 
l"<>ur-year primary eourse, loade

quate, 66. 
Franchise, extension of to women, 

:MS. 
Fraser, A. G., lOBD., 109n., 116. 
Free education, S9, liZ. 
Freedom, in schools, 1, 8, 14, 66, 8411'. 

10111'.; and socia1 responsibUiIy 
S08, S28, S4II. 

Fnnetional knowledge needed, 1S9. 
Fnnds, pnblie. 8 •• School fnnds. 
Fnnerals, feast, 194; canse of debt, 

289. 

Games, at Moga, 1M, 11811'. In 
villages, 246-41. 

Gandhi, Mahatma, II, 81; mentioned, 
218; eampaign against untouch
ability, 2S4ff., 2S8, 239; &l'J'e8t of, 
248; campaign of, 289, 290; effect 
in stimulating interest In public 
a1l'ain, 291; mentioned, Sll, SUIo; 

program of, SI2, SIS; opinion on 
extreme nationalism, SI'. 

Ganges River, 89. 
Gardening, 4.1, II. 8.. Agriculture; 

Farming. 
Garibaldi, mentioned, 811. 
General Assembly in Girls' School at 

Chilloor, ISO. 
Geography 10 curriculum, 61·6'; at 

Bhimpore, 125. 8.. Curriculum; 
Experimental Schools; Mag •. 

Geography of the Punjab, 181. 
Ghl (clarified butter), 271. 
Ginning at Moga, 114, 11811'. 
Girl babies not welcomed, 24.1. 
Girls, excluded from anclent schools, 

4.; 10 pre-British schools, 12, 14.; 
Importance of education for, 
stressed, S4, 114, 88, 99; enrollment 
In schools, S6n., Sf, "1, 49; Guru. .. 
kula at Delhi, 9S, 94; first Ichools 
ltarted hy missionaries, 101; rec
ommendations of Commission of 
Inquiry conceming education of, 
109, Ill, lIS, 111.8 .. EnroOment. 

Girls' School at ChIttoor (Madras), 
129, ISO. 

God, MOllem Ideas of, 280. 
Gokhal., G. K. S9. 
Gollock, G. A. 82Sn. 
Government, Age of CoaIent Com

mlttoe, 24.0. 
Government aid, to backward a ....... 

406; to farmen, 211. 
Government, appealed to on question 

of language, 18; service, 21, M, 8'1; 
eontrol of over schoola Iocreased, 
S4, SS; """trol of over schools 
diminished, 96; Textbook Commit
tee, 64, 61; Ichools eontrasted with 
national, 81; system, Influence of, 
101 ; supervision, 121; ftnanclal 
aid to Mogs, 1M; lands """"pled 
by tenants, 2'18-14.. 

Government Cattle Farm, 218. 
Government Central Vaccloe InstI

tnte at Lahore, 219. 
Government _ti .... at Moga, 

111, 182. 
Govind Singh, 289. 
Grain-broke!' .. money-lender, 280-

28S. 
Grant-Io-ald, ruleo revIaed, 96; In 

present school eode, 64.. 
Granth (Sikh oerIptnres), 10 pre

British schools, 11; mentIoned, 
289. 
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Gfteo:e, demoeratle clty-stata de

ft:!oped from early lDdlaa YiIlsge, 
229. 

Guilds, 228. 

House ~ lIOIl, utensils, lIOS. 
Housing in the Punjab, lIOI-06. 
Huqqa (water tobaem pipe), 201, 

Gu,jars, a tribe of Indians, 192, 280. 
Gurdwara.M~ 297. 
Gurmukhi (Sikh), in p~British 

schools, 11, use optiOD&l, 86. 
Guru, SIl. 1'- B .. Teacher, aDcient. 
GurukttIa Xangr!, 89-92. 
Gu~ at Deihl for Hindu girls, 

301, 281, 268. 
HumllD nature, needs of, fl. 
Hygiene, IlII, 89; attitudes toward, 

226, 22'1. 

I deals, modem, educatlOD&l, 803-88. 
Idol worship and Sikhism, 2118-60. 
Idolatry, forbidden by .Moslem re-

H ligion, 2/10. 
aiderbad, l28. Illiteraey, 21, S2, S6, 'In. 'to '5, 50, 

Hampton Institute, 11'- 51, 60, 70, 76, 96-99, 108, 121, ISI-
Harap, Dr. Henry, on enrricu.1um. ISS; among women, 242; effect on 

making, 865. farming, 269, 270; aebool for illit-
Hardlnse, Sir Henry, 21, sa erate farmers, lSI, 182; letter-
Hardwar, us. . writer In vIIIase for servic:ea of n-
Hare, Da'rid, 17. literatea, 298. 
Harmlesauesa (~), 2Il5. B.. imitative education, 79. 

HInduism. Imperial LegIslative Conncil, 88. 
Harper, A. E. 1S7. Implements. B .. AgrIcultural Imple-
Harials, SIS. ments. 
Hutings, Warren, 18. Imporls, In ........ of, 29Gn. 
Health and Igno ........ 221-28. Iudebtedu .... in Puu,jab, 1881l.; 278-
High pri ... for agrlcul.tural prod- 280, sss, SM, among .Moslema of 

uctB, 278. Westem Punjab, 262; In ......... 
Hlmalayaa, 89. with good roada and prosperity, 
HI n d i, In (liIndu) pre-British 298. 

aebools, 11; use optioD&!, S6, 61, Indian Ideals of education, SSIl. B •• 
62; medium of InstrllCtion at Guru- Nationalist movement; Reform.. 
kula Xangr~ 91; used at][anya Indo-Aryan gods, 260. 
Gurukula, 98. 0 Industrial art work at Mog&, 1'5, 

Hindus, aebools of, 11, 890M; and 0 1". 
tribes of the Punjab, 190, 191. at- IndllOtrial training, need of, 114, In-
tltude of toward life, 188; Hindu cluioD with academie otudl .. erlti-
family, lI06; vaccinatiOD forbidden cloed, 117-19. 
by rclIgion, 219; rclIgion and caste, Infant ~ortolity, 21S. 
299-39; Mahuabba, CaIeutta, 248; InfantiCIde, m. 
temples, 262; Hindu ceremonies Iu8uensa, 2161l. 
oboerved by .Moslema In eastem Initiative of student, 89, 99. 
Punjab, 261, 262. Iuopeetion, of schools, M, 86, 48, 64, 

HIndu-Moslem, differen .... 2111, 2SS. 65; Inad_te In mlssloD schools, 
IlIlity, 80, 2S8, 289, 2110, 2118, 297: 108, 109ff.; In proposed vocatloual 

HInduism, 2110-118; function of caste middle school, 116; mentioned, 127. 
in prese"ation ot, 248. Institutes, teachers, 121. 

HiudllOtan, 12, S'-. Interest rates, 28ll-M. 
HIstory, projeet at .Mog&, 166· Interesto of chndren, 1M, 186. 

and teachIng of sonnd natloualiam: Intematioual Missionary ConneD, 
S16. 1081l. 

Holidays, celebration of, m. Internationalism, S06, S06, . S2I-27· 
Home, deoeription of, 201~. and Moslem religion, 261. ' 
Hookworm, 21~ 2lIO. Intestlual dIseaoes, 2lIO 
Hoapiial otudent, 127, l28. Irrigation projeet at Mog&, 164, 165 
:oaPltallty, lIOQ, 210. IaIam, attitude toward IntoxlC&tln~ 

ougbton, Bemard, SIS. liquo .... 21S; In the Punjab, 286; 
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des.rlbed, 260-64. 8" Mohamme
dans; Moslems. 

Iyengar, S. Srfnivasa, '19. 

J aIllanwala Bagb, mUitary vlolenee 
at, 812n. 

J aina part-time boarding •• hooIs, 
126, 121. 

Japan, mentioned, 41, 108D. 
Jals, tribe of the Punjab, 190, 191, 

199, 280, 241, 2411, 268, 269, 881-8S. 
Job, J. V. 78. 
Joint family, 206. 
Jones, Dr. Thomas Jesse, on currlcu .. 

lum objectives, 869. 
Jnana, 266lf. 
JnbbuJpore Conference, 1924, 121. 
Julland .. division, backward In eom-

pulsory edueatlon, 62. 
Jullundur Brigade, ftres on defenoe

less crowd, Sl2n. 
Jute, raised by students at BhIm-

pore, 124-

Kahlr,26s, 
Kanya GurnkuJa, lIS, H. 
Karma, 89n. 248, 26llf. 
Kbaddar, Gandhi's campaign for 

wearing ot, 80, 290, 291. 
Khatrls, Hindu money-lending eaote, 

281. 
Kilpatrick, William H. S2S0. SS2n 

SSSn., 887:8'.; on the educ&tlonai 
procesa In the child, SS9, MOo.; on 
the projeet method, S40S, S44, M7n.; 
on curriculum making, 2M, 256. 

Xing-Emperor, pronouncement on 
education, 40; promise ot ft8JJOD
;;~.' government, August, 1917, 

Kitchen, L c., 1M, 126. 
Knowlton, 18. 
Kolanes, eonventlonal ftgnres, 128. 
Koran, In (Moslem) pro-British 

schools, 11; instruction In under 
Sikh rule, 82, 260-68. 

Ksbatrly ... 4, 2SSlf. 

Labor, demand tor cheap, 821. 
Lahore, Christian school establIshed 

18409, S2; Dayanand Anglo Ver
naeuiar CoUege, 81. 

Lajpat RaI, La1a, 280. 74, 76, 81, 
82n., 99; on caste, 291, 24.1. 

Lambardar, 2SOlf. 

Land AU.nation Aet of 1901, 288, 
284. 

Land holdings, .0nooUdation of, 286, 
287. 

Land, In.r .... In euJtlvated aereage, 
2960.; increase In value, 296. 

Language, naed In early village 
.ebools, 10; In pre-British lebools, 
11; In better enrrleuJum, 16. 8 .. 
EnglIsh; Vemaeuiara. 

Lankestel', Dr., 220. 
Laws in a democracy, 829. 
Laws of inheritance, effeet In .plIt-

tlng up land, 276, 276. 
Law. of learning, Ml, 842. 
Lawsuits. 8 .. Litigation. 
Laziness among farm-en, 2'12. 
League of N ationa, and drug eon ... 

Bnmptlon In the Punjab, 21'; and 
prevention of war, 8240. 

Leamlng by doing, 72; at SantinIke
tan, 8S-S8; at Surul, 88, 89; In 
proposed vocational mlddl. school, 
11'-17,119; at Mog&, 1_; prin
ciples of, MI-W. 

Leaming deftned, 72. 
Leamlng proeeso, MO-4oS. 
LegillatiV' Connell, ~, 58. 
Liberty In demoeraey, 828, 829. 
LIncoln, mentioned, 811; deftuJtloD 

01 demoeraey, 827. 
Llteraey. 8.. nIlteraey. 
LItigation, expeno. of, 27811.; .ode

ties for loeal arbitration, 281. 
Living eondltlono 01 work.... ne

gleeted, 821. 
LoeaI gods, 262lf. 
Londas, In (Hindu) pro-Brltlab 

schools, 11. 
Lueaa, E. D. 12, 2060. 289, 210n., 

211lf.282n. 
Lnclmow, lOB. 
Lukls, Sir Pardey, 226. 
Luxury, teaching to abstain from, 6; 

slmple and nobl. living streaoed 
by india .... 88lf. 90. 

LyaUpnr AgrleuJtnral CoU.ge, 411. 
LyaUpnr Canal Colony, 210lf.; effeet 

of prosperity, 218. 

M aeauJay Plan, 1811.; evaluation 
of, 21fr.; retm.lts of, 240ft'., 80. 

MaeDonald, J. Ramoay, 110. 2Sn. 
24n., 21. 

MacLean, J. H~ IOBn. 
Madigas, ODe of the lo .... t _tea, 

96. 
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Madras, M. 
Maguines, student, at Santlnlkebm, 

1U5; at SuruI, 89. 
Mahtoas, members of an IndIan 

tribe. 19S. 
Maktaba, IJuIis<moua r e II g i 0 u. 

schools, 101. 
MaIoria, 89, 218. 
MaIas, one of the loweot eastes, 98. 
Mantrao, rltuallstie formnlao of the 

Vedas, 229, 266, 267. 
Manu, 243 •. 
Mannal work, 4, 6, 7, 14, 62, fH, 81-

M. 68, 68, 89, 96-164, 110, 119, 
11'-19, 127, 128; at Mog&, 1402;· 
attitode of blgher _ toward, 
296; nrged by GandhI ao quaII1IeIo
tion for franchise, 280. 

Mannal traIniug lDstitute at Do ...... 
kaI, 96-99. 

Manure. B •• Pez1:ilisen. 
Markets, for viIl&ge pro d net. 

throngh the Arts and Crafts D.,. 
pot at Lahore, 289; made available 
by derelopment of tranoportatlOD, 
295; demand for wider, 821. 

Marriage, edaeatlon to prevent too 
early, os, 20'1; early, 216, 2S~J 
261; too early contributing cause 
of tubereulosls, 220; religiOUl 
duty, 2404., 2405; expense of, 2404., 
2405, 218, 288; &I soelaI event, W. 

Marahmao, 11. 
M ... Movement Committee, 11~.· 
Materialism exalted above etbleol 

and spiritual valaes, 822. 
Maternal mortality, 21S. 
Matthal, J. 9n. 
Maund (82.28 lbo.), 282. 
Maynard, Sir Joho, 49. 
MaoalnJ, mentioned, 811, de1Inition of 

demoeraey, 821. 
Meeea, 261. 
Medieal .. re, attitudes toward, 228. 
Medleal f&cllltles, 2l2, 218; In the 

Punjab, 216ll. 
Medieal knowledge of the Eut, 228. 
Meetiog plaee of YIIlagers, 2405, W. 
Melao, 246. 
Memorizing, 12, 16, 26, S8, 74ll. 197. 

B .. Methods of TeaehIng; Tradi
tional edaeatlon. 

M .... tribe of Indiana, 198. 
Merlam, J. L., on typeo of pnrpose

fa) aetivltles, ~; on eurrIeulwn
making, 8M; 866. 

Methods of farming In Punjab, 266. 
218. 

Methods of teaching, ancient, Sll.; in 
early viIl&ge schools, lOll.; In p"'" 
British schools, 12, 16; under 
British rule, 26; under preoent of
IIcla1 course of study, 66, 10ll.; In 
a:perImentai schools, 8S-lM; In 
million schools, 101-98; proposed 
by Village Edueatlon CommiuloD, 
108-11, 11'-11; at Mogs, 148ll. 
l&6ll. 

Mm .. , William, 106. 
Mills, mentioned, SIl. 
Minister of EdaeatloD, IndlsD, olII .. 

ereated, 68, &6, &6. 
Mlnnte of 1886, 18ll. 
Minute of Lord Moira, 1816, 16. 
Mission Board In Ameriea, IInanclaI 

aid to Moga, 1M. 
Mission schools, first college a.t 

Serampor .. 1818, 11; .. tablishment 
of schools, 1849, S2, S1; In rural 
education, 1015-84,; criticisms at, 
188; carrying on work similal' to 
that at Mog&, so..s1. B.. Chris
tian Missions. 

Missionaries, oervIeeo of to eda ..... 
tloo, 106ll. 

Model village, sehool built Ilk .. 121; 
school at Moga, 162ll. 

Mog&, • day In the sehooJ, 1_ 
Mog&, special training eonr.e at, 

128. 
Moga Conferenee, 120. 
Mohanuned, prophet of God, 260-68. 

'Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental Uni-
versity at A1igarh, 82. 

Mohammedaas, pay tor bride, lI44n. 
Btlil Moslema:. 

Moira, Lord, 16. 
Money-leoder, 216, 260-68; legisla-

tion to keep him In eheek, 289, 26t. 
Money-order system, 296. 
Monitorial system, 10, n, 14-
Monkey .. damage wrought by, 89. 
Monotheism, In Sikhlsm, 268; In 10-

1smIsm, 260. 
Montaga-Chelmoford ReforDll, 118. 
Montaga-Chelmoford Report, 26. 
Montgomery Canal Colony, 210ll. 
Mookerjl, Dr. Radhakamud, 228. 

(Variation In speI1ing of Mukerjl, 
",hicll ... ). 

Moral eonduet, emphaoia laid on by 
Sikhs, 268-60. 

Moral foree saperlor to pbysleaJ, 
S12. 

Moral InstruetloD, In anelent edue&
tlOD, 6; at Gurukula Xangrl, 91, 
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In Indlaolz&tlon program, 100; at 
Mogs, 175. 

Morals, In Hindu religion, 2561l. 
Moslem-Hindu diller.n .... 263. 
Moslem, schools of, 11; procedure, 

17; mentioned, 21; pictures forbid
den, 208; observe Purdah, 241; 
usually in debt to Hindus, 269; 
religion does Dot forbid cattle 
breeding as does Hindu, 277. 

Mosquitoes, dangerous pests, 211. 
Mossman, L C., 848. 
Motor transportation, still undevel

oped, 296. 
Mukerji, 195. (Variation In spelling 

of Mookerj~ which ... ). 
Multan, and IsJamism in western 

Punjab, 262. 
Mumt&z-I-MahaI, 241. 
MusiCt 85, 88, 89, 119; for backward 

students at Medak, 182, 188. 
Mutual distrust among Indians, 89. 

N aidu, Mrs. Saroj~ 24S. 
N atarajan, K., 88. 
National Christian Councll, 59, 109, 

120. . 
National Councll ot Education In 

B.ngal, 99. 
National Edueatlon Association, re

port to by Dr. F. G. Bonser, _. 
National education movement, '19 

100; criticisms of, 101.... ' 
National Indian Congr .... SO; of 

1885, 309, 2411. 
National movement and HIndu-Mos

lem differences, 268. 
N ationaI school at Adyar, Madras, 

94.-96. 
National schools, 79-83, 94.-96; eon

t_ted with gov.rnment schools, 
81; criticlsms ot, 101-1; number ot, 
lOIn. 

National Social Confer.nce In Bel
gaum, resolution on eastes, 237. 

National Society for the Study of 
Education, statement on curricu
lum making, SlIh'5S. 

Nationalism, rise ot, '19-88; and 
... tea, 2S4, 237; reviewed, 808-13; 
In the West, 8IS-16. 

Nature study, In ancient schools, 81l. 
IS; in modem schoola, 155, 61-640; 
Importance of stressed by Indians, 
SSIl.; at Gurukula Xangri, 92; 
reeommended by Commission of 
Inqair;v, 110; at Bblmpo .... W; 

at Mog .. 1421l.; attitude of c:hIId 
toward, 198. 

Near East ReIlef Fund, student eon
tributions to at Mug&, 1415. 

N on-co-operatlon, 46, '19, 80, 81, 219; 
led by Mrs. Sarojlnl Naldn, 248; 
advoeated by Gandhi, 297; men
tioned, Sl1; gains in str.ngth, S12. 

Non-resistance, 811. S., Non-vio
lence. 

Non-violenee, 812; advocated by 
Gandhi, 297. 8" Hinduism. 

Normal class at Mog .. 171-76. 

Objectives, of ancient education, 
5; of modem education, 69B.; set 
up by Indians as Ideal, 8S; let up 
by ChrIstian mlssioDs, 106B.; at 
Mog.. Iss, 1114.; teschlng inter
national good will and co-oper ... 
tion, worthy objectlv .. , S05-6; 
summary of educational objectives, 
381-68; summary of curriculum 
objectives, 869, 860, 869. 

Ofticials of village, 2321l. 
Oldham, J. H., 120, 826. 
Opium, us. of In the Punjab, 21 •• 
Opportunity schools, 181-88. 
Orientallsts, oppose EngJiBb 1 D 

schools, 18. 
Outeastea, ""elnded from ancient 

schools, 4, 5; from early village 
schools, 9; education for, 61; in 
Nationalist progralDt 80; religion 
of, 2511l.; _Il. 8" Caste. 

Out-of-door schools, Importance of 
stressed by Indians, SSW. 8 .. Edu
catiOIL 

o,...,.rt, chief mode of village trans
. portatlon, 296. 

P _Intlng, In curriculum at Santi
nlketsn, 88. 

Panchamas (outeastes), 235. 8" 
Outeastes. 

Panchayat, 48, ISO, 136, 228, 291; .t 
Mogs, ISO, lSI; Act ot 1912, 231; 
National to settl. Hindu-Moslem 
disputes, 2S8; values of, 248 • 

Pannikar, 1[. M., 25. 
Paranjype, Dr. R. p. 240. 
Pathans, tribe of Indlans, 1M. 
Paton, William, 170., 59, 121, 214D. 
Patriotic fervor of Indiana, 25, 89; 

In Nationalist movement, 810. 
Patriotism perv.rted, SIS-16. 
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Patshalu (pathshalas), pre-Britioh 

HiDdu sc:hooIa, II, 10L Patwar!, _. 
Paul, It. T. 'Ill, los... 
Paymeod: of servants iD prod""", _ -"PaJ1llf:llt by -18," SG, S8. p ......... H. c., on_ 

makiDg, 865. 
P.,.rsoa, W. W.8II. 
PmtJaad, Imd, 226. 
Permanent -Court '" Intemational 

Justiee ODd the prenoticm of war, 
~ 

PeniaD, merits of, 18; Eng\lsh 8Ilb
Btituted for iD <ODrfB, 21; ~ 
ander Sikh role, SIl; script used 
iD the Punjab, 86. 

PenlOILBlity, ODd quantity produet:l ..... 
321; cIUIicuIty of preserriDg iD 
modern world, 90'1. 

P ... ~ 2IilI. 8 •• Fatalism. 
Pesta, plant, 269, 2'10. 
Pbilanthropy of studeots at lIIop, 

146. 
Philip, P. O. 'l7n. IMn. 
Pbilippina, mentioned, los... 
PbilO6Opll;r, iD ancient schools, Sff. 

llI. 
Pbysieal ealtnre, iD Natiooalist pro

gram, 80; iD Mission schooIs, l09lf.; 
at Mop, 1M, 178lf. 

Pilgr1maga, :u8; iD Moslem religIqn, 
26L 

Plague, 212, 217. 
Plant ~ 269-70. 
Plato, mentioned, 8'1. 
Plowing, 268, 269. 
Pnenmonla, 220. 
PoUcieo, British ednoational, 16lf. 

18-M, 'l7; iD nationalist oebools, 
79lf.; iD _ oebooIs, 1000lf. 

PoUtieal divlalons of the Punjab, 
188, 190. 

PoUti<JI, iD national edncation move
meat, 7&.&; in<:reaaed iDterest to, 
297. 8 .. GandhL 

Polyandry, MIl. 
Poona, Fergaason College at, 82. 
Poot 0fIice, iD ochoo!, 12'1, 128; IJ'8-

tom, 296, 297. 
Ponltry department at Aahabarce, 

128. 
PraetIeal edu ... tion at 1IIedak, ISS. 
Praetice teaching, at Mog&, 1'12. 8 .. 

ScbooIs, demonstration; Training 
for teocbera. 

Preas iD IndIa, iD Natlcmallst _ 
ment, 809. 

Primar;r edu...tion. S .. Schools, pri
mary. 

Problema, modern ooclal, S05-S8. 
Proeednre ~ for iDtrodneing 

project method iD India, S7~78. 
ProIIts, from farmiDg, 2fl, 2'12; from 

money-«ndlng, 281, 282. 
Progress, aome IIiI!D8 of, SOlI, 90'1. 
Project...:tivitieo, ~ for 

aeeond grade, 887-11'1. 
Project method, iD educational eIt

perlmeuta, 121; at Bbimpo"" I:a.; 
at Mop, 1SS-38, l~lf. 166; prin
ciples of, MS; problem projeeta 
ODd specijIe learniDg, S46; suggea
I:ion8 for a graded method of pro
eeclu.." S74lf. 

Property quall1Icaticm for member
ahip iD earlT villase -IT, 228. 

Provinclal Board of Con:ummicati ..... 
296. 

Provincial ChrIstian CounclIs, 109. 
Psychology, needed iD edueati ..... SS7. 
PubUe alfairs, _ iD_ to, 

297. 
PubUe opinion, &1, &So 'l7; against 

first women'. sc:hooIa, 105. 
Punjab oebooIs, Compulaory Edu .... 

tlon Aet, Mareb, 1919, 62; Depart
ment of PubUe lnatrneti..... 88; 
clUliculties of admiDistratl ..... 84; 
educational program abould be eo-
larged, 77; elforts to improve iD
digenoua ochoola fails, 81; _ 
alon of primary education, 44if.; 
Inerease iD number of aebooIs, "'; 
metboda to, 12; lllission oeboola to, 
1000lf.; ODd the National M .... e
ment, 79lf.; National schoola to, 
1010.; Persian &eript used in. SI; 
prior to 18M. 

Punjabi. SG, 61, 62; moot eommon 
eolloquia.\ Jansuage of the Punjab, 

'1940, 199. 
I'urdab, 191, eontributing muse of 

tubereulosIs, 220, _.; now Iesa 
rigid, 24oS. 

Purpose iD play and lIfe, S4O-4S. 
Purposeful aetivity at Bbim_ 

126. 
Pyorrhea, 220. 

~eatiODS for membershIp In 
earlT village aaoemblT and eom
mitteea of villa&e, 228, 2211. 
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Quantity production and d1srqard 
for personality, 807. 

Race question In India, 816-21. 
Races in Paajab, 190-96. 
Railwaya, 296. 
Rainfall in the Paajab, 266, 267. 
najputs, 191, 192; observe Purdah, 

2401; infanticide OD account of 
caate, us. 

Rang Mabal, S2. 
Itat., 212. 
Reading. 8" Three R's; CurrleuJ.um.; 

Subjecta of Study. 
Recreation, In the bome, 208; In vil

lages, 246-47. 
Reform, attitude toward among 

Moslems, 268; attitudes toward 
race, 816-21. S" Caste; MarrIage; 
Illiteracy; Girls; Fatalism. 

Reform, educational, church depot... 
tions to study, 122; conference at 
Allahabad, March, 1924, liS; cur
rieulum reform advocated by edu
eational leaders, 931-63; dispatch 
of 185~ ss, M; dispatch of 1882, 
SIS; experimental schools, 83-104r, 
124-S9; Macaway Plan, 181r.; 
Minute of 1815, 16; Minute of 
IBSG (Macaulay's), 181r.; Moga 
Conference, 119-21; MOD tag u .. 
Chelmsford Report, 26; other con
ferences, 121-28; B1Il!gested pro
eedure for Introducing projeet 
method, 27'-78; survey of scbools, 
11, SS, 81, 88, 405, 65, 108; Village 
Education Commission, 108-11, 
11'-17; vocational middle &chool, 
11'-19. 

Religion, In ancient &chools, Sir. 18, 
14; in child's nature, 191, 198; con
lIicta between Sikba and Singba 
caased by, 269; and bealth, 222; In 
the bome, 208; In life of Paajab, 
260-65; in mission schools, 106-7'; 
in modern experimental &chool., 
SSW., 9011'., 101""",; at Mog&, 17Str., 
1791r.; and nationalism, S16; and 
recreation, 2405-4'1; In vocational 
middle school (proposed), 118; 
womeu's positiOD as influenced by, 
242; women's schoou opposed by, 
106. B •• Hinduism; Islam; Sikh
iBm; Arya Samaj. 

RepaIr work at Mogs, 176, 178. 
Report, Sadler Commission, SSn.; of 

the Commission of Inquiry, 1081r., 

of • Conferen... at A1lababad, 
March, 1~ 1I8; of church depo
tatloD8t 122; mIscellaneous, 1890 .• 
S" Reform; Survey ot Schools. 

Resolutfon, of 1904, S7, 88; of Febru
ary 21, 1918, 40. 

Responslblllty of student, 89, 10'1'. 
Retardatfon of studenla, 121. B .. 

Backward studenla. 
Richey, J. S. 4Il, 69. 
Ripon, Lord, 86. 
Ritual. B .. Coremoulal, ete. 
Road., 29'-98. 
Ronaldshay, Earl ot, 280., 250., 26fr., 

790., 92, 102, SISn. 
Rotation of crop., 127, 270. 
Rowlatt Act, aimed at preventfon of 

political agitation, Sl1, S12. 
Roy, B. K., 84. 
Roy, Rajah Ram Mohan, 17. 
Rural Community Middle School, 

121, 122. S., Schools, secondary. 
Rural Community School at Moga, 

1SS-S8. 
Rural schools, proposals tOJ' improve

ment, 109; at Bbimpore, Bengal, 
12'-26. 

Rural educatfon, 'IS. B •• Educatfon; 
Schools; Reform. 

Rural edueation training conroe, 128; 

Sacraments, domestl.. of Hindus, 
288. 

Sacred books, ase of, 11, 12. 
Sadler Commission Report, SSn. 
Salary, teacher, M. B .. F_; School 

funds. 
Salvation, Hindu conception of, 268. 
Sandhya, 91, 92. 
Sanitation, taught In present oIIIcIal 

"""rae of stody, lIS, M; taugbt In 
experimental schools, 89; taught 
In miBalon &chools, 1091r.; taught at 
Moga, 181; In villages, 2OS, 206, 
206, 210, 2181r.; attitodes toward, 
226, 227. 

Sanskrit, 18; books, 17; merits of, 
18; use of, 22, 901r. 

Santlniketan, 88-88. 
Sarasvat!, Dayananda, 89n. 
Saeda Marriage BllI, 240. 
Seenery of the Punjab, 188. 
School eode, M. 
School fonda, -1, 4Il1r. 11, lIS, ", 

109. 
SchooJbonse. B.. BaJldlnp, ..moL 
Schoolmaster. B •• Teacher. 



Schools, ancient, 86'.; ..,....).u .. tlcmaI, 
98, 111, liS, 121; demoDBuatlau, 
so, m; early village, 96'.; aperi
mental, 60, 83-1040; government, 
8S-98, 101; blgher, 20, :It, lit, SCI, 
SCI, 4.7, 81-l1S; Indiau control in 
1921, liS; _ent, lit, so, SCI, 
-'2, iI, a2; mi4dle, ••• secondary; 
missionary, ... Mission achoola; 
normal, 4.6, 116; pre-Britlsb, 116'.; 
primary, 20, 240, S2, Sf..404,, 4.t, liS, 
69-78; private, ss, lit, so, 36, 87, 
4.1, 62; secondary, SCI, 4D, 4.1n., 4.7, 
M, 70, 116, 116; vocational, M, 66; 
women's first atarted, 101; aamin
darl, 87. 

Sci......, absent from pre-British 
eurriculum, l2n., 26; ambig1lO1l8 
mention in Act of 18ls, 16; in 
present olllclal conroe of Itwly, 
61_ 

Scientillc method, 881_ 
Sclentillc otwly of cbild ..-led, 199. 
Scriptures, instruction in, l1li. 8 .. 

Bible. 
Seclusion of women. 8 •• Purdah. 
Seeds, Improved, 4.8; in Punjab 

farming, 270, 271. 
Segregation of girls, practised at 

ltaIv'a Gurulmla, l1li. 8 .. Purdah. 
SeIf-defeDle, in Nationalllt program, 

80. 
SeIf-expWllloo, demand of people 

for, S08. 
Self-government, political, M; In 

Nationalist program, '19ff.; more 
promlaed by King-Emperor, 811. 

Self-government student, In girla' 
school at Cbittoor, 180; at Mogs, 
1840, 186. 

Self-resuaint and conuo!, aim of 
ancient education, I, 8 i teaching of 
Gandhi au, 80, 86B. 

Self .... pport of student., at Suru!, 
88; at Domakal, 97; In proposed 
vocational middle oehool, 114.-19; 
at Bblmpore, 126; at Albsbaree, 
128; at 1II0g&, 186. lS7. 14.6B. 

Seo, J. III. 8911. 
Serampore, ant missionary college, 

11. . 
Servant., In village, 291, 292. 
Sewage, 210-12-
Sbaftesbury. mentioned, 811. 
Sbankaracbarya, lit. 
Sbop-keeper as money-lender. 28CI-

28S. 
Shop project at MOg&, 162-

I' 
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Sikhs, oehools of, 11; rule of, lS2, 
1906'. 2liS6'. B .. RelIgion; Singbs. 

Sikh J at, payment for bride, -. 
Sikhism, 286, 208-60. 
Singbs, religious reform party, 

branch of Sikhs, 269. 
Singing, 88, 2m. 
Sita, 24.1. 
Siva, 26OB. 
SivajI, lit. 
Smallpoz, 219; ear!lest pradlle of 

vaccination by 1II011ems, 226. 
Social pro_ and Bcience, 882. 
Social reform, ... tea, 287~9; healtb 

and aanltatloo, 212, 219, 221-21; 
marriage, 289-4oIl; religion (Arya 
Samaj), 2158, 2M, 26Ji; Sikhism, 
268«.; women'. position, 289-46. 

Soeial reapoDBibility and individual 
freedom, 808. 

Social .. rvlce, 8/1. 
Societlea, literary and debating, at 

GurukuIa Kangrl, 91; miscel
laneous, for promotion of public 
welfare, 287. 

Society for Promotion of National 
Edu .. tloo, 28. 

Soils In Punjab, 266. 
Speyer School Curriculum, sos, SO .. 
Splnaing, 50, 81, 99, 1M, 1118, 291. 

8 .. Gandhi. 
Standard IV, 1240. 
Standardioatlon and the preaenatlon 

of peraonaUty, 807. 
Story and Song, In eurriculum, 110, 

119. B.. Fairy .torl .. ; Folk 
dances. 

Student Council at lIIoga, 150, 180, 
181. 

Student government, 866'. 
Student., In ancient schools, 4.B.; 

personal relationship with teacher. 
.. 8, IS, 1" 88; In early village 
schools, 91f.; enrollment in schools, 
86-4.1, m, 4.9, 60. B .. Girls; Enroll
ment; Backward .tudenta. 

Study ot educational needa ne ..... 
Bary, 128. 

Subject matter, proposed tor Indiau 
oehools, 87s, 874.. 

Subjects ot Btudy, agriculture and 
gardening Included in, m, 65; In 
ancient .chools, 4.B.; In Brltlah 
oehools, ~7. 4.0; crltlciams of, 
4.2, 4S, 59, 60, 66-61, 81, 101-4.; de
sired by Indian leaden, 99-101; In 
early vi11age oehooJs, 10; In _-

perlmental sehooJs, 83-89; In 
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national .choolo, 8O-8S; In pre
British ochoolo, 11; present ele
mentary official, 69-18. 

Sudrs caole, excluded from auclent 
ochoolo, 4; excluded from early 
village ochoolo, 9; 2S8fr. B .. Caste; 
Reform. 

Sun dial, making of, 1211. 
SUUY&l~ 24,1. 
Superstition, and cattle breeding, 

218; In Hindu religion, 2111. B .. 
ReIlgion; Hindulsm. 

Supervision of teaching, 109B., 121, 
122. B •• Iuopection. 
Su~ Agricultural School at, 88, 

89. 
Survey of achoolo, 11, 85, S1, S8, ", 

66, l08fr. 
SWadeshi, 99, S09. 
Swarajya Party, 28. 
Swlnuuing tauk at Moga, 16S. 1M. 

T agore, Rabindrauath, 15, 8S-S8, 
89, 281; OD estreme nationalism, 
S16; on internationalism, S2lI. 

Taj Mahal, mentioned, 41. 
Tamil, vemacular uoed at Adyar, 96. 
Tari1f policy, eBect of on weaving, 

289. 
To, ss, 62, 280, 282. B.. School 

fundo. 
Teacher, ancient ( ••• guru), 8ft.; 

In d ian teacher discriminated 
against, S1; low statuo of, 11; pay 
of, 4, 9, 12; personal relation of 
with students, 4, 8; pla.ee of, 843, 
M6; priest as, 9; status in early 
village achoolo, 9; supply of, 66, 
86; tbrift societies, 47; training of, 
19, 109, 111, 116; untrained in m1a
siou schools, WomeJI at Kanya 
Gurukula, 98. 

Teachers' IuotItute at Moga, 1ST. 
Telegraph system, 296, 291. 
Telugu. medium of lnatructlon at 

Dornakal, 98. 
Tenaucy in the Punjab, 2'13-16. 
Textbooks, approval of, M, 66; domI

II&DOe of, 14., 77; recommendatiou 
of Commission of inquiry, 10911'. 

Thoburn, Isabella, at Luclmow, 166. 
Thomaoson, sa 
Thorndike, E. 1., SS1fr. 
Three R'a, in ancient and early edu .. 

eatlon, 11; in British edueation, 
S1, 4.0, &3 i in present oIicl&l e1e
...... tary school earrIeuImn, 19, 

61-64, 66, 61, 11, 110; criticised, 
Ill-IS, 116; at Moga, 166fr. 

Thrift socletie&, "; at Moga, 169, 
170; promoted by co-operatlve 
socletle&, 286. 

Tilal<, Narayan, poet of India ex
presses love for India, 8tO. 

Time, subject of .tudy, 1211. 
Tolo, Indlgenouo religlouo achoolo, 

101. 
Tools, farming, 261fr. 
Trade&, testing of In order to de

termine preference of student, 
118. 

Traditional education criticised, 10-
18, ll1-1S. B •• Curriculum, infer
ences. 

"Traditions," Moslem, 260-63. 
Tradition in farming, 266, 218. 
Training COlIne at Mogs, 128. 
TrainiDg for teachers, 19, 40, 42, 

46-48, 68, 108«., 116. S,. Teachen. 
Transmigration, 2112, 26S. S •• Hlndn

Ism. 
Trausportatlon, fadlltles Improved 

In recent years, 294-96. 
Tribal tlea and caote divlJlolII, 285. 
Tribes In tbe Punjab, 190-96. 
Trinity College, 1080. 
Tuberculosis, 220. 
Taka Ram, 94. 
Tuskegee, 114. 

U na~ Indlgenouo system of medl
cine among Moslems, 22lI. 

Under-Secretary, Director of Pub
lie Instruction In Punjab, 6S. 

Under-Seeretory of Stote for lndla, 
'1. 

Union Seminary, 1080. 
United Provincea, 82, 49, 115. 
United Stote&, mentioned, '1, 1080. 
UDity Conference at DelhJ, October, 

1112S, ass, 289. 
University syatcm, M. B .. Schoolo, 

blgher. 
Untouehablllty, 2S81f.; eampalgD 

against, ass, 289; opposed by 
Gaudhi, 291. B.. Caste. 

Upper India edueatlona1 1MYement, 
99. 

Urdo, SII, 81, 62; most popular 
literary language, 194, 199. 

Usury, 28o-8S. 

Vaeclnatlon, 219. 
Valohya Cute, 4, 2S8fr • 
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Van Do.-, AIiee, 1H, lllII. 
Van TJue, C. H., 29D., SUID. 
Vebi<D, T. SSSo. 
VedaDgas, ,. 
Vedas, 7, 8, 89D., 26Sif. 2511. 
Vedie reIigioa, 9Olf. 
V~ diet, 8'1, 90, 91, !IIi, ll'I'I'. 
V........",)ar Middle Sd>ooI, 70. B .. 

SdIooIs, ...,.,...w.y. 
Vemaealar in -Is, II, 16if. sz, 

lIS. Go .... ", 49, M, 61~ 8S-
106, 110, 11&, 116. 

VeI'IIlIeU!ari, Hindi, II, S&, 61, 112, 
91, tIS; PaoJaJri, S&, 61, 62; Tamil, 
96; TeIuga, 69; Urdu, S&, 61, 62. 

Vidbya VNab Sabaik Sabba, ... 
Village _I», 228if. 
Village ehild, 196-98. 
Village _OlDie life, 266-1101. 
Village Edueatiooal CommisaioD, 

lOS-III, 120. 
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